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 “Heroine of One Thousand Faces: Memoirs by Four Women Soldiers in the Great War and 
Postwar Period” is a comparative project that contributes to ongoing conversations within First 
World War feminist literary scholarship. My study fills in a research gap concerning 
autobiographies by women soldiers. It explores the autobiographical writings of four women 
soldiers who came from different nationalities and spoke different languages. Each of their 
cultures carried different traditions of women warriors, and each woman came from a different 
class situation, around the globe. Maria Botchkareva, a semi-literate peasant, spoke Russian; 
Flora Sandes, native to Yorkshire, was a cosmopolitan British woman of Irish descent, who 
knew French and German and learnt Serbian; Sophie Nowosiełska, an upper-class Polish woman 
who grew up under Austrian occupation and who, aside from Polish and German, spoke several 
languages, including Ukrainian and Romanian and some English; Xie Bingying, a prolific 
woman writer from China and later Taiwan, wrote in Chinese. This dissertation attempts to 
unveil the multiple faces that these war “she-heroes” presented in their own memoirs, and to 
consider them as a response to Joseph Campbell’s monomyth of a masculine hero’s journey in 
The Hero with a Thousand Faces. The four soldiers enlisted in response to the call of 
mobilization from the military and offered their war memoirs to propagate their patriotism. At 
the same time, the serialization of their war accounts and the publication histories of their 
autobiographical self-adaptations indicate that their autobiographies are more than propaganda. 
Their complex narrative structures, combining verbal with visual features, dramatize the female 
soldiers’ roles as performers of gender in the theater of war. 
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Heroine of One Thousand Faces: 
Memoirs by Four Women Soldiers in the Great War and Postwar Period 
Introduction 
This comparative project contributes to ongoing conversations within feminist literary 
scholarship on World War I by filling in a research gap concerning autobiographies by women 
soldiers. It explores the autobiographical writings of four women soldiers who came from 
different nationalities and spoke different languages. Each of their cultures carried different 
traditions of women warriors, and each woman came from a different class situation, around the 
globe. Maria Botchkareva,1 a semi-literate peasant, spoke Russian; Flora Sandes, native to 
Yorkshire, was a cosmopolitan British woman of Irish descent, who knew French and German 
and learnt Serbian; Sophie Nowosiełska2, an upper-class Polish woman who grew up under 
Austrian occupation and who, aside from Polish and German, spoke several languages, including 
Ukrainian and Romanian and some English; Xie Bingying,3 a prolific woman writer from China 
and later Taiwan, wrote in Chinese. This dissertation attempts to unveil the multiple faces of 
these war “she-heroes” that they presented in their own memoirs, and to consider them as a 
response to Joseph Campbell’s monomyth of a masculine hero’s journey in The Hero with a 
Thousand Faces. The four soldiers enlisted in response to the call for mobilization from the 
military and offered their war memoirs to propagate their patriotism. At the same time, the 
serialization of their war accounts and the publication histories of their autobiographical self-
                                                          
1 Despite the different spellings of Botchkareva’s full name, this dissertation follows Isaac Don 
Levine’s choice of “Maria Botchkareva” in his translation of  her memoir. 
2 “Sophie Nowosiełska” is the name under which this Polish lieutenant published her memoir in 
English. I therefore use this spelling rather than the Polish “Zofja Nowosiełska.”  
3 This dissertation cites Chinese names in transliteration into English, except for authors who 
have Americanized names or those whose names have already appeared in references. 
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adaptations indicate that their autobiographies are more than propaganda. Their complex 
narrative structures, combining verbal with visual features, dramatize the female soldiers’ roles 
as performers of gender in the theater of war. 
The four women soldiers’ autobiographical accounts of war appeared during the interwar 
period, when their nations were in crisis.4 Maria Botchkareva’s Yashka: My Life as Peasant, 
Officer and Exile was issued in 1919, the “naked year,” when fighting between “Whites” and 
“Reds” continued. Flora Sandes published An English Woman-Sergeant in the Serbian Army 
during the war and The Autobiography of a Woman Soldier: A Brief Record of Adventure with 
the Serbian Army, 1916–1919 later in 1927. Sophie Nowosiełska’s In the Hurricane of War: 
Memoirs of A Woman Soldier was released in 1929 during her trip to the United States. Xie 
Bingying’s The Autobiography of a Girl Soldier, one among a series of five versions of her 
memoir, was printed in 1936. As postwar nationalism unfolded, their autobiographies responded 
to the need for a solid national identity. Botchkareva’s Yashka was published as a result of her 
efforts to alter the course of Russian politics and to encourage Allied intervention in the dynamic 
power shifts and social upheavals of a politically unstable nation. Sandes’s first war text was 
issued on behalf of Serbia, a nation in a constant state of flux during the Great War; with this 
text, she acted as a figure for British support of the Serbian army. Nowosiełska arranged the 
publication of her war memoirs as part of the Polish nationalist effort to forge a national identity 
after Poland regained independence following World War I. Xie’s war accounts first came out 
after the fledgling Republic of China struggled to survive wars triggered by the 1919 Peace 
                                                          
4 Since the late 1970s, the term “interwar” was used to refer to the period between 1919 and 
1939. On the studies of postwar social issues, see Glynn and Booth, “Unemployment in the 
Interwar Period” (1975), “Unemployment in Interwar Britain” (1983), and Modern Britain 
(1996); for the work of feminist historians on women’s employment in the postwar period, see 
Zimmeck (1984) and Kent (1993).  
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Treaty of Versailles. Over the course of her life, she published a series of five war memoirs 
issued in different places as China underwent conflicts and civil wars. We should note that the 
four women soldiers’ war accounts paint a complex picture of war that defies a simplistic 
interpretation as war propaganda.  
The four women soldiers recuperated war memories in battle scenes by mixing 
strategically-placed war photographs and other images within the texts of their autobiographies. 
Through these highly selective images, each of these women re-presents in the memoir a brave, 
wounded national she-hero who “performs” rescue tasks and military actions in uniform. Recent 
war studies have portrayed women as involuntary victims of abduction and forced soldiering,5 
but the works of women soldiers I address here tell more than stories of female victims. Their 
accounts include military portraits or personal photographs featuring female masculinity that not 
only unsettle the conventional femininity associated with women but also shape a visual story 
whose gender complexities often contradict textual narratives. Furthermore, as the various texts, 
produced at different moments of national formation, establish a memoir series by each of the 
women soldiers, the visual story evolves, allowing each author to interrogate gender undertones 
under the flag of patriotism. When the women soldiers write their own autobiographical accounts 
of war, they pose ambivalent challenges to gender ideologies that could overpower their writing. 
The four autobiographies may look traditional in terms of genre, but they present a gendered 
spectacle of war in which the four soldiers sought to re-enact how they experienced war by 
creating a dialogue between texts and photographic images. 
                                                          
5 For an overview of issues on contemporary girl soldiers, see Wessells 85-106; on the kidnap of 
the Nigerian school girls by Boko Haram, see Amannah Peace Ireju et al. and Chiluwa and 
Ifukor. 
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As Paul Fussell noted in 1975, popular culture of the early twentieth century was 
saturated with a selective range of war images. “Correctly or not,” he argues, “the current idea of 
‘the Great War’ derives primarily from images of the trenches in France and Belgium” (iv). 
According to him, the Great War as a critical part of modern memory, has been portrayed and 
represented substantially in the format of pictures and images of men in trenches on the Western 
Front. Still today, “images of the trenches in France and Belgium” featuring young men prevail 
in literary and cultural memories of the Great War. Influential critics, such as Fussell and Eric J. 
Leed, have noted the romanticism of soldiering and argued for the transformative impact of male 
soldiers’ trench experiences.6 Although the myth of war’s gender has been questioned, issues of 
war linked to male masculinity still dominate scholarly discussions as critical studies of First 
World War literature converge on male combatants and the problematic notion of masculinity 
during wartime.7  
Feminist scholarship has identified a considerable body of women’s literature about 
World War I having challenged the myth that only male soldiers had “authentic” war 
experiences. Yet, critical inquiries into women soldiers’ autobiographical works remain modest. 
In the last decades, feminist historians have investigated women’s efforts in the First World War 
and have thus exposed a hidden history of women playing critical roles in the Great War.8 These 
impressive findings lead literary scholars to reexamine women’s cultural responses to war and to 
reassess war texts by female authors, particularly those who have served in noncombatant roles 
                                                          
6 Paul Fussell argues that the wartime crisis of masculinity challenges the mythic gender of war. 
Eric J. Leed also believes that trench warfare, particuarly traumatic experiences of combat, 
emasculates and transformes male soldiers into “liminal” men. See Fussell 135; Leed 27-33. 
7 See also Mosse for the myth of “the war experience” that glorifies the dead. 
8 For British women serving in the Voluntary Aid Detachment, see MacDonald (1980, 2013); for 
female workers during World War I, see Greenwald (1980) and Braybon (1981); on diverse war 
experiences of women in Europe and America, see Higonnet et al. (1987), Cooke and Woollacott 
(1993), and Grayzel Women’s Identities (1999), Women (2002), and At Home (2014). 
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during the war.9 Feminist scholars have also examined literary women’s personal writings about 
war so as to understand how women writers’ literary responses came under the influence of 
war.10 Therefore, feminist scholarship on non-combatant women’s writing has largely 
demystified the misconception of war as combat only associated with military masculinity and 
revealed a vision of war perceived by women. Such a perception, though, is not without gaps, 
one of which bears on women combatants.  
Over the last forty years, gender representation in women’s autobiographical writing has 
also gained greater attention from feminist scholars interested in redefining the canon of 
autobiography, but military women’s personal writings that relive war memories are still mostly 
unnoticed. Since the 1970s, academic interest in female autobiographers has increased,11 and 
women’s autobiographical writing has also flourished in a memoir boom.12 Feminist scholars’ 
investments in autobiographical criticism have consequently established “life writing” as a 
recognized academic field.13 Anthologies of early women’s texts have begun to build a vast 
archive of women’s life narratives.14 At the same time, feminist critics have discovered the 
                                                          
9 For critical analysis of writings of nurses and medical workers` in the “Forbidden Zone,” see 
Tylee (1990) and Goldman et al. (1995). For collections that include works of nurses and 
ambulance writers, see Cardinal et al. (2002) and Higonnet (1999). 
10 Here “personal writings” include diaries, letters, and autobiographies. For critical collections 
on literary women’s personal writings about war, see Cooper et al. (1989), Goldman (1993), and 
Ouditt (1994).  
11 For an overview of the history of women’s autobiographical writing emerging as a field, see 
Smith and Watson, Women 4-5.   
12 Leigh Gilmore notices that a boom of memoir, occurring around 1990s, coincided with a 
remarkable economic boom and that “the memoir boom” features authors who suffer from 
trauma. See Gilmore, “Limit-Cases” 128. 
13 The overarching term of “life writing” encompasses diverse and often confusing genres 
ranging from “autobiography” and “memoir” to “testimonio” and “diary.” See Smith and 
Watson, Reading 1-5.  
14 For British and American women’s autobiographical writing, see Mason and Green (1979), 
Culley (1985), Anzaldúa (1990), and Smith and Watson, Before They Could Vote (2006). For 
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limitation of traditional autobiographical criticism while reading women’s writing; thus, 
dominant theories have been reframed to interpret the representation of women’s lives.15 The 
critics focus more on women’s autobiographies that challenge gender binaries outright or those 
which present “new” autobiographical practices.16 In consequence, female soldiers tend to be 
neglected as autobiographers who seem to fit conventional gender categories and write memoirs 
that appear to be traditional. Nevertheless, the autobiographies under investigation here are 
anything but traditional.  
My comparative project seeks to fill in the research gap and contribute to ongoing 
conversations within the First World War feminist literary scholarship as well as in the criticism 
of women’s autobiographies. The focus of this study is on female soldiers who not only join 
combat but also write about fighting experiences on the battlefront. Their autobiographical 
writings are misrecognized as representations of militarized masculinity whereas the four works 
investigated here portray a complicated picture of a gendered war. This research explores the 
extent to which autobiography serves as a venue where combatant women can contribute to the 
building of nationhood. It attempts to bring to the fore various ideologies engaged within the 
autobiographical representation of a national war heroine. The project builds on feminist 
scholarship on women’s writings about the First World War that recognizes various impacts of a 
“total war” on women of all ethnicities, “classes, political alignments, and nationalities” 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
early critical inquiries into women’s practice of personal writing, see Jelinek Women’s (1980) 
and The Tradition (1986). 
15  For influential feminist criticism of women’s autobiographical writing, see Stanton (1987); 
Hoffmann and Culley (1985); Smith A Poetics (1987) and Subjectivity (1993); Brodzki and 
Schenck (1988); Benstock (1988); Culley (1992); Smith and Watson De/colonizing (1992) and 
Getting a Life (1996); Lionnet and Scharfman (1993); Gilmore Autobiographics (1994) and The 
Limits of Autobiography (2001); Moraga and Anzaldúa (2015).  
16 Recent theoretical collections have extended research to out of closet memoirs, slave and 
prison memoirs, and autobiographies of gays, lesbians, bisexuals and transgenders. See for 
instance Kaplan (1992), Singer (1993), and Scheffler (2002). 
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(Higonnet Lines xxi).17 It involves feminist approaches to literary representations of war that 
historicize war experiences and situate them within historical, cultural, political, and national 
contexts.18 It then extends the research focus further to women soldiers’ autobiographies, in 
order to understand how military women participate in, negotiate with, and fight against 
nationalist ideologies through autobiographical writings. It notes that these women’s combat 
experiences reveal not a masculine world of battles but a cross-cultural arena where gender 
categories blur due to the multiplicity of parameters for identity.  
Feminist research on non-combatant women’s writings during World War I has largely 
corrected the misconception of war as combat associated exclusively with military masculinity. 
As most studies seek to understand how the Great War affected women, critical inquiries into 
war texts by female authors have uncovered a vision of war perceived by women. Claire M. 
Tylee, for example, reassesses literary women’s fiction as well as nonfiction by significant social 
or political figures, but she devotes only a handful of lines to Flora Sandes. By comparison, 
Dorothy Goldman, Jane Gledhill, and Judith Hattaway shift attention to the register of literary 
modernism in prominent literary women writers’ responses to war. In order to broaden the scope 
of investigation, Margaret R. Higonnet explores the complexity and diversity of women’s war 
experiences by examining both fictional and nonfictional war writings of women whose roles 
range from combatants to civilians. Like Tylee and Higonnet, Susan Ouditt takes interest in and 
seeks to unveil the complicated print culture in wartime that shaped women’s identities. The 
critical findings about women’s literature of World War I have disclosed various aspects of the 
                                                          
17  Higonnet notes that the spectrum of women’s war responses ranges from propaganda to 
pacifism since war influenced women in different ways. See Higonnet, Lines of Fire xx-xxiv.   
18  Joan W. Scott emphasizes the need to analyze political discourse beyond a traditional reading 
of historical evidence if one seeks to undertsand women’s hitory in terms of war. See Scott, 
“Rewriting” 25-29.  
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impact of war on women’s lives and their literary imagination; women are mostly perceived as 
those who suffered from and were victimized by war.  
The figure of the female combatant calls into question the prevailing trope of women as 
iconic figures of war victimhood. A minority group of female soldiers published autobiographies 
or memoirs that depict their combat experiences, often supported by photos in the frontispiece as 
evidence of their service.19 In their works, the tension between woman and nation turns war into 
a gendered spectacle within which the borderline between “home” and “front,” as well as the 
boundary between “masculine” and “feminine,” is collapsed and can be crossed. Yet, since 
women soldiers joined combat and, like their male comrades, wrote about their battle-zone 
experiences, their writings appeared to subscribe to the myth of militarized masculinity 
associated with maleness. Neither professional writers nor significant figures, women soldiers 
attracted little attention from feminist critics and historians.  
War memoirs by female combatants have been under-examined, in part because, until the 
end of the twentieth century, such a figure remained exceptional. Reaching back to the myths of 
antiquity, women soldiers have long been synonymous with exceptional war heroines. Their 
exceptionality is manifest both in the mythological elements of stories about women warriors 
and in the small numbers of warrior heroines. The myths of women warriors bring into being a 
storytelling community among women who listen to, read, and write stories of forceful women. 
Every culture has developed its own tradition of passing on stories of fearless women who fight, 
orally or in written forms. As different cultures share a similar theme of “strong women,” some 
                                                          
19 The titles of the four texts I examine here read either “Autobiography” or “Memoirs”; this 
dissertation intends to blur the generic boundaries between “autobiography” and “memoir” for a 
focus on the function and the production of women’s life writing about war. I therefore use 
“autobiography” and “memoir” interchangeably. 
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of the heroines, such as the Amazons, Joan of Arc, Mulan, Nonmiton (or the Dahomey 
Amazons), Nadezhda Durova, to name but a few, have evolved into influential mythic figures 
across cultural, historical and national borders.20  
The myths of women warriors, therefore, not only work to mythologize future 
generations of female heroines but also serve as a significant tool to bond women synchronically 
and diachronically. On the one hand, fictional elements drawn from ancient heroines’ tales 
unsettle the authenticity of modern women soldiers’ war narratives, transforming some historical 
tales into heroic legends. Historical figures develop from real actors in historical events into 
myth-like warrior queens in fantastic stories. This explains why, until today, some academic 
scholars still consider stories about women soldiers in the early twentieth century to be myths or 
legends without reliable sources to support their truthfulness.21 On the other hand, women also 
seek to retain agency by taking part in the process of myth-making. Since women have always 
been perceived and represented as an icon of nationhood, female images and narratives 
surrounding women proliferate during times of national crisis, such as war or revolution, for the 
purpose of mobilizing the female population. “Revolutionary women,” as Kristine Byron notes 
in the development of Irish nationalism, “must contend with the cultural mythologies 
surrounding woman and nation. Women have often been used as allegories of nation in Ireland 
as elsewhere, and nationalist discourse relies on gendered representational strategies” (Byron 
21). At moments of national formation and transformation, therefore, some powerful women not 
                                                          
20 On the Amazons, see Santini and Wheelwright, Amazons; on Joan of Arc, see Wheelwright, 
Amazons; on the African Dahomeys, see Alpern; on Mulan, see Dong.  
21 An email message forwarded by President of Minerva, Linda Grant DePauw, raises an issue 
regarding the historical existence of women’s soldiers by indicating a male history professor’s 
disbelief in the Women’s Battalion of Death in Russia. See DePauw. 
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only become national icons, but they also step further to propagate political and national 
symbolism of “strong women,” galvanizing other women into action.  
The exceptional war heroine may be called by various names, including “warrior 
maiden,” “woman revolutionary,” “female fighter,” “woman warrior,” or the more contemporary 
version: “woman soldier.” All the disparate names allude to one character in common: the 
woman in combat. While strong women gain strength by doing combat, they further resort to 
storytelling to mobilize female support for patriotism. Orality traditionally functions to 
narrativize history and to build alliances across social differences; writing with the aid of visual 
images serves as an effective means of mobilization as well. Furthermore, storytelling that shares 
strong women’s mythic tales creates a sense of belonging to a cultural community. When 
Benedict Anderson sets the burgeoning of a national identity in the context of print capitalism, he 
sketches out the terrain of “an imagined political community” in terms of cultural memories (6). 
He suggests that young men are connected to each other by reading newspapers through “a deep 
horizontal comradeship” that consists of many millions of “Unknown Soldiers” (7). Such 
anonymity carries a class connotation and contradicts specific heroic names attached to the 
stories of mythic women. In Anderson’s “imagined community” under the name of “the nation,” 
no women are included.  
Different from the class-based, anonymous fraternity, the myths of women warriors 
address a female audience in which each woman connects, across social and historical 
differences, with one another by telling, listening to, reading, and writing female heroes’ stories. 
In the storytelling community, unlike Anderson’s reading man who joins an imagined 
brotherhood of nameless comrades, each woman imagines a sisterhood created through the 
sharing of stories about and by individual woman soldiers. Whereas Anderson proposes a print 
Hong 11 
 
culture driven by the capitalist printing press, the wartime print culture that enables the 
participation of women soldiers in building national identity by writing their war stories is 
shaped and powered more by print patriotism than by print capitalism. Higonnet notes that a 
“war culture,” saturated with heroic tales of female compatriots, immersed girls and women in 
tales of traditional women warriors. Furthermore, as Higonnet also pertinently points out, a 
network of the feminist press in 1914 “united women across national lines” (“Literature” 49). 
Women soldiers in the early twentieth century recognized their emergence as symbols of 
national heroines and found ways to spread their war tales within the storytelling community. 
The warrior women sought to join, as a member of the heroic women’s storytelling sisterhood, in 
the making of myths of heroic women.  
While historical studies occasionally discuss women soldiers’ writings as documents 
about women’s war experiences,22 no critics to date have inquired into the complex narrative 
structures of their memoirs or the set of visual images included in the text in terms of causality, 
agency, and authenticity. Unlike Campbell’s “monomyth” that features an archetypal hero being 
gendered as male, women soldiers’ war memoirs portray a national heroine whose gender cannot 
remain consistent across time. Whereas Campbell takes the monomyth thesis from James Joyce’s 
belief in archetypal stories and draws from world mythologies a universal narrative pattern of a 
man becoming a hero, my research hardly finds one archetypal woman in women soldiers’ war 
stories. Rather, women soldiers’ writing presents complicated and often conflicting stories of a 
warrior heroine whose textual and visual representation are inflected by class, race and gender. 
Moreover, the reception and the production of these texts—the targeted audience for these war 
                                                          
22 See Stoff, “Chapter 7” and Higonnet, “At the Front.” When Stoff examines the history of 
Russian women soldiers’ participation in war, she discusses mainly the social and political 
aspects of these women’s war efforts as a cultural phenomenon. 
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accounts and their dissemination across media in the twentieth century—have attracted little 
analytical interest. By turning attention to the dynamics between author and audience, between 
text and paratext, this dissertation seeks to open up a new direction in the study of 
autobiography.  
Central to my interpretation of these texts are the importance of the visual narratives and 
the writers’ conscious emphasis on the female soldier’s performance of gender in the theater of 
war. That ancient metaphor of the battlefield as a spectacle takes on fresh meaning in these texts, 
where the woman’s trespass on a masculine terrain is repeatedly emphasized.23 The spectacle of 
war is highly gendered not only because war is a gendered terrain but also because war-related 
images of women at the front allow a woman author to “claim the authority to speak as a witness 
of the taboo realm of men’s combat,” as Higonnet has argued (“At” 297). Moreover, besides 
offering evidence of female writers’ combat experiences at the front, paratextual images further 
frame a visual challenge to the written text. If we hope to recognize the gendered face of war, 
textual and visual representations of the Great War must be taken together to acquire a more 
complete picture of the Great War, because in these memoirs photos and other images often 
contest the textual message.  
This dialogic relationship between text and image invites a consideration of war as a 
“spectacle” in light of Guy Debord’s writings in the 1960s that theorize the place of images in a 
post-modern society. Debord’s notion of image as a post-modern spectacle may seem 
anachronistic in the study of women soldier’s war memoirs published in World War I and the 
Interrwar Period. Yet, this dissertation argues that Debord’s theses help us to understand how the 
four women soldiers investigated here used war photographs to unsettle the “natural” connection 
                                                          
23 For the spectacularity of war, see Bryson 35-37.  
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between maleness and masculinity, between femaleness and femininity. For Debord, images 
constitute “representations of a direct and autonomous connection with the creation of one's own 
history, and thereby that of society as a whole” (“Capitalism”).24 According to Knabb, images 
for Debord mediate a social relation between people as they render a history that is not only 
personal but social, political and cultural (Knabb 10).25 Insofar as ‘spectacular’ images for 
Debord are alienating, visual representations enable mockery of ostensibly “natural” links that 
connect an image with what it is supposed to represent. Just as the performance of a role that 
breaks with social norms exposes those norms, so too the recognition that war can be understood 
as a staged spectacle of social power calls that use of power into question.  
Academic interest in women’s autobiographical writings has established a growing 
archive of women’s writing and has revised dominant theories of autobiography. Women 
soldiers’ memoirs, however, have not yet been recognized as a viable site for criticism by 
feminist scholars interested in re-defining the canon of autobiography. Estelle C. Jelinek argues 
that women’s personal narratives are characterized by a pattern of discontinuity and 
fragmentation, in contrast to the model of coherence in men’s autobiographies, because of the 
multiple, diversified roles that mark women’s lives. Later feminist critics of women’s 
autobiography further interrogate assumptions about the universality of women’s life experiences 
as they seek to dismantle essentialist notions of gender. Nancy K. Miller and Domna C. Stanton, 
for instance, propose to analyze women’s autobiographies beyond the experiential in terms of 
                                                          
24 This quotation comes from a book review on Afflicted Powers: Capital and Spectacle in a New 
Age of War from the online journal of The Aufheben Journal. See “Capitalism.” 
25 Most English editions of The Society of the Spectacle translate Debord’s fourth thesis as “The 
spectacle is not a collection of images; it is a social relationship between people that is mediated 
by images” (10). Ken Knabb translates the thesis into “a social relation,” however. This 
dissertation prefers “relation” to “relationship” as the former term tends to offer more varieties in 
“the ways in which” people are connected, other than a reference to the connection itself. See 
Debord and Knabb for differences.  
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multiple differences of the autobiographical subject. Joan W. Scott also challenges the notion of 
experience as a given, while reading women’s writing, and seeks to historicize experience by 
making visible “the operations of complex and changing discursive processes by which identities 
are ascribed, resisted, or embraced” (“Experience” 65). Sidonie Smith focuses on the textuality 
of women’s life writing, rather than gendered identity, for a better understanding of the dynamics 
of women autobiographers’ literary responses to dominant gender conventions. In the wake of 
postcolonial concerns, Sidoni Smith and Julia Watson expand theoretical explorations in 
women’s life writing to a global scale, seeking to recast the terms of “an undifferentiated (read 
normatively white) global sisterhood” (De/Colonizing xv). Françoise Lionnet asserts that 
colonized women voice their concerns dialogically from various cultural locations. Bella Brodzki 
and Celeste Schenck further extend their criticism of feminist essentialism as well as 
autobiographical textuality by incorporating out-of-closet memoirs, autobiographies written by 
gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender writers, slave and prison memoirs.  
Since feminist critical scholarship focuses more on women’s autobiographies that 
challenge gender binaries outright or on those that present “new” autobiographical practices, 
women soldiers tend to be neglected. Because female soldiers write memoirs that take traditional 
memoir forms, they have never been viewed as “feminist” autobiographers. Whereas women 
soldiers’ war stories may be written in the conventional form of memoir, the autobiographies 
under investigation here communicate more than life stories. Instead, several of them contain 
series of photographs and other illustrations telling visual stories that send different messages 
from those embedded in the text; their paratexts also shape conflicting narratives in reply to 
textual narratives. As Gérard Genette emphasizes in his study, “the paratext of the work” serves 
as “the privileged site of a pragmatics and of a strategy” and “is empirically composed of an 
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assorted set of practices and discourses of all sorts” (261-262; emphasis in original). Reading the 
paratext of the autobiographical works by the four women soldiers addressed here shows that 
multiple voices speak to one another as the voices compete to articulate on behalf of the national 
heroine in their own terms. 
Therefore, I suggest the women soldiers’ war memoirs be read as feminist acts of 
resistance, even if the terminology may appear anachronistic. Despite the war images that shape 
visual narratives other than the writings, women soldiers’ war texts I address here have been read 
as historical documents rather than as examples of autobiography, which might be compared to 
writings by male soldiers. While the four memoirs investigated here were disregarded as 
unreliable historical documents, they nevertheless portray a complicated picture of a gendered 
war that reveals the tension between women soldiers, feminists, the army, and the state. I 
propose to situate women soldiers’ autobiographies within their historical, cultural, and social 
contexts in order to understand, through the lens of class, race, and gender, how fighting women 
frame their war memories and why the same memories develop into conflicting representations 
over time. Scant comparative research has investigated the growing number of such 
autobiographies in the period of the First World War, when women’s appearance on the public 
stage afforded by war reporting may have impelled some literate women to pick up a pen, as well 
as a gun, and certainly attracted readers to these female warriors’ tales. Women soldiers’ literary 
representation has been transformed by the conjunction of modern warfare with women’s 
increasing access to literacy and control over their own stories. Still, women soldiers’ writings 
are easily misinterpreted as propaganda because of the narratives proliferating around the figure 
of female combatant, particularly those created by the military, the government, and feminists. 
Hence, women soldiers’ war memoirs become a site of negotiation and contestation. 
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“Experience,” as Scott argues convincingly, “is at once always already an interpretation and is in 
need of interpretation” (“Experience” 69; emphasis in original). Historicizing their war 
experiences makes visible the women soldiers’ relationships to political groups, military 
organizations, and feminist networks, as well as their ambivalent responses to dominant gender 
ideologies in wartime.  
Such scholarship therefore inspires this study to pose questions regarding the 
conventional historiography of World War I and thereby propose to explore this war not as a 
historical event with a precise beginning and a definite ending. As numerous female writers 
documented their memories of realities they had encountered during the Great War, their 
writings exposed a gendered framework of subordination dominant at wartimes and in post-war 
eras. Many readings betray a simplistic interpretation of the Great War as a turning point of 
women’s liberation. Despite research on women’s cultural responses to the war, women are 
nevertheless primarily perceived as victims of war. The publishing histories of women soldiers’ 
war memoirs reveal multiple ideological influences in the autobiographical representation of a 
national woman soldier. Meanwhile, we should note that despite multiple ideologies that shape 
the gendered representation of war heroines, autobiographies by women soldiers from different 
cultures demonstrate that these women managed to retain agency by telling war stories of their 
own. Textual variations of their serial memoirs and paratextual differences imply the subversive 
nature of the female soldier’s war writings. Their war writings, therefore, open up 
simultaneously multiple readings that present a war from varying perspectives.  
All four texts of the texts discussed were presented in successive versions, whose time of 
publication coincides with significant political events and crucial historical moments; each 
edition differs slightly and sometimes even contradicts the other. While Botchkareva, 
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Commander of the First Russian Women’s Battalion, dictated her war experiences (as 
testimonios have been recorded more recently), her stories first appeared as a heavily illustrated 
magazine serial entitled “My Story,” with an emphasis on sensational romantic stories. Her 
translator Isaac Don Levine subsequently reconstituted the magazine installments as a book 
under the title Yashka: My Life as Peasant, Officer and Exile (1919), with one of her war 
portraits. Her autobiography was released after her visit with President Woodrow Wilson to seek 
diplomatic support; meanwhile, newspapers, magazines, war correspondents recorded her stories 
in various versions, and even Levine included stories about her accomplishments within his own 
autobiography.  The other three women wrote more than one text published at different times. 
Flora Sandes first published An English Woman-Sergeant in the Serbian Army in 1916 when the 
war in Serbia was raging; her goal was to raise funds for the Serbian army. A decade later after 
her marriage to a Serb commander, she re-edited her autobiography by adding more stories about 
the army and her postwar reflections in a sequel, The Autobiography of a Woman Soldier: A 
Brief Record of Adventure with the Serbian Army, 1916–1919 (1927) with a different set of her 
war photographs. As gender conventions were revived in post-war England, she suggested her 
reaffirmation of the wartime freedom of “adventure.” My third example is Sophia Nowosiełska, 
who in 1920, immediately after Poland announced her independence and won a battle in Lwów 
with the help of young fighters like herself, she issued her first Polish memoir.  When she was 
invited by a veterans’ association to visit the U. S., she published a new war account, In the 
Hurricane of War: Memoirs of A Woman Soldier (1929) in both English and Polish, arranging 
her photographic illustrations differently in each. The best-known Chinese soldier writer, Xie 
Bingying published over her life a series of five war memoirs issued in different places as China 
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experienced both international conflicts and civil wars.26 She published her first war account 
when she joined the nationalist army in republican China, and she continued to issue her war 
narratives for different publishers. Her Autobiography of a Woman Soldier, first published in 
1936, appeared as the Second Sino-Japanese War broke out. Other versions followed in Chinese 
and then in English. Each of Xie’s memoirs contained a mini-set of her war photos that were 
sometimes captioned otherwise or appeared in different order at other times.  
The phenomenon of re-writing war stories has never been examined critically; nor has 
such a mode of serial autobiography, or serial memoirs, ever been identified and theorized. 
Likewise, no studies have explored the use of pictures and photographs to create alternative 
visual narratives as opposed to stories told in written texts that they enclosed. Finally, the 
different national and personal circumstances of each writer indicate the complexity of both 
motives and reception for these accounts. Women soldiers from various cultures wrote their war 
stories in memory of battles they fought through a number of war images; they published serial 
memoirs each of which contains an ambivalent mindset towards gender hierarchies in the 
military. All of the four women soldiers planted disparate messages in each edition of their war 
memoirs; these adaptations speak to these women’s engagements with national events and socio-
cultural practices at the time of publication. By narrating their war experiences in different ways, 
these women soldiers create multiple self-images that present more than one “face.” The changes 
in the subjectivity of a heroic woman soldier represented in these soldiers’ writings reflect the 
autobiographers’ tailoring of selfhood for each specific publication. Navigating through these 
                                                          
26 The dissertation examines War Diary (1929), The Autobiography of a Girl Soldier (1936), 
New War Diary (1938), Ten Years as a Woman Soldier (1946), and Xie’s signature piece, The 
Autobiography of a Woman Soldier (1949). The Autobiography of a Woman Soldier were re-
edited in Taiwan (1956, 1980, 1985), in Hong Kong (1962), and in China (1985, 2009); an 
English edition, A Woman Soldier’s Own Story: the Autobiography of Xie Bingying, was 
released in the U.S. (2001). 
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autobiographies, this dissertation researches their complicated publication histories and attempts 
to historicize the war experiences these four women soldiers re-created textually. Each author 
adapts the literary representation of herself as a national soldier in order to structure the ways she 
will be remembered by successive audiences.  
The complex publishing histories surrounding these autobiographies not only suggest the 
representational malleability that a woman soldier’s subjectivity entails but also reveal a cross-
cultural framework embedded within the process of textual production and dissemination of the 
four texts. This cultural phenomenon shows women soldiers’ war narratives are highly mediated. 
They therefore require a set of critical tools that examine both women soldier’s relationship to 
the nation and the cross-cultural influences on their autobiographical practices as well. The four 
autobiographies appeared in response to nationalistic propaganda, but the four women soldiers 
intended to address a broader readership. Botchkareva hoped her war narrative would defend the 
Whites, loyal to the Provisional Government, against the Bolsheviks. Xie first printed news 
columns that were collated and expanded in her published autobiography to support the 
mobilization efforts initiated by the Chinese nationalist party against Japanese imperialists. 
Botchkareva was a semi-literate Russian peasant, whereas Xie was a well-educated Chinese 
writer; in turn, their war stories were translated by immigrant literati from overseas communities, 
and published in the U. S. in English. Nowosiełska spoke Polish, and her first memoir was 
published with the aid of a significant Polish military figure, Jozef Pilsudski; a decade later, a 
second memoir was published in English in the U.S. under the auspices of an American veterans’ 
organization.27 A native speaker of English, Sandes published her memoirs twice on behalf of the 
                                                          
27  The publication of Nowosielska’s memoir, In the Hurricane of War, was sponsored by the 
American Legion, a federal chartered organization established in Paris in 1919 and devoted to 
veterans’ issues. 
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Serbian Army. Whatever social status categories they originally belonged to, the four women 
contributed to war efforts not simply by joining the army, but also by “recording” what they 
experienced. Their acts of writing complicate the autobiographical representations of war. Not 
only were their war memoirs serialized with textual variations in various editions, but separate 
sets of stories were also found in different translations. By examining textual variations in 
distinctive translated versions, this dissertation discloses the cross-cultural and transnational 
interventions in the process of publication as texts were altered by editors, translators, and 
transcribers from dictation. The dissertation reads autobiographies across cultural, national, and 
language borders because these women soldiers, on the one hand, made war efforts in the quest 
for economic assistance and political support for their own fledgling states. On the other hand, 
they were involved and entangled in a hidden cross-cultural network that operated beneath the 
cultural translation of a national woman hero.28 The women’s negotiation with this network does 
not, however, undermine the agency of these national she-heroes. On the contrary, the 
international distribution of women’s war stories undercuts the claim that their work was simply 
propagandist. The different versions indicate ways that these soldier autobiographers revise and 
improvise identifications prescribed by various discourses. These translations, when analyzed 
within a cross-cultural context, also manifest what intervenes in or manipulates textual 
production. The evidence of variable translation reveals how female soldiers’ war stories 
circulate as well as how they evolve across national and cultural borders.  
The four texts indeed were written in the conventional form of memoir, but a feminist 
critical perspective that addresses issues of textual interventions by the author as well as by those 
                                                          
28 This research intends to make intelligible a grid of power relationships between the four 
women soldiers and those who intervene in the publication, translation, and dissemination of 
their works. 
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involved in the production of the text complicates an understanding of a conventional form. 
Scott’s approach of “historicizing experience” reveals “the operations of the complex and 
changing discursive processes by which identities are ascribed, resisted, or embraced and which 
processes themselves are unremarked” (65). Judith Butler’s arguments about identity categories 
remind us that “gender is a kind of imitation for which there is no original” (185; emphasis in 
original). Their approaches to gender and experiences through gender enable us to “visualize” 
the constructed nature of experience when these women soldiers represent the war with disparate 
sets of war photographs in various editions of their memoirs. Botchkareva’s autobiography 
carries a cover portrait of a strong masculine soldier in uniform, but her war stories characterize 
an abused but faithful wife promising to return after war, a cross-dressed soldier flirting with a 
woman, and even a leading female actor in an army theater as well (68, 106, 109). Sandes 
includes only images of herself in uniform at the front, but stories from her reflection juxtapose 
an upper-middle-class English lady sipping tea in a sitting room, a lady partner dressed up as a 
nurse to an army party, and a woman sergeant dancing stiffly with a woman doctor (94, 176).  
Nowosiełska’s war photographs show her as a uniformed woman with a lovely family, whereas 
her memoirs present a filial daughter, a cross-dressed soldier, and an attractive Polish girl 
rejecting sternly Russian soldiers’ wooing (29, 37, 49). Xie’s autobiographies contain portrait-
photographs of her as a soldier in uniform, yet her writing depicts a rebellious daughter, 
struggling mother, and an impoverished political writer (54, 171, 208). As the photographic 
representations of the Woman Soldier that these women offered in their memoirs disagree with 
the characters portrayed in the written texts, Scott’s analysis of the constructedness of 
“experience” helps explain why and how verbal and visual representations of the soldier 
memoirists contrast and conflict.  
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Each of the four chapters in the body of the dissertation focuses on one woman soldier 
and her war memoirs. Each chapter develops similar lines of inquiry: examining the historical 
and cultural contexts for a woman soldier’s enlistment in the army, the publishing histories of the 
memoirs, the visual paratext, and finally the text(s). Chapter One analyzes both Maria 
Botchkareva’s autobiography Yashka and her stories serialized in the American literary 
magazine, The Metropolitan. The chapter starts with the historical and cultural contexts for 
Russian women to join the army, building on Laurie Stoff’s historical studies on Russian 
women’s dead battalions as well as Higonnet’s notion of “a war culture” to understand the social 
and cultural responses in Russia and abroad to the phenomenon of massive women enlistment. It 
then proceeds to unravel the complicated publishing histories of Botchkareva’s war stories, 
revealing an intricate network of interventions that first release the stories as a sensational 
magazine serial and reissue as a book thereafter. It seeks to explain how she was related with 
members from several groups, including American journalists, British suffragists, Russian 
Bolsheviks, and the Russian provisional government; it works to reveal the ways in which her 
relationship with the other parties affected the way her memoir was produced. 
Chapter Two first traces briefly British women’s active pursuit of wartime service abroad 
in the nineteenth century, paving the ground for the transition of Flora Sandes from volunteering 
as a nurse to joining the army as a soldier. This chapter draws on biographical details from recent 
biographies on Flora Sandes and consults Higonnet’s theory of war photography and her analysis 
of Sandes’s travels in Serbia with a camera in hand.29 It juxtaposes the two set of war 
photographs Sandes placed in her two memoirs to understand how Sandes hoped to achieve 
                                                          
29 See Higonnet “X-Ray Vision.” 
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through visual representations. It also compares her two autobiographical accounts by analyzing 
the narrative structure of Sandes’s two stories and the connection between the two.  
My third chapter focuses on the Polish woman soldier Sophie Nowosiełska, whose two 
memoirs in Polish and English chart the historical trajectory of Polish nationalism since the turn 
of the twentieth century in order to explain her own fervent desire to fight for her people after the 
Armistice, when women’s battalions were formed in a new Polish army. Building on Higonnet’s 
discussions about WWI women soldiers, the chapter stresses the importance of Nowosiełska’s 
rewriting of herself and examines the different narrative genres she includes to frame each 
memoir (“Girl Soldiers”). The chapter hopes to explain Nowosiełska’s selections of certain 
photographs to complement her writing by comparing her two memoirs in terms that deal with 
the use of war images as gendered representations and the order in which images are presented.  
As I show in chapter four, Xie Bingying and her five war memoirs form a mini-series. A 
brief historical overview of the political and cultural grounds on which Chinese women could 
serve in the army introduces Xie Bingying’s successful debut as a soldier writer and her 
immediate fame across national borders. It draws upon the perspectives of feminist critics 
including Christina K. Gilmartin, Joan Judge, Louise Edwards, and Hsu Huiqi, to situate Xie’s 
autobiographical writings within Chinese feminist literary traditions. The chapter traces the 
publishing histories of her five war memoirs to reveal interventions from editors, publishers and 
author herself, examining paratextual variations and entertaining conflicting messages embedded 
in the shifting paratext. The final section on Xie deals with different personal stories recorded in 
five separate memoirs. It applies Susan Lanser’s narratological theory of “double voice” and 
examines Xie’s use of personal pronouns in all of her major autobiographical works to 
understand Xie’s ambivalent feminist and nationalist positions.  
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My conclusion sums up the shared concerns of the previous four chapters regarding 
nationalism and gender ideologies across cultures. I argue that these soldiers emerged from a 
wartime culture that spread war heroines’ tales, in political moments of nation formation. While 
the four soldiers were talented storytellers who presented their war experiences as myths of 
national heroines, their narratives complicated their patriotic acts of military service. Not only do 
they use humor and cross-gender performances to destabilize mythmaking and gender 
conventions, but they deploy photographic narratives to play with and against their own 
narratives. In this final section, I ask how subversive women soldiers’ war memoirs can be, as 
four dissimilar stories on the one hand expose an embedded gender system in each woman’s 
culture, while on the other hand they challenge gender discourses that surround nationalist 
patriotism and ostensibly define their own status as female soldiers. 
The dissertation concludes with a brief discussion of the significance of “reading” the 
women soldiers who fought a century ago. This significance should be understood in three basic 
ways. An analysis of the writings of women soldiers from the early twentieth century allows 
modern-day scholars to better understand these soldiers’ complex negotiations with and 
resistances to the gender norms shaping military service within their own specific cultural 
contexts. Recognizing the ideological gender terrain that women soldiers were made to traverse 
as both soldiers and writers recording their experiences also enables scholars today to be more 
aware of the cultural responses at work in our own age to women soldiers. “Heroine with One 
Thousand Faces: Queering Women Soldiers’ Autobiographies” is my “call to scholarly arms.” 
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Chapter One:  
Maria Botchkareva, “Russia’s Joan of Arc” or Russian Amazon Queen?30 
I. Historical and Cultural Contexts for Russian Women to Join the Army 
Women soldiers were “a rare phenomenon” on the Western front during World War I 
(Higonnet “At” 145). By contrast, Russian women soldiers fought in battalions on the Eastern 
Front. Although recent documentary efforts, such as Dmitrii Meskhiev’s Battalion in 2015, have 
refreshed public memories of Russian all-female regiments for the centennial anniversary of 
World War I, these women’s war writings somehow remain neglected.31 Occasional examples of 
female soldiers had been documented across Europe, but all-women volunteer armies primarily 
came from the Russian Empire during the Great War; among them, the First Russian Women’s 
Battalion of Death under the command of Maria Botchkareva was one of the best-known units. 
These women’s stories were forgotten soon as the women’s fighting units were disbanded 
quickly amidst political chaos ensuing the collapse of the empire; after the Soviet Union 
dissolved, historians began to uncover these hidden faces. A few Russian women soldiers, albeit 
not professional authors, published war memoirs, but their war writings have received little 
scholarly attention as such.32 Instead, these war stories have been particularly researched as 
                                                          
30 Maria Botchkareva was dubbed as “Russia’s Joan of Arc” no later than October 1918, when 
periodicals began to advertize her stories about to be serialized in The Metropolitan. See 
“Announcing” for instance. 
31 Authored and produced by Igor Ugolnikov, Battalion was directed by Dmitry Meshiev under 
the sponsorship of the Russian Ministry of Culture, the Russian Military Historical Society and 
the Russian Geographical Society. It was premiered in 2015 and later won awards in Russia and 
abroad; it received mixed reviews, though.  
32 Some of the well-known memoirs by Russian women soldiers include Maria Botchkareva’s 
Yashka, edited by Isaac Don Levine and first published by the Frederick A. Strokes Company in 
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supplemental documents or biographical records in historical studies of Russia during World 
War I. Because these women soldiers’ works are often viewed as sentimental or exaggerated, 
their accounts have typically been dismissed as overtly dramatic and unreliable.33 The question 
of truthfulness, however, oversimplifies Russian women soldiers’ war writings. Leigh Gilmore 
argues that conventions of truth telling tend to “constrain self-representation” of authors who 
have experienced violence (The Limits 3).34 According to her, memoirists seek to present truth 
untroubled by the laws of accuracy and objectivity as they deploy certain tactics of representing 
a traumatic past that language fails to reconstruct.35 Gilmore’s argument of traumatic memory 
beyond conventional representations of identity may not seem to apply to these Russian female 
soldiers’ works since war in their writings was more a liberating force than trauma. Her 
suggestion to read memoirs beyond historical accuracy, however, helps one to understand 
realities that Russian women soldiers’ works portray to reveal significant “truths” of war lying 
outside the parameters of exact dates and accurate geographical facts. Therefore, despite an 
essential criterion for a soldier autobiographer’s credibility, the rule of authenticity defined 
simply by accuracy of time and place becomes too limited if one seeks to disentangle the 
complexity of the picture of war depicted in Russian women soldiers’ accounts. 
As Russian women soldiers’ war memoirs represent war in ways that challenge 
heteronormative gender ideology, they require fresh perspectives that take alternative approaches 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
1919; Marina Yurlova’s Cossack Girl, first published by the Macaulay Company in 1934; Nina 
Krylova’s accounts in Boris Solonevich’s Zhenshchina s vintovkoi, published in 1955.  
33 For instance, Maria Yurlova’s Cossack Girl, is considered as an unreliable historical source for 
its sensational language. See Stockdale 85; Stoff 49-51. 
34 Leigh Gilmore notes that compulsory forgetting and false memory function simultaneously in 
autobiographical writings whose authors have experienced traumatic violence. See Gilmore, 
“Limit-Cases” 131-135. 
35 Gilmore indicates that certain tactics, such as serializing memoirs, fictionalizing 
autobiography, creating biography of one’s own, should be considered as ways of producing new 
narrative forms to represent traumatized selfhood. See Gilmore, The Limits 96-99. 
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to the analysis of a gendered war in terms of agency, memory, and limits of autobiography. 
Among Russian women soldiers’ works, Maria Botchkareva’s Yashka: My Life as Peasant, 
Officer, and Exile, as set down by Isaac Don Levine (1919) is one of the most referenced, despite 
criticisms of exaggeration and misinformation.36 Interestingly, this semi-literate peasant woman 
did not author the text; she dictated her stories to Isaac Don Levine, an émigré journalist. 
Sponsored by politicians, officials, and feminists, Botchkareva travelled across the Atlantic after 
the revolutions to meet with both King Gorge VI of England and President Woodrow Wilson. 
During her visit to the United States in 1918, she signed a contract with Levine, who worked to 
complete, serialize, and publish this memoir after interviews with her.37 Critics have questioned 
the accuracy of Botchkareva’s memoir in part because of this mediated account of her 
experiences. Yet, such concerns about the truthfulness of Botchkareva’s war tales ignore the 
multiple discursive practices through which her stories of war were constructed near the end of 
the Great War. The accusation of her inaccurate war accounts also misinterprets this convoluted 
war memoir whose fluid narrative structure, loose plots, and conflicting paratextual messages 
complicate the characterization of a Russian woman soldier. Moreover, even as Botchkareva 
claims a normative heterosexual gender identity, representations of this female soldier’s gender 
in Yashka problematize codes of heteronormativity. Unraveling this war memoir reveals multiple 
mechanisms that shape historical, social, and cultural understandings of this Russian female 
combatant. Investigation of the ways in which disparate stories are embedded and intertwined in 
Yashka demonstrates the various writing strategies she employs and how those strategies 
                                                          
36 Laurie S. Stoff reminds that Botchkareva’s memoir “embellishes and even fabricates some 
facts of her life while altogether ignoring others” (70); see Stoff 69-89. This chapter refers to this 
memoir in short as Yashka hereafter. 
37 Isaac Don Levine is a Russian American journalist who led a writing career as both a prolific 
author and a staunch anti-communist. For how he met Botchkareva and conducted interviews, 
see Levine 51-54. 
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challenge dominant gender ideologies. In order to clarify the complexity of Yashka, we need to 
look into the historical, political, social, and cultural contexts in which Russian women soldiers, 
like Botchkareva, volunteered to fight and sought to publish their war stories. 
With the decline of the Russian empire, drastic socio-economical changes and chronic 
political conflicts opened up possibilities for women to fight for a national cause during wartime. 
Revised social conventions and newly gained economic freedom during the revolutionary period 
against the tsarist regime empowered Russian women to assume more active, militant roles in 
partisan conflicts. Industrialization by the end of the nineteenth century had altered Russia’s 
economic structure and led to urbanization, thereby disrupting social institutions of Russian 
imperialist patriarchy.38 Economic and social transformations, such as the migration of the 
agricultural population to urban areas and the emergence of rural factories, brought about “a 
revolution in everyday lives” that reframed social codes (Steinberg 180).39 As the patriarchy of 
Russian society was gravely unsettled, women gained more freedom both to travel and to pursue 
activities that were once restricted to males.40 By the turn of the twentieth century, they had 
directly participated in revolutionary efforts that involved physical strength and ferocity; their 
work ranged from weapon delivery, bombing, and espionage to assassination.41 Radical women, 
like Vera Zasulich and Sofya Perovskaya, asserted terrorist violence while undertaking their 
revolutionary missions, including shooting officials and assassinating Tsar Alexander II, who 
                                                          
38 Stoff argues that Russian society went through significant social and economic changes that 
had destabilized the authority of patriarchy. See Stoff 15. 
39 Mark D. Steinberg explains with details about the change of roles peasant women play since 
the beginning of the twentieth century and concludes that social and economic changes 
accumulate in the power to initiate the Russian Revolution. See Steinberg 173-181. 
40 For the status of women in the patriarchy of Russian society and gender roles they play, see 
Stoff 11-16. 
41 Anne E. Griesse and Richard Stites note that Russian women had begun to play significant 
roles of rebellion against autocracy since the second half of the nineteenth century, including 
supportive work and violent missions. See Griesse and Stites 62. 
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was killed in a bombing in 1881.42 Even with the establishment of a parliament after the Russian 
uprising of 1905, Russian women, albeit not in large numbers, continued to perform violent 
actions for women’s suffrage.43 In the pre-1917 revolutionary era, a small number of Russian 
women had fought as soldiers.  
After the outbreaks of the First World War and the subsequent Russian Revolution, social 
instability and political chaos engendered militant female patriotism, debilitated a faltering 
Russian army, and evoked the issue of female citizenship. In the process, these changes further 
paved the way for the large-scale emergence of Russian women soldiers. After Russia entered 
World War I in 1914, a national crisis arose from manpower shortages; as a result, restrictions on 
women’s public engagement were substantially lifted. During the war, the phenomenon of the 
feminization of industry and agriculture emerged as Russian women began taking the place of 
their male counterparts.44 Wartime mobilization of the home front inaugurated an era of Russian 
women’s patriotism out of which numerous Russian women served for war in various capacities, 
including doing combat.45 The emergency of the large-scale Russian retreat in 1915 accelerated 
the need to rebuild a new national army; the revolutions in 1917 further weakened the Russian 
army that had declined in combat capacities prior to the outbreaks.46 Meanwhile, the notion of 
Russian women’s citizenship was first connected with women’s war efforts as feminists from 
                                                          
42 For more details of the shooting by Zasulich in 1878 and the assassination of Tsar Alexander 
II in 1881 by the assault team Perovskaya led, see Griesse and Stites 62; Stoff 15, 21.  
43 Steinberg references letters by groups of peasant women who demanded women’s suffrage 
and women’s representation in the establishment of the Duma, the Russian imperial parliament 
that convened after the outbreak of the 1905 revolution and before the collapse of the empire in 
1917. See Steinberg 187-188.  
44 For Russian women entering the workforce of agriculture and industry after 1914, see Stoff 
23-24. 
45 For war work by Russian women of different classes, see Stoff 25-28; for details about 
individual women soldiers cross-dressing to serve in the army before 1917, see Stoff 28-52. 
46 For the problems in the military culture and structure of the Russian army existing long before 
1917, see Stoff 56-57. 
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various political groups worked to mobilize women during the early war years.47 After the 
prolonged warfare and the collapse of the imperial regime nearly crushed the worn-out military 
forces, the Provisional Government sought to recruit new army combatants, thereby creating 
women’s battalions of death. Apparently, decision makers in the government considered the 
appearance of female combatants an effective political tool to strengthen national spirit since 
women’s introduction into the regular army could bear out both the Provisional and Bolshevik 
governments’ commitment to women’s full emancipation. The introduction could work as a 
strategic approach to revitalizing the troops.48 The idea of “female citizens” was, therefore, 
linked to significant mobilization of women soldiers; under the influence of statist propaganda, 
women in Russia volunteered to enlist in huge numbers. Around Russia, numerous battalions of 
women soldiers were formed either by feminist organizations or by the Provisional 
Government.49 Together, wartime changes of gender roles, women’s enfranchisement, and mass 
mobilization of women all created conditions for Russian women to fight during World War I. 
Modern Russia witnessed women’s extensive participation in combat during the Great War as 
war and revolution transformed imperial Russia socially and politically.   
To be sure, the phenomenon of massive numbers of women soldiers serving in the army 
had by the end of World War I significantly declined. The unprecedented numbers of Russian 
women soldiers in World War I, however, reflect complicated wartime power dynamics in which 
                                                          
47 Stockdale describes that World War I challenged dominant gender conventions in Russia and 
thus destabilized close ties between citizenship and military service. For discussions on how the 
gendered notion of a citizen soldier developed in Russia during World War I, see Stockdale 82-
83, 88-89, 92, 95. 
48 Both the Provisional government and the Bolshevik government during the war actively 
preached “the full emancipation of women” by joining rightful tasks of defending the 
government (Griesse and Stites 62).  
49 Sources have inconsistent numbers of estimates regarding the total of how many Russian 
women joined the battalions formed under the auspice of the Provisional government and 
women’s groups. See Stites 67; Stockdale 95; Stoff 1. 
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multiple ideologies not only compete to define the nation of Russia but also seek to position 
women within disparate nationalist discourses. Russian women’s military units were established 
in 1917 largely for propaganda purposes in order to boost morale among the male soldiers; 
women soldiers were to shame and goad men into fighting for the nation. Even so, contemporary 
mixed perceptions of Russian women soldiers, as well as postwar amnesia that obliterated traces 
of female soldiers, offered no promising outlook for continuing to challenge the Russian 
patriarchy that had seemed to dissolve during the war and the revolution.50 Some, therefore, 
consider that Russian women’s battalions in World War I, instead of breaking down gender 
hierarchies, at best slightly challenged patriarchy that collapsed temporarily during the war.51  
One, however, may oversimply the complexity of how nationalism impacted the mobilization of 
women soldiers during World War I in attributing the large numbers of women in the Russian 
army solely to nationalist propaganda. Jean Bethke Elshetain argues nineteenth-century 
nationalism reached its apogee in the form of the “statist nationalism of the First World War” 
because war engenders a strong sense of national unity (107). According to her, the nation-state 
constructs a nationalist discourse that defines a unified national identity for its people, including 
“the Ferocious Few,” women soldiers who commit group violence.52 Nonetheless, nationalist 
propaganda in Russia developed as diverse ideologies competed for dominance over a nation in 
flux (Lohr). After 1914, frequent political power shifts within the government hindered Russia 
from acting as a unified political entity. Members across the political spectrum, ranging from 
                                                          
50 On the reception of Russian women soldiers in Russia, see Stoff 166-188; for their perceptions 
abroad, see Stoff 189-202. 
51 Laurie Stoff comments that although the “creation of the women’s military units in 1917 was a 
bold social experiment,” whether it successfully challenged “traditional gendered concepts of 
patriotism and citizenship” remains a question (3). See Stoff 3. 
52 Elshetain refers to women engaged in combat as “women fighters” instead of women soldiers.  
See Elshetain 171-180. 
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liberals and socialists to Bolsheviks, debate the definition of Russia as a modern nation and 
assigned to women accordingly prescribed roles in the building of the state, the government and 
the army. Non-Russian minorities responded distinctively to official patriotism propagated by the 
tsarist regime and the Provisional government.53 Concerns voiced by competing ethnic groups in 
Imperial Russia further complicated the nationalizing project after the monarchy collapsed.54 
Diverse ethnic communities sanctioned divergent roles of women in terms of their participation 
in building nationhood.55 The phenomenon of numerous Russian women forming military units 
indicates more than the impact of wartime propaganda.  
Besides social and political factors, the narrative power of storytelling also plays a critical 
role in the event of Russian women collectively serving in combat units. A traditional motif in 
Russian culture that features heroic tales of powerful females smoothed the path for the public to 
recognize the presence of women in combat. With the declaration of war, a wartime culture 
saturated with stories that celebrated exceptional military achievements of historical and 
legendary war heroines greatly inspired Russian women to join the battle as well. Since ancient 
times, references to powerful females have permeated Russian culture, whereas “no such 
consistent tradition lauding male heroes” can be found (Stoff 16). This strong woman motif has 
been extensively discussed in Russian literature and history.56 While the impact of the recurrent 
theme upon female volunteer soldiers during World War I remains still undetermined, Russian 
                                                          
53 For the issues the Russian tsar encountered in mobilizing an empire consisting in multiple 
ethnic groups, see Gatrell 683-688. 
54 Eric Lohr analyzed Russian nationalism during World War I in terms with problems of 
ethnicity. See Lohr 10-30.  
55 For instance, Cossack women in Russia owned more freedom in public involvement than 
women from other ethnic communities since they played a more active role in a militaristic 
Cossack culture. See Stoff 47-49. 
56 For instance, Vera S. Dunham and Joan Delaney Grossman have explored this motif in various 
aspects of Russian society.  
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women have been well documented historically as militant heroines taking up arms, whether in 
male disguise or not.  
Among Russian heroines, Nadezhda Durova appeared, fighting in the Napoleonic Wars 
(1803-1815), as “the first woman in the Russian Empire to hold an officer’s rank as a woman” 
(Stoff 19). Durova first cross-dressed to fight, but after her female identity was revealed, she 
received permissions from Tsar Alexander I to enlist officially as a female officer. She became 
one of the best known and the most influential Russian woman soldiers because she compiled a 
detailed record of her army life, The Cavalry Maiden: Journals of a Russian Officer in the 
Napoleonic Wars, published it in 1836.57 Her memoir has evoked responses across time, 
inspiring voluminous works of war literature, including adaptations and commentaries. As the 
centennial commemoration in 1912 celebrated the empire’s triumph against Napoleon’s 
invasion, a national myth of the glorious war in 1812 was invigorated.58 Thousands of copies of 
popular literature and historical works were re-issued to mobilize the national pride; works by 
famous women fighters, like Durova’s memoir, were in the list of republications in 1912.59 As 
soon as the war broke out, the Great War was further glorified as the “Second Patriotic War,” a 
name meant to recall the Russian memory of the “Patriotic War” in 1812.60 In other words, a war 
                                                          
57 Durova’s memoir was first published in a periodical and later complied as a book. It has two 
English translations, both being published in 1988 under different titles. My dissertation follows 
the Indiana University Press edition, entitled The Cavalry Maiden: Journals of a Russian Officer 
in the Napoleonic Wars. See Stoff 237 (note 38). 
58 In Russia, the imperial party held several jubilee celebrations from 1909 to 1913 in memory of 
great battles, including the Battle of Poltava in 1709 and the Battle of Borodino in 1812. During 
the celebration years, popular literature and films were issued “under both governmental and 
private auspices” (Wortman 421). 
59 On the republication of Durova’s memoir in 1912, see Stockdale 87 n.25. 
60 Russian peasant newspapers began to call World War I as the Second Patriotic War as early as 
in 1914. See Stockdale 87, particularly n. 26 for specific dates. 
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culture in Russia that extensively circulated tales of military women had flourished immensely 
prior to the outbreak of the First World War.  
During the war, historical narratives of exceptional women, like Durova, continued to be 
“resurrected” to revitalize the spirit for war, framing a cultural mindset that appreciated female 
violence for patriotism (Stoff 20).61 As Margaret R. Higonnet argues, girl soldiers in World War 
I emerged from a “war culture” that narrativized war into adventure phantasies or military games 
children could associate with (“Girl” 11).62 She also notes legends of women heroes or stories of 
historical heroines affected girls, as well as boys, and thus prepared children for actual 
participation in combat. She concludes that a culture of war infused with heroic tales of women 
warriors thereby propelled women to join military operations.63 Likewise, Russian women 
openly expressed a desire for military service on account of Durova’s examples while her stories 
were reproduced to mobilize women.64 Russian women’s vast presence in combat during World 
War I arose from Russian cultural traditions in which war heroines from the past—whether girls 
or women—substituted for male soldiers and, in so doing, epitomized the nation of Russia.  
Moreover, as Russian female soldiers of the nineteenth and early twentieth century were 
immersed in the narrative culture of heroic women warriors, they sought to assert more agency 
within this cultural community. Some of the Russian women soldiers sketched their own war 
stories to be circulated and incorporated into the same culture that motivated them. Their 
writings, therefore, need not be underestimated as a mere wartime cultural product in Russia. 
                                                          
61 During the 1910s and World War II, Durova’s memoir was either republished or adapted as 
popular art or literature. See Stockdale 87; Stoff 20; Wortman 432. 
62 Higonnet argues that children, particularly teenaged girls, were immersed in a war culture of 
spreading legendary women’s tales. See Higonnet, “Girl” 11-14. 
63 See also Higonnet, “The Literature” 51.  
64 Russian women, such as Elena Iost and Nina Krylova, named Durova as their role model as 
they petitioned to or indeed joined the army. See Stockdale 86 and n. 21; Stoff 31. 
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Instead, those war texts serve as a significant tool of bonding Russian women across class, 
ethnicity, and political stands, shaping a shared but conflicting cultural memory that portrays one 
national war heroine. In Russian cultural traditions, oral narratives in the form of folk tales, 
cultural myths, and songs were passed down to younger generations (Riordan 228). Russian 
women of various literacy levels, therefore, had ample access to the cultural imagination of 
symbolic heroic women. A single female soldier like Durova, along with her war tales and their 
adaptations by different parties, epitomized female heroism for later generations of girls, thereby 
encouraging the female youths to take up arms during wartime. More significantly, Russian 
women such as Maria Botchkareva, Maria Yurlova, and Nina Krylova, not only followed in the 
footsteps of legendary heroines and enlisted at the beginning of the twentieth century but also 
published their own war stories. Submerged in heroic tales of Russian warrior women, those 
female soldier-authors further contributed to the myth-making of the “Russian Woman Soldier” 
by weaving their own “warrior stories” into the myths they had absorbed. Moreover, feminists 
and radical women also participated in the group efforts of creating and sustaining the mythology 
of Russian women warriors as they helped to spread both tales of historical heroines and writings 
by contemporary soldier women. Actively promoting female patriotism during the war, Russian 
women’s organizations, both local and national, produced publications that widely circulated 
legends of historical warrior women among a female audience. As Russian women did volunteer 
to fight, international groups led by pro-war suffragists like Emmeline Pankhurst or anti-war 
socialists like Aleksandra Kollontai also sought to propagate contemporary women soldiers’ 
tales for their specific purposes (Stoff 91-97). To Russian women, the nation of Russia was 
shaped as a sisterhood epitomized by a woman who shouldered a gun and donned a uniform in 
the service of Mother Russia, a female nation. Like the “imagined political community” of a 
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modern nation defined by Benedict Anderson, this imagined cultural community of Russian 
women is invented through reading print (6). Different from Anderson’s gendered “invention,” 
however, Russian women’s community is also shaped through creating accounts that autograph 
their selfhood in terms of war. Russian women have participated in shaping a war culture by 
contributing their own war narratives to the cultural tradition of heroic females that motivates 
them to take up arms. An “imagined” community is created among Russian women while they 
share, publish, and revise the war myths of the Strong Woman.  
II. The Narrativization of the “Russian Joan of Arc” 
The best-known Russian woman soldier, Maria Leontievna Botchkareva shined as a 
glittering icon of Russian military femaleness. Characterized as the “Russian Joan of Arc,” 
Botchkareva was internationally renowned for her extraordinary achievement (“Life” 27). She 
served both as an individual soldier in an all-male regiment and as a forceful commander in an 
all-female fighting battalion. Several Russian women soldiers also served both in the men’s and 
the women’s armed forces.65 Botchkareva, however, was the only woman who petitioned to the 
tsar to enlist openly as a female, undertook an international travel to support the war efforts, and 
left a war memoir. More interestingly, her memoir, Yashka, was not self-authored but dictated to 
a male émigré journalist, Isaac Don Levine; it was not published in Russian but translated by 
Levine into English; it was not issued in Russia but was serialized first in the U. S. and later 
published in book form across the Atlantic. She first became widely-known as the commander of 
Russia’s First Women’s Battalion of Death because of intensive media coverage spread 
                                                          
65 News reports about individual Russian women soldiers began to appear starting from 1915. 
Before the creation of women’s battalions in May 1917, at least one thousand women soldiers 
have been recorded to appear. The number should be bigger because cases of women who cross-
dressed as male soldiers might not be discovered. See Griesse and Stites 67-68; Stoff 28. 
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globally.66 Yet, Botchkareva’s life and her war tales were constantly subjected to controversy 
since her memoir was allegedly tainted with exaggerations and fabrications.67 In the studies of 
World War I literature, Botchkareva appears as a strange case in view of her meteoric rise to 
fame, her autobiographical stories, and subsequent decline to obscurity. 
Botchkareva lived an arduous childhood as she was born into an ex-serf’s family and 
suffered from domestic violence committed by her father and later her husbands. Like Durova, 
she appealed to the tsar—in Botchkareva’s case, Tsar Nicholas II—for his approval to serve in 
the army, despite the severe criticisms levied against female soldiers. When the monarchy 
collapsed and political groups vied for authority in the revolutions in 1917, she continued to fight 
side by side with male comrades. Witnessing dwindling troop morale as revolutions proceeded, 
she sought to revive the spirit of her comrades who used to attack without hesitation. Former 
President of the Russian State Duma Mikhail Rodzianko met Botchkareva and was amazed at her 
performances at the front, so he put her in contact with several political and military leaders 
(Stoff 74). She proposed and was granted permission by Alexander Kerensky, the Minister of 
War in the Provisional Government, to organize a women’s battalion that would exemplify a 
powerful combat regiment to defend Russia.68 The unprecedented presence of a female soldiers’ 
battalion under a woman’s command immediately attracted global attention. Botchkareva, along 
                                                          
66 Media attention was primarily drawn to Botchkareva after the creation of her Women’s 
Battalion of Death. Prior to May 1917, names of women soldiers in Russia appeared in the press, 
but Bochkareva was not known until she started to form the battalion. See “Many”; Stoff; 
“Women Soldiers”; “Women Soldiers in the War.”  
67 The reception of Botchkareva’s Yashka was great when her autobiography was published in 
1919, but the early reviews often insinuated that this memoir had included sentimental and 
exaggerated descriptions, or even wrong details. See for example “A Force.”   
68 Stoff argues historical records drew no clear linkes between Botchkareva and several 
significant male political figures regarding the establishment of the First Russian Women’s 
Battalion of Death. She, however, notes that Botchkareva did receive permission from Kerensky 
to organize the women’s battalion. 
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with her battalion soldiers, instantly became global celebrities as the revolutions unfolded in 
1917.  
At the outset of her military career, Botchkareva attracted no interest from the press, 
since she was neither from a military family nor of higher social status when she entered the 
army in 1915. Her peasant background, however, empowered her to cultivate abilities she needed 
in her future career. As reports about Russian women soldiers had begun to surface since 1915, 
most of the women drew attention because they were either related to the military or descended 
from noble families.69 Fighting on the Eastern front as a peasant woman soldier in 1916 for 
Russia, Bochkareva was still unknown despite her brilliant military service record of being 
“seven times wounded [and] six times decorated” (“Life” 27). Her social class might attract no 
media attention in the early phase of World War I, but her ability to accomplish onerous tasks in 
the army indeed developed earlier in her prewar life as a female peasant worker. Starting her first 
job at age eight, she lived on employment of heavy manual labor including unloading lumber 
barges, paving roads with asphalt, and working in a butcher’s shop. A life of hard physical labor 
increased her endurance capacity, helping her to be easily adapted to an army life. Also, her 
competence to maneuver earned her promotions to management positions; she served as an 
assistant foreman supervising an all-male workforce in an asphalt firm.70 Her success in 
performing roles of leadership inevitably contributed to the image of a masculine woman.   
                                                          
69 Stoff indicates that women soldiers from higher social ranks attracted more and earlier 
attention form their contemporary press. See Stoff 28-52. International newspapers coverage of 
women soldiers involved either particular ethnic groups of women, such as Serbian and Cossack 
women, or women closely related to the army like soldier wives or generals’ daughters. See 
“Women Soldiers”; “Women Soldiers in the War.” 
70 Starting work together at first, Botchkareva was later promoted to a foreman whereas her 
husband, Afanasi, remained a regular worker. See Yashka 17-18.   
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Besides her physical strength, Botchkareva’s talents as a resourceful storyteller 
transformed her from an abused peasant woman into a forceful military leader. After she 
returned home from an abusive partner, she successfully persuaded a military officer to draft for 
her a petition that she dictated but was addressed to the tsar. In addition, her eloquent appeal 
convinced the monarch to approve her request to enlist as a woman. Such eloquence further 
manifests itself in her effective recruiting lectures or public orations. As she sought to recruit 
women for a death battalion, she gave impassioned speeches that “transfixed an audience of 
thousands of women” and persuaded thousands of them to volunteer on that day (Stoff 77). After 
her battalion was created, she constantly delivered vehement speeches to the battalion women, a 
group of whom remained loyal to her despite Bolsheviks’ sabotage (Yashka 160-62). Being a 
compelling storyteller, Bochkareva also connected well with women’s groups, such as 
suffragists, and with political parties, like pro-war radicals. Russian feminist groups, like the 
Petrograd Women’s Military Organization and the Women’s Union for Victory, launched 
publicity campaigns and spread posters featuring this articulate commander. Suffragettes, such as 
Emmeline Pankhurst and Anna Shabanova, hosted enthusiastic correspondents from Russia and 
abroad who covered this Russian commander and her women’s army for either a domestic or an 
international audience. Influential women reformers, including Pankhurst, Florence J. H. 
Harriman, and Lady Muriel Paget, also sponsored Botchkareva’s travel to the U. S. (Levine 53). 
These women were fascinated by this commander’s war stories since her tales demonstrated how 
this peasant woman trespassed social and gender boundaries in order to become a soldier. What 
was particularly striking to them about Botchkareva was the way in which she recounted her war 
experiences. Despite language barriers, these feminists were especially “drawn by her magnetism 
and the vociferousness of her gestures” (Harriman 279). As Harriman recalled, “the Botchkareva 
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interview” was also marked by drama when this Russian commander met with President 
Woodrow Wilson officially in the White House (Harriman 280).71 This battalion commander 
was an enchanting storyteller whose engaging narrative yarns as well as rich body language 
inevitably charmed her audience. Her translator, Isaac Don Levine, once referred to his surprise 
at this Russian woman as “she displayed the makings of a natural actress” while dictating her 
tales to him (54). Apparently, Levine’s praise of her talents in staging contains gender 
implications that somehow undercuts the authority of Botchkareva as a storyteller. Yet, despite 
negative overtones in the characterization of this skillful female speaker as an “actress,” Levine’s 
words affirm explicitly Botchkareva’s power of storytelling to captivate audiences. 
Botchkareva’s skills of storytelling not only helped her to win support from her feminist friends 
but also developed for her a sense of personal charisma that could move an audience to action. 
Born into the oral culture of Russian folk traditions, Botchkareva flourished as a powerful oral 
storytelling woman spreading her war tales effectively.   
While this charismatic battalion commander impressed her audience with a gift of 
storytelling, she was also surrounded by visual stories spread globally and domestically. 
Representations of Botchkareva’s photographs featuring her masculine look were circulated 
substantially in the press, thereby creating an international visual discourse that pictured this 
storytelling female peasant as a masculine woman soldier. One thing to note is that such visual 
representations of a womanhood not linked to conventional signs of femininity received 
disparaging comments from those whose political views or social claims were different from 
Botchkareva’s. Prior to World War I, Russian women soldiers had been constantly described and 
                                                          
71 Both Isaac Don Levine and Florence Harriman recorded this dramatic incident. Meeting with 
President Wilson at the White House, Botchkareva was talking so passionately about her 
people’s suffering that she knelt down to entreat him for aid. See Harriman 280-281; Levine 53.  
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pictured as “Russian Amazons” for their martial valor and military achievements.72 While 
pictures of Botchkareva and her army appeared frequently on the front pages of domestic and 
international publications, those images of “an Amazonian army” became nationally 
representative portraits of Russian women soldiers. As Botchkareva began recruiting campaigns, 
patriotic periodicals and military organizations disseminated widely her photographs that 
featured a bulky figure with cropped hair whose body was fully uniformed and decorated with 
war medals. More war photographs were produced after the battalion had been created, picturing 
these women from waiting in lines to have their heads shaved to posing for photography in the 
studio, from holding rifles to do army drills to making formations for military reviews. While 
these images touted “real soldier-women,” the female soldiers in those photos, Botchkareva 
included, wore cropped hair, carried guns, and were dressed in male soldiers’ uniforms (Stoff 
77). Consequently, these photographs in the press created a visual narrative that portrayed 
women in terms of a militarized masculinity typically associated with maleness.  
Such representations of masculinity personified by female bodies presented a threat to 
transgress laws of male masculinity and female femininity. As Judith/Jack Halberstam cogently 
argues, female masculinity was long misrecognized as “a pathological sign of misidentification 
and maladjustment” (9). Hence, the pictures featuring an army of masculine women inevitably 
aroused anxieties about Russian women soldiers for their female masculinity posed a risk of 
breaking the stable bond between masculinity and maleness. This explains why Botchkareva and 
her battalion women invited sharp criticism, particularly from those who belonged to either 
                                                          
72 By 1904, Russian women soldiers had been called “Russian Amazons” as a group or “A 
Russian Amazon” when individual female soldiers were referred to. See “A Russian Amazon,” 
“Russian Amazon Corps,” “Russian Amazons: About,” “Russian Amazons Capture,” “Russian 
Amazon Regiment” for instance.  
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certain political communities or anti-suffrage groups.73 Bolsheviks and socialists reproached 
Botchkareva’s army because she chose not to side with them while they advocated a truce with 
the Germans. Although they seemed to show no hostility “against the principle of women in 
combat,” they were concerned about the gender transgression of women’s battalions whose 
female masculinity challenged a gender dichotomy that prescribed women’s nature and women’s 
work (Stites 305).74  
In addition, stances towards suffrage also strongly influenced contemporary receptions of 
Botchkareva’s battalion. Florence M. Harper, “an avowed anti-suffragette,” ridiculed 
Pankhurst’s efforts in Russia as fruitless and derided this battalion’s apparent lack of femininity 
with a comment that Botchkareva’s physical appearance or behavioral conduct had “nothing 
womanly about it” (163). This journalist further explained that “Botchkareva was a maîtresse 
femme. It is impossible to think of her as a woman. She is muscular and strong. She walks and 
talks like a man, and she has the face of a man” (167). In Harper’s criticism, Botchkareva was 
marked as “unwomanly” because this Russian commander’s masculine look or behavior violated 
strict codes of female femininity that the Canadian correspondent believed would define 
“womanliness”; one, however, needs to remember that notions of femaleness contain cultural 
and social differences. According to Sophie de Schaepdrijver and Tammy M. Proctor, the French 
term “maîtresse femme” refers to “a woman in charge,” particularly one who assumes control 
primarily within the domestic sphere of a household.75 Although Botchkareva took charge of a 
                                                          
73 For mixed receptions of Russian women soldiers in the perspectives of Russians from varying 
political positions, see Stoff 165-189.  
74 This chapter notes a gender dichotomy between men and women existed in the political 
argumentsof Bolsheviks and socialists although they supported the idea of “female combatants,” 
a tradition from the revolutionary periods of prewar Russia. See Stites 305; Stoff 171-173. 
75 Sophie de Schaepdrijver and Tammy M. Proctor consider Mary thorp “une maîtresse femme” 
in the prosperous family of the Belgium magnate, Paul Wittouck (7). See Thorp 6-7. 
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women’s regiment, she was by no means “une maîtresse femme,” namely, a woman in charge in 
a household (Thorp 7).76 Through the foreign word, Harper could relegate Botchkareva’s alien 
ethnicity and illegitimate masculinity to a domestic world where a foreign woman’s female 
masculinity became trivial, if not lawful. For Harper, therefore, the French term domesticated 
Botchkareva’s female masculinity represented in her look and behavior. While political rivals or 
anti-suffrage conservatives lodged criticisms against Botchkareva and her battalion, their rebukes 
not only demonstrated different political or social assertions from Botchkareva’s but also 
originated from concerns about non-feminine womanhood conveyed through photographs of the 
women’s army.  
This visual representation of female masculinity expressed in the images of Russian 
women soldiers developed along fluctuating connotations of femininity embodied by the savior 
figure of Joan of Arc at the turn of the twentieth century. British suffragettes, who revered Joan 
of Arc for her warrior militancy, considered Botchkareva to be an ideal figure in the tradition 
created by this French heroine; they, therefore, promoted this Russian commander as a Joan of 
Arc resurrected in Russia. Such a figure, however, incurred more criticism than appreciation 
owning to public antagonism towards suffragettes. Since the early twentieth century, Joan of Arc 
began to be perceived as more than a symbol of France for a global revival of interest in her even 
though her sainthood was first advocated in France.77 By 1914, this female savior had been 
recalled constantly in order to support particular notions of female heroism in various national 
                                                          
76 For more explanations about “maîtresse femme,” see the beginning of “Preface on Bosses” to 
The Millionairess by George Bernard Shaw. 
77 Various groups in France advocated the sainthood of Joan of Arc for specific purposes at 
different times. The petitioning for Joan’s canonization to the Vatican began in 1869, and Joan of 
Arc was declared Venerable in 1894; two decades later, Pope Benedict XV finally authorized the 
canonization of Joan of Arc in 1920. See Warner 238-257. 
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and cultural contexts.78 Suffragists all around Europe also sought to revive this warrior figure 
whose martyrdom allowed them to make associations with heroic deeds of contemporary 
heroines from their own cultures.79 When British suffragettes launched women’s suffrage 
movement, they embraced Joan of Arc as their “patron saint” for her “unsexualized 
womanliness,” demonstrated with “militancy and transvestism,” excluded possible renderings of 
“conventional domesticity” (Stowell 422).80 For militant suffragettes, Joan of Arc embodied the 
marriage of violence and female virtuosity. More importantly, to the radical suffragists who held 
Joan of Arc as the symbol of a new femininity, women’s battalions formed in Russia appeared as 
real-life examples of warrior heroine.  
After the creation of Botchkareva’s battalion, the suffragettes passionately supported 
these battalion women by interviewing them, publishing their stories in journals like Britannia, 
and sponsoring their commander.81 One might not wonder how Botchkareva resembled St. Joan 
when considering that the Russian peasant woman fought in service for Tsar Nicholas II like the 
French peasant girl who led an army to restore a rightful king of France. Yet, the connection 
between Joan of Arc and Russian female soldiers was still not well established until the 3 August 
1917 issue of Britannia that featured Botchkareva’s portrait and celebrated her battalion soldiers 
as “modern-day versions of Joan of Arc” (de Vries 82). Jacqueline de Vries suggests that 
                                                          
78 The French used the figure of Joan of Arc in different times as a symbol for what they would 
like to promote for the time being, such as patriotism and secularization of education. See 
Warner 240-248. 
79 Sarah Colvin argues that British suffragettes and their patron saint, Joan of Arc, inspired 
German student movements and later revolutions by the Red Army Faction. See Colvin 115.   
80 According to Sheila Stowell, Joan of Arc epitomized for British suffragettes a new kind of 
“womanliness” that was not sexualized because of Joan’s “virginity” and yet remained different 
from domestic womanhood because of her cross-dressing. See Stowell 422-423.  
81 Botchkareva was featured in the renamed official organ of the Women’s Social and Political 
Union, Britannia. American feminists, including Bessie Beatty and Louise Bryant, stayed with 
the battalion girls in barracks while interviewing them; Emmeline Pankhurst and Harriman 
subsidized Botchkareva’s trip to America and England respectively. 
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Christabel Pankhurst, editor of Britannia, sought to challenge biological essentialist notions of 
femininity by accentuating Botchkareva’s “strong, sexless facial features” with her body 
“dressed in a man’s army uniform decorated with medals of honor” (82).82 Indeed, the 
suffragette recast a female femininity in advocacy for military women, but the comparison of 
Botchkareva to the French heroine reflected complicated renderings of warrior womanhood. On 
the one hand, militant suffragettes’ feminine dress codes shaped a female femininity whose 
appearance found no echoes in Botchkareva’s appearance in uniform or her provocative stare at 
the camera with her arms folded.83 On the other hand, de Vries’ reading of Botchkareva’s facial 
features as “sexless” suggests an ethnocentric approach that somewhat disregards the Slavic 
peasant woman soldier’s social and cultural difference. Unsurprisingly, therefore, Botchkareva’s 
look that Harper viewed with contempt as “unwomanliness” is interpreted, in the perspective of 
de Vries, to have “sexless” features which inadvertently resonate with what Sheila Stowell notes: 
“unsexualized womanliness” of St. Joan. Moreover, the suffragettes sought to “sanctify” the 
Russian woman’s alternative femininity by presenting her as “the women’s example” in terms of 
St. Joan’s virtuous martyrdom.84  
Even though the name of a modern-day Joan of Arc added a little symbolic glamour to 
Botchkareva’s image, the British suffragettes were ill-reputed for their prewar terrorist activities 
                                                          
82 According to de Vries, Botchkareva’s picture on the front page of Britannia in 1917 
“confronted” the audience of this suffragette journal with her “arms folded in determination” and 
a direct stare “challenging the camera’s eye” (83). She argues that Christabel Pankhurst 
presented Botchkareva as British women’s role model in order to challenge Edwardian codes of 
femininity. See de Vries 82-83. 
83 Leading suffragettes, including Emmeline and Christabel Pankhurst, Charlotte Despard, and 
Flora Annie Steele, were dressed in an “exceptionally feminine” style to showcase “virtuous 
gentility” (Park 175). On British suffragettes’ dress codes versus violence, see Park 175-176. 
84 Christabel Pankhurst titled the 3 August 1917 issue of Britannia “The Women’s Example” 
(Pankhurst 1). See also de Vries 83. 
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and jingoistic patriotism during wartime.85 Unfortunately, the strong alliance between 
Botchkareva and militant suffragettes might have created an impression that Russian women 
soldiers not only fought courageously like St. Joan but also behaved as subversively as the 
suffrage fighters. As Kimberly Jensen rightfully comments, the appellation of “Joan of Arc” 
failed to save Botchkareva from harsh criticism about women soldiers. While Joan of Arc served 
as “the symbol of the ‘right kind’ of woman soldier,” those who held grudges against suffragettes 
could never ignore the unsettling connection between the Russian Joan of Arcs and the radical 
feminists (Jensen, Mobilizing 67). Accordingly, the portrayal of Botchkareva as “Joan of Arc” 
powerfully alluded to her close relationship with radical suffragettes; the mixed receptions of 
that connection inevitably invited criticism of this Russian commander as well as the battalion 
women she led.    
As global public discourses competed around the issue of visualizing Botchkareva as a 
“Russian Joan of Arc,” the publishing histories of Yashka revealed another international power 
dynamic at work in the process of producing the text. Because of her semi-illiteracy, 
Botchkareva as a charismatic storyteller spread her war stories primarily orally. Levine, her 
translator, however, disclosed her wish to present a written record of her war life. “It was her 
cherished dream,” he explained in his introduction to Yashka, first released in 1919, “to have a 
complete record of her life incorporated in a book someday. This work is the realization of that 
dream” (vii). Half a century later in his own autobiography, Levine recalled that “[a]lthough she 
was of peasant origin and only semiliterate, she had been urged … by the leading feminists, Mrs. 
                                                          
85 Before the outbreak of World War I, British suffragettes had already evoked terror among the 
British government officials; many middle- and upper-class educated women were also opposed 
to women’s suffrage or the suffragettes’ violence. British anti-suffragist groups formed national 
alliances in response for suffragettes’ violent activism After 1914, war divided international 
women’s socialist groups and feminist communities, so anti-war feminists rallied against 
suffragettes and their pro-war stance. See DuBois 42-43; Monaghan 261-262; Park 175. 
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Pankhurst, Mrs. J Borden Harriman, and Lady Muriel Paget—all of whom acted as her 
patronesses—to record the story of her life in book form. I was suggested as the person for the 
job” (53). Whether Botchkareva desired to issue a book of her life or not, these “leading 
feminists” had undoubtedly exerted power, if not intervention, in putting her stories in print. As 
soon as Botchkareva arrived in New York in May 1918, Levine, a Russian émigré journalist, 
visited her and took notes of her oral stories over several weeks in June. Thanks to Pankhurst’s 
close ties to American suffragists,86 Botchkareva departed to Washington and met with 
Harriman, who introduced this Russian woman to the White House and arranged an appointment 
with President Woodrow Wilson. Emmeline Pankhurst, who knew Theodore Roosevelt well, 
paved the path for Botchkareva’s stories to be circulated in his magazine, The Metropolitan 
Magazine.87 Roosevelt also bequeathed part of his Nobel Peace Prize funds to this Russian 
commander for her own use.88 At the end of Yashka, Botchkareva recounted several narrow 
escapes from Bolsheviks with the help from the English Consul who had obtained fake 
identification papers and offered funds for her travel out of Bolshevist Russia. Harriman 
explained that the English consul did sponsor Botchkareva’s travel out of Russia (283). As to the 
accusation that the British government had sponsored Botchkareva to spread war propaganda in 
the U.S. for England, Harriman nevertheless discredited it as a rumor. She instead collected a 
                                                          
86 Significant British suffragists, particularly Emmeline Pankhurst, are considered to have great 
influences on the American suffrage movement. For a brief history of how British suffragists 
influenced the American suffrage movement, see Adickes; on Pankhurst’s connection with the 
American suffrage movement, see Dodd; for American suffragists’ attention to Russia, see 
Mickenberg 1023.  
87 Frank Dunn reported in The Sunday Times that on October 17, 1913, British suffragette 
Emmeline Pankhurst was “ordered deported on arrival in New York on grounds of ‘moral 
turpitude’. The order [was] revoked by President Theodore Roosevelt” (63). Adickes also notes 
Roosevelt’s order of Pankhurst’s release (683). The cancellation of deportation decision suggests 
that Pankhurst and Roosevelt might share political standpoints in common.  
88 Roosevelt offered one thousand dollars to Botchkareva for her use from the funds of the Nobel 
Peace Prize he won in May 1918. See Roosevelt 175. 
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small fund for Botchkareva; with Roosevelt and Harriman’s aids, the impoverished soldier could 
travel back to Archangel via England. Meanwhile, Levine completed transcribing Botchkareva’s 
war stories into a text under the title of Yashka, “ready for publication” (53). To conclude, this 
memoir proves to be a legacy from Botchkareva’s visit to the U.S.; therefore, the multiple 
influences at work in the creation of the text of Yashka account for the complexity of a Russian 
woman soldier’s story. Yashka tells more than a war tale that glorifies a patriotic heroine.   
III. Autobiographical Representations as “Yashka” 
Yashka, a highly-mediated text, not only sketches a Russian woman soldier’s life but also 
reveals a cultural history of World War I in which social and political discourses intersected and 
competed with one another during wartime; multiple interventions in the process of producing 
the memoir inevitably complicates the interpretation of her life as a woman soldier. Before 
Yashka was officially issued as a memoir in 1919, the story made its debut in the November 
1918 issue of a “leading pictorial periodical,” The Metropolitan Magazine, three months after 
Bochkareva visited the White House (Levine 54).89 The story was installed for seven consecutive 
issues until May 1919. Levine recalled that after a luncheon at the residence of Theodore 
Roosevelt, editor of Metropolitan, in 1918, Bochkareva signed a contract with the magazine to 
serialize her story, which Levine had edited. Releasing the story in series certainly benefited both 
the Russian woman soldier and the editor. Since 1914 when he launched his editorial career in 
Metropolitan, Roosevelt had contributed to the magazine vigorously in voicing fierce criticism 
against the neutral policy of President Wilson and his administration. During World War I, 
Metropolitan under Roosevelt’s leadership as editor was well-known for its political stance 
against German and against Bolshevist Russia. So controversial was his pro-Allies’ denunciation 
                                                          
89 The Metropolitan Magazine is addressed in short as Metropolitan hereafter. 
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that the March 1918 issue of this magazine was involved in a scandal of delivery suspension by 
the Post Office.90 While Wilson proposed peace agreements in his famous Fourteen Points in 
January 1918, Bolsheviks controlled Russia and signed the Brest-Litovsk peace treaty in March 
1918 with Germany. Although Bolshevik Russia sought to call a truce in the Great War, civil 
wars ran rampant after the November Armistice. Roosevelt knew well that, with a series 
featuring a Russian female hero struggling against Germany and Bolsheviks after the end of the 
Great War, Metropolitan would re-capture the attention of the public to an ongoing war in 
Russia. Likewise, this magazine offered Botchkareva a powerful instrument to publicize the war 
against the Bolshevists after the disbanding of her battalion. As the Great War ended but 
revolutionary wars in Russia persisted, Bochkareva had just escaped from the hunt of Bolsheviks 
and wished to continue a patriotic battle after her women’s battalion was defeated and dissolved 
in summer 1918. At a time when the government and the public in the States were occupied by 
issues of postwar peace, the publication of her war stories in a series of seven issues allowed her 
to secure a lasting readership whose attention might well have translated into aid in all forms 
from the U.S. government.   
Since this magazine served as a political arena for recounting a Russian woman soldier’s 
tale in a highly sensational manner, the ways in which these seven stories were presented imply 
how the editor “portrayed” the war heroine for the magazine’s postwar readership. The 
conflicting images of photographic and pictorial representations of this female soldier, the layout 
of magazine pages, and the design of verbal and visual messages all offer suggestive messages of 
how this American magazine sought to picture a foreign war heroine. Metropolitan hired a 
frontier painter, W. H. D. Koerner, to illustrate the seven issues of Botchkareva’s stories, 
                                                          
90 Roosevelt wrote a public letter to protest against the Post Office’s illegal suspension of 
delivering the March 1918 issue of Metropolitan. See “Magazine” 4.  
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whereas Scientific America advertised the Metropolitan serial by showing a photograph of this 
woman soldier.91 Despite dissimilar forms of representation, both American magazines chose to 
present this woman in a less confrontational manner than the way in which another American 
women’s magazine, The Delineator, introduced Botchkareva to its readers earlier in that same 
year. In its October 1918 issue, Scientific America posted a blurb topped with a photograph 
showing Botchkareva in uniform. This uniformed female soldier in the magazine advertisement, 
however, bears no likeness to the same Russian woman in uniform represented in the photograph 
that appeared at the beginning of William Shepherd’s article in the March 1918 issue of The 
Delineator. The picture in Shepherd’s article interestingly reminds one of the photograph 
originally taken by Harper but later posted by Christabel Pankhurst on the cover of the 3 August 
1917 issue of Britannia. Like the front cover picture of Britannia, the photograph in The 
Delineator also portrays Botchkareva as a Slavic woman soldier with no hair, in uniform and 
army cap, staring dauntlessly back at the audience with her hands folded.92 While the suffragette 
journal sought to celebrate the subversive femininity conveyed in the forceful look of 
Botchkareva, The Delineator nevertheless employed a similar image featuring Botchkareva’s 
mannish look to deride her and her battalion. Despite its focus on social reform, The Delineator 
was known for upholding the morale of American middle-class women because of its “female 
middle-class readership,” and the magazine never swayed away from themes of domesticity 
(Bland 165).93 As Botchkareva’s photograph in The Delineator article suggested her strong 
                                                          
91 W. H. D. Koerner was famous for his frontier paintings and illustrations of the American west 
for The Saturday Evening Post (or The Post).  
92 For further details about the photographic image that Britannia featured on August 3, 1917, 
see de Vries 82-83. 
93 Although The Delineator published about women’s involvement in public issues, it focused 
more on women’s roles as mothers, housekeepers, or care takers. See, for instance, the 
“‘adoption as rescue’ crusade” promoted by the magazine under the editorship of Theodore 
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connection with radical suffragism, Shepherd further ridiculed this Russian woman’s practice of 
commanding a girls’ legion by comparing her army to nothing more than “a suffrage parade in 
the bad old days” (6). Hence, with its association with suffragettes, Botchkareva’s masculinity 
implies radical militancy that both The Delineator and Shepherd conceived of as dangerous to 
American women. Moreover, Shepherd juxtaposed good soldiers with bad ones by arguing that 
only “girls who were not ‘sexy’” and were good girls “in the moral sense” made good solders 
(56). In his criticism of Botchkareva for being a failed leader, Shepherd suggested her “peasant’s 
mind,” and “her strong peasant’s frame and muscle” accounted for her failure as a commander 
(7). Meanwhile, he presented another “quiet, gentle little Russian woman” commander, “dressed 
in black skirts and white shirt-waists,” as a successful leader (56). Besides the risk of violence, 
therefore, Botchkareva’s masculine look also denotes the threat of social differences and gender 
differences that undoubtedly challenge conventions of domestic femininity supported by the 
women’s magazine. Apparently, Shepherd intended to assure the magazine’s female middle-
class readership that a foreign woman like Botchkareva made a “bad” soldier who would 
eventually fail and could only serve as a counterexample for American woman. Given the 
connection between Botchkareva’s disturbing image in Britannia, as well as in Delineator, and 
the intricate issue of women’s suffrage in wartime America, the advertiser in Scientific America 
preferred a less threatening way to promote the Russian commander’s war stories. By contrast, 
the woman soldier advertised in Scientific American wears short hair, has round cheeks, and 
gazes upward in an expression that is not challenging at all. As the magazine advertiser 
acknowledged the severe criticism about Botchkareva’s masculinity, Scientific America carefully 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
Dreiser (Bland 179). While the magazine published articles both for and against women’s 
suffrage to maintain a nonpartisan position, its editors never showed support for this issue. On 
the child-rescue campaign, see Bland 177-180; for suffrage-related discussions in Delineator, see 
Bland 174-175, 181.  
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selected a photographic representation of a soldier heroine whose seemingly submissive look 
showed signs of domestic wellbeing. The magazine showed a nonthreatening look of 
Botchkareva in order to market the foreign war heroine more effectively to the American 
audience.  
Likewise, Metropolitan decided to downplay the potential impact of the Russian woman 
soldier’s story on its challenge to conventional femininity. Instead of producing Botchkareva’s 
image through photography, the literary magazine chose to represent the Russian woman in 
illustrations that could appeal to readers’ imagination. In the magazine stories, the heroine is 
painted like a beautiful American frontier woman struggling in the Wild West. Those 
illustrations, therefore, sketch a fictional picture of a true Russian woman soldier that invites the 
audience to imagine her outside the realm of the reality her photographs have shaped. Without 
showing Botchkareva’s actual photos, the magazine published the text accompanied by 
illustrations of W. H. D. Koerner, a prominent illustrator highly acclaimed later for his frontier 
painting. W. H. Hutchinson explains that “the mass-circulation magazines were the television 
screens of their day” (3). Koerner’s illustrations in Metropolitan, therefore, function as a series 
of images that visualize for magazine readers a vivid picture of Bochkareva. In other words, 
Koerner produces for the magazine audience a sit com series featuring Bochkareva and her fights 
against evil enemies. Koerner would become known for his painting of the American West after 
the First World War in Saturday Evening Post and Harper’s, but he had started his career as a 
magazine illustrator at the turn of the twentieth century (“Koerner” 88). He produced more than 
western paintings, and before his focus on the west, he had created pictures featuring exotic 
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scenes.94 Yet, because in magazines, artistic and literary renderings of the western territories 
grew more popular in the first decades of the twentieth century, the mythic American frontier 
remained particularly significant to Koerner while he did illustrations about foreign countries. 
His drawings of women in distant land were inevitably marked with stereotypical traces of 
westering American women. Besides, Koerner was engaged in a project of illustrating a romance 
novel set in the frozen land of Northwestern Canada while he worked on the illustrations of 
scenes from Botchkareva’s stories for Metropolitan.95 Koerner often read the stories he would 
illustrate beforehand and painted in terms of what he had conceived from his reading. Hence, 
Koerner’s reading of an American heroine struggling in the northern frontier might fuel his 
imagination of Botchkareva fighting for survival in Russia, a territory that he fancied as exotic as 
Canada, as distant as the American frontier. Unsurprisingly, the Russian female heroine is 
portrayed like the “Madonna of the Prairie,” the American frontier woman on canvas whom 
Koerner imagines waiting to settle after the hardships of life in the Wild West, which in his mind 
was as foreign as a distant country.96  
This Russian woman soldier in Metropolitan is represented in a romantic, fanciful style 
that meets the need of the American public to imagine Russia as an exotic country represented by 
an innocent girl growing into a voluptuous woman. The serial stories began, in the November 
                                                          
94 By 1910s Koerner had been a well-known versatile illustrator working for several popular 
magazines, such as The Post, McCall's Magazine, and Harper's Magazine. In 1916, he was 
commissioned to illustrate African scenes for “The Leopard Woman,” serialized in The Post. See 
Grover 13-14. For the theme of the American west and Koerner’s illustrations discussed in this 
passage, see Grover13-15. 
95 In 1918, he did illustrations for the novel, The Peace of Roaring River, written by George Van 
Schaick. This is a romance novel about a girl working in New York but finding love in Carcajou, 
located in today’s Alberta, Canada. 
96 “The Madonna of the Prairie” was one of Koerner’s best-known western paintings. It first 
appeared as one of the illustrations in Emerson Hough’s story “The Covered Wagon” for The 
Post and was selected as the cover painting for the 1 April 1922 issue of the magazine. For the 
painting, see Bush 74; for its history, see Grover 15. 
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1918 issue, under the title of “My Story, by Maria Botchkareva, Commander of the First Russian 
Women’s Battalion of Death” (11). This title implies an authentic tale narrated by the famous 
Russian woman commander herself. On the first page of the first story appear two huge 
illustrations: one on the top left with a depressed mother holding an infant and the other, 
covering nearly half of the first page, with a young girl tied on a pole while her drunken father 
holds a bottle on one hand and a whip in the other. Before readers start reading the text, they 
have been impressed with such a dramatic presentation of an impoverished girl suffering in the 
foreign land of Russia. As the story continues, another illustration covering an entire page 
appears. The illustration features an innocent beautiful woman helplessly standing next to a man 
in a bedroom with nothing but a bed sheet covering her half–naked body, suggesting her lost 
virginity. The storytelling in the second issue begins with a huge illustrated picture of a man 
carrying an unconscious woman wearing a dress and heels; the caption read, “I then had a 
sensation of being picked up by him and carried to his room” (14). We need to note that an 
impoverished girl would have no luxuries such as fancy dresses and shoes. Next follows another 
drawing of a helpless woman with a rope looped around her neck facing an angry man holding 
the rope and threatening to hang her. These striking images frame a visual narrative, suggesting a 
sensational dark romance, aside from Botchkareva’s war story. The drawing of her enlisting in 
the army at the headquarters also pictures a voluptuous woman dressed in the clothing of an 
American frontier woman. Koerner was known for his pre-Raphaelite style, and the heroine in 
the first two installments is painted as an innocent young farmwoman whose sexualized 
femininity and female endurance are foregrounded.97 As the series unfolds, the visual tale, 
                                                          
97 Botchkareva came from an ex-serf family, so Koerner’s drawings of her as an American 
farmwoman who fought as a pioneer woman in the frontier of war made it easier for the 
American audience to picture a Russian peasant woman.  
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shaped by Koerner’s illustrations, depicts a virtuous, affectionate, sexualized female character 
that represents for an American audience a conventionally gendered woman strikingly different 
from the “foreign” woman portrayed in Botchkareva’s actual photographs in Britannia: a 
masculine, female figure in soldier’s uniform.   
Not only do illustrations of Bochkareva’s prewar life in Metropolitan accentuate the 
figure of an alluring woman, but drawings of her military career also show a woman whose 
female traits can hardly be obscured by her uniform or cropped hair. As the sketches of this 
female figure continue, so unwinds the same visual narrative in which Russia is epitomized by 
one heroic woman suffering from Bolshevist terror. Each of the four monthly publications other 
than the first and the last two installments is headed with an introductory note recapitulating the 
plot of its previous month and the current story.98 These headnotes unanimously stress that 
Botchkareva was “the only woman soldier” in the World War. Apparently, the editor’s emphasis 
on her singularity suggests his intention to distinguish this Russian woman from her death 
battalion members, who were heavily criticized in the U. S. in the press.99 Starting from the third 
issue in January 1919, Bochkareva is illustrated as a uniformed soldier wearing a cap and 
holding weapons in hand. All the illustrations in the last five issues bring readers’ attention to the 
heroine’s female traits: her curves and her round cheeks. Pictures present this woman either 
carrying comrades she has rescued in No Man’s Land or standing and requesting earnestly to 
fight while soldiers threaten to mutiny. Illustrations also portray her either entertainingly 
                                                          
98 The first issue opened with Levine’s introductory passage where he stressed the truth of the 
story and expressed his observations of this woman soldier. The last two issues started with 
subtitles headlining the significant progress in each story. The April 1919 issue was subtitled 
“Sentenced to Death by the Bolsheviks,” and the May 1919 issue “Botchkareva Starts for 
America to Seek Aid for Free Russia”. 
99 Although the receptions of Russia’s women’s battalion of death were mixed, Botchkareva’s 
battalion was particularly considered as a failure due to casualties of her women and mutinies of 
Russian troops. See Stoff, Shepherd, and Harpers. 
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unbuttoning her uniform to reveal her female body to a peasant woman she has just flirted with 
or confronting Bolsheviks while joining pro-government demonstrations. Whatever she seeks to 
achieve in the military, her face is either placed in the center of each picture or highlighted in 
pure whiteness and set in contrast to the dark blurry figures of male soldiers in the background. 
The most appealing pictorial illustration of Botchkareva as a soldier appears in the second to the 
last issue in April 1919. This issue displays a large image that depicts a gracious nun with 
slender fingers molested by a vulgar male Bolshevist soldier attempting to flirt. As this woman 
soldier has disguised herself as a religious woman, the newly acquired religious purity may seem 
to desexualize her female body. The dramatization, however, stresses her femaleness with her 
feminine facial features and her slender hands. This issue has a subtitle announcing, “Sentenced 
to Death by the Bolsheviks” (31). The catchy subtitle implies that the heroine in the picture is 
risking her life at the hands of the Bolshevist man and that Russia when controlled by Bolsheviks 
is in imminent danger. In Koerner’s illustrations, therefore, Botchkareva’s transformation from a 
farmwoman to a soldier erases nothing of her womanly features; rather, her femaleness is 
highlighted and contrasted with masculine images of other male soldiers. Koerner’s drawings 
visualize for the American audience a uniformed woman whose femininity poses no challenge to 
“norms of heterosexual behavior” (Jensen, Mobilizing 70). 
In addition to the competing visual narratives created by the press and serialized in 
Metropolitan, the memoir text of Yashka also contains multiple conflicting chracterizations of 
this Russian woman soldier as a result of various influences on the text. Isaac Don Levine, 
Bochkareva’s transcriber and Yashka’s editor, wrote introductions to the magazine series in 1918 
and to the memoir, published in 1919. He nevertheless offers in his introductions two diverging 
representations of Botchkareva: one as a romantic woman struggling in an uncivilized kingdom 
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and the other as a true peasant soldier fighting in the war zone. As the serial began to run in 
Metropolitan, Levine produced a short introductory note for “My Story” to share with the 
audience his first-hand observation of this Russian woman. He describes her as “an affectionate 
sister, a stern warrior, a Goddess—all in one” who “symbolizes that inchoate, invincible, 
agonized, striving, rising colossus”; in other words, “She is Russia herself” (“My” 11). He 
presents an impression that this Russian woman, embodying a Russia that has been deeply 
involved in chaos, represents the primitive essence of humanity before civilization. She 
embodies affections, agony, and desire that emerge prior to rationality as if Russia had been 
undergoing drastic change before transforming into a democracy. She epitomizes traits that were 
associated with femaleness in terms of postwar American middle-class womanhood. Like 
Koerner’s illustrations, Levine’s note romanticizes Botchkareva as a woman more than a soldier. 
Shortly thereafter, however, Levine sought to stress, in his longer introduction to Yashka, her 
role as a soldier in order to draw readers’ attention to ongoing civil wars in Russia that enthralled 
him and that he would later witness and cover with fervor (58). The introduction to Yashka 
comments on Bochkareva being an incarnation of Russia, whose “veneer of western civilization” 
has been taken away. Although he still argues for the woman as a symbol of the nation, he 
proceeds further to claim Yashka as both “a human document” and “a historical document” (x). 
He seeks to bridge for the American audience the disparities between an adventurous story of a 
Russian woman and a veracious historical account of a country at war by demonstrating that this 
memoir is a historical record. Such a claim, on the one hand, detaches the woman from the 
sensational magazine stories and places her back to the historical reality of both a world war and 
ensuing civil wars. On the other hand, it creates a space for him to assert his authority as an 
authentic Russian speaker and thereby affirm his position as “a father confessor” (xi). In order to 
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endorse the historical claim, Levine presents Yashka in a slightly different version from what the 
magazine series has depicted. 
Different from the magazine’s contributor, who sought to impress magazines readers with 
a romance featuring a feminine woman, Levine managed to show this story of Yashka as a 
soldier’s tale. Levine stresses in Yashka’s introduction that he “set down her narrative verbatim” 
and that he offered the only truthful account of this woman commander amidst “a riot of 
misinformation and misunderstanding” (viii). As a native Russian speaker, he was granted the 
authority to gain full access to the truth of Botchkareva’s oral tales; as “a father confessor,” he 
was endowed with the power to disclose her secret life that no one else could retrieve. Whereas 
Roosevelt decided to designate the series with the easy but straightforward title of “My Story,” 
Levine provided a catchier name that associates this woman with her identity as a soldier: 
“Yashka,” a new identity she improvised after enlisting in the army. With a new title of Yashka, 
My Life as Peasant, Officer and Exile, this memoir is transformed from a story into a “history” 
of her life. Furthermore, the three stages of her life specified in the new title also correspond to 
the transformation of Russia when the empire transitioned from an agricultural society to a 
monarchy fighting a world war and eventually a state in chaos. Being an anti-communist Russian 
American journalist, Levine attempted to re-present Botchkareva as a Russian soldier; he, 
therefore, chose to restructure the story that had been serialized in Metropolitan. In Yashka, 
Levine frames her childhood and marriages under the context of war: “the Russo-Turkish War of 
1877-78” and “the Russo-Japanese War” (1, 13). By starting each stage of her life with war, 
Levine reframes the memoir as a story of a combat soldier. In addition, Yashka contains narrative 
threads of Botchkareva’s army life in No Man’s Land that are nevertheless omitted in the 
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magazine serial.100 Those missing parts are her stories featuring military achievements and army 
work that would certainly desexualize her highly-sexualized body celebrated in Metropolitan. 
Such malleability of the text inevitably challenges the truth claim Levine kept emphasizing. He 
edited Botchkareva’s story into a soldier’s tale while stressing the memoir’s historical value in 
order to direct readers’ attention to the war in Russia after the World War. While Levine sought 
to reframe a sexualized foreign heroine’s story in Metropolitan into the historical tale of a war 
against Bolsheviks, the shocking nature of Botchkareva’s story nevertheless raises the question: 
is Botchkareva the woman who could make a good soldier without sex?  
IV. A Gendered Spectacle of Wartime Russia 
The question of gender plays a significant role not only in the reception—domestic as 
well as international—of Bochkareva and her battalion but also in the reviews Yashka received. 
Her identity as a peasant woman seems to undercut her authority over the war tale in Yashka and 
consequently unsettles both her reliability as a war memoirist and the authenticity of her 
narrative. Around this Russian woman commander have proliferated popular myths, one of 
which focuses on the reason why she enlisted in the army. Some reports hold that Botchkareva 
joined the military “to avenge her fallen husband,” a myth that Levine claimed the publication of 
Yashka ought to be able to discredit.101  This war memoir was reviewed otherwise. After Yashka 
                                                          
100 Compare for instance Chapter VII in Yashka with the January 1919 issue of “My Story” in 
The Metropolitan. Except for some long passages, the first part of the magazine issue covers 
nearly the same details of this chapter that describes Botchkareva’s frontline experiences in No 
Man’s Land. The stories missing in the magazine depict Botchkareva’s reunion with her male 
comrades and her dangerous work at the front such as scouting, sentry standing, and rescuing 
men in the No Man’s Land. 
101 Many sources reported that Botchkareva fought while her husband died at war. See Butcher 
“Tabloid Book Review” and another review in The New York Times entitled “The Most 
Interesting and Entrancing Tale of the Century” for instance. 
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was issued in January 1919, a review soon appeared on February 9 in The New York Times 
Reviews of Books.  It reads  
Without reflecting in any manner on the veracity of “The Russian Joan of Arc” or 
the fidelity of her painstaking chronicler and amanuensis, it may at once be said 
that the offspring of their joint labors will put a severe strain on the credulity of 
the critical reader…. The warning is probably superfluous…. But there is a further 
difficulty in the case of this intrepid heroine, for though her authorized interpreter 
dwells with the utmost earnest on her “reluctance to take every adventurous 
stranger into her confidence,” it must be acknowledged that a contrary belief has 
got abroad in the world. Perhaps her manifest complacency toward adventurous 
photographers has created a false notion of her opinion of publicity, or perhaps 
strangers have taken an unfair advantage of her avowed illiteracy. (81)  
 
To begin with, the commentator expresses a scornful disbelief in the “veracity” of this woman 
soldier and her story transcribed by a translator. The review focuses initially on the moral 
character of “this intrepid heroine” who, the critic suggests, may very well act as a female 
publicist who knows how to pose for the camera. Such “manifest complacency toward 
adventurous photographers” indicates improper behavior any decent woman must avoid when 
facing overexcited cameramen. Besides suggesting her moral weaknesses, the review further 
questions “her avowed illiteracy” that taints the reliability of her tale. Her “illiteracy,” claims this 
critic, who apparently dismissed Levine’s introduction of her as “semi-illiterate,” inevitably 
debilitates this Russian woman’s control over “written narratives” generated around her. The 
critic continues to challenge the memoir’s truthfulness by offering discrepant “trivial” or 
“tedious” descriptions such as specific dates or details about her husband (81). The review 
concludes that “it is impossible to promise the general reader that he will know Russia after 
reading this lively book, but we can quite confidently assure him of a very thrilling tale” (81). In 
a week after the review was issued, Levine responded immediately to refute this criticism. He 
claimed that errors of minute details such as dates and locations ought not to blur historical truth 
behind those dry facts. 
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No matter how many hands might have intervened to “represent” Botchkareva in the 
press, in the memoir or in the magazine stories, Levine’s claim is worth our notice because 
behind those dry facts lies certain “truth,” be it historical, personal, social or else. It tells us 
readers “truth” that the storytelling author and the editor presented to us in their own terms. 
Highly aware of her own status as a woman and a peasant, Botchkareva told a war story that 
shows her understanding of gender in terms of class. Yashka, therefore, represents the woman 
soldier as one whose gender intersects with forces of social division. When Botchkareva sought 
to form her death battalion, she gave recruiting speeches with “dramatic” rhetoric and staged 
each of her public appearances. In view of gender norms and class categories, these mesmerizing 
speeches function as critical moments when Bochkareva pronounced the emergence of the 
Women’s Battalion of Death and thereby a symbolic birth of the Woman Soldier. Although not 
an outspoken feminist, she managed to express her take in her terms by calling attention to the 
critical moment of “being” a woman when gender is called into existence. Knowing she would 
be announcing the birth of a women’s battalion, Bochkareva explained her “weaknesses” as a 
woman and as a peasant by asking herself  
[w]here did I come in between two such great men as Rodzianko and Kerensky?  
How could I ever face an assembly of educated people, I, an illiterate peasant 
woman? And what could I say? My tongue has never been trained to smooth speech. 
My eyes had never beheld a place like the Mariyinski Theater, formerly frequented 
by the Tsar and the Imperial Family. (Yashka 161)   
 
Making such a gesture of self-denial, Botchkareva indeed raised an important issue that one 
often encounters within her contemporary criticisms of her leadership skills: “how can a lower-
class woman with little education lead an army successfully?” The questions she asked in her 
speech imply that gender hierarchies operated in a stratified class system in wartime Russia. 
Botchkareva also told us her social status was to disqualify her from “being” a woman since 
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Russian womanhood during wartime was still defined by higher social standing and a good 
education. Meanwhile, the charismatic speaker explicitly challenged the classed gender 
hierarchies with an approach of self-denial while she sought to unsettle the work of the class 
system. She reversed her social position by standing on the theater stage and proclaiming the 
birth of the Woman Soldier. Such a challenge, on the one hand, proves that her gender is 
inflected by social status and, on the other hand, lays bare the problematic gendering process of a 
patriarchal social system.  
Botchkareva’s attempt to negotiate the dynamics of gender and class is also manifest in 
the ways in which she described her interactions with Russian male leaders. Botchkareva 
carefully addressed a delicate reversal of social power and gender relations that seemed to 
transform her from a fearless national warrior leading an offensive against the Bolshevists into a 
submissive peasant woman standing before a man of higher social ranks. Recalling a meeting 
with the Duma president, Michael Rodzianko, Botchkareva revealed once again how social 
differences intersected gender. When Bochkareva was hospitalized for head injuries received 
while confronting Bolsheviks, Rodzianko visited her and invited her to a luncheon with Russia’s 
top government officials who were all middle-class educated males. She recalled that in the 
social gathering, she encountered problems arising from her social differences from the other 
men. Having poor knowledge of dining decorum, this woman “had troubles with the dishes and 
table etiquette” since she “did not know how to deal with the unfamiliar dishes, and blushed 
deeply several times” (Yashka 185). She also told that she “understood nothing” about the 
conversation between Russian officials and Allied generals “carried on mostly in a foreign 
tongue” (185). Her memory of those occasions shows that among these male leaders, she was no 
longer a vigorous, masculine battalion commander leading a women’s army to attack and having 
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been characterized by attributes of masculinity associated with men. Rather, her peasant status 
re-positions her and re-genders her as a frail “little heroine” who dares not look straight at her 
neighbors at lunch but instead blushes while peeking “from the corners of [her] eyes” (184-185). 
In her stories, the class category of peasantry emasculates her as a regiment leader, who has just 
forcefully marched against Bolsheviks even as her social status also defeminizes her when she 
delivers recruiting speeches. Gender in Yashka is implicated in social class. 
Furthermore, not only does Yashka characterizes Botchkareva as a “woman” whose 
gender is “constructed” through her social differences, but her story also depicts a woman soldier 
whose gender intersects with discourses of ethnicity. Interestingly, Botchkareva is characterized 
in Yashka as a national she-hero who not only fights for Mother Russia but also epitomizes the 
Russian empire that encompasses a diverse range of ethnicities. “One is foreign and the other is 
of your own race,” shouted Bolshevist soldiers at her while crying to tell that they have two 
enemies. For Botchkareva, the story unfolded in another direction. As she remembered, 
Botchkareva became part of “we, the soldiers of the Fifth Regiment” who “exulted in our 
adventure” after joining the combat with her male comrades against Germany (87-88). In the 
story, she is one of the “soldiers of Mother Russia, whose sons” withstand exposure to poison 
gas courageously (my emphasis). In battles fought with male soldiers, she transforms herself into 
a son in a men’s army; fighting like the other men as a son of their motherland, she shows that 
Russia is a mother, invaded by Germany and his soldiers, an enemy shaped and gendered as “he” 
who eternally represents an antithesis of her motherland. One needs to note, however, 
Botchkareva’s battalion women captured both German male soldiers and a few German women 
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fighting with their male peers.102 Since it is unlikely the battalion commander would have no 
knowledge of German female soldiers, one can argue that she intentionally characterized her 
enemy as a man who bullied her mother. Furthermore, the woman soldier Bochkareva chose not 
to remain stable in gender terms although she presented herself as standing opposed to a 
masculine enemy state. She won her first medal because of her valor in rescuing male comrades 
collapsed in No Man’s Land. Upon her retreat to the trench, she remembered hearing the calls of 
her wounded comrades for help as “the voices of hurt children” (90). In telling readers about the 
voices she heard, her comrades who came from various ethnic groups appeared as “Ivan and 
Peter and Sergei and Mitia” (90). According to Biblical allusions to names, Ivan and Sergei are 
names that have a Hebrew origin and thus are associated with the Jews.103 Through the naming 
of her male comrades, a Russian army of diverse ethnicity comes into being. With the names 
associated with the Jewish community, Bochkareva narrativizes Russia as a mother whose 
maternal affection for children extends to all her sons, blurring multi-ethnic boundaries that 
caused racial conflicts in war-time Russia. Such a depiction also overwrites the historical reality 
in which her contemporaries indeed experienced anti-Semitism in Russia. More importantly, she 
epitomizes the motherhood of Russia, representing herself as a mother who strives to save her 
“hurt children in danger. As she contemplated her “bounden duty as a soldier, a duty as 
important as that of fighting the enemy,” she performed a maternal role in rescuing injured 
soldiers as if they were” of hers (91). In the men’s army, she serves as a son sacrificing a life to 
Mother Russia; meanwhile, she also acts like Mother Russia responding to calls of her wounded 
                                                          
102 Newspapers reported that Botchkareva’s women soldiers did capture other German women 
soldiers. See “Germans” for details. 
103 Hildegard Must lists names whose origins could be traced back to the names of the earliest 
saints, and he notes that Ivan is a name with a Hebrew origin. See Must 263. Patrick Hanks and 
D. Kenneth Tucker find that Sergey, or Sergei, can be used as either a Jewish or a Russian name 
while in the U. S., it is considered Jewish. See Hanks and Tucker 65. 
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soldier sons. Although Botchkareva had no children in real life, the issue of her gender in Yashka 
reflects on the ways in which ethnic differences cut across gender relations.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
Interestingly, with much press coverage and proliferating visual images presenting 
Botchkareva as a masculine woman, Yashka shows that Botchkareva also plays the role of 
mothering while leading a female soldiers’ army. On the day of giving an official recruiting 
speech to encourage Russian women to enlist, she preached “as if in a trance” to an audience of 
“[m]en and women citizens” (Yashka 162). She urged on her female fellows with a highly 
gendered language by pronouncing that “Our mother is perishing. Our mother is Russia. I want 
to help save her. I want women whose hearts are crystal, whose souls are pure, whose impulses 
are lofty. With such women setting an example of self-sacrifice, you men will realize your duty 
in this grave hour” (162). After women volunteers registered, she continued to address them in 
gendered terms: “We [women] are physically weak, but if we be strong morally and spiritually 
we shall accomplish more than a large force” (161). The “trance” she entered while preaching to 
her battalion girls, therefore, indicates a “formational,” as well as “transformational,” moment at 
which gender of a woman soldier as well as of the nation is constituted as an effect of a series of 
her speech acts. At the moment of her “trance,” Russia is gendered as “mother,” as “her”; 
meanwhile, her troop consists in women with crystal hearts, pure souls, and moral strength—
traits that are always associated with femininity. As Bochkareva refused the request of some 
battalion volunteers, incited by Bolshevists, to form a soldier’s committee in the battalion, her 
army shrunk to a group of three hundred women. Watching these remaining women soldiers, she 
exclaimed that they “seemed like children to me, like my children, and I felt like a tender 
mother” (176). At this moment of leading a women’s regiment, she appears no longer as a son of 
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Mother Russia but as a woman who mothers her female offspring. Again, she, as a mother 
tending her children, becomes the mother of her Russian daughters; she embodies Russia.  
In Yashka, Botchkareva claimed a strong desire to maintain a normative heterosexual 
marital relationship, and no popular receptions depicted her otherwise.104 Yet, the memoir 
describes hilarious scenes that suggest the pleasure she enjoyed in transgressing boundaries 
defined by gender binaries. Those humorous incidents reveal the problematic of maintaining a 
stable connection between gender and the sexed body. In the memoir, Botchkareva recounts how 
she visited the house of shame, or the brothel, with other male comrades. As her comrades 
nicknamed this visit “Yashka’s adventure,” Botchkareva also admitted that the trip was no shame 
but fun (76). “Be a soldier,” they exhorted, and she launched her playful pursuit under the 
disguise of a male soldier along with a boisterous crowd of army men so that she could 
“investigate for [her]self” (81). She further adventured into a play with a prostitute at the “house 
of ill repute” where the other male comrades laughed at the two “women” caressing, embracing 
and kissing each other (80). The “pearls of laughter” of her male comrades seem to remind 
readers that Botchkareva understood and respected the codes of proper feminine behavior. 
Nevertheless, the humorous pairing of a female soldier with a prostitute foregrounds a different 
issue other than the one that Russian officers raised when Botchkareva proposed to organize a 
women’s battalion. The male officers were concerned about the presence of women in the men’s 
army because female soldiers joining male soldiers at the front might “lead to the birth [at the 
front] of little soldiers” (155). When she claimed that “[n]obody suspected my sex” in the 
brothel, she might seem to suggest that a true sex of hers exists (80). Yet, the queer scene of one 
woman passing as a man flirting with another woman parodies the discourses of heterosexual 
                                                          
104 Although Botchkareva was well-known for her image as a masculine woman, no historical 
reports of her life described her other than a straight woman. 
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normativity since heterosexual conventions seem to regulate both her sex and her gender identity 
but fail to identify her as a transgressor.105 More significantly, the entertaining scene of a woman 
dressed like a man to flirt with a female prostitute anticipates Botchkareva’s proposal for a 
women’s battalion. On the one hand, a woman soldier was long suspected and thereby criticized 
by the society as a female prostitute in the army.106 On the other hand, she sought to prove the 
possibility of crossing boundaries in the army: boundaries of gender, of social decorum, and 
perhaps of sexuality. Pairing both a cross-dressed female soldier with a female prostitute, 
therefore, works well to draw attention to the unstable grounds on which those boundaries are 
based. As to her explorations of the brothel, Bochkareva explained “I will go with them, and 
learn the soldier’s life”; she, nevertheless, admits that “curiosity had something to do with my 
decision” (80). This curiosity suggests more than an urge to learn to be a male soldier; it implies 
a desire to move beyond the boundaries in the military set between her as a female and her 
comrades as male. Seeking to transgress multiple boundaries in the army, Botchkareva proposed 
to form a women’s battalion. 
Furthermore, the feeling of pleasure Botchkareva expressed through humor in Yashka 
also makes visible a recognition of the possibility for female homosexuality. As Botchkareva 
recounted how she posed as a male soldier in certain places, like bathing houses, where gender is 
policed acutely, her stories communicated a sense of play with gender conventions. During 
World War I, Botchkareva emerged in Russia and abroad as a masculine woman who managed 
to unsettle gender norms in Russia at war. In Yashka, she appeared more complicated as the 
memoir reveals that the pleasure Botchkareva felt in cross-dressing arose from her abiding 
                                                          
105 For a discussion of the effects of gender insubordination, see Butler. 
106 Botchkareva’s mother warned her that the army as well as the society looked down on female 
soldiers as if they were prostitutes in the army. See Yashka 76. 
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curiosity to seek “other amusements” fueled by transgressing gender categories (103). As 
Halberstam notes, the bathroom is a space where gender norms are enforced and where 
masculine women are considered a threat to its heteronormative culture.107 Likewise, public 
bathing houses is also a site of gender policing in which gender traditions are firmly upheld. To 
bring to the foreground the challenge of a woman soldier in a men’s army, Botchkareva’s sense 
of humor reshapes this bathroom problem into a chance to seek forbidden pleasure. While 
making her visit to a public bath-house, she took it as “a good opportunity for some fun,” so she 
dashed into the women’s room fully dressed in a male soldier’s uniform. She recalled, “I was 
taken for a man. However, the fun did not last long” (79). She was attacked and cried out “that I 
was a woman”; one can easily imagine she might have to show her female body to declare her 
identity as a woman. Later again, when billeted in a village, Botchkareva was dressed as a male 
soldier and flirted with a peasant woman “in a mischievous mood” to explore a relationship 
(104). She brashly advanced to kiss the poor civilian woman as laughter from the men erupted. 
While the men’s laughing sounds suggest strict policing by gender mechanisms in the military, 
the laughter she heard nevertheless indicates a sense of playfulness she would like to address 
while she cross-dressed to play with traditional gender boundaries. In the end, she had to remove 
her jacket and revealed her body to appease the civilian woman’s rage; the woman soldier felt no 
surprise at the village woman’s fury (103-104). It is, therefore, no surprise that in the bathing 
house, the other women might see this uniformed woman as a man, but the fun arises not from 
the female soldier’s mistaken identity as a man. The fun she pursued constantly, which happened 
to be the power she gained in telling the story of a military woman in Yashka, demonstrates her 
investment in the freedom to transgress, rather than her ability to pass as a man. She boldly 
                                                          
107 For issues regarding the bathroom, or the “Bathroom Problem” in the author’s terms, see 
Halberstam 20-29. 
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narrates the pairing of two female bodies flirting wryly and adapts the scenes of heterosexuality 
into those of female homoeroticism. Botchkareva in these scenes may recall the figure of the 
“mannish lesbian,” who, as Esther Newton has shown, plays a significant role in presenting how 
sexual connotations have been attributed to female friendship at the turn of the twentieth century 
(60). Yet, a key difference lies in between the two figures. While the mannish lesbian signals a 
threat to heterosexuality, Botchkareva’s gender transgression registers a threat of female 
homosexuality to heteronormativity that she seems to follow. 
 In order to negotiate with multiple ideologies that attempt to define her in terms of her 
class and her gender, Bochkareva repeatedly plays with notions of identity in this story. Despite 
multiple discourses that have shaped various representations of her, she seeks to challenge the 
dominant ideology in the power dynamic with a sense of playfulness. Humor becomes a tool she 
employed to suggest the potential of a woman soldier to transgress. When Bochkareva enlisted in 
the army, her hair was cropped and she was dressed in full military attire. Her appearance 
attracted “an outburst of laughter” from the other male soldiers in the army. Whereas the male 
soldiers’ laughter registers the warnings of a system of gender conventions, this Russian woman 
laughs their boisterous sounds away by adding humor to another incident.   
Towards the end of Yashka, Botchkareva recalled she had to escape from Bolsheviks and 
left for the U. S., so she disguised herself as “a Sister of Mercy’ (270).  She was dressed in 
uniform and put on the “costume” of a nursing uniform. With the new uniform, she transformed 
into “Alexandra Leontievna Smirnova” and adopted the persona of a nurse. She told the readers: 
“It was very amusing to lose one’s identity and appear as a complete stranger. I was no longer 
Maria Botchkareva, but Alexandra Smirnova. And as I glanced at myself in the mirror it seemed 
even to my own eyes that I had been reincarnated from a soldier into a Sister of Mercy” (271). 
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The way she interprets her new self suggests that she considers this change of identity as a play, 
a performance, or a role that she completes through donning the costume. As a woman soldier 
wearing a male soldier’s uniform, she takes on another task of performing the role of a nurse. 
She becomes a woman wearing a male soldier’s uniform who puts on a disguise of a female 
nurse’s uniform. Her act of layering uniforms as if layering identities implies a desire to question 
what identity a woman soldier can possess. More amusingly, she continued to describe this 
“new” identity that involved her in a flirting game with a Russian male soldier who proposed to 
marry this Sister of Mercy. She explained to the audience, “the proposal was so ludicrous that it 
was with difficulty that I controlled my desire to laugh” (274). In order not to reveal her cover, 
she promised him to ask her mother’s permission for marriage with him. With the man’s address 
in hand and his earnest request to write to him, Botchkareva turned to the audience and joked, 
“Perhaps he is still waiting for a letter from me” (275). This joke playfully and powerfully 
unsettles the stability of conventional categories of identity. The notion of heterosexual marriage 
is conceived as a laughing stock in the identity play. Besides, while her semiliterate scrawl 
indeed marks a weakness of her social class, humor offers her the agency that might not be 
available because of class restriction. With humor, she transforms her inability to write a letter 
into a funny joke of a man’s fancy of receiving a letter from her. Humor empowers this Russian 
female commander. As a semiliterate peasant woman, she has no access to “write” a story of her 
own; however, her ability to “tell” her war stories and to perform her roles in the military, as well 
as in her ordinary life, wins her an opportunity to weave a war story of her own version. While 
relating a testimonial narrative from her underprivileged position, she seeks to negotiate with the 
discursive forces that manages to define for her the truth of the story. In response, she stamps on 
the image of a valiant powerful female warrior with many faces.   
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Chapter Two: Flora Sandes, “Serbian Joan of Arc” or Irish Britannia? 
I. Historical Context for British Women to Volunteer in War 
During World War I, when Russian women soldiers emerged en masse, no English 
woman soldier fought for her nation.108 One of them—Flora Sandes—did join combat on the 
Eastern Front, however. The abundant war literature written by English women about their 
battlefront experiences as nurses or auxiliaries has been carefully discussed, whereas the ways in 
which war was portrayed in this woman soldier’s war stories remain relatively unexplored. Did a 
female soldier tell war stories in the same way that a male soldier did?  How different could a 
woman soldier’s war tale be? As a veteran, Samuel Hynes believes all male soldiers’ stories 
shaped “one huge story of men at war” (xiii). He called the First World War “our favorite war” 
because “we have come to see that war as the end of something that was worthy to survive in the 
world but didn’t” (106). Hynes suggests that the best war tales, concerned with battles fought not 
on the Western Front but “elsewhere,” spread romantic notions of war in exotic lands.109 These 
stories illustrated innocent male soldiers who remained naïve and saw war as inaugurating a new 
way of life. Therefore, the “Soldiers’ Tale” that Hynes distilled in his analysis recounted the 
inevitable failure to return to a pre-war British Arcadia. In turn, Graham Dawson has elucidated 
“the soldier hero as a form of imagined masculinity” having been reinforced in war tales shaped 
as narratives of imperialist adventure that sought to rejuvenate a declining British empire (26).110 
                                                          
108 Dorothy Lawrence is another English woman known to join the army, although 
unsuccessfully. She was disguised as a man and sneaked into the battlefront; after her female 
identity was revealed because of medical needs, she was dispelled in ten days. See Wheelwright, 
Amazons 43-44, 79-82, 151-152; Hargreaves 192, 212-232. 
109 Hynes discussed war tales written by soldiers who fought in other fronts, like North Africa, 
Saudi Arabia, Near East.  
110 See Dawson 58-63, 144-154. 
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In Dawson’s analysis, the “new breed of soldier heroes” who fought in the Middle East remained 
the romantic youth whose integrity was irreversibly ruined after the war (190). Both Hynes and 
Dawson hold that the Great War wreaked havoc on the war generation of men, but their 
observations consider only war tales written by male soldiers. In order to understand the woman 
soldier’s tale, we need to turn to Flora Sandes, the only English woman in a foreign army who 
was invited to fight on the margin of Europe. Sandes published two memoirs in a series: An 
English Woman-Sergeant in the Serbian Army (1916) and The Autobiography of a Woman 
Soldier: A Brief Record of Adventure with the Serbian Army, 1916-1919 (1927).111 A male 
soldier’s “urge to kill and tell,” Joanna Burke believes, “was fuelled in part by the desire to insist 
upon their new status as men” (167). For Flora Sandes, however, her storytelling was more 
complicated than imagining a form of masculinity. Her war tales, packed with humor and fun, 
depicted an English woman who aspired to join war, expected war, and volunteered in war. What 
she lamented eventually would be the loss of war itself, a war that might allow her to recast 
conventions of a gendered identity through by telling “humorous” war tales.   
The military culture in which Flora Sandes found herself was well established before the 
Great War. Long before declaring war in 1914, the British Empire engaged in numerous 
international conflicts, and the nation touted militant nationalism. Jay Winter and Antoine Prost 
have suggested that the Great War “had begun before the mobilization … or even earlier, with 
the Balkan wars” (6). Jane Potter has also noted “Britain in the late nineteenth century was a 
martial nation” (9). Michael Paris has even suggested in the early nineteenth century, a “pleasure 
                                                          
111 The two memoirs are addressed in short as “Woman-Sergeant” (1916) and “Autobiography” 
(1927) hereafter. 
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culture of war” emerged by the end of the Battle of Waterloo.112 Paris construes Britain as “an 
aggressive warfare state” since its popular culture “legitimized war, romanticized battle and 
portrayed the warrior as a masculine ideal” (13). “Aggressive nationalism,” Paris argues, was 
deeply embedded in British national culture as the nation went through significant wars 
throughout the century. Wars fought on foreign soil became familiar to the public, including the 
Crimean War, launched in 1853; the South African Wars (1879-1915), waged in the end of the 
millennium; and most importantly, the two Balkan Wars (1912-1913) that set the stage for the 
coming Great War. Paris concludes that British popular culture glamourized and glorified 
warfare.113  Furthermore, Lucy Noakes observes an “extension of the chivalric model of warfare” 
from the elite officer class to the regular British soldiers (21). She holds that militarism was so 
popular that it superseded class and became a shared national culture. Before 1914, war was 
presented as chivalric and romantic to British soldiers of all classes and all ranks. For British 
women, however, the story proved far more complicated.   
Whereas cultural militarism was geared towards boys and men, British girls and women 
immersed in the same belligerent national mindset were also “culturally” mobilized but taught to 
play distinct parts. This bellicose national culture assigned strict gender codes to women in 
accordance with their class standing. Jane Potter discovers a phenomenon that she calls the 
“consumerism of war” emerging in the popular culture of England before WWI (16). She 
comments that advertisements for domestic goods, carrying “codes of social behavior,” 
                                                          
112 Paris borrowed Graham Dawson’s concept of a “pleasure culture of war” (26).  Paris, 
however, focused more on the cultural phenomenon of war represented as a form of 
entertainment, whereas Dawson analyzed how the characterization of male soldiers encapsulated 
masculinity in popular culture.  
113 Paris has researched soldier stories in the popular culture of England throughout the 
nineteenth to the mid-twentieth century.  He discovered their heroes still modeled on the 
romantic warrior youth of the naval empire. See Paris 222-260. 
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sanctioned a commodity culture of domestic life and endowed such activities with patriotic 
values (18). These advertisements reinforced imperialist ideologies that assigned national duties 
in terms of gender. Despite the romance of overseas warfare, the Empire’s daughters received the 
call to fulfill their tasks at home, not abroad. Lucy Noakes notes the same sexual division in 
women’s relationship with the British Army.114  Noakes indicates women were considered as 
either army relatives or notorious “camp followers” whose service was critical yet marginal to 
the army (20). She argues that despite the phenomenon of the New Woman and women’s 
increasing literacy, Victorian and Edwardian girls and women were expected to assume an 
“imperial duty” of motherhood designed for their social status (28).115 Potter and Noakes both 
agree that cultural militarism prevalent in pre-war England entailed a gender-specific class-
conscious structure. Yet, we may risk oversimplifying the cultural influence of gendered 
militarism on English women if we conclude that they were mobilized by British military 
imperialism to participate in the cultural militarization. Rather, not all of them were satisfied 
with their designated duty of sustaining the Empire as a mother at home. Many did aspire to 
enjoy the pleasure of imperial adventures and military missions promised to male citizens.   
Therefore, long before the war fever spread at the onset of the Great War, some upper- 
and middle-class daughters of the Empire strove to break through the confines of domesticity and 
sought overseas opportunities (L. Miller 35). Nursing emerged as a profession that combines 
feminine traits, such as care and nurturing, with capacities of mobility and adventure, often 
associated with masculinity. Beginning in the mid-nineteenth century, the empire’s overseas 
                                                          
114 For discussions on British women’s roles in the armed forces before the Great War, see 
Noakes 20-38. 
115 Noakes notes from her research on popular culture and literature that British magazines and 
newspapers addressed, to their female readerships, the same need to fulfill their maternal duties 
to the Empire in ways corresponding to their social differences. See Noakes 23-29. 
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warfare not only conscripted British young men but also attracted middle-class young women.  
Combat still belonged in realms of masculinity, but war-related work such as philanthropic 
missions, charity and relief units developed as appropriate supportive roles for decent Victorian 
womanhood. The nineteenth century featured a tradition of “female philanthropic work with the 
armed forces” (Noakes 26). Nursing work in the Crimean War by Florence Nightingale 
established her as a symbolic figure of ideal wartime Victorian femininity.116 By the start of the 
twentieth century, after a period of incessant wars, the numbers of women’s medical units 
increased due to growing medical needs of the British armed forces abroad. Many paramilitary 
organizations were established for “the aim of increasing Britain’s readiness for war” (L. Miller 
35). In 1870, the British National Society for Aid to the Sick and Wounded in War was founded 
and renamed the British Red Cross Society in 1905. During the Anglo-Boer War, the Army 
Nursing Service sent out nursing squads to South Africa, and then in 1902 the service was 
renamed Queen Alexandra’s Imperial Military Nursing Service (QAIMNS). In 1907, Edward 
Charles Baker launched the London-based First Aid Nursing Yeomanry (FANY), which 
emphasized aspects of femininity in its training such as wearing brightly-colored dress and riding 
side-saddle. Two years later, some FANY members—including Flora Sandes—felt dissatisfied 
with Baker’s adherence to Edwardian codes of femininity and requested that Mabel St. Clair 
Stobart form the Women’s Sick and Wounded Convoy Corps (WSWCC). This corps, switching 
to khaki uniform and riding astride, sent out medical teams led by Stobart during the Balkan 
Wars. Another significant organization, the Volunteer Ambulance Detachment (VAD) was 
launched by the War Office, founded in 1909, in the hope of serving as a medical capacity for 
the Territorial Force, created in 1907. These were among the major institutional tools British 
                                                          
116 According to Noakes, Nightingale’s work in the Crimea has established her as a symbolic 
figure of ideal professional womanhood. See Noakes, 24. 
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middle-class women used to volunteer as nurses in each war before 1914. As Margaret R. 
Higonnet explains, nursing “permitted women to draw on their identity as ‘sisters’ or symbolic 
mothers in strenuous public activity” (Lines xxviii). They were encouraged to take up nursing 
because the profession was considered a patriotic occupation that allowed access to male 
preserves, such as battlefields, without defying codes of Victorian and Edwardian womanhood.  
In the period before 1914, as numerous British women volunteered to offer medical 
services overseas, they were particularly attracted to the Balkans by a travel literature that has 
circulated for centuries.117 During the early twentieth century, British women’s constant presence 
in the Balkans was marked as an issue that had to be addressed. In 1912, an article in The 
Graphic had raised a question in its title: “Why the Balkans Attract Women?” (624) “Why,” the 
anonymous author asked sarcastically, “should the Balkans, those rough, wild, semi-civilised and 
more than half Orientalised little countries appeal so strongly to some of our astutest feminine 
intelligence?” The writer continued to answer, “it is not an attraction which the intellectual 
people reason about … The Balkans are the gateway of the East … which … attracts women 
because it is feminine to the core, just as the West is essentially masculine” (Ibid). This reply 
was replete with features that Maria Todorova defined as symptomatic of “Balkanism” (118-
123). According to Todorova, Balkanist discourses shaped patterns of how people in the Balkan 
Peninsula were perceived and how the region was imagined through a copious body of writings 
all over Europe.118 As upper- and middle-class British women had easy access to this travel 
literature, these writings fueled their imagination about this particular region throughout the 
nineteenth century. The anonymous Graphic author, in 1912, failed to see that the Balkan 
                                                          
117 Maria Todorova argues that the Balkans were indeed discovered and invented in British 
literature. See Todorova 97-99. 
118 For British accounts of Balkanism, see Todorova 89-102.  
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stereotypes dominated popular literature in the previous century. British women, who chose to 
provide voluntary medical service in the Balkans, could simultaneously work within and without 
the Victorian gender ideologies that had shaped them. By volunteering for nursing service in the 
Balkans, these women could both pursue callings that were considered “appropriate” and fulfill 
their adventurous desires. Such fascination with this exotic region, along with the opportunities 
of medical professions like nursing at the turn of the millennium, motivated British women to 
volunteer in the Balkans.  
The outbreak of the Great War witnessed women’s large-scale participation in war work 
at home and abroad as well. As large numbers of men volunteered to join the war, their female 
counterparts in England also hurried to contribute. Less organized warfare and more mobile 
frontlines on the Eastern Front allowed more possibilities for women to do war work close to the 
front, including fighting as soldiers. Medical organizations set up before 1914 immediately 
launched overseas medical missions that recruited female nurses. Moreover, as Monica Krippner 
has emphasized, British relief efforts enabled significant volunteer work by British women 
during the Great War (71-74).  Besides nursing, British women also pursued wartime 
occupations like ambulance driving and even surgery. As soon as war broke out, two women 
doctors, Louisa Garrett Anderson and Dr. Flora Murray formed the Women’s Hospital Corps 
(WHC); Dr. Elsie Inglis founded the Scottish Women’s Hospitals (SWH) under the auspices of 
the Scottish Federation of Women’s Suffrage Societies (Powell 14-15). The two women’s teams, 
unfortunately, were ruthlessly rebuffed by the War Office, so WHC went to Paris to offer 
medical aid, and SWH sent out teams, staffed exclusively by women, to France, Serbia, Russia, 
Greece, and Romania. In 1914, Flora Sandes was one of those who joined immediately after war 
was declared. The case of Flora Sandes shows that women wanted to join the battle, and a few 
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actually fought. Sandes did nursing on the mobile Eastern Front, and because of the informal 
military structures that operated in the Balkans, Sandes could join the army and fought. Sandes 
also mentioned Serbian women she met in the military.119 As Southeastern Europe had cultural 
precedents of female warriors, the army on the Eastern Front was more likely to accept women’s 
presence in the military. In addition, the case of Dorothy Lawrence suggested it was possible to 
cross-dress and serve.  
Inspired by travel literature about the Balkans, British women who volunteered on the 
Eastern Front documented their war experiences.120 These women, who like their male 
counterparts could afford the pleasure of overseas adventure, primarily belonged to the upper or 
middle class. Hence, these women’s writing about their lives in the Balkans contained a strong 
register of class. Samuel Hynes argues that “the tale of the Great War” came from “the middle-
class volunteers who became the war’s junior officers” in the army (32). He believes that “the 
middle class is the great self-recording class, the class that keeps diaries and journals and 
considers that the preservation of one’s daily life is an appropriate and interesting activity for an 
individual” (32). According to him, therefore, the “Soldier’s tale,” inevitably bears the mark of 
its author’s social standing. His argument calls attention to the issue of class in war tales by men. 
For British women volunteers, their Great War memoirs entail a similar signature of class, but 
                                                          
119 During the First World War, Serbian women have also served in the army as well.  Sandes 
referred to the presence of some Serbian women in the army. The Serbian woman fighter, 
Milunka Savić and a Serbian girl, named by Sandes as the “Kid,” are among the female who 
participated war work in the Serbian Army. For Savić, see Autobiography 74-79; the “Kid,” see 
Woman-Sergeant 23, 32-33. 
120 As Maria Todorova has noted, British women contributed significantly their literary 
imagination to the “Anglo-Saxon tradition” of travel literature throughout the nineteenth century 
(89).  Todorova argues that amidst this tradition, two women, Georgina Mackenzie and Adelina 
Irby, “discovered the South Slavs for the English public” by giving public lectures and 
publishing their travel accounts in mid-nineteenth century (97-99).  Andrew Hammond further 
indicated earlier publications about the Balkans by female authors. See Hammond 60-61.   
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expressed in a slightly different fashion. Andrew Hammond notes that some British women’s 
memoirs about the Great War in the Balkans were characterized by “expressions of class, race, 
ethnicity, gender and sexuality” (62).121 Susan Grayzel also acknowledges a hierarchical system 
of class structure in British society, so she implies that wartime feminist debates over pacifist 
activism versus patriotism involved concerns with social class (Women’s 158-163). She also 
considers class as a significant marker in understanding British women’s wartime occupations, 
whether voluntary or not.122 In other words, women’s political stands and wartime occupations 
may involve more discourses than national propaganda and cultural legacy; instead, social 
contexts in which women receive messages about war play a key role as well. As Janet S. K. 
Watson notes, “[t]he well-educated literary elite, who came from traditions which encouraged 
personal writing and were in a position to have access to the resources of the publishing industry, 
were the most clearly heard” (12). The middle class is the great self-recording class not only 
because this class recognizes the values of preserving their memory in the form of writing but 
also because this is the class that owns the cultural capital of literacy and gains access to 
publishers and book traders. Hence, we must recognize in these women’s writings the influence, 
the strength, and the limitation entailed by their social status when examining their volunteer 
experiences in wartime.  
II. Flora Sandes: “the Serbian Joan of Arc” Coming into Being 
                                                          
121 Hammond traces the development of early twentieth-century feminism by studying some 
medical women volunteers’ writings, including memoirs written by Francesca Wilson, Caroline 
Matthews, and Mabel St Clair Stobart, who maintained a strong connection with Flora Sandes.  
122 Grayzel examines women’s work done in wartime, ranging from combatant to noncombatant, 
voluntary work to paid employment, in several belligerent nations. See Grayzel Women, 
particularly Chapter 3. 
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Like most British women volunteers, Flora Sandes came from a genteel background with 
social capital that allowed her to prepare and train for war.  She volunteered to work as a nurse in 
the Balkans since this occupation emerged as an opportunity to go to the front.  Having received 
a good education, she was capable of recording her war work in writing and photography. Unlike 
other volunteers, however, she later moved from nursing to soldiering.123 She, therefore, 
achieved fame in the history of women and war primarily because she was the only English 
woman to enlist officially in any army during World War I. It might seem that Sandes, the only 
child of an Anglo-Irish family who was born in England, led a peaceful pre-war life.  She lived 
with her father, an Irish parish rector, in Sussex and took a job as a secretary, traditionally 
associated with femininity in Edwardian England. Her class standing endowed her with a life of 
indulgence.124  Besides, she took much interest in performing a professional mobility, a privilege 
only recently made available to middle- and upper-class women like her. In 1903, sponsored by a 
typewriter company, this restless woman joined a record-breaking enterprise of “typing round 
the world” with another “young lady typist,” Miss Bessie Stear (“Typing” 923). It was an 
international trip in which both ladies travelled across the Atlantic and were employed as typists 
in each of the major cities they visited. Returning from her world travel, she became actively 
engaged in dangerous adventure sports ranging from riding racing cars, rowing single-handedly 
dinghies in high seas, and shooting rifles in rifle clubs. When FANY was founded in 1907, she 
registered immediately, along with the suffragist Mabel St. Clair Stobart, for the organization 
offered a vision of going to battlefields. Ranked as a “corporal,” Sandes still left FANY two 
                                                          
123 Sandes first joined a nursing team from St. John’s Ambulance Brigade in August,1914.  Her 
contract ended three months later, so she returned to England and raised funds for the Serbian 
army.  After she returned to Serbia, finding herself unable to join the original nursing squad, she 
volunteered to work in a Serbian army ambulance. Later she retreated with this regimental 
ambulance and transitioned into a soldier in that Serbian regiment. 
124 See L. Miller 23-27 and 29-37 for Sandes’s life before going to war. 
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years later to join the WSWCC that Stobart formed because they both disagreed with FANY’s 
impractical training emphasizing femininity.125 Despite her friendship with Stobart, Sandes did 
not depart with this active feminist’s medical team to Bulgaria during the Balkan Wars. Instead, 
she became a member of the St. John Ambulance Brigade with which she started to take nursing 
and ambulance driving courses. Before the World War, Sandes had already been seeking 
opportunities to negotiate new gendered terrain by joining various activities of mobility that 
allowed her to transgress Edwardian femininity norms.  
At the age of thirty-eight, this defiant English lady volunteered within a week after the 
outbreak of the Great War to offer service in several organizations but was accepted only by 
Mabel Grouitch’s medical unit going to Serbia. She first enrolled as a nurse, dressing wounded 
men and assuming supportive roles deemed appropriate for women in wartime. After her 
contract ended in November 1914, she headed back to London to raise funds and collect supplies 
on behalf of Serbia. As she returned to Serbia with supplies needed urgently, she entered a 
typhus-stricken region and almost collapsed because of the epidemic. Survivor of typhus, she 
took charge of a military hospital and even operated in surgeries. Later she decided to stay with 
the Serbian army during its large-scale retreat in 1915. This decision altered the path of her life 
because she switched from work as a nurse, caring for the sick and the wounded, into work of 
fighting side by side with male soldiers. She was wounded several times, received medals, and 
accepted promotion to the rank of Sergeant and later to Captain. Her military accomplishments 
made her a press celebrity and won her an international reputation. She stayed in the military for 
almost a decade and remained unmarried until almost fifty. Because of her war efforts in Serbia, 
                                                          
125 Stobart and some other members of FANY were dissatisfied with Edward Baker’s impractical 
notions of wartime nursing. They considered unrealistic Baker’s design of a long skirt and a 
scarlet cap as uniform and his request that members ride side-saddle. See Noakes 33.  
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she was proclaimed a “Serbian Joan of Arc” (MacMahon 39). However, what distinguished her 
from other British volunteers was not simply the fact that she fought as a soldier. Here I will 
underscore the importance of the way she narrated her life about exchanging her Red Cross 
badge for a rifle to kill. As this chapter will show, Sandes’s two serialized war memoirs present a 
complicated, gendered spectacle of the Great War.    
Far from proto-feminist tales, however, Sandes’s war writings complicate the tale of 
transgression since her memoir project covered a time span of more than a decade from the 
excitement of war fever to the return to peace normalcy. The different political, social and 
cultural contexts in which Sandes’s serial memoirs were published suggest changing 
expectations and various purposes for autobiographical writing. Unsurprisingly, multiple 
discourses compete and counteract in her memoirs. Although Sandes’s two memoirs have been 
primarily received and studied as “a mine of biographical information and salty citations” (in 
Smith and Watson’s terms), the two texts prove to be more than stories of her life (Women 4).  
By serializing her autobiographies, Sandes nevertheless presented a complicated narrative of a 
woman who transgressed gender norms by doing combat in the army. Always engaged in 
masculine leisure activities, Sandes had acquired a mindset ready for combat before the arrival of 
a total war. She indeed revealed a childhood wish in her memoir that she “used to pray every 
night that I might wake up in the morning and find myself a boy” (Autobiography 9). Since 
England has been a “warrior nation” as Paris argues, its “culture of aggression” worships “the 
warrior as the masculine ideal” (261). Sandes’s image of a “woman” warrior undoubtedly 
confronted established conventions of Edwardian femininity and masculinity. Sandes might 
seem to set a distinct example of an extraordinary woman who dared to transgress gender 
boundaries framed by war as she changed from “women’s work” of nursing—in Viscount 
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Esher’s words—to combat tasks.126 It follows that Sandes’s combat accomplishments in the 
Serbian Army attracted contemporary attention and fame that outshone her achievements in 
medical missions. Although not a professional writer, Sandes stated clearly in both of her 
memoirs that she intended to serialize her war stories.127 Her memoirs also include lectures she 
gave, letters she wrote, dairies she kept, and canteens she set up and managed. Sandes planted 
messages that revealed competing claims about her transformation from a nurse to a soldier. She 
suggested that reading her experiences in one autobiography would capture a mere part of the 
whole story of her war: both the World War I and the gender war she fought throughout her life.   
Given that the two memoirs were published both during and after the war, Sandes’s 
rendering of her war experiences cannot solely be understood in terms of war propaganda. 
Rather, Sandes’s intent to serialize her war memoirs suggest the attraction of female heroines’ 
war stories from abroad to a reading audience of British women. As she made truth claims in her 
role as autobiographer, Sandes was always mindful of a female readership that aspired to hear 
about war events. She jotted down notes about her life in the army, took war photographs on the 
front, assembled those materials into texts, and released each of her autobiographies, knowing 
that female soldiers’ war stories had a strong market among women. Sandes’s first war memoir 
was published in 1916, a year of epidemics. The Serbian army was stricken with typhus and 
typhoid, and Serbia was facing the gravest failure on the Eastern Front: “the great retreat of the 
Serbian nation” through Albania to Greece. Before giving speeches on behalf of Serbia to boost 
war efforts, Sandes had seen from her previous success in raising funds for Serbia that writing 
                                                          
126 The 2nd Viscount Esher, Reginald Ballol Brett wrote an introduction to Mabel Stobart’s War 
and Women: From Experience in the Balkans and Elsewhere. See Stobart vii. 
127 Sandes wrote in the end of her first memoir, “with any luck I hope some day to be able to 
describe how we accomplished it, and the triumphal entry into Nish which we are always talking 
about” (Woman-Sergeant 242). In her second memoir, Sandes also referenced back to her first 
war memoir published in 1916. 
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served as an effective tool of mobilizing British female readers.128 Already in the winter of 1914 
when Sandes returned from Serbia with Emily Simmonds at the end of her Red Cross contract, 
they both had campaigned for Serbian relief. Lord Northcliffe, owner of the pro-war anti-
German Daily Mail printed their appeal in his influential newspaper, helping raise £2,000 in 
three weeks (Storr 196). Sandes understood the power and the importance of Northcliffe’s 
influential newspaper, which always carried “material appealing to women” (16).129  Troy 
Paddock emphasizes Northcliffe’s “sensitivity to the importance of a female readership” as one 
of the key factors in the unprecedented impact of the Daily Mail in England during World War I 
(16). Clearly, during the war, a growing female readership not only consumed information 
offered by the press but also affected the content put into print.   
Besides a wartime female readership, the network of publishers and book traders in 
wartime England also contributed to Sandes’s plan to publicize her war memoir. Raised in the 
war culture of consumerism, Sandes used to be one among this female reading audience 
consuming popular militarism. Her first successful fund-raising in 1914 when she submitted her 
war story to a powerful newspaper demonstrates the power of British cultural militancy. She 
became a storyteller, continually narrating war stories to the British audience. After fighting in 
Serbia for nearly two years, Sandes was aware that Serbia desperately needed its Allies’ aid but 
was unlikely to receive sufficient funds. Therefore, she took to storytelling once again in order to 
“raise awareness and sympathy for the Serbian cause” (L. Miller 142). When Sandes took a two-
month leave back home in the summer of 1916, she “hastily penned” her first autobiography, An 
                                                          
128 As she returned to England after the end of her nursing contract in November 1914, Sandes 
wrote an appeal to the public of raising funds, and the Daily Mail published it instantly. See 
Autobiography 10; L. Miller 56.  
129 Troy Paddock mentions that “newspapers were the only means of acquiring information in a 
timely fashion about international events or affairs of state beyond the citizen’s immediate 
surroundings” in early twentieth-century England (6). 
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English Woman-Sergeant in the Serbian Army (L. Miller 142). Months later, Hodder and 
Stoughton issued Sandes’s first memoir while she returned to combat in Serbia. This publisher 
was one of the mainstream agencies that confidentially issued government publications, 
undertaken as war propaganda, some of which were authored by women.130 Despite its strong 
connection with the British government, Hodder and Stoughton published and gained profits 
primarily from patriotic books rather than from propaganda.131 Sandes was not one of the female 
authors the British government had contracted with to spread propaganda, but Hodder and 
Stoughton was still willing to publish her war accounts because of a prospering market for 
consuming entertaining patriotic accounts of war. Starting in 1916, British women’s memoirs of 
volunteer work in the Balkans “flooded the market” meeting the need of “a readership eager for 
news from the Eastern Front” (Hammond 62). That was a year when the Allied Powers in the 
Balkans suffered heavy losses; therefore, British women’s first-person witness accounts about 
the war in that region were not only listed as among the best-selling non-fiction volumes but also 
became one of the publishers’ favorite titles to be issued. As the surging numbers of British 
women volunteers’ war texts in wartime England reveal a strong market supported by a female 
audience in England aspired to read about women’s volunteer work in the Balkans in the 
newspapers and in prints, the war books also reflect obvious efforts of publishers that stimulated 
women’s war publications while promoting them. Sandes acknowledged such a readership at 
home and forged her own war tale to fuel British women’s imagination of war in that region. 
With what most interested London’s wartime publishers in mind, Sandes successfully brought 
                                                          
130 According to Potter, Wellington House was an important British government bureau 
disseminating information in the form of pamphlets and books through mainstream publishers. 
The name list of the publishing houses was kept confidential in wartime. Among the publishers, 
“Hodder and Stoughton published the most tracts for the bureau, over 120 pamphlets and books” 
(Potter 63). For the relationship between British propaganda and publishers, see Potter 52-75. 
131 For details on patriotism presented as entertaining literature, see Potter 82-86. 
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her war experiences to life by offering literary narratives instead of simply recording personal 
history. Sandes tailored her 1916 memoir specifically for a wartime female readership, driven 
and supported by a wartime publishing network. 
The publication of her second war memoir The Autobiography of a Woman Soldier: A 
Brief Record of Adventure with the Serbian Army, 1916-1919 in 1927, however, tells quite 
another complicated story. At the end of her first autobiography published in 1916, Sandes had 
revealed her plan to launch its sequel, but the second war text was not released until a decade 
later. This announcement of a sequel project inevitably unsettled audience expectations for her 
1916 memoir and raised questions about her purpose in serializing life stories and about the 
functions the two tales might serve. Because Sandes had been demobilized in 1922, she no 
longer had connections with the Serbian army. She drifted between England and Serbia, 
unsuccessfully attempting to restart a war career. She was deeply nostalgic for the war because 
“[p]eace came as little short of a calamity to many of the women who had worked in the 
Balkans,” including Sandes (L. Miller 267). Meanwhile, post-war weariness in England had 
exhausted public enthusiasm about glorious war and patriotic discourses. In the 1920s, a 
phenomenon in which the relationship between propaganda and wartime publications was 
critically examined emerged as an immediate post-war criticism of the militant culture between 
1914 and 1918 (Paddock 1-3). With the signing of the peace treaties, British society as a whole 
desired to “close the door of memory on the years of conflict” and “during the first decade of 
peace no one wanted to be reminded of the war” (147-8). Moreover, the British army on the 
Eastern Front attracted relatively less attention from the British government as well as from the 
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popular culture.132 Despite cultural fascination with “the women heroes of the Balkan front” 
during the war, women’s volunteer efforts in the Balkans declined since almost no aid missions 
went to this region (Michail 60). The 1920s did not favor war memoirists like Flora Sandes who 
supported warfare, maintained close connections with the army, and fought in the Balkans as a 
combat soldier. The market for war stories in the early 1920s was much weaker than in 1916.   
Still, Sandes made a conscious and deliberate decision to release her second memoir and 
publish it in 1927 as she hoped to fulfill her promise to the wartime female readership, which she 
believed existed even after the war. Coping with a postwar relapse into gender conventions, 
Sandes sought to sustain her role as a soldier through the act of writing. In a postwar English 
society that no longer accepted women’s liberation or emancipation, Sandes observed a return to 
prewar gender order that had seemed to be disrupted during the war. Her personal feeling of 
nostalgia for war thereby rekindled the desire to restore her position of critiquing and 
transgressing gender norms by publishing a second war memoir. Sandes began to sketch her 
second memoir when she finally abandoned hope for returning to the military after being 
demobilized for four years (L. Miller 272). Meanwhile, she worked hard in a children’s hospital 
run by her doctor friend, Katherine McPhail; to raise funds for the hospital, she campaigned by 
writing again. While writing for her memoir sequel and for a funding campaign, Sandes received 
a telegram, in 1926, from the Serbian War Office notifying her of a promotion as a reserve 
captain in the Serbian Army. As an avid and regular reader of newspapers, Sandes could neither 
                                                          
132 Michail notes that the British forces in the Balkans received less public attention than British 
women volunteers working on aid missions. The Salonika army, therefore, was completely 
absent from postwar commemoration by the government or from the public memory.  See 
Michail 62-69. 
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ignore nor accept that Great War stories no longer occupied the pages of newspapers.133 She kept 
writing about war as a woman who sought to transgress gender roles, and Autobiography was 
issued in 1927. One may argue that the publication of her second war memoir could have 
anticipated a cultural change two years later.134 “War-books suddenly came back into fashion in 
1928-9,” as Robert Graves and Alan Hodge had noted, and the fashion was “to ‘debunk’ rather 
than glorify” (205). In Paris’s words, “the war was ‘rediscovered’” in the last years of 1920s 
(148). Not until then was the door of British cultural memory about the Great War reopened. 
Like the other war books that appeared in late 1920s, Sandes’s Autobiography shows her 
intention to bring the war back to the cultural market of British post-war literature. One thing to 
note, however, is that although her 1927 publication might seem to participate in the cultural 
trend of rediscovering the Great War, the memoir did not fit the cultural turn towards debunking 
the war’s glory. In 1927, Sandes had seemed out of fashion when she deliberately brought the 
war back to the book market in peacetime; even after war books returned in 1929, her stories still 
stood against the waves of debunking the glory of war. Rather than showing disillusionment 
about war, Sandes’s second memoir offers a powerful illustration of war as what sustains her 
beyond the gender norms in place before and after the war.  
Hence, the two war memoirs should be read as a pair as we examine her war experiences. 
On the one hand, they both are cultural products constructed at the intersection of multiple 
discourses although each was produced under different circumstances. On the other hand, both 
should also be interpreted as part of a woman soldier’s self-representational project 
                                                          
133 Sandes said that she would know nothing about the world if she had no “papers” to read. See 
Autobiography 107. 
134 Paris indicates that during the first decade of post-WWI peace, English society remained 
silent about the war, and no cultural imagination was created in any form for most of the 1920s. 
The publication of Remarque’s All Quiet on the Western Front in 1929 signaled a sudden swerve 
in the book market for war stories. See Paris 148. 
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experimenting with the form, as well as the function, of autobiography. A wartime literary 
market that was supported both by a female readership and newspaper entrepreneurs along with 
book traders enabled the publication of Sandes’s first war memoir that endorsed her mission as a 
woman soldier. A decade later when post-war pacifism, followed by the relapse into 
conventional gender hierarchies, dominated England, Sandes turned to war writing again, 
representing the war she fought before in order to remind her readers of the powerful experience 
of wartime gender transgression. The sequel conveyed even more conflicting messages about her 
identity since she wrote it not only to refresh public memories of women soldiers’ wartime 
transgression but also to awaken in the post-war female readership the possibility of bringing 
back the transgressive moment. She deliberately released a second war memoir that depicted an 
unstable gender structure with an intention to pose challenges to the postwar gender framework 
that somehow remained intact despite significant social changes, including the granting of 
suffrage, which the war had precipitated.  
Sandes is frequently considered as being driven to war by a love for adventure but not by 
a feminist endeavor for a political initiative. Louise Miller, Sandes’s biographer, argues that 
Sandes “remained motivated more by the thought of adventure rather than politics” throughout 
her life (39). Miller believes that Sandes was never actively involved in the suffragist movement, 
so political issues would play a minor part in her life (39). For Miller, adventure instead 
remained a key factor in Sandes’s life.  Historians and critics have also frequently attributed 
adventures to women’s active participation in the Great War when investigating some women’s 
extraordinary efforts such as joining combat.  Claire M. Tylee views Sandes as one among the 
few women who eagerly long for “an active share of life” and “imagine themselves vicariously 
as men” (33). Anne Powell’s study of women’s medical service during the First World War also 
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shows that adventure was one of the major motivations for women to go to the battlefront.135 
Sandes’s female contemporaries respected her as one of the few powerful heroines who could 
live out a true adventure that enabled women to trespass into forbidden zones of masculinity.136 
Yet, the discourse of women’s adventure came along with a warning pronounced by the 
patriarchal authority. While Sandes served in active duty in the military, a press report was 
released applauded Sandes’s accomplishment as an extraordinary lady but warned other women 
not to follow her path.137 Accordingly, Julie Wheelwright depicts Sandes as one of the few 
“staunch individualists” who prove women’s capabilities to excel in the masculine sphere but 
pose no threat to the established gender hierarchy (Amazons 11). Wheelwright concludes that 
“Sandes’s achievements could not bring meaningful equality between the sexes closer to reality. 
The gleaming ideals of liberty and fraternity the female soldier was imbued with had rapidly 
tarnished; they too were left with the brutal contradictions of peace” (“Flora” 48). She argues 
that these women soldiers at best count as a precious rarity. Lucy Noakes even argues that “it is 
when large numbers of people act in ways which have the potential to transgress social 
boundaries, as when women are drawn into the military in large numbers, that these roles are 
challenged” (3). “Established gender roles,” Noakes insists, “can survive the actions of a small 
number of individuals who are determined to break with convention virtually unscathed” (3). In 
their view, an exceptional woman with an adventurous mentality, like Sandes, only appeared to 
                                                          
135 Powell wrote that “those who felt that serving their country was a release from the genteel 
role of a daughter destined to run the household for aging parents … viewed the future as a 
VAD, whether in a hospital at home or overseas, as an exciting escape form boredom and 
drudgery” (10).   
136 While Sandes visited Australia on a fund-raising tour, Australian women were fascinated by 
her war stories and the soldier look, whereas the press had ambivalent responses to her masculine 
appearance. See Wheelwright, Amazons 13, 103-108. 
137 For the news report, see Wheelwright, “Flora” 46; “Woman.”  
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transgress the confines of femininity, and her defiance signifies no symbol of women’s 
emancipation for she was a rare case.  
Indeed, the discourse of exceptionality holds in check the possibility of transgression as 
the tale remains an isolated instance of one individual’s desire. Adventure belongs to the realm 
of the unconventional, the exceptional, and the abnormal. The exceptional status of a woman 
soldier like Sandes would consequently prevent the spread of temporary changes made possible 
in wartime. Yet, the numbers of women who attempted unconventional gender roles promised no 
social changes, either. Even though Russian women formed numerous amazon battalions 
throughout Russia during the Great War, gender hierarchies remained tenacious.138 Therefore, 
one woman’s attempt to enter a male-dominated war zone and fight on the battlefront might not 
achieve social reform immediately. However, she could strive to insinuate a gendered war 
spectacle in her writings by adopting a myriad of strategies so as to address a female reading 
audience who could decode her texts and receive significant feminist messages. Praised as an 
exceptional woman, Sandes appeared unthreatening to the gender structure embedded in British 
society in the eye of the government, the press, and society. She, nevertheless, attempted to 
question gender conventions of her time by not only fighting as a soldier but also writing about 
her war experiences as well. What truly motivated Sandes to go to war and join combat includes 
both a lust for adventure and political purposes she meant to achieve. Sandes acknowledged her 
uniqueness as an exceptional woman while publishing her first memoir. She serialized her 
autobiographies as a way to negotiate the postwar relapse into gender restrictions on women. 
Andrew Hammond argues that Sandes’s memoirs might present a commentary that attempted to 
                                                          
138 In her comprehensive analysis of Russian women soldiers, Laurie Stoff argues that the 
creation of large numbers of military units composed of women soldiers did not change 
conventional gender roles in Russian society. Nor did it cause official sexual integration of 
women into the Russian army after two world wars. 
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challenge gender roles prescribed in early twentieth-century England. He, however, insists that 
her writings still absorbed the prevalent imperialist framework and undermined the power to 
subvert. Such an understanding clearly oversimplifies the connection between Sandes’s two war 
memoirs. 
III. Autobiographical Representations of a Gendered War: “Serbian Joan” 
Reading Sandes’s two memoirs as a series allows us to recognize, acknowledge, and 
understand her representational strategies, including how she formatted the two texts, what 
genres she mixed in both her memoirs, and what narratological methods she adopted. Sandes not 
only published two war memoirs but also kept war diaries and collected her letters; in addition, 
she delivered several autobiographical lectures. A complicated gendered spectacle of war 
emerges from juxtaposing her two accounts along with her public speeches and personal writings 
during her war career. Besides, multiple stories from the written texts and from the photograph 
series in each memoir compete to bring the heroine into existence. To begin with, the titles of her 
two memoirs give us clues to the ways in which we may read both publications as a whole and 
thereby offer a key to understanding this gendered spectacle. With its title reading An English 
Woman-Sergeant in the Serbian Army, Sandes’s first memoir seemed to suggest that it was a 
story of an English woman who enlisted in the Serbian army. The title nevertheless foregrounds 
the issue of Flora Sandes’s national identity that plays a significant but easily overlooked role in 
the narratives revolving around her and her war memoirs. The publication of her first memoir in 
1916 was a great success and received very positive reviews that celebrated her either as “the 
new woman” or as “a modern girl” (Wheelwright Amazons 15). Since the publication of Woman-
Sergeant, Sandes had also been frequently acclaimed as a “Serbian Joan of Arc” and an “Irish 
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Amazon” (“Fought”; “An”).139 Interestingly, none of the heroic epithets referred to Sandes’s 
British national identity; she was never called a “British” or “English” Amazon, nor was she 
hailed as a “British” or “English” Joan of Arc. Undoubtedly, Sandes fought in Serbia and was 
descended from Irish ancestry; however, she had never officially addressed herself as an Irish in 
public, and she represented England wherever she travelled during her military career in the 
Serbian Army.140 Apparently, the glamorous title of a “modern-day Joan of Arc” suggests more 
than bravery in the battle field. For the British critics, the image of a woman soldier was as 
foreign as the figure of St. Joan or of the Amazon was meant to be; a heroic epithet associated 
with the two women warriors from foreign land could doubly distance Sandes. One may argue 
that either of the two figures seems more applicable to Sandes in terms of her war efforts for and 
in Serbia than in England. Yet, if we take into consideration British public antagonisms towards 
women in combat during the early twentieth century, it becomes clear why Sandes could not be 
“English” Joan of Arc or “British” Amazon. Alienating her from her English identity, the British 
critics could relegate Sandes into an “other” world far away where both a woman soldier’s 
gender and ethnic differences could be mediated. The reviewer split the multiple roles Sandes as 
a British woman soldier played in the army and intended to reveal in her memoir. While her 
contemporary male compatriots were mobilized to be soldiers in the British Expeditionary Force, 
Sandes was recognized as a female hero rather than an English “soldier” not because of the front 
                                                          
139 Despite her Irish background, Sandes had never described herself as “Irish” in public, and she 
was not born in England. American newspapers dubbed her “Irish” probably because of a huge 
Irish immigrant audience in the United States. Some British newspapers also called her an 
“Irish” woman or lady frequently. See “Fought,” “An Irish Amazon Gains,” and “An Irish 
Amazon Relates,” “Irish Amazon,” and “Irish Woman” for instance.   
140 Sandes was born into an Anglo-Irish family, and according to her father, the Sandes family 
left Ireland because of attacks by the fenians (L. Miller 24). Sandes wrote that Serbian soldiers 
addressed her as “Nashi Engleskinja,” meaning “Our Englishwoman” (Autobiography 14). See 
also MacMahon. 
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where she fought but because of her gender. While Sandes proclaimed herself as an English 
woman-sergeant, she was received as a Serbian heroine or an Irish she-hero; the issue of how to 
pin down her national identity raises the question of defining a woman soldier’s nationality. 
The problematic of Sandes’s national identity as an “English” woman soldier arose from 
the contradiction between her presence at the front and the ways in which Victorians and 
Edwardians embraced “gender” in terms of war. Women’s presence at the front undermined the 
discursive power that both naturalized war and naturalized the connection between war and 
masculinity—a masculinity understood as male, or “male masculinity” in Judith/Jack 
Halberstam’s terms—in British popular culture. As we have discussed earlier, aggressive 
militarism embedded in the British culture since the nineteenth century shaped the British 
national identity and linked it closely to representations of male masculinity. The image of an 
English “woman” sergeant consequently problematized the natural connection between the 
Englishness and the sergeant, both of which had been preordained as male. This explains why 
the British government declined women’s offer to aid the British army at the Western Front but 
accepted their war work in the Balkans, although reluctantly. While women were not allowed in 
the “men’s” battle field at the Western Front, female participation in the war at another front was 
somehow acceptable since the British manhood would not be confronted. British women’s war 
would thereby be resituated in a faraway, exotic land in the farther east. Like many of her female 
compatriots in 1914, Sandes first sought to serve as a nurse at the Western Front to be affiliated 
with the British army; after being declined, she sought her way to a medical unit to Serbia and 
worked there as a nurse. After Sandes switched from nursing to fighting, the English Consul 
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recognized her importance as a symbolic British subject in the Serbian army.141 Such 
recognition, nevertheless, was subject to certain conditions. The publication of Sandes’s first war 
tale was well received, but its review implied that women were discouraged to “fight for 
England” as a soldier. The reviewer advised Sandes’ female readership that 
The manner in which she conquered difficulties proves that a woman can do 
things no mere man would even attempt. We do not hold that it is well for women 
to join the fighting line, except under very peculiar circumstances. These in Miss 
Sandes’ case arose, but when they ceased to exist, we think it would have been 
better for her to have returned to her duties as a nurse and not again to have faced 
the hardships of a fresh campaign. (Daily 4) 
 
The post suggested “peculiar circumstances” might arise once in a lifetime, and “when they 
ceased to exist,” Sandes would have to return “to her duties” that according to the reviewer, 
certainly excluded combat. For the reviewer, Sandes’s transgression as a woman soldier was 
acceptable simply because her “strange” action posed no immediate or future threat to 
Edwardian codes of femininity. This review consequently identified Sandes as a “peculiar’ 
instance, a case so unnatural that it could share no common grounds with other British women. 
Despite the reviewer’s attempt to “correct” her gender transgression, Sandes intentionally 
brought to the fore the English identity of this woman soldier in her first memoir in order to 
contest the prevalent discourse of natural femininity. Certainly, Sandes was no outright 
suffragette who clamorously paraded down the streets or smashed buildings in public. Rather, 
she maintained close friendship with activists to showed her support for women’s rights. She was 
aware that she was more likely to win acceptance from her general audience if she played down 
the transgressive elements in her memoir.  Considering its imposing title of an “English Woman-
Sergeant,” Sandes devised a space in her memoir where male authority could approve her 
                                                          
141 In her first memoir, she explained that the English Consul did not “order” her to leave the 
army, and later some English officers and this Consul praised her decision to stay in the Serbian 
Army.  
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publication: an introduction given by the Serbian Minister of Foreign Affairs, who emphasized 
“she only took to a rifle when there was no more nursing to be done” (WS vi). Sandes planted on 
purpose two competing messages about gender in two separate paratexts of her war narrative. 
Sandes’s strategy to counteract the problematic gendered nationality of a British woman 
soldier was to multiply representations of herself in a complex war narrative that disconnected a 
seemingly natural relationship between male masculinity and war. In order to present multiple 
selves, she serialized her war stories. “In serial autobiography,” as Leigh Gilmore has argued, 
“the proliferation of texts questions the limit of any single text’s self-sufficiency” (The Limits 
96). Memoirists produce life stories in series to revisit self-representational scenes. At the 
beginning of her 1927 autobiography, Sandes reminded her readers of the plan she announced in 
the 1916 memoir to share more stories (Autobiography 15). The two texts encompassed different 
time spans of her army career. Yet she made a gesture to reinvigorate a repressed memory of war 
that permitted and even arguably depended on gender transgression by referring to textual 
mnemonic elements from her wartime publication in the later one. Sandes introduced in 1927 her 
second memoir, entitled The Autobiography of a Woman Soldier: A Brief Record of Adventure 
with the Serbian Army, 1916-1919, as a sequel. She invited her readers to read both texts and 
decipher messages she planted in various components of her stories, hoping to extend the truth-
telling power she acquired in 1916 when publishing her first memoir. She adopted the catchy 
word of “Adventure” for the title of her second memoir to remind the female readership in 1927 
who used to venture out of England for war but was advised to return home as the war ended and 
thereafter seemed to disappear. “Adventure,” therefore, was a key word pointing towards war, 
change, and transgression; it was also a meaning expression that had long been gendered as 
“male” in terms of British literary tradition. While the second memoir’s title juxtaposed her 
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identity as “a woman soldier” with “adventure” a word having gendered connotations, Sandes 
could retrieve her power to challenge when she was a woman soldier a decade ago. Gilmore 
argues that in serial autobiographies, the figure in the self-representational project “is capable of 
crossing all kinds of boundaries, including the boundaries of discrete texts, to extend the 
autobiographical into an intertextual system of meaning” (The Limits 98). Serialized memoirs or 
autobiographies refer to each other intertextually, and each text in the series has permeable 
boundaries of time and space, genre and medium. Hence, women’s writing, in particular through 
serialization, allows for them to transgress all kinds of boundaries, including gender. 
In each version, Sandes built an assemblage of diary entries, letters, amateur 
ethnographical records and photography on which she drew while composing her two memoirs.  
Each of the genres that she blended in the two books entails distinctive generic attributes. The 
inclusion of diary entries suggests that she kept a journal on the front, an act that tellingly 
expresses her desire to document her presence in the battlefield. In turn, however, a diary 
remains the most private form of expression. Sandes’s choice to insert diary entries into the text 
implies a close relationship between her readership and herself as a diarist since she shared 
intimate thoughts and private details only she knew. Moreover, Sandes incorporated letters to 
create more self-representations. In her first memoir, Sandes included a thankful letter her 
comrades wrote to express their gratitude for Sandes’ efforts to clothe them. She used this letter 
to display her charity work in the Balkans; a figure of a British philanthropist lady emerged from 
this letter. In her second memoir, instead, she posted two letters that she wrote in wartime but 
never sent out. Private war letters give eyewitness accounts that convey immediacy and 
intimacy. As she shared them with her readers, an imaginary fighting woman was brought to life 
in sharing her frontline excitement. In addition to journal entries and letters, Sandes often 
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inserted her observations regarding Serbian customs and culture. Passages comparing Serbians to 
Albanians or Turks occupied a huge space in the book, leaving an impression that this female 
author did more ethnographical field work than military work. An image of a female traveling 
ethnographer came to life through these cultural notes. Various representations of this woman-
sergeant competed for readers’ attention.  
Besides mixing multiple genres, Sandes also narrated stories in her serial memoirs to 
document her presence in Serbia by two media: language and photography. In the first memoir, 
she emphasized that she learned the Serbian language from her Serbian comrades, and with her 
casual use of the Serbian language, she created a hybrid text of multiple languages. Moreover, 
Sandes’s fluency in both German and French enabled her to communicate with Serbians and to 
translate for them. In the second memoir, she mixed more Serbian words and told us that her 
courage and excellence in the Serbian language helped her obtain a chance to fight on Hill 1212, 
a famous battle in which she was seriously injured and after which she was decorated with 
honor.142  Her knowledge of the Serbian language authenticated her presence and validated her 
work in Serbia. As language symbolizes national identity, each of the two hybrid texts consisting 
of a mixture of two languages consequently shaped a hybrid identity of English and Serbian—
“an Englishwoman” and “a Serbian soldier” (WS 154). Sandes multiplied the languages in her 
texts as one tool both to break apart the multiple identities she was representing and to make 
them cohere as well. This hybridity destabilizes the categories that defined her as a woman and 
creates a space for play where not only a new being exists but contradiction and infinite re-
definitions could also be allowed to co-exist. 
                                                          
142 Because Sandes’s regimental commandant knew nothing about her progress in understanding 
the language, he conversed in Serbian with other Serbian soldiers about a battle he planned to 
exclude Sandes from. Sandes replied to him in Serbian that she would rather fight with her 
company, and later she did. 
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A second form of hybridity was discernible in Sandes’s narration via another medium: 
photography. By incorporating war photographs she took in Serbia in the two memoirs, Sandes 
created a series of hybrid texts that conflate word and image. Unlike language hybridity that 
offers multiple possibilities of identification, Sandes’s word-image assemblage creates 
independent narratives. Each memoir includes a set of photographs shaping a visual narrative 
independent of the messages the written text conveys. In Sandes serial memoirs, pictures and 
words create stories of their own respectively. Sandes’ photographs attest to the authority of her 
autobiographical representations and shape “a visual narrative” (Higonnet Letters xxi). Higonnet 
notes that different handmade copies of a war memoir with photographs pasted in variable 
sequence or selection show “variants” (Higonnet 204 n42). A series of snapshots can relate a 
whole story when arranged in a sequence. Sandes strategically decided which pictures to add in 
each memoir in order to selectively represent the character of the woman sergeant. Her war 
photographs juxtaposed multiple representations of a woman soldier vis-à-vis those of Serbian 
soldiers during the Great War and created visual narratives on various levels.  
In her first memoir, Woman-Sergeant, while Sandes stressed the connection of her 
Britishness with herself as a woman-sergeant in the title, she also sought to open up a visual 
space inside the text through a female gaze that signified her mobility. Without a high rank, 
Sandes enjoyed much freedom wandering in the battlefield and engaged in wartime photography.  
Sandes added photographs of Serbian soldiers, of camping sites and of military routines loosely 
as a juxtaposing pair with pictures of herself in the army. The sets of photographs, on the one 
hand, enable readers to picture frontline scenes Flora Sandes sought to bring to life in her two 
autobiographies. On the other hand, they seem to form a group of conflicting images that tell 
competing stories. Sandes included eighteen photos in her first memoir, showing them in pairs 
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on the same page, except for two single plates. Among those images presented in pairs, most of 
them feature a group of Serbians soldiers with very brief captions such as “An early start,” 
“Reinforcements in the snow,” or “Serbian army trudging along.” 143 For the most part with the 
group photos, Sandes presented the mass of Serbian soldiers without references to their 
names.144. One of the two separate images also shows Serbian unnamed soldiers, a small group 
of three smilingly posing in front of the camera with a caption reading “Serbian soldiers in their 
own Serbian uniforms before getting English Khaki” (183). Offering those paired photographs, 
Sandes suggested to her female readership that women can enjoy the mobility of traveling 
around the front with a camera in hand. With the one single photograph of three Serbian soldiers, 
Sandes stepped further to make a more subversive gesture. Taking a picture of three Serbian men 
wearing “ethnic uniforms,” Sandes sought to invert the civilian convention that men photograph 
women. She inverted gender hierarchies not only by presenting herself as the photographer but 
also turning men in ethnic dress and waiting for new clothes as the subjects of the artist’s gaze, 
namely a female gaze in her case. To one’s surprise, the other single picture made the boldest 
visual statement in the first memoir. The photo is captioned “An English Woman-Sergeant in 
Serbia: The Author in Khaki,” featuring a figure holding up a rifle posing like an adventurous 
hunter. The figure has a blurry face that makes it impossible to identify gender although the 
caption confirms that it was Sandes herself in uniform and armed with a rifle. What this 
character wore in this photo seems not so much a uniform as an adventurer’s suit with a wide-
rimmed hat, riding breeches, and a blouse with a tie. The photographic representation of a 
                                                          
143 The three captions came under photographs on the facing pages of 76 and 84. The following 
captions mentioned will be offered the number reference of their facing pages. 
144 Sandes did tell an officer’s name, Colonel Militch, in one of the last two paired photographs 
in Woman-Sergeant. Except for this one, other pictures showed groups of Serbian soldiers in 
long takes or not in focus. 
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woman-sergeant surprisingly resembles that of a female nurse, blurring the boundaries between 
nursing and soldiering at the battlefront. Since this uniform happens to be the same outfit Sandes 
was dressed in while she served in the regimental ambulance as a woman dresser, one could 
argue that Sandes was in the transition from a nursing career to a military life. Yet, it is the 
transitional moment that suggests Sandes’ capabilities of crossing borders of all kinds. While 
Sandes served in the Serbian army both with a gun and a camera in hand, her freedom to explore 
the battle front allowed her to take photos of Serbian soldiers. She crossed geographical 
boundaries like the other British middle- and upper-class ladies who travelled abroad to help and 
save Serbia and its people. She crossed spatial boundaries at the Serbian front as freely as she 
used to do in her early adulthood when she traveled throughout Europe in her French racing car. 
She crossed gender boundaries by switching from serving like a woman who saved lives to 
advancing like a man who kills and by unsettling photographic conventions of women being the 
subject of the gaze. With the grainy pictures of her posing like a British lady, like a male 
adventurer, like a female nurse in transition to becoming a woman soldier, and like a woman-
sergeant, Sandes thereby demonstrated infinite possibilities that an English woman in breeches 
with a gun and a camera can achieve and reinstated the freedom she used to enjoy: the freedom 
to taking on various persons. 
Interestingly, photographs Sandes included in her second memoir shaped quite another 
visual story. The photographic approach Sandes took to the representation of Serbian soldiers in 
her first memoir echoes the way in which British historian A. J. P. Taylor arranged his 1963’s 
text of The First Word War: An Illustrated History, placing the written text and photos side by 
side. Tylee notes that Taylor included those photos “because the photos show an anonymous 
Everyman” (3). She explains that “Taylor’s emphasis was on political decisions and their effects 
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on the army of working-class ‘Tommies’” (4). For Taylor, “The unknown soldier was the hero of 
the First World War. He vanished, except as a cipher, from the written records. He lives again in 
photos” (9). If Taylor’s historical photographs bring back those nameless Tommies, Sandes also 
sought to highlight the “anonymous Everyman” quality of Serbian soldiers in selecting their 
combat images. In the 1916 memoir, Sandes presented Serbian soldiers as the unnamed, unsung 
and unacknowledged heroes who appeared as a mass rather than a significant individual. More 
importantly, these Serbian soldiers came from the peasantry, a class distant from Sandes’s own 
middle-class position. Sandes inevitably presented herself in the memoir as a stark contrast to 
anonymous Serbian soldiers. She symbolized the figure of British women who as exceptional 
females adventured to the Balkans. Unlike her first memoir, however, the sequel gave names to 
Serbian soldiers, who were presented as her comrades. In addition, the second memoir showed 
Sandes no longer appeared opposed to the other Serbian soldiers; instead, she sat, stood, and 
drilled together with her comrades in the photos. She was fully incorporated into the Serbian 
army, wearing the same uniforms other Serbians soldiers donned and taking the same postures 
they assumed. A decade later, the British woman soldier no longer stood as a stark contrast to 
Serbian male soldiers. Gender questions arose when she looked like one of them. An untold story 
nevertheless complicates the gender issue of Sandes’s visual representations concerning her 
performance as a solider and a writer of her own female masculinity. The images in her two 
memoirs do not tell the whole story of her life.145 Sandes left out a set of her personal or family 
photographs showing a “per-war Sandes”; from the set of visual images she repressed, an 
intriguing figure emerged: Sandes the English Lady. Before volunteering abroad, Sandes also 
held a life as a single middle-class lady living her father and working as a secretary. Unlike the 
                                                          
145 See Wheelwright, Amazons for more of Sandes’s family photos. 
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woman-sergeant, the “pre-war Sandes” resided within the confines of ideal Edwardian 
womanhood; the woman-sergeant Sandes included no photographs of Sandes the Sussex lady in 
either of her memoirs.  
A textual narrative unfolded in each of Sandes’s memoirs as a parallel to her complicated 
visual narratives. Sandes drew on various methods in structuring her textual threads that at once 
supplement and simultaneously compete with the pictorial tales. One salient feature in both texts 
is Sandes’s blending of time in the past and at present. In both memoirs, Sandes imparted stories 
of her past experience in the military chronologically in a consistent past tense. Sometimes, 
however, the continual flow of time in the past broke and, within the fissure of historical time, 
appeared an organic present to remind readers of Sandes’s intervention and to imply a desire to 
communicate. In her 1916 memoir, when describing how her ambulance moved, she 
remembered that all the Serbian wounded soldiers  
kept straggling in all day from Baboona, where there was a battle going on; it was 
not far away, and the gun sounded very plain. There were not very many seriously 
wounded, but I am afraid that was because the path down the mountains is so 
steep that it is almost impossible to get a badly wounded man down on a stretcher. 
Any who are able to walk down do so, and they were glad to get their wounds 
dressed and be able to lie down. (WS 25; my emphasis) 
 
To develop a warm friendship with her readership, Sandes shifted briefly into a tone that marks 
class privilege. She narrated her war work in an easy, informal manner, switching casually into 
the present tense. This memoir depicted neither dire death nor bloody warfare; instead, the sound 
of war was plain, though not far away, and not many soldiers were found seriously wounded. In 
this friendly ambience, an authoritative “I” emerged to draw readers’ attention to Sandes’s 
current presence in England as a combat soldier on leave.  For the English readership, this “I” 
was not Nurse Sandes who arrived at the Serbian ambulance in 1915 but Sergeant Sandes who 
survived battles during the notorious Albanian Retreat in 1916. The two different times clashed 
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because of the change of verbs’ tenses, causing two Sandeses to appear at the same time. This 
superimposition of this “I,” however, was not intrusive. When the voice casually expressed “I am 
afraid,” she ironically expressed not fear but courage. She was brave to serve at the front. With 
this irony, however, the “I” up front insinuated her first-hand observations about the horrifying 
truth that Serbian soldiers were indeed abandoned to death owning to the lack of medical 
transportation. To some extent, Sandes euphemized war catastrophe and framed war in a not-so-
bleak vision as opposed to atrocities on the western front.  
As the storytelling switched back to a conversational tone, Sandes continued to chat 
about her routines in the ambulance, telling readers that 
All the patients we had were to go off that afternoon if the bullock-wagons 
arrived. This question of transport is always a terrible problem; in many cases 
bullock-wagons are the only things that will stand the rough tracks, although here 
there was a good road all the way to Bitol, and had we had a service of motor-cars 
we could have saved the poor fellows an immense amount of suffering. Imagine 
yourself with a shattered leg lying in company with three of four brothers on the 
floor of a springless bullock-wagon, jolting like that over the rough roads for 
twenty or thirty miles. (WS 25-6; my emphasis) 
 
Here we not only note the intersection of the past with the present but also hear the authoritative 
“I” conversing with the audience. As the 1916 on-leave Sergeant showed up earlier as an “I,” her 
presence was consequently materialized by the exchange she initiated with exhortation: “Imagine 
yourself” (26). She spoke with readers by inviting them to “imagine” themselves in the scene 
where she used to be. Such intimacy with the audience both presents her authority as a 
knowledgeable ethnographer and validates her presence in the battlefield as an eyewitness.  
Terrible front-line conditions were understated again as Sandes avoided direct references to poor 
medical support and high casualty rates. She alluded to dire possibilities of death since a soldier 
with a shattered leg risked more than pain and discomfort on a long, bumpy ride. War presented 
in this imagination, however, was not gloomy. In turn, this invitation to “imagine” promises a 
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first-hand experience of war and anticipates a step further into a soldier’s work. Sandes’s 
multiple representations created a positive picture of war. 
IV. A Gendered Spectacle of War: An English Woman or A Serbian Soldier?  
The war Sandes depicted in the beginning of Woman-Sergeant, however, proved to be 
more complicated than a promising future for British women. In addition, Autobiography, the 
sequel, presented an even more complex structure of gender relations in which multiple 
ideologies crisscrossed. As Sandes described how she “was gradually edging [her] way up to the 
front,” the present intrudes into the past to invoke the first presence of this Sergeant Sandes 
(Sergeant 6). This sergeant confided to her readers, “I accordingly got a room at the hotel, and 
the Consul left me an orderly to look after me […]. I was very pleased at getting into a Serbian 
hospital again […]; but I must say I felt rather lost when the cars went back that evening and I 
was left alone, the only Englishwoman in Prilip” (7; my emphasis). The author Sandes showed 
up to draw the audience’s attention to her solitude on foreign soil, yet she was not the only 
English woman in Prilip as numerous British women joined medical missions in the Balkans, 
mostly in Serbia.146 Her feeling of isolation, instead, alluded to a sensation of disorientation, 
caused by detachment from homeland but accompanied by independence and freedom in the new 
land.  Sandes’s loneliness and singularity, therefore, serve as a key to her representation of 
England in Serbia, and it also echoes the Serbian minister’s praise of her in this memoir’s 
introduction: “the only foreign woman allowed to serve in a fighting capacity” (vi).   
As we have discussed earlier about her ethnic difference, Sandes’s gender identity was 
inevitably entangled with ethnic differences she observed and recorded in her memoirs. Sandes 
                                                          
146 Brtish medical women who served in Serbia included Lady Paget and her Serbian Relief Fund 
(SRF) unit, St. Clair Stobart and another SRF unit, Dr. Elsie Inglis and her Scottish Women’s 
Hospital (SWH) unit, etc. See Monica Krippner for more details.  
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was not the only woman, albeit the only foreign woman, in the Serbian army. The ways in which 
Sandes portrayed Serbian women revealed a vivid but complex gender dynamic. Sandes met a 
seventeen-year-old Serbian girl, “the Kid,” who “was very unlike any other Serbian woman I had 
ever met, lived and dressed just like the soldiers, and was very good to the sick men” (32, 23).  In 
Sandes’s description, the Kid was unique because of her language ability and her role in the 
army. The Kid could speak German well with Sandes, suggesting the Serbian girl came from a 
social class higher than that of peasant women whom Sandes met while marching along with the 
Serbian army. The Kid lived and dressed like male soldiers, even though she worked as an 
ambulance nurse instead of fighting.147 Sandes considered that she shared more common grounds 
with the Kid in class standing than with civilian Serbian women. By contrast, she maintained a 
distinctive kind of relationship with Serbian women she encountered while the army retreated.  
When Sandes was quartered within a civilian home, she lived with the family “of two old ladies 
and a girl, who all fell on my neck and hugged me, rather to my embarrassment. One of the old 
ladies explained volubly that she had once had something—I never could quite make out whether 
it was a husband or a cat—that she had lost it, and I was now to take its place in the family 
circle” (97). Serbian women civilians were often found to manage lives in widowhood. As 
Sandes took residence in a family home as a Serbian soldier, her presence seemed to replace the 
loss of a family patriarch. Yet, Sandes was vague about whether she disclosed to this family her 
identity as an English woman. Her deliberate decision to keep her gender identity ambiguous, 
therefore, opened up the possibility of transgressing heteronormativity to create a homosexual 
family, although temporarily.   
                                                          
147 In Sandes’s first memoir, the Kid was described to do nursing work only. See Woman-
Sergeant 23, 32-6, 47. Sandes recorded Kid as “more like a soldier, and wears soldier’s clothes 
sometimes,” but this girl helped only with the wounded soldiers and returned to Bitol with the 
commander. See Baker 71-72.   
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Meanwhile, Sandes presented another aspect of gender identity as she met with Serbian 
peasant women.  Gender relations can be class inflected, and class subjectivity can also be 
ethnically deflected.  As a result, Sandes’s Englishness in the Serbian army was a more 
complicated issue than nationality and gender.  When Sandes was stationed in a village during 
the retreat, “three or four old native women, who came up and inspected me and all my 
belongings closely, … seemed deeply impressed with the extraordinary luxury in which an 
Englishwoman lived, with a room to herself, a bed, and a rubber bath!” (71).  Clearly Sandes 
was portrayed not simply as an Englishwoman or a foreign woman.  Rather, she became a 
curious object for native women who had no knowledge of “extraordinary luxury” (Ibid).  She 
told the joke as a lady ethnographer who was nonetheless aware of reverse ethnography. Besides 
her personal bath, the first memoir revealed that Sandes took with her other luxurious items, 
including a comb, a mirror, a tea box, and a violin. These personal belongings not only indicated 
her lasting memory of femininity but also signified her middle-class standing in England. She 
symbolized the English lady who belonged to the social elite and conducted philanthropic 
missions as opposed to Serbian peasant women. Her ethnic differences were clearly classed.  In 
the sequel, Sandes referred to another woman sergeant in the army, Milunka Savić, who fought 
as a woman soldier.  Their friendship started as both of them were wounded and received in the 
same hospital.  Sandes wrote about her fondness for Savić because of their similar disposition.  
Like Sandes, Savić volunteered to serve in the army and fought with courage.  Savić’s bravery 
and numerous battle wounds won medals; likewise, Sandes was decorated with countless 
wounds and honors. Both were restless souls, so Savić had a poor reputation in the hospital 
among the nurses. Sandes did not comment on her own free conduct during her nursing career in 
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Serbia, but she expressed appreciation for Savić’s disrespect of the nurses’ authority.148  Mutual 
respect and similar character bonded both Savić and Sandes while the latter was hospitalized.  
Nevertheless, Sandes was explicit in what distinguished Savić from her: Savić’s peasant identity.  
Sandes attributed Serbian soldiers’ disrespect for Savić to her social status. Their different social 
standing, inflected by gender and ethnic differences defined their position as women soldiers in 
the Serbian army. Sandes suggested that she, as a Serbian soldier, occupied a more respected 
position because of her standing as a British middle-class lady, whereas Savić, a Serbian peasant 
woman, was inevitably placed on a lower level in Serbian military hierarchy despite her military 
accomplishments. The way Sandes represented both herself and Savić as soldiers demonstrated 
the ways in which class and nationality can be entangled within gender subjectivity for a woman 
soldier. A woman soldier’s gender is inflected by class and ethnicity as well. 
The same social differences were clear in the gender dynamic between Sandes as a 
woman-sergeant and other Serbian soldiers. Sandes was constantly aware of the class difference 
between her and the Serbian soldiers she intended to spend time with. Certainly, her social status 
as a middle-class woman with socio-economic privileges was enhanced by her national identity 
of Englishness. “With the courtesy which always distinguishes the Serbian peasant,” as she 
noticed, “they used always to stand up and make room for me, and bring a box for me to sit on in 
the most comfortable place by the fire, out of the smoke, and I used to spend hours like this with 
them” (Sergeant 49). The distinction she made between her comrades and herself was more 
about class standing than nationality. Sandes started her army career as a private, the lowest rank 
in the army. Yet, she stressed on several occasions that she preferred to staying in her company 
                                                          
148 When Sandes first volunteered as a nurse and served in Kragujevac, she and her best friend in 
the nursing unit, Emily Simmonds, both were criticized about their multiple trips to shops and 
with men. See Baker 55-62; L. Miller 42-52. 
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with the men, which exposed a telling misconception that these men were placed in a lower rank 
in the army than she was.  The power entailed by her social status as an English middle-class 
lady reshuffled the military hierarchy that positioned her as a regular soldier and elevated her 
higher above her comrades. We can see clearly how the social dynamic between her and other 
soldiers operated in one particular scene where she was distributing supplies to a regiment she 
would later join.  When she arrived at their camp, she saw them all  
very cheery in spite of the bitter cold. We had a great reception, the whole 
company was lined up, and under the direction of their Company Commander I 
gave every seventh man a white woollen helmet … and every man a couple of 
cigarettes, and my orderly followed with half a dozen large pots of jam and a 
spoon, the men opening their mouths like young starlings waiting to be fed. (86) 
 
Despite being a new recruit, Sandes visited the company with gifts that manifested both social 
and political power. Part of the gifts was purchased by Sandes herself and the others were 
acquired from the English Consul. To Serbian soldiers, Sandes, like other British nurses who 
cared for them, bestowed a social privilege these peasants had no access to otherwise. The 
distribution of jam as an expression of social power had to be carried out as a ceremony of 
military decoration in which the general imparted medals to each honored individual soldier. 
Sandes, followed by an orderly with pots and a spoon, acted like an army leader and decorated 
each soldier with a spoonful of jam. Enough food in the battlefield was conceived as more a 
valuable reward than medals in terms of socio-economical reality in wartime. Socio-economical 
power, therefore, destabilizes gender in the military. 
Unexpectedly, the present time of her narration brought Ethnographer Sandes to life and 
displaced the voice of Sergeant Sandes in 1916, and the narrator began to introduce the Serbian 
custom:  
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This is a national custom in Serbia; directly you visit a house your hostess brings 
in a tray with a pot of jam, glasses of water and a dish with spoons on it. You eat a 
spoon of jam, take a drink of water, and put your spoon down on another dish 
provided for that purpose. It is very amusing to see a stranger the first time this is 
presented to him; he generally does not know what he is supposed to do, or 
whether he is to dip the jam into the water, or vice versa, and how many spoonfuls 
it would be polite to eat, Serbian jam being extraordinarily good. Our Englishman 
I knew wanted to go on eating several spoonfuls, and I had gently but firmly to 
check him. (86; italics in original)   
 
Here she identified herself with Serbia, speaking intimately to her British female audience as an 
insider in the Serbian society. She instructed her readers about the custom and informed how to 
perform it.  She also gave an example of cultural misunderstanding in which an Englishman was 
the outsider in this foreign culture. Yet, if we return to the scene where Sandes handed out each 
spoonful in this ceremony, it becomes difficult to tell where Sandes positions herself. With 
respect to ethnicity, Sandes seems to be the guest who ate jam in a Serbian home; in the army, 
however, Sandes served more as the “hostess” in a Serbian house when she gave each soldier a 
spoonful of jam and water. Accordingly, when she found it “amusing to see a stranger the first 
time this is presented to him,” her readers would be unlikely to define an Englishwoman as a 
stranger since this eccentric figure is a male. Instead of demarcating a woman soldier’s gender 
identity in positive terms, Sandes presented multiple alternatives playfully in various contexts.  
Class standing works at best as one of the significant differentials in gender identity.  In 
comparing Sandes’s relationship to officers with how she was related to Serbian soldier 
comrades, one will be able understand a complicated structure of power relations in terms of 
nationality, class, and gender. Undoubtedly, Sandes enjoyed privileges of an army officer 
without being decorated as one yet.  She rested in a wagon whereas the other Serbian soldiers 
crowded into small tents. In Serbia, bullock-wagons were the only transport available.  Yet, 
Sandes was assigned one and “had christened it ‘My little grey home in the west.’ A house on 
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wheels” (WS 53-4). When soldiers were on marching duties, she could ride a horse assigned by a 
top officer.  She spent much time chatting, playing chess and cards, drinking, touring and 
scouting with army officers or military leaders. According to Sandes, several Serbian officers 
politely suggested to Sandes to return to the rear, but upon her insistence on remaining in the 
army, the Serbian leaders admitted “that ‘for them it would be better if I stopped, because it 
would encourage the soldiers, who already all knew me, and to whose simple minds I 
represented, so to speak, the whole of England.’ The only thought that buoyed them up at that 
time, and still does, was that England would never forsake them” (91). They considered Sandes 
to be an unofficial representative of their ally. To them, Sandes’s identity as an English subject 
might create more political gains than her class standing as a middle-class lady. Clearly, Sandes 
understood her significance as a British subject, whatever her gender or class, to the Serbian 
army leadership, and that symbolic representational power was transformed into a political as 
well as physical privilege she could enjoy in the military whenever necessary. Sandes continued, 
“So that settled the matter, as I should be awfully sorry if I had had to go back, and I believe the 
fact that I went through with them did perhaps sometimes help to encourage the soldiers” (92; 
my emphasis).  Sergeant Sandes again intrudes in the present tense, emphasizing that her work in 
the Serbian army marked symbolic support from England as well.  She intended to deliver a clear 
message to her fellow British women that her nationality empowered her as a woman in the 
army. As gender differences were entrapped by and intertwined with issues of ethnicity, gender 
became not simply “ethnicized” and classed (Kesić 311). 
Gender, as a complicated differential designated with various powerful coordinates, 
consequently, cannot be taken as a sole, stable reference for identity. “Wartime,” Lucy Noakes 
claims, “is a period in which the contours of gender roles can be seen extremely clearly” (2).  
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This is certainly not the case in Sandes’s serial memoir. On the contrary, her autobiographies 
depict the battlefield as an arena where gender roles become multiple and fluid as a result of 
porous boundaries of gender differences. Sandes’s texts primarily covered domesticity and 
entertainment in military life whereas killing and combat occupied a relatively small part of the 
two texts.  One might assume that women’s war writing was concerned more with domestic life 
because of their conventional gender roles, and Sandes’s war accounts presumably would deal 
more with femininity. Nevertheless, well-known soldier memoirists, like Erich Maria Remarque, 
Ernst Jünger, and Joseph Roth, depicted male comradeship as a family within which men had 
various parts in this male community.149 Their writing explored the multiplicity of roles that men 
played in the army.  While the military was often characterized as an extreme and most glorified 
form of masculinity, these writers intended to examine the unstable definition of militarized male 
masculinity. Likewise, Sandes presented the army as a world where soldiers, whether male or 
female, had to play various roles, including feminine and masculine. The two memoirs depicted 
soldiers as those who assumed multiple alternative tasks simultaneously.  Not only was Sandes 
herself playing numerous roles by doing intermittent nursing, occasional relief work, temporary 
canteen service, voluntary wound-dressing, and casual photography, but her male comrades also 
took on different roles when not fighting. They hunted livestock, roasted pigs, put up fires, 
cooked meals, washed clothes, and made coffee. Although women on the home front took on 
civilian tasks, not all men on the battlefront serve as combatants.  Sandes indicated that she saw 
“Red Cross Men for first aid” in the army when she intentionally brings up the issue of 
ostensibly distinctive gender roles (Autobiography 31).  In other words, gender roles in the army 
remain fluid as a result of constantly changing contexts in which multiple ideologies intersect.   
                                                          
149 See, for example, Remarque’s All Quiet on the Western Front and Jünger’s Storm of Steel. 
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The fluidity of gender roles echoed a significant question Sandes raised in the 1916 
memoir when Serbian villagers asked her lieutenant “whether I was a woman or a soldier”.  He 
replied for her that she was “an Englishwoman but a Serbian Soldier,” implying a problematic 
identity for a foreign woman soldier (WS 154). In the sequel, nevertheless, Sandes offered her 
own answer when she recalled two card games: one played in the dugout and the other in an 
English sitting room. Demobilized and nostalgic, Sandes remembered that she sat down one 
afternoon playing “Raub” with Serbian officers until the next morning when her batman brought 
in their meals. As the present experience clashed with her memory of the past, she found that  
Sometimes now, when playing family bridge … in an English drawing-room, the 
memory of those wild, jolly nights comes over me, and I am lost in another world. 
So far away it all seems now that I wonder whether it was really myself, or only 
something I dreamed. Instead of the powdered nose of my partner I seem to be 
looking at the grizzled head and unshaven chin of the Commandant, and the 
scented drawing-room suddenly fades away into the scented walls of a tiny hut 
lighted by a couple of candles struck into bottles, and thick with tobacco smoke, 
where five or six officers and I sit crowded on bunks or campstools. For evening 
dress, mudstained, blood-stained khaki breeches and tunic, and for vanity-bag a 
revolver.  The camp table was covered by the thick-brown folds of an army 
blanket, and before each was a pile of Serbian bank notes and gold, and a 
tumblerful of red wine.  Then came a batman with another relay of little cups of 
the thick, sweet Turkish coffee …. But here comes a trim maid with tea, and I 
return to the prosaic drawing-room with a start, and the realization that I am a 
“lady” now, not a “soldier and man”; also that Serbian soil is resting lightly on the 
graves of those happy comrades I have been seeing in my dreams. 
(Autobiography 38)   
 
Here Sandes manipulates the two incongruent moments crossing the porous peripheries of 
multiple ideologies: gender, sexuality, nationality, time, and space. As her past life in the army 
traveled to the present in 1926, it seemed two Sandeses compete for readers’ attention.  One is 
Sergeant Sandes, dressed in a soldier’s uniform and playing Raub on the battlefield; the other is 
Lady Sandes, wearing a dress, playing bridge in an English room. Momentarily, binaries break 
apart: Serbia versus England, home front versus battlefront, male soldiers versus lady friends, her 
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batman versus her maid. These dissolving oppositions inevitably destabilized fixed boundaries of 
all kinds, including heteronormativity, class, ethnicity, nationality, and languages. When Lady 
Sandes suddenly lost herself in her memory of the past, her past was brought to life as well into 
the present. As the drawing-room faded and the stonewalls of her dugout in Serbia took shape, 
those officers and Sergeant Sandes no longer sat in the past. They “sit crowded” inside their 
dugout at present (38). Consequently, two Sandeses—one uniformed soldier and the other 
dressed-up lady—suddenly resolve into a queer being in the present whose queerness lies not 
only temporal and spatial differences but also in terms of gender, class, national identity and 
language. 
This queer dynamism echoes the “new self-representational figure” that Gilmore defines 
in the process of identification within serialized autobiographies (The Limits 98). According to 
Gilmore, writing autobiographies in series enables a process of repeatedly joining “the subject-
who-writes” with “the subject-in-the-text”, creating infinite possibilities to make references but 
“not a one-to-one correspondence between real and represented life” (97-98). For Sandes, the 
two memoirs continually invoke the presence of Sandes at different times in her life which are 
inserted into other periods. Such a doubled being had to be materialized as a replica of the 
woman soldier who wore a revolver for vanity and possessed a hut equipped with luxuries such 
as gold coins and red wine. It seemed the woman sergeant who came to the future from the past 
resembled the English lady dreaming about her dead happy comrades. With her lady’s friend’s 
powdered nose, we read an implied sense of humor that indeed ran through both of Sandes’s 
memoirs.   
What distinguishes Sandes from many war memoirists is the way in which she presented 
a disastrous war with an indictment of society in a playful and humorous manner. Sandes’s 
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humor does not hurt. Rather, her humorous renderings extend the sense of irony beyond the 
bitterness that Fussell believes to be prevalent in male soldiers’ Great War tales.150 She used 
humor strategically in narrativizing heart-rending incidents to de-emphasize the possible 
sentiments and emotions aroused by tragedies. More importantly, she applied humor when 
addressing gender issues. After Sandes was seriously wounded by a grenade explosion in a 
famous battle on Hill 1212, she spent nearly a year in a French hospital. She recalled how her 
comrades rescued her:  
Finding I could not even [stretch out my arm] but still doggedly determined to get 
my corpse, as he thought it was, he crawled still nearer, get hold of my wrist, and 
shuffled backwards again like an agile crab, dragging me with him. He happened 
to be towing me by my right arm, which was smashed, and I can remember 
wishing I could tell him to pull by the other. Behind a rock a sergeant-major and 
another man were waiting, and directly [he] shuffled within reach they bundled 
me neck-and-crop into a bit of tenting, and half dragged, half carried me over the 
rocks and snow a little further back. Both of [them] happened to be very small 
men, so could not carry me well, and there was no time to wait for a stretcher, so I 
bumped along like a rabbit flung into a poacher’s bag. (Autobiography 64)   
 
This passage expressed no traumatic memories at all. Before Sandes was injured, her sexed body 
was uniformed and invisible, but because of physical wounds, her female body could be 
visualized. However, her humor prevents her body from being sexualized. One reads only her 
wrist and her arms, which had been grabbed by the claws of “an agile crab”; furthermore, as 
these male comrades bundled her up, the concern about her being “a kind of camp-follower” was 
inevitably raised (28). Again, Sandes had to mock her physical body as a jumping rabbit that 
would abstract the physical sexed being dragged from the battlefield.  Caricature degenders her 
sexed body.  For Sandes, humor serves as a circuit breaker to re-negotiate ideologies that sought 
to represent her body, her gender, and her identity.   
                                                          
150 According to Fussell, humor was used as an allusion to disillusionment or a cliché mask to 
disguise sensitive indictment. See Fussell 179-187, 203. 
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When convalescing in a military hospital, she encountered the same issue of a woman 
soldier’s gender as she confessed “I could never be quite sure when I was supposed to behave as 
a ‘lady’ and a guest, and when as a plain sergeant” (82). “The woman writer,” Regina Barreca 
believes, “forges a comedy that allows for complexity and depth without the generally 
oppressive didacticism so often found in the social satire of writers from Swift to Amis” (New 6). 
Barreca argues that “a comic female subject [would] refuse to let her subjectivity be limited by 
her body or by cultural construction of ‘correctly’ gendered behavior for that body [through] a 
process of un-becoming—unraveling the ‘feminine’—which is, for a woman, indecorous, 
unseemly and highly ‘unbecoming’ behavior” (40). Indeed, laughter removes the weight of 
social commentary, and humor arises from the moment when the “un-becoming” occurs.  For 
Sandes, it was often problematic to decide on who she would become; accordingly, an un-
becoming might refer to a possible solution to the gender issue. When she went to an admiral’s 
luncheon-party, he blamed her for giving no proper military salutation. At a dinner with a 
Serbian commandant, she was first treated as a lady friend but later criticized for her haircut.  
She recounted with humor one scene of double cross-dressing as a way to cite the instability of 
gender as performance. She wrote, “an Englishman, working here for the Red Cross and I 
arranged a small ‘rag’ on the officers up at Camp Nador, where we were both frequent guests” 
(Autobiography 83).  Sandes planned to disguise herself as a sister of the Englishman. She was 
rigged out in a French lady’s clothes and shoes to cross-dress as an English lady. Before they 
arrived at the camp, the sentry would not allow them in because, Sandes joked, “he didn’t know 
whether I was a woman dressed as a man or a man dressed as a woman” (Ibid). Later after they 
entered the camp, Sandes successfully passed as a woman as “[f]or a moment no one recognized 
me” (84). Sandes as a comic female subject played with the notions of woman and man. While 
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she was putting on a woman’s dress, her femininity was not manifest. Instead, her gender 
became a joke because she looked simultaneously like a cross-dressed woman and a cross-
dressed man. As a female soldier, she put on a woman’s clothing to highlight her femininity, yet 
officers failed to recognize this woman in woman’s clothes. She, as a soldier, cross-dressed as a 
woman and succeeded in passing as a lady, whereas she used to be an English lady. It seemed 
her femininity was a mere disguise that she put on so that she could pass as a woman in the 
military.  In this case, cross-dressing turns ironic since it shatters the feminine that defines 
Sandes’s femininity. Rather than stressing the masculinity expressed in her uniform, she chose to 
un-become a woman. For Sandes, humor was more than a tool of social commentary; it 
functioned as a weapon that might not terminate, but would certainly destabilize, discursive 
forces that attempted to define her.   
Flora Sandes’s serialized memoirs enable us to understand a war narrative in multiple, 
diverse ways. Her war stories entail no definite beginning or any absolute ending.  Perplexing as 
the two memoirs appeared to be, Sandes purposefully created them in a series that told 
competing stories, showed conflicting images and presented incredibly funny episodes echoing 
each other. These constant echoes, reflected both in her war memoirs and in her personal life, 
best describe the complexity of her war writings that shape our understanding of her as the only 
English woman soldier during World War I. “When a very small child,” Autobiography opens 
with this confession of her childhood wish, “I used to pray every night that I might wake up in 
the morning and find myself a boy” (9). She seemed to admit her desire for gender 
transgression—to be a boy—as if she officially refuted the Serbian general’s claim in her 1916 
memoir that she fought while no nursing work was available. This desire to become a boy was 
resonated in the longing she expressed for a lost moment when she lived “some previous life” 
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with “a permanent incapacity to settle down to anything” (221). After serving in the army, being 
demobilized but still working on a relief mission, she revealed a significant message in the end 
of her storytelling project that she aspired to such an inability to settle down. Yet, she understood 
making a defiant claim straightforwardly would not work effectively in the interwar England 
society. She, therefore, made another confession at the beginning that might seem to undercut 
her resolute desire to un-become a woman: “Fate plays funny tricks sometimes, so that it 
behooves one to be careful of one’s wishes” (9). She gave way to “Fate,” suggesting changing 
nursing into holding a gun was a decision out of circumstances rather than her desire. As if 
making an apology, she explained being born a woman but choosing a military life gave her an 
opportunity to live a man’s life, in which she was but “a bad imitation of a man” (9). This notion 
of “a bad imitation” might well be read literally as a way to ask for pardon about her soldier’s 
life; nevertheless, clever as she was, she also implied the possibility of making a good imitation 
that utterly undermines the stability of gender identity itself. If she “for seven years lived 
practically a man’s life,” the two texts also gave examples that proved otherwise. She was in the 
meantime a Red Cross nurse, a English lady adventurer, a canteens worker, a quay commander, a 
sergeant-major, a translator, a cross-dressing lady, a woman dressing like a man dressed like a 
woman.   
Sandes made a career in the early twentieth century not only as an experienced soldier 
but as a skillful writer as well. Her storytelling about war experiences—through publishing 
memoirs, giving lectures, and writing appeals and letters—constantly reminded her audience of a 
concept that resonates with Judith Butler’s late-twentieth-century perception of gender: “[g]ender 
is performative insofar as it is the effect of a regulatory regime of gender differences in which 
genders are divided and hierarchized under restraint” (21). Her war stories alluded to the notion 
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of identity being an effect of “a compulsory citationality” that incessantly needs to cite norms of 
all kinds—gender, class division, nationality, and ethnic difference (Butler 23).  Flora Sandes 
emerged as a forceful military heroine on the Eastern Front in the history of the Great War not 
simply for her famous military accomplishments but also for her complicated writings about war.  
Sandes’s stories presented a multi-layered, gendered spectacle of war within which conflicting 
representations of a woman soldier exposed the problematic nature of boundaries defined in 
England of her time. 
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Chapter Three: Sophie Nowosiełska, “Poland’s Joan”151 or Polonia in Uniform? 
I. Historical Background of Polish Women Serving in the Army 
While Russian women volunteers fought as an army of Amazons in World War I and 
gained contemporary media attention constantly, large numbers of Polish women and girls also 
participated in this war but received little coverage. These Polish women, including Alexandra 
Piłsudska, Wanda Gertzówna, and Sophie Nowosiełska, claimed to serve a nationalist cause 
despite having no nation of their own as the war broke out. They fought along with Polish 
soldiers who served in different belligerent armies, struggling to reclaim territory formerly under 
Austrian, German, and Russian occupation. After an independent Polish state had been 
established under the leadership of Józef Piłsudski in November, 1918, these women were 
organized into military units, such as the Voluntary Legion of Women (OLK), and continued to 
engage in battles against Russian Bolsheviks and Soviet Ukrainians.152 Historians, however, have 
left out these women’s war efforts in tracing the history of Poland’s independence.153 The 
national history of modern Poland is consequently replete with the political achievements and 
military maneuvers of significant male figures but makes little mention of similar 
accomplishments made by women. Interestingly, strong women fighting during the revolutionary 
era of the nineteenth century—Emilia Plater, for instance—have long been revered as Poland’s 
                                                          
151 On April 2, 1929, Chicago Daily Tribune reported the arrival of Zofja Nowosiełska, who was 
addressed by her military rank. The daily news also announced the immediate publication of her 
English memoir sponsored by the American Legion. See “Poland’s Joan” 5. 
152 The organization of Ochotnicza Legia Kobiet, well-known as “OLK,” has been translated 
under different names: “Voluntary Legion of Women” by Sylwia Kuźma-Markowska, 
“Women’s Volunteer League” by Robert M. Ponichtera, or “Legion of Women Volunteers” by 
Petruccelli. This chapter refers to it as “OLK” henceforth. 
153 Very few historians research on the role of women soldiers in the history of Poland’s 
independence, particularly women’s war efforts before World War II. See Ponichtera 16-17. 
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national heroines.154 Whereas Polish national mythology features a small number of heroic 
female warriors, the military accomplishments by groups of Polish women who took up arms 
along with those few famous heroines have drawn little attention.155 Feminist scholars, such as 
Sylwia Kuźma-Markowska, further insist that Polish women’s experiences of active combat in 
groups in the twentieth century have little or no impact on women’s rights.156 They notice a post-
war conservative relapse of gender conventions that undercuts the power Polish women gained 
through their military involvement. The scholars seem to suggest that the decision by Polish 
women volunteers to fight should not be considered as a feminist act. Indeed, that decision seems 
irrelevant to the advancement of women’s rights in today’s Poland; nor did those female fighters 
end patriarchy in Polish culture with their combat records. However, if we view their war efforts 
only in terms of Polish nationalism and feminism in the twenty-first century, we may risk 
oversimplifying the complicated history of Polish women soldiers. A cultural history embedded 
in the military operations by Polish female soldiers has long been subsumed in a nationalistic 
fervor touting Poles’ national patriotism at the expanse of a clear understanding and estimation 
of Polish women fighters’ war work.  
More importantly, a few of those fighting women left war memoirs that recorded their 
personal lives and their combat experiences against enemies. Some of the female soldiers, like 
Alexandra Piłsudska and Sophie Nowosiełska, published their war memoirs in Poland, as well as 
across the Atlantic, before socialism took over Poland. Their war stories have received scant 
                                                          
154 The historical figure of Emilia Plater has been mythologized as a national heroine in Polish 
literature, folklores, art, and music. See Filipowicz, “Daughters” 53; Hauser 90. 
155 Filipowicz notes that Emilia Plater led a group of volunteers including men and women. 
Historical studies and literary criticism primarily focus on the symbolism of Emilia Plater.     
156 Sylwia Kuźma-Markowska concludes that Polish women’s military endeavor in World War I 
did not make any significant progress in advancing women’s rights or promoting positions of 
women in the Polish government. See Kuźma-Markowska 283. 
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critical attention. As the soldier authors were not professional writers, not much research 
attention has been paid to the literary aspect of their war memoirs.157 Instead, their war writings 
have been consulted primarily as historical or biographical documents for Polish women’s war 
work; yet, the writings convey conflicting messages of war that suggest their authors recount 
more than war experiences. Among the Polish women soldiers who wrote memoirs, Sophie 
Nowosiełska is the only one who published her memoirs in multiple versions and in different 
languages. She published In the Hurricane of War: Memoirs of A Woman Soldier in 1929 under 
the auspice of the American Legion in the U. S.; meanwhile, she self-published a slightly 
different edition in Polish, W Huraganie Wojny: Pamiętnik Kobiety-Żołnierza, in Warsaw.158 The 
two war memoirs include contradictory messages in the use of humor and photographs; their war 
stories portray a gendered spectacle of war that reflects competing wartime ideologies with 
which these female soldiers attempted to negotiate, both by fighting and by writing. Her decision 
to serve in the army and write about her war, therefore, means more than an act of patriotism. I 
suggest her decision to enlist and to create stories about the war she fought be explained as a 
feminist gesture, whether or not she succeeded in it. Also, in order to understand how 
Nowosiełska sought to acquire agency through her war writings, we need to first look into the 
challenges, to Polish women, of coming to terms with continual wars, particularly the ways in 
which how Polish women were engaged in battles and wrote about their battle experiences.  
                                                          
157 Margaret Higonnet’s extensive anthology of women’s war texts, Lines of Fire: Women 
Writers of World War I, includes Polish women’s pieces about World War I. She is also one of 
the few critics working on the memoirs by Polish women soldiers such as Piłsudska and 
Nowosiełska.    
158 The English edition, In the Hurricane of War: Memoirs of A Woman Soldier, is addressed in 
short as “Hurricane” and the Polish edition, W Huraganie Wojny: Pamiętnik Kobiety-Żołnierza, 
as “Huraganie” hereafter.  
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Although modern Poland gained independence in 1918 because of the First World War, 
the traditional historical framework that conceives of the war in terms of a definite beginning and 
a precise ending does not apply to the understanding of the history of Poland, let alone the 
history of Polish women soldiers’ fighting. We need to read the year of 1918 in Poland not as the 
end of war but as a “transition,” just as Higonnet rightly observes (“Women” 191). This critical 
moment marks the beginning of a process of Polish national building in which these female 
soldiers participated in. Therefore, conventional assessments of World War I and the narrative 
patterns that characterize it cannot account for the complexities of war faced by Polish women 
soldiers. Samuel Hynes notes that, however the story of the Great War has been told, some 
“essential elements remain much the same. They constitute a set of abrupt disjunctions—
between generations, between fighting soldiers and those who controlled their lives, between the 
present and the past—which can be reduced to two terse propositions: the old betray the young; 
the past is remote and useless” (xii). Eric J. Leed also ascribes the structure of war narratives to 
the experience of “radical discontinuity” (3). He argues that soldiers cannot mitigate the 
contradictions they have witnessed in peace and in war because war estranges the world 
previously inhabited. The notion of “radical discontinuity” of present from past, nevertheless, 
seems inappropriate for Polish women if one seeks to understand their engagement in constant 
warfare in their land. The First World War did offer a chance for Polish women to engage in 
combat and fight side by side with Polish male soldiers. War for them, however, was nothing 
new as they had taken on multiple military roles even earlier than the Great War. The rupture 
that they perceived in history because of warfare had existed more than two centuries ago. To 
them, this particular year that signified an end to belligerence in Western Europe might on the 
one hand demonstrate immediate impacts of their war work on their lives, but on the other hand, 
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it pointed towards the prospect of future uncertainty. As Polish women soldiers continued to 
fight after 11 November 1918, a united Poland had just been reestablished, and women’s 
suffrage would be granted very soon, just days later. Yet, the shackles of gender conventions in 
Polish society that seemed to break off temporarily for their wartime participation remained 
intact. War, for Polish women soldiers, did not end in 1918; neither did it begin in 1914.  
The phenomenon of Polish women volunteering in military combat units arose long 
before 1914 when the Great War broke out. Polish women’s military engagement primarily 
resulted from political confrontations against partitioning powers that ruled them, but their 
political resistance in turn took various forms. Poland had undergone three partitions in the late 
eighteenth century and was divided into three regions ruled by Prussia, Russia and Austro-
Hungary. This nation subsequently disappeared from the world map until the Armistice was 
signed in 1918. Since the first tripartition in 1772, Poland had been occupied and controlled by 
three empires politically, socially, and economically; so during the long nineteenth century 
Polish women was struggling against the partitioning powers. Since the beginning of the 
nineteenth century, Polish women had been involved in revolutionary tasks and took part in 
insurgent operations. They “smuggled arms and ammunition, delivered dispatches, supplied food 
and clothing, cared for the wounded, hid partisans and weapons, provided help to families of 
captured and fallen men. Some [of them even] took up arms” (Filipowicz 159) Among those few 
who did join in combat, Emilia Plater (1806-1831) and Henryka Pustowójtówna (1838-1881) 
were the most noted heroines. Plater led a small women’s regiment with an army of male 
peasants to fight against the tsarist army in the November Uprising starting in1830. 
Pustowójtówna cross-dressed to fight a men’s regiment in the January Insurrection in 1865 
against the Russian authorities as well. One thing to note is that the three partitioned regions of 
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Poland were characterized by different political systems, unequal economic development, and 
various attitudes towards social issues, therefore preventing Polish women living in disparate 
territories from collaborating in the struggles for Polish national independence. In the wake of 
the Russian Revolution of 1905 and with the establishment of various women’s societies by the 
end of the nineteenth century, women’s military groups began to be founded independently in 
the three Polands.159 In Russian Poland, the Polish Socialist Party (PPS) was active in the 
women’s socialist movement and had women’s units, such as the Combat Organization or 
Revolutionary Faction, where women were trained in combat and conducted dangerous tasks 
such as assassinating Russian government officials.160 In Austrian Poland, patriotic groups were 
more active in incorporating women into the military, including the Polish Riflemen Sections 
(Polskie Druźyny Strzeleckie, or PDS), a women’s unit affiliated with the Polish Army (Armia 
Polska, or AP); or several women’s units created under the Riflemen’s Association (Zwiazek 
Strzeleckie, or ZS), connected with Józef Piłsudski.161 They offered training courses for non-
commissioned officers and recruited female students and workers. Before 1914, Polish women 
had served various military roles in their wars against the partitioning governments. 
                                                          
159  Ponichtera offered a detailed history of feminist groups and women fighters active during the 
early twentieth century. For the organizations women created and their work, see Ponichtera 11-
25.  
160  The Polska Partia Socjalistyczna (Polish Socialist Party, or PPS) had some active female 
members taking leading roles in the party at the turn of the twentieth century. Starting from 
1904, hundreds of women served in the PPS Combat Organizations (CO) and joined in combat 
after 1905 as revolution broke out in Russia. On August 18, 1906, a group of women assassins 
went on the unsuccessful murder mission of the governor-general of Warsaw, George Skalon. 
After the uprisings were crashed, some of the women in the CO escaped to Austrian Galicia and 
joined the PPS Revolutionary Faction. For women’s work in the PPS, see Ponichtera 18; for 
women units in the PPS, see 20-21. 
161 The first women’s unit was created in Lwów as a paramilitary division by the Armia Polska 
(Polish Army, or AP) in 1910. The following year, the Polskie Druźyny Strzeleckie (Polish 
Riflemen Sections, or PDS) formed another women’s unit in Cracow. By 1912, the Związek 
Strzeleckie (Riflemen’s Association, or ZS) founded several women’s units having several 
former members of the PPS Combat Organization. See Ponichtera 22-23. 
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After the Great War broke out, Polish women continued to play a large and complex role 
in the nationalist project of rebuilding a Polish republic since local politics and social conditions 
in various sectors of Poland aligned them with disparate military groups. Polish women from 
three different partitioned lands shaped military groups, paramilitary units, and women’s 
societies respectively. As war continued beyond 1918, women’s volunteer units were 
incorporated into the army, although not for long. Polish women entered this war not to answer a 
call for mobilization from their legendary motherland. When the three empires conscripted 
Polish soldiers in 1914, three different armies were raised that ostensibly supported the empires 
but covertly prepared for Polish national independence. Although there was no single official 
army for their motherland, Polish women still joined, in order to assist these armies, to form 
various kinds of groups, ranging from combat squads to medical teams. In Austrian Poland, 
Piłsudski, although serving in the Austro-Hungarian army, led the Polish Legions who occupied 
the Congress Kingdom to clandestinely rebuild Poland. Multiple women’s units formed to 
support his legions, including the Women’s League of Military Readiness (LKPW) in Galicia 
and the women’s division in the Polish Military Organization (POW).162 In Russian Poland, 
women’s groups, including The Polish Women’s Circle and the Society of Friends of the Polish 
Soldier, were founded to aid Polish regiments attached to the Russian army.163 Polish women and 
girls, including Zofja Nowosiełska, volunteered in these women’s legions in order to raise 
money, offer medical support, deliver mails and messages, smuggle weapons, and, serving as 
                                                          
162  Formed in Warsaw in 1913, the Liga Kobiet Pogotowia Wojennego (Women’s League of 
Military Readiness, or LKPW) was the first women’s group, in Austrian Poland, attached to the 
Riflemen’s armies, particularly the Polish Legions. The Polish women’s Circle and the Society 
of Friends of the Polish Soldier were women’s groups founded to support Polish military units in 
the Russian army. The Polska Organizacja Wojskowa (Polish Military Organization, or POW) 
was an underground army created by Józef Piłsudski in 1914 and took charge primarily of 
intelligence work. See Ponichtera 23-24; for POW, see Kuźma-Markowska 268. 
163 See Ponichtera 23. 
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spies, collect information. As the war approached its end in 1918, Woodrow Wilson made his 
Fourteen Points speech and listed the independence of Poland as a significant task to be 
accomplished in future armistices and peace treaties.164 The war in Poland, however, lasted after 
the November Armistice, and some Polish women took more active roles in the post-war 
conflicts with neighboring powers. At the end of 1918, Aleksandra Zagórska first formed a 
women’s group of couriers in order to support the Polish soldiers’ fight against Ukrainians, and 
later in Lwów created a women’s militia, transformed into a regular military unit under the name 
of Voluntary Legion of Women (OLK).165 It seems that Polish women’s military engagement 
inevitably was closely related to Polish nationalism at the turn of the nineteenth century as 
revolutions gave them opportunities to fight for Poland’s independence.  
We should note that Polish women engaged in active combat during World War I and 
beyond until the late 1920s not only under political influences and with the opportunities offered 
in women’s groups. They were also inspired to join in battles by a wartime culture taking shape a 
century ago before 1914. In effect, from the time of the first partition in 1772, Polish women 
were immersed in a culture of war saturated with historical female heroines. Over the course of 
the nineteenth century, a “martyrdom myth” of war prevailed in Polish culture from which a 
significant phenomenon of heroic storytelling emerged.166 Heroic tales about Polish women’s 
                                                          
164 The thirteenth thesis of President Woodrow Wilson’s “Fourteen Points” stipulates that “An 
independent Polish state should be erected which should include the territories inhabited by 
indisputably Polish populations” (“President”). 
165 Ochtonica Legia Kobiet (Voluntary Legion of Women, or OLK) was created in December 
1918 in Lwów. It consists in several female militia units set up by Aleksandra Zagórska. It 
comes with different translations, and this chapter takes the one by Sylwia Kuźma-Markowska. 
See Kuźma-Markowska 269-275; Ponichtera 25-28. 
166 See Kaźmierska 281-305. “The September defense acquired great symbolic importance, even 
though it was somewhat senseless from a military point of view. It became one more episode in 
Polish history in which Poles are presented as fighters for freedom. “The heroic interpretation 
of the martyrdom myth inspired Poles with a conviction that the main component of their 
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armed participation in the struggle of Poland for political independence became a strong legacy 
of Polish family tradition. Historical narratives of Polish women fighters were passed orally 
through generations of peasantry.167 This folk tradition of story-telling enveloped Polish women 
and girls in an oral culture that shaped historical female heroes as national symbols for an 
independent Poland and thereby created a sense of belonging to an imagined nationhood. In 
addition to oral versions, Polish heroines’ tales were also widely but secretly circulated and 
distributed in the press.168 Textual access to historical narratives of female heroism suggested a 
patriotic act of reading literature of Poland; works of Polish literature, therefore, represented war 
memorabilia that signified a shared memory of war in Poland. Stories of exceptional Polish 
women such as Emilia Plater, or “Countess Colonel Plater,” were referenced frequently in family 
stories, in women’s works and in the press (Filipowicz 160). Disparity in freedom of press 
among the three partitioned territories dictated unequal access to Polish heroic literature. Polish 
women took the responsibility of smuggling booklets and forming self-education circles.169 In 
the most oppressively ruled Kingdom of Poland, reading banned books of Polish stories about 
historical heroines fighting against tsarist forces was stipulated a crime by the tsarist regime. 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
‘national character’ was a unique propensity for desperate actions in defense of such ideals as 
freedom and independence” (Gross 1979, 8). This conviction was supported by 18th- and 19th-
century experience in which Poland was partitioned among three powerful states. A romantic 
tradition of patriotic conspiracies and armed insurrections during that time was perceived in 
brighter colors and treated extensively in literature and education (Gross, 1979, 5-6).” (289) 
See Kaźmierska 289. 
167  Keely Stauter-Halsted discussed how Polish peasants in three divided regions participated in 
nationalist politics. He notes the significant role of story-telling in the peasant community.  See 
Stauter-Halsted 562. 
168  Filipowicz argues that Margaret Fuller misrepresented Emilia Plater while she promoted the 
story of this Polish heroine in the New York Daily Tribue in 1848. See Filipowicz 160-61.  
169 Polish women in Russian Poland organized self-education circles to teach Polish culture and 
history banned by tsarist authorities.  From the beginning of the twentieth century, women in the 
Polish Socialist Party (PPS) directed covert missions including distributing their party 
publications by carrying them in clothes. See Ponichtera 18, 20. 
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Life-threatening danger entailed in this act of reading consequently glorified it with patriotic 
fervor. Some women like Alexandra Piłsudska brought with them a printing press that they could 
use to spread stories when they escaped from suppression.170 They organized “clandestine self-
education circles” at home; they started private schools for the learning of Polish language, 
culture, and history (Ponichtera 20). Thus, Polish women served a great role in sustaining a 
national identity in crisis by means of oral stories or through reading in order to teach Polish 
culture. Inspired by those heroic tales, young Polish women like Sophie Nowosiełska, Alexandra 
Piłsudska and Wanda Gerzówna donned uniform and took up arms. 
While immersing in a culture suffused with war stories about strong women in history, 
some of the Polish women fighters took a more active role in this cultural community of heroic 
women’s storytelling by writing about the battles they fought. The women soldiers who were 
inspired to fight by heroic tales of Polish heroines sought to achieve agency not only by enlisting 
in the army but also through their war writings. As Margaret Higonnet notes, a war culture 
immersed children in an atmosphere of violence as adventure. Such a culture of war inevitably 
prepared the youth for their involvement in war. As she cogently argues, when the Great War 
began, war narratives of female heroes inspired girls, as well as boys, to take up arms and to 
imagine themselves as national heroines.171 Certainly, as we have discussed earlier, the cultural 
phenomenon of spreading tales of national heroines emerged in partitioned Poland prior to the 
Great War, and the Polish culture of heroic storytelling inspired more patriotism, among Polish 
girls, than love for adventure. Yet, the cultural memories of Polish heroines were primarily 
products of influential male authors. As the war culture continued to flourish with the prolonged 
                                                          
170  See Piłsudska 20-26. 
171  For how cultural trends of storytelling about war heroines during wartime influenced women 
and girls, see Higonnet “Girl” 11-14; “At the Front” 124-125;  
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warfare, more Polish girl soldiers not only found themselves ready to fight as heroic Polish 
heroines, like Plater and Pustowojtowna, had but also wished to leave behind them a legacy of 
war. Women authors from the nobility, such as Zofja Nowosielska, Alexandra Piłsudska, and 
Wanda Gerzówna, wrote their own war stories in response to the cultural impact of the historic 
tales of Polish strong women. These soldier authors participated in the work of myth-making as 
they devoted themselves to creating their own war tales. Listening to family story-tellers and 
reading heroic tales, the female combatants flourished as story-writers. They spread their life 
narratives by narrativizing their own war and contributed these tales to the shared cultural 
memory of a Poland characterized as a woman soldier. They were eager to release their war 
memoirs since the texts would serve as “a material representation of memory,” as real as the 
medals they won for military accomplishments, through which these women soldiers connected 
their war memories to an organic imagined community of Polonia (Saunders 78).  
II. “Poland’s Joan”: The Myth of Polonia 
Acclaimed by the American Press as “Poland’s Joan of Arc,”172 Sophie Nowosiełska 
distinguishes herself by the record of doing combat both as a female soldier and by passing as a 
boy. Her patriotism manifests itself in her biography that provides great material for her 
mythmaking. Nowosiełska was born on January 22, 1900 in Austrian Galicia, the most 
politically tolerant of the three partitioned territories. Her birthday, as she underscores in her 
memoir, coincides with the anniversary for the Polish struggle for independence. Her life stories, 
therefore, recalls those life stories of earlier Polish female compatriots. Patriotic, as well as 
                                                          
172 Nowosiełska was often acclaimed as “Poland’s Joan” or “Poland’s Joan of Arc” in the U. S. 
newspapers when they reported her visit to America. See “Poland’s Joan” 5; “Poland’s Joan of 
Arc,” Chicago Daily Tribune E1; “Leader of Amazons” 59; “Poland’s Joan of Arc,” The 
Montana Standard 1. 
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adventurous, young Nowosiełska ran away from home to join the Polish Legion like her brother 
and Polish female fighters before her, but her family obligations forced her to return home. She 
sought to assist with the support for Polish soldiers, including collecting food and making 
clothing, despite staying home. As the Polish Military Organization recruited women, she joined 
and took charge of secret tasks including transporting weapons, delivering mail, sheltering Polish 
prisoners of war, and nursing typhoid patients. Towards the end of the Great War, she 
volunteered three times to enlist in the Polish Legion; unfortunately, but not surprisingly, her 
requests were declined. Not discouraged, she cross-dressed to fight along with other boy 
volunteers in Lwów when the Polish-Ukrainian conflicts broke out. As “George Krawczyk,” she 
took up arms in disguise and joined battles for months while her male supervisor and other boys 
recognized her disguise without revealing it. She was wounded and captured by the Ukrainian 
soldiers; after escaping from captivity, she joined the significant volunteer organization, the 
Women’s Volunteer League (Ochotnicza Legia Kobiet, or OLK), commanded by Wanda 
Gertzówna. Like Aleksandra Szczerbińska, who later became Marshal Piłskudski’s wife, 
Nowosiełska served as a female combatant in OLK doing battle with her fellow Polish women. 
Besides defensing Lwów against the Ukrainian forces along with boy volunteer soldiers, she 
also, fighting side by side with female comrades, defeated the Red army from Soviet Russia in 
Lida, Wilno, Warsaw and Lukow. She won a dozen of decorations and military honors that 
testified to her splendid achievements.173 Nowosiełska demonstrated her patriotism and won 
respect when she both cross-dressed as a boy volunteer and later served as an openly female 
soldier. 
                                                          
173 In the end of her war memoirs, she provided a list of her distinctions and decorations she won 
for her accomplishment during the era of Polish-Soviet and Polish-Ukrainian wars (1918-1921). 
See Hurricane 123-124; W Huraganie 63-67. 
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More significantly, of the numerous Polish women soldiers who volunteered to fight, she 
stands out as a skillful myth creator who tailors war stories to participate in the building of a 
modern Poland. The exceptional capability of storytelling that Nowosiełska demonstrated 
throughout her army career indeed originates from a cultural tradition of narrativizing a romantic 
past of Polish legendary heroines. A Polish tradition of narrating the past had nourished her since 
her childhood; the family culture of telling fantastic stories passed down to her a legacy of 
understanding the past through storytelling. Her upper-middle-class family background granted 
her ample access to language learning.174 Literacy promised her exposure to Polish literature in 
which Polish authors channeled their patriotism to escape political censorship by occupying 
powers.175 Reading literature was practiced in partitioned Poland more as an act of resistance 
than a form of entertainment. Therefore, myths bloomed into a perfect form for Polish nationalist 
discourses and deflected a national identity away from the harsh historical realities of 
colonialism. Unsurprisingly, Nowosiełska framed her own life stories in terms of mythic 
memory that infused her childhood. In order to identify with her nation, she drew a close 
connection between her birth and the founding battles that anticipated the establishment of 
Poland. Apparently, Nowosiełska is mythologizing the genesis of her personal life at the 
beginning of her memoir when she narrates a magic “coincidence”: 
The day of my birth agrees exactly, by queer coincidence, with the day of the outbreak of 
the last heroic struggle for Poland’s independence in the year 1863. On this historic 
anniversary day, January 22nd, in the year 1900, I was born on the estate Oszechliby in 
Rumania, where years ago the grandfather of my mother, also a warrior for his country’s 
                                                          
174 Nowosiełska referred to children in her family as “girls of the nobility, daughters of a 
landowner” (Hurricane 37). 
175 Literature, in the nineteenth century Poland, serves as a venue for Polish authors, male and 
female as well, to construct a national identity. See Clark 42. 
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liberty and an emigrant, had taken refuge to shield himself from the persecutions of 
Poland’s enemies. (16; my emphasis)176   
 
Before Poland re-emerged as an independent democracy in 1918, Poles fought in several armed 
uprisings in Łódź and Warsaw at the time of the 1905 Russian revolution.177 Nowosiełska’s 
phrase of “the last heroic struggle” perhaps addresses the historical fact that, until World War I, 
no significant battles occurred in Austrian Poland, where she grew up, because of its relatively 
tolerant political climate. Yet, the 1863 uprising was an insurrection initiated in Russian Poland, 
not in the Austrian region. This summary expression condenses all the conflicts taking place in 
all the three partitioned regions before the rebirth of Poland in the end of the Great War and 
thereby anticipates the immediate rise of Poland after the 1863 insurrection. By singling out the 
particular struggle as the last one for Poland’s independence, Nowosiełska could link her birth to 
the beginning of the Polish nation, creating a symbolic connection between herself and Poland. 
Furthermore, she also sought to develop her own biography within a more radical context by 
connecting her birth with the January Insurrection in 1863 against Russian rule. She was born in 
Austrian Poland, but she downplayed the importance of her birthplace by referring to it as a 
place to “take refuge” in and “from the persecutions of Poland’s enemies,” suggesting her 
connection with Russian Poland, the occupied land where most actions against partitioning 
powers were seen. Ignoring her birthplace in “Rumania,” the accounts of her genealogy trace the 
family history further back to her great grandfather, a warrior ancestor fighting against the tsarist 
regime. As ties of kinship connect the Polish forefather with the narrator, her Polish identity as a 
                                                          
176 In this section, all the quotes taken from Nowosiełska’s memoir come from the English 
edition, Hurricane, so I add only page reference. 
177 The June Łodź insurrection is called as “the empire’s most militant labour movement” 
(Blanc). In Russian Poland, workers and students had been protesting the tsarist rule on strike 
since the second half of the nineteenth century; large-scale violence erupted in 1905. See Ascher 
153, 156-158; Porter 43-44, 49-50.   
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revolutionary woman comes into being. It is no “queer” coincidence that Nowosiełska would 
emphasize she was born on the same day when the 1863 uprising erupted; rather, the connection 
between her birth with this national battle sufficiently, if not amazingly, foretells her future 
career as a successful Polish soldier. 
Nowosiełska’s narrative underscores her legendary birth and in so doing, lay the 
groundwork for this mythic Polish soldier to emerge as a woman warrior. Meanwhile, 
Nowosiełska’s family tradition of oral storytelling about historical Polish heroines allows her to 
further establish close relationships with those women fighters. The right to fight as a woman can 
be passed down like a family legacy. During the partitioned era, family served as a political 
arena where Poles accumulated knowledge of Polish culture, including language, history, 
literature and art, and thereby preserved a Polish identity.178 While woman had constantly been 
characterized as Poland’s icon of protection,179 tales of heroic battles like insurrections in the 
1830s and 1860s further highlighted the symbolism of female insurgents who had participated in 
those national uprisings.180 These phenomena shaped a culture of spreading, at home and 
underground, stories that glorified women warriors from the past. The oral tradition in Polish 
culture also immersed young Nowosiełska in a family life suffused with legendary tales. As 
Nowosiełska Through storytelling, she acquires the privilege to fight as a woman combatant, and 
                                                          
178 Elzbieta Matynia notes that “countless family stories” play a significant part in shaping “the 
core narratives” of Poland as a nation (513). See Matynia 512-513. 
179 The female image, such as “the Black Madonna” or the figure of Mother Maria, is considered 
as a national symbol of Poland in various aspects of the Polish society, including politics, 
economy, politics and culture. For instance, since 1655, “the Black Madonna” has been regarded 
as an iconic figure of protection for Poland. See Penn 65. 
180 Female insurgents emerged as a significant symbol for Polish patriotism in the nineteenth 
century because of the contemporary examples of Polish women, such as Emilia Plater, joining 
national uprisings. See Petruccelli 342. 
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her service as a woman soldier, therefore, revives heroic female warriors from Polish national 
myths in order to justify her subsequent decision to enlist as a soldier. She writes,  
My grandfather … told me the most about the well known heroine of the former Polish 
insurrections, Emily Plater, and about the famous Henriette Pustowojt, this amazon of the 
struggle of 1863, with whom ‘grani’ was personally acquainted. It became my 
indomitable desire to follow in the footsteps of these great women and show the boys that 
it is not their exclusive privilege to fight for the freedom of their country. And I, myself, 
was perfectly aware of the fact that nobody would return Poland to us voluntarily and that 
her liberation had to be won by fighting. (19)  
 
Emilia Plater has long been considered an icon of female resistance and female patriotism of 
nineteenth-century Poland; the symbolism of Plater has also inspired voluminous literature about 
her and so created a mythology of this legendary heroine.181 Both the Plater mythology and her 
grandparent’s old age imply a colonial past that exists beyond the narrator’s reach; the image of a 
Polish woman soldier seems to be grounded in a historical past. The grani’s acquaintance with 
another heroine, Anna Henryka Pustowojtowna, however, breaks down the time barriers between 
the past of 1863 and the narrator’s present. When the “grani” plays the role of storyteller, tales 
about “this amazon of the struggle of 1863” bridge the time gap and bring in the forceful woman, 
Pustowojtowna, into the present. Stories about Pustowojtowna that “grani” handed down to her 
transform a historical figure to a family friend, building a real-life connection between the 
narrator herself and the female martyr in resistance. A legacy of female violence is passed down 
to the narrator by means of family stories, granting her a privilege to fight. Future wars of 
liberation that the narrator indicates further validates her military career in which she donned 
uniform and rode on the horseback as a modern-day Pustowojtowna. Through narratives, 
Nowosiełska embodies those legendary heroines in national myths.  
                                                          
181 Stories of Emilia Plater have evolved and developed in disparate cultural contexts at different 
historical times. See Filipowicz, “Daughters” 37-52. 
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As she narrates her childhood into a myth, she presents herself as a rebellious teenaged 
girl who confronted authorities at the home front during the Great War. In her war stories, she 
characterizes her young girl self as a rebel who both resisted control and excelled in military 
techniques such as horseback riding. This rebellious figure also prepared Nowosiełska’s 
transformation from a Polish girl to a Polish soldier. When her cousin came back during a break 
from his service under Jozef Piłsudski’s army, she heard “stories about Poland” that invoked her 
desire to conduct war work that was forbidden at school and therefore “angered the school 
authorities” (22). Besides the school, she also sought to defy traditions that required her to stay 
home for family obligations. “Though as the oldest one of all the children I was morally bound to 
take care of the youngsters and of my sick mother,” she confessed, “some inner voice drove me 
constantly to action” (25). This “inner voice” that whispered to her and propelled her to take 
action suggested an assertive, defiant woman born inside this girl who remained subservient 
temporarily. Nowosiełska attempted to impress that her choice to volunteer as a soldier arose not 
only from patriotism but also from a desire to challenge authorities, to transgress fixed 
boundaries. Her impulse to challenge conventions was indeed shaped in her youth when she 
admitted she made no reference to “an entirely boyish disposition” to play pranks and to indulge 
herself in riding. Since horseback riding proved to be a privilege belonging to the upper- or 
middle-class, Nowosiełska’s social standing afforded her possibilities to cultivate this ability that 
prepared her for future soldier work. Moreover, her competence of riding enabled her to move 
freely out of family, so her passion for riding also implied a disobedient mind that wished to step 
outside the confine of domesticity. Her acts of searching for freedom served to demonstrate that 
she was born to be a revolutionary, a freedom fighter.  
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Such power of narrativizing history exists not only at home. In addition to the family 
tradition of narrating historical tales of strong women, Nowosiełska revealed that the cultural 
influence of heroic storytelling she received at school was equally powerful. She went to a 
convent school, where religion was designed to be a leading goal of education. Nowosiełska’s 
life stories, however, undermines the school function of religious guidance and highlights the 
cultural influence of patriotic storytelling she received at school: 
During my stay in the convent, Father Zullinski exerted a very strong influence on my 
way of thinking. His prestige was increased by the fact that his brother was a member of 
the National Government in the last Polish Insurrection in the year 1863 and as such was 
executed by the Muscovites on August 6th, 1864. His many tales about the martyrdom of 
his brother aroused my fancy. He prayed with us very often before a cross he himself 
erected in honor of the dear memory of the fallen heroes. Father Joseph Markowicz was 
another Priest in the convent. His ardent patriotism and his excellent manner of 
instruction in a strictly national spirit had to some extent shaped my future destinies. (19-
20)  
 
Whereas clergymen perform religious duties, the two priests serve the role of teaching Polish 
history in which a revolutionary past testifies the struggle of Poles for an independent state. The 
two fathers recounted at school no religious tales for spiritual enlightenment; rather, they taught 
history lessons in the classroom for national patriotism. While the two fathers’ historical stories 
about political martyrs frequently “aroused” Nowosiełska’s fancy, the year of 1863 was also 
emphasized repeatedly to echo both the beginning of her mythic birth and the uprising of female 
insurgents like Plater and Pustowojtowna. On the one hand, storytelling by the two priests fuels 
the romanticism of Polish history teeming with male martyr figures. On the other hand, their 
stories secure a political context of national patriotism in which female heroism develops along 
with Polish national myths. Through storytelling, Nowosiełska traced her future career of serving 
in the army traced back to battles of national uprising. 
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While storytelling not only features in Nowosiełska’s childhood life, her role as a 
romantic yet recalcitrant weaver of war tales also dominates the narratives that portray her 
military career. Being a diligent diarist, Nowosiełska records her war experiences in the hope of 
presenting a war memoir that “is by no means a literary essay of fancy” (9). Interestingly, 
however, she braids her mythic selfhood into the history of the independence of Poland that her 
memoir supposedly testifies to. From the onset of the Great War, she struggled at the home front 
while her father was conscripted into the Austrian Army and her brother volunteered to join the 
Polish Legion commanded by Piłsudski. Although the world war approached its end, she made 
no reference in her memoir to the establishment of Poland in November 1918. Instead of the 
well-accepted year of 1918 as the time of Polish independence, she highlighted another time: that 
of 1920. Her decision to mark 1920 brings our attention to the problematic model of the 
historiography of World War I, one that set in Western Europe and ostensibly confirmed by the 
Treaty of Versailles. However controversial the date of November 11, 1918 might be as a critical 
moment of the end of World War I and the re-emergence of Poland on the world map, the year of 
1918 has been recognized to witness the birth of an independent Poland.182 For Nowosiełska, 
nevertheless, war did not end in 1918. She singled out the year of 1920 in her memoir and 
charged it with a narrative power that romanticized the transitional period of the Polish-Soviet 
War starting from 1919 and ending in 1920.183 The year of 1920 is a time that denotes the 
                                                          
182 Biskupski argues that Poland was re-constituted in steps that made it hard to decide on a 
specific day of the independence of Poland. A number of significant political figures declared 
respectively the establishment of a Polish government, a Polish army and a Polish state 
subsequently. With different definitions of “independence,” 1918 was roughly the year when an 
independent Poland was reborn. See Biskupski 22-30. 
183  The Polish-Soviet War is widely considered to end officially in 1921 when Poland and Soviet 
Russia signed a peace agreement on March 18 to re-demarcate a new borderline. Tamás Krausz 
argues that the war was indeed terminated earlier on October 12, 1920, as a preliminary peace 
talk had proceed in Riga. Yet, this war was considered to. See Krausz 386-387. 
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beginning of a significant stage in her military career, a time during which her “educational 
work” was launched (72). Undoubtedly, 1920 in the history of Poland indeed marked a time as 
critical as each of the years during the post-World War I period while Poland was undergoing 
constant warfare with neighboring powers. For memoirist Nowosiełska, nevertheless, that year 
marked the threshold of transformation repositioning herself in her solider career as a storyteller.  
She declared that “And then my education work began” in “The Year 1920” (71-72). No longer a 
girl listening to and reading heroic stories of Polish history, Nowosiełska evolved in this year 
into a myth maker who wove history for those whom she gathered and narrated tales to those 
whom she instructed. She became one of “Clio’s metaphorical daughters” who wrote a history 
that blended her personal war experiences and Polish historical events (Felber 14).  
Empowered by the strength to weave narratives, Nowosiełska personified the “two half-
siblings, Clio and Athena,” both as a patroness of history and as a goddess of war for she not 
only joined in wars that created an independent Poland but also participated in the mythmaking 
of Poland (Ziolkowski 33). When Theodore Ziolkowski explains the rivalry between the “two 
half-siblings, Clio and Athena,” relationship serves as a metaphor that he uses to reveal how 
George W. F. Hegel sought to incorporate history into the philosophical writings. In the case of 
Nowosiełska, however, the “sororal tension” between the demure goddess holding a book and 
the forceful warrior in armor and helmet shows us the tension of history meeting war as myth. 
The uneasy sisterhood between the two goddesses allows us to see how Nowosiełska makes 
strategic and resonant choices by identifying herself as a weaver of Polish myths and history 
while recording her battles to win for Poland independence. Being a Polish soldier, Nowosiełska 
bayoneted enemies and commanded an army of girl soldiers; with the role of a military 
instructor, she expanded her military forces by wielding the power of narration. As she kept 
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diaries that detailed her war work, she acquainted herself with a “famous story writer, Mary 
Rodziewicz” in 1920, a time she began to assume a task of recruiting peasant population and 
military instruction. Here, Nowosiełska’s reference to this famous writer is worth our attention 
because Rodziewicz was a noted popular novelist in Poland and abroad at the time.184 
Nowosiełska added that this famous writer’s “stories influenced me so greatly” that she shared 
her diary entries with Rodziewicz and later let the novelist signed her diary. Rodziewicz wrote 
down in Nowosiełska’s’s journal: “Grow into an eagle’s power, you little eagle from Lwow” 
(71). The novel writer’s encouraging remarks seem to allude to “the Lwów Eaglets,” a brave 
name that recalls Nowosiełska’s battle in Lwów with other boy soldiers in 1918.185 However, the 
novelist’s compliments that Nowosiełska revealed in her memoir, suggest more than a female 
soldier’s bravery at war. Nowosiełska’s acquaintance with Rodziewicz, whose creative work, as 
the woman soldier had admitted earlier, affected the soldier herself greatly, further implies great 
abilities to narrativize the history of war as well as the popular fiction writer could. This explains 
why she provides us with the information in her memoir that she lived in “the workshop of a 
weaver” when she set up her first school near Lida (72). Since she had to create threads of Polish 
history for an audience among the village residents in the towns where her army was billeted, it 
was not surprising that she lodged in a workshop where weavers spun their yarns As a writer 
who discloses and withholds details strategically, Nowosiełska skillfully turns the physical space 
of a weaving workshop into a metaphorical realm of mythic storytelling.  
                                                          
184  Mary Rodziewicz. is well-known as “Marya Rodziewicz” both in Poland and in America. 
See “Jarrold & Sons’ Announcements” 878; Van Norman 282. 
185  “The Lwów Eaglets,” also known as “Orlęta Lwowskie,” is an appellation for a group of 
“youngster volunteers” who fought in the conflict in Lwów during the Polish-Ukrainian War in 
the autumn of 1918 (128).  See Niegowska et al. 126-29.  
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Nowosiełska demonstrated an exceptional capability of storytelling throughout her army 
life. A weaver of historic tales, Nowosiełska had her hands “full with work” telling stories (75). 
With no degrees of military instruction, she first initiated her “education work” with her 
privilege of literacy and first-hand combat experiences. After she received training courses from 
the university around the time when the Polish-Soviet War ceased officially with a peace 
agreement, she continued her work as an instructor.  She started a school in Belarus in which she 
taught both military personnel and civilian villagers. “Besides the soldiers who were illiterate,” 
she explained, “I also recruited the peasants who did not know how to write or read. For this 
course I had to use prayer books, as there were no readers” (71). Using religious books as texts, 
she not only led the village community in shaping their faith by literacy but also channeling the 
power of their religious belief towards a Polish political identity through stories.  She later had to 
perform the church service to preach sermons in which she communicated a tale of the Polish 
nation as “a loving mother, who was returning to her distressed children” (74).  Yet 
Nowosiełska’s move to characterize Poland as an affectionate mother arose not simply from a 
cultural tradition that the “Black Madonna” symbolized the suffering nation.186  Rather, she 
attempted to extend this personification of the Polish nation as a female to encompass the figure 
of a woman soldier.  
Nowosiełska strove to convey, in conducting her “education work,” a message that 
Poland was a loving mother in uniform, a fighting woman who returned from war. War, 
therefore, was termed as an education through which one achieved understanding and acquired 
competence. In order to emphasize the certification she received by fighting in war, she further 
indicated the contexts under which she taught without official teaching training:  
                                                          
186  For how the tradition of Poland represented as the “Black Madonna” originated and evolved, 
see Penn 65-66. 
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In fact, we had no degrees as teachers, but we were advanced to Sergeants, and 
trusting in our high rank, we went directly to Inspector Jankowski to receive his 
permission for the organization of schools and libraries. At first he refused, but 
we showed him the “Eaglets,” the honorary distinctions for the defense of Lwow, 
and told him that we were already doing this work. (72)  
 
The decorations Nowosiełska presented specified the power she developed from her combat 
experiences in Lwów; this initiation through war consequently won the permission from the 
inspector, a representative of the Polish army, to perform army instruction.  She insisted on the 
fact that with or without official approval these women soldiers had practiced their teaching on 
behalf of the Polish nation.  This insistence stressed again their alternative certificate of teaching 
endorsed by war.  When she finally arrived in Poznan and registered in the university of Poznan, 
she worked to fulfill the professional requirements for military education.   
Before she was qualified, she still “instructed girl scouts near our fort” in Poznan (102).  
On occasions of hostility to female soldiers, Nowosiełska swings the weapon of narration and 
defends herself successfully. As citizens of Poznan threw stones at women soldiers to show their 
contempt, she amazingly disarmed those residents by telling stories.  After one of the stone 
attacks, she stopped her horse and asked the boy who hit her, 
“Are you going to school?—“Yes.” 
“Did you see the war?”—No.  
“Did you know what war is?”—“We do not know.”  
I remembered then that in Poznan they had almost no war at all, and the 
disarmament of the Germans went through very easily, as only one Poznanian 
was killed. I therefore gathered the boys around me, and began to tell them about 
the children from Lwow, about their heroism and about their pride in the military 
uniform. (104)  
 
Like the mythical Clio with fantastic power of narrating history, Nowosiełska conquered these 
threatening children by threading histories of wars she participated in. On the next day, one of 
the boys surprisingly changed his attitudes, sent her gifts, and began to defend women soldiers 
on behalf of her. She seemed to imply that war educated anyone who participated both because 
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of the conflicts one fought in and as a result of those war memories one could reflect on and 
create tales about. War as a form of education inspired Nowosiełska to cultivate the competence 
of narration. War empowered her not only by her joining to combat but by her narrating battles 
she fought. Apparently, narrative power generated by war and spread in war shapes 
Nowosiełska’s life.   
What distinguishes Nowosiełska from the other courageous Polish female soldiers is her 
storytelling about her war experiences. As she served in OLK, she took charge of education work 
and propaganda missions in addition to combat operations.187 She taught classes to mobilize the 
peasant population. She also assumed tasks of instruction, like teaching girl scouts, when she 
was dispatched to military bases; later, she became a military instructor, responsible for 
promoting physical education in the army.188 In 1929, Nowosiełska embarked on an international 
mission on behalf of the Second Polish Republic.189 She visited America and travelled around it 
for more than one year.190 On the tour, she was dressed in full military regalia with all her war 
medals while she delivered lectures about the battles she fought to reestablish a Polish nation. 
She addressed different audiences on various occasions, ranging from giving an informal talk as 
a guest at a woman’s athletic club to speaking formally at the annual convention of the American 
                                                          
187 Nowosiełska described that she was assigned by Aleksandra Zagorska, the commander, to the 
school company for educating illiterate Polish soldiers and for mobilizing peasants. See 
Hurricane 72-74. 
188 Nowosiełska was assigned to receive the course training for military instructors of physical 
education in Poznan in 1921, and after she acquired a university degree, she devoted her time to 
the pedagogy of military education. In 1923, she took the assignment of a district instructor in 
the city council of Lublin. See Hurricane 106, 112-114. 
189 In 1929, Nowowsiełska departed to America as a member of the Polish Mission to the United 
States led by Brigadier Colonel S. Zahorski. See Noil 65. 
190 Nowosiełska was reported to arrive in Chicago in April 1929 and travelled to San Francisco 
in November 1930. See “Poland’s Joan” 5; “Poland’s Joan of Arc,” Chicago Daily Tribune E1; 
“Leader of Amazons” 59; “Poland’s Joan of Arc,” The Montana Standard 1. 
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Legion.191 Besides oral stories, Nowosiełska produced her war tales in writing as well. During 
the lecture tour, she published her war memoirs in multiple versions: two in Polish and one in 
English. Both a Polish version and its English translation, albeit certain variations between the 
two, were issued in the New York under the auspice of the American Legion. Meanwhile, the 
other Polish edition that was released in Warsaw appeared to be slightly different from the one 
announced in New York. Not only does Nowosiełska’s mission as a “Good Will envoy” to the 
U.S. feature telling war stories, but inconsistency among the versions of her war writing also 
shows that her memoirs “create” a war on her own terms (“Poland’s Joan of Arc Speaks” 18). 
Her role as a storyteller apparently dominates her military career despite her fame for being a 
noted woman warrior. This fearless soldier, however, brings fame to herself not only for being a 
forceful fighter but also an excellent storyteller. 
III. Autobiographical Representations of a Polish Woman Soldier 
A passionate storyteller, Nowosiełska wove a romance of war with her memories of 
fighting experiences and shaped it as a memoir. Her use of romantic, lofty language on the one 
hand creates fantastical theatricality; on the other hand, this type of language impresses the 
reader with an assertive voice from a forceful woman. Either way, she hoped to cast her war 
stories as a romance. Her war romance began with the genesis of a female warrior portrayed as a 
mortal successor of Polish legendary heroines. This romantic tale was imbedded within 
continuous warfare that extended beyond the four years of the Great War, so the sentimental 
heroine underwent ordeals and suffered losses. The grandiose language she used demonstrates 
qualities of dramatic performance and thereby fuels the readers’ imagination of a romantic 
                                                          
191 Nowosiełska was invited to give a guest lecture at the Illinois Woman’s Athletic Club on 
April 2, 1929. She also served as one of the speakers at the Ninth National Convention of the 
American Legion Auxiliary in Louisville, Kentucky. See “Poland’s Joan” 5; Noil 26, 65. 
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female hero. When portraying both the convent where she was schooled and her vacation home 
in which she spent holidays, she described that the convent  
was indeed an ideal place to bring up a girl in all the virtues of her sex. But 
neither the magnificent location, nor the whirring of the river Dniester, nor respect 
for my educators, could eradicate the kindling longing for freedom which I 
enjoyed so plentifully with my parents. Vacation time, at their new ranch in 
Trzcianiec, at the foot of the Carpathian Mountains, was like a fairy tale, which 
realized my dreams during the period of my slavery in the convent. The mansion 
on the state was very spacious and my parents used to entertain many guests and 
nearly all of the members of our family. (19)  
 
Here Nowosiełska paints a picture of her abode that belongs to the imaginary realm within “a 
fairy tale” where the naughty princess plays around the castle in which she and her royal family 
dwelled and feasted. As she was about to leave the villagers she educated in her self-established 
school, the language of sentimentalism pervades her passages:  
What had I not been to them… but I longed for the front…. Everywhere songs, 
which I had taught them myself, were recited in my honor. The boys chanted: 
‘There on the pasture grows a flower’; the girls most often ‘The White Roses.’ … 
they are only White Ruthenian peasant children. And their eyes, what a wonderful 
melancholy expression they have! … Oh, Frontiers, dear Frontiers! What benefits 
could be derived from them by proper and right leadership. (76)  
 
Nowsiełska’s sentimental diction arouses feelings and stirs emotions that inevitably visualize an 
image of a noble woman. The romantic heroine who comes from a high social class and yearns 
for precious freedom is certainly charged alive by the register of the author’s dramatic language. 
Moreover, not only does the female protagonist communicate with grandeur in this romance, but 
the epileptic peasant boy, Mike, whom she extends friendship to also speaks in a high tone with 
exalted language. On one occasion of church services, this boy turns to the choir and exclaims, 
“‘Oh, you wonderful Kate. You cannot deceive the Lord with your bawling. I saw you yesterday 
flirting in the woods with the Muscovites just when I was on my way back home from 
Trembowla on an errand for meat for our highly respected young mistress’” (36). This dramatic 
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exclamation once again inscribed a figure of a Polish patriot on the reader’s mind. With the high-
flown language 
Besides her language, Nowosiełska also concludes the romance with a happy ending like 
a fairy tale. Albeit a war romance, her work presents a world of love utterly opposite to the 
traumatic world that the Great War romances by British and French women authors depicted. 
This love story she communicated pertained to a constructive project of the post-war society 
where a woman soldier, after shouldering a gun to fight, could be successfully integrated into a 
militarized nation. Susan Grayzel argues that war romances by women authors ought not to be 
underestimated as mere works of sentimentalism. Grayzel notes wartime romances in Britain and 
France might convey a subtext in which women’s “work of support that they performed was 
truly the raison d’être of war” (Women’s 23). She, however, argues that for women in popular 
war romances,  
[b]eing supportive sweethearts and mothers clearly took precedence over new 
opportunities for economic independence or even wartime service. Yet these 
novels grappled with the tensions faced by predominantly bourgeois heroines who 
wanted to, and often did, take active parts in aiding the war effort even as they 
coped with unfamiliar tensions and suffering caused by the separation from, and 
often the loss of, those they loved. (23)   
 
According to Grayzel, women in these popular fictions seek to negotiate with drastic changes 
and traumatic ruptures caused by the Great War. For its part, Nowosiełska’s war romance 
portrays a romantic tale in which war does not so much disrupt a life of prewar happiness as it 
facilitates a pursuit of wartime love. Towards the end of Nowosiełska’s tale, the heroic female 
protagonist reunites with the hero she fell in love while in captivity after she recognizes 
Lieutenant Nowosiełski happens to be Adjutant Berbecki, who used to be kept as a prisoner of 
war in the same jail with her and took care of her. The female protagonist discovers a soul mate 
in the army, who likewise achieves military goals for his bravery and wisdom. The romance 
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achieves its climax when the two revolutionary lovers become betrothed and later have a 
beautiful blond boy as their offspring. War in this romance empowers this woman, and by being 
a female soldier, heroism was achieved. This girl expresses her resolution through the voice of 
an emphatic “I” despite wartime ordeals. While at home, she articulated how she endured 
hardships bravely: “I now had to carry daily two heavy buckets of water and chop wood. I, a 
daughter of a distinguished family” (36). In order to express her high moral standard, she 
recounts, “I never uttered a word in reply to the greetings and courtesies these officers were 
trying to extend to me. I was then sixteen and had long hair, but I did not look like a child any 
more” (37). Memoirist Nowosiełska seems to suggest that because she was an assertive girl, she 
acquired an agency through her war experiences.  Therefore, as the wars in Poland approached 
their end, she was married to “Lieutenant Eugene Nowosiełski, this great soldier of the 1st 
Brigade, and the famous defender of Piłsudski’s redoubt” (112). This husband was “the only one 
of the thousands” (112). Instead of tearing lovers apart, Nowsiełska tells a romance of war in 
which war leads her into marriage and motherhood. Nowosiełska wrote her memoir as a war 
romance whose structure subsumes the potential gender threat that her soldiering might pose: the 
threat to heteronormative marriage. Nowosiełska’s romantic tales not only presents soldiering as 
a form of patriotic mothering but also promises that, despite family members’ and other 
women’s worries, soldiering leads to her marriage and motherhood in the end.  
To complicate her romantic war story, Nowosiełska also blends divergent tones and 
switches strategically among several personal voices to communicate mixed messages that 
caution readers about the risk of reading this tale as an ostensibly real romance of war. Whereas 
romantic language infuses passages of her war tale, factual descriptions of historical events 
expresses a detached narrative tone that contradicts with the sentimentality this war romance sets 
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out to convey. As she depicts the fierce fighting scenes in the chapter she entitled “A Real War,” 
she blends different kinds of tones in order to show both the objectivity that a historian should 
maintain while recording historical facts and dramatic action: “November the 6th the Polish 
Artillery began to roar. Kenarski’s school and the detachment near the Post Office fought most 
desperately. The battle for the possession of this building had been in progress for several days. 
At last, a truce was formed which was stealthily broken by Ukrainians” (53). This descriptive 
passage testifies to her knowledge of war because of her battle experiences. Next she changes the 
style of writing by adding “we” to show her presence and other participants who appeared as 
well:  
On November the 9th we advanced to support the fighting units near the Post 
Office. Lieutenant Wozny blew up the portal from Sykstuska Street. First, the 
sixteen year old boys rushed inside, followed by some of the women. 
The building was partially burned up … but we had to drive out the enemy, 
conquering every single stair and every corner. I forgot that I was a woman. I 
knew only that I had to fight, and to fight hard to avenge the Polish losses.  
 
As she proceeds to join the fight with the other boys, it is “we” who “advanced” together. The 
royal “we” of whom she is part in the boy soldiers’ volunteer fighting forces gradually 
introduces the imposing first-person narrator “I,” who at the moment of combat seems to lose the 
romantic identity of a noble, heroic, ideal female. Unlike the assertive voice that claimed “I, a 
daughter of a distinguished family,” this first-person narrator is no longer the loving woman who 
would mother a boy, even though she is equally expressive. More puzzling is the author’s 
account of what Polish women achieved at the defense of Lwów. Whereas she included herself 
as a member in the soldiers’ group by addressing “we,” she distanced herself from the 
community of the Polish women like an outsider by referring to them as “they”:  
for … three days we barraged the citadel… The women had very laudably 
distinguished themselves on this occasion. Mrs. Zagorska had formed a voluntary 
legion of women, who took under their care the safety and guard service at the 
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front. The services of this peculiar formation were of immense value to the Polish 
cause. 
Apparently, the memoirist was assessing women’s war work from the perspective of a historian 
or a political figure. Although a woman herself, she perceived herself not as one of the group of 
volunteer women. It was those brave women with whom she fought hand in hand, as a member 
of “we” boy soldiers who “barraged the citadel” (53). When she swiveled back to her company 
with other boys, she recounted that  
a thirteen year old schoolboy, brought with him as initiation proof, four rifles he 
had captured from the enemy. How could you refuse admittance to this kind of a 
fellow…. Near me a young boy had placed a little pillow beneath his coat to lean 
the butt end of his rifle on, as his gun kicked frightfully when shooting. It had 
been doing the same to me for a long time. (53-54; my emphasis)   
 
As she showed her presence side by side with those boys on battle scenes, she unexpectedly 
drew near her readers to experience the disorientation caused by shuttling between the adorable, 
content motherly heroine and the passionate, patriotic soldierly narrator. Meanwhile, the feeling 
of detachment from the community of Polish women volunteers in addressing the Polish women 
as “them” contradicts her later identification as a volunteer woman legionnaire. When the 
memoirist recalls her arrivals in Poznan along with the other legionnaire girls, she manipulates 
the switch of narrative registers again. She writes, 
There we were looked upon as though we were wonders from far off seas. They 
gazed at this little bunch of young, laughing and enthusiastic girls, each of them 
having pinned to her chest a distinction for bravery at the front. I was then a 
corporal…  
We had no respite in the barracks. Every moment some commander would 
enter for inspection, but in fact, rather to get a better look at the girls from 
Lwów…. Who would look at a woman solider at Lwów? There she was an 
entirely natural appearance, but in Poznan, it was different. Even the City 
command with Major Chlapowski at its head, assembled to look at these unusual 
wonders. This really was unpleasant for us. (68-69)  
 
Here as memoirist, Nowosiełska shuttles between “we” and “they” and between “I” and “she” in 
order to willfully confuse the dividing lines between these voices. The constant change of 
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perspective of narration repeatedly unsettles the reader’s comfort in reading this memoir only as 
a war romance. She could switch from the legionnaire girl’s point of view as “I” who was a 
corporal then to the standpoint of an observer who securely witnessed post-war criticism about 
women soldiers calling each of the girls “she” from afar. Even though she joined the women’s 
legion, she kept the voices unstable by constantly moving between various personal voices. 
Nowosiełska wrote her war romance with an undertone of gender.  
While Nowosiełska seems to create a wartime romance in which legendary heroism 
dominates, the paratext of Nowosiełska’s war memoirs “tells” a visual story that contains 
messages contradicting historical sentimentalism in the written text. Paratextual elements, such 
as the title, the introduction, and war photographs inserted in the text, shape a visual narrative 
that complicates the understanding of Nowosiełska’s war stories. In 1929, Nowosiełska, a 
District Instructor of the provincial council in Lublin, was invited by the American Legion 
Auxiliary to address an “annual Women’s Patriotic Conference on National Defence” (Noil 65). 
Her speech introduced her battle experiences of being a former soldier and explained her 
contribution to Polish military education as a current educator. In this same year, two memoirs 
were produced on behalf of her, one in English and the other in Polish, but both were released in 
America while the Polish edition was also issued in Poland simultaneously. The English edition 
was printed “under the auspice of the American Legion” (“Poland’s” 5). The Polish version was 
issued “with the effort of Nowej Bibljoteki Polskiej in New York”; meanwhile, Nowosiełska also 
self-published this edition in Warsaw.192 Apparently, Nowosiełska’s English autobiography 
appeared as an outcome of her visit to a women’s patriotic organization associated with an 
American veteran group, the American Legion, whereas the Polish edition in America was 
                                                          
192  On the title page of the Polish version dated in 1929 Nowosiełska attributed the publication 
efforts of this edition to Nowej Bibljoteki Polskiej (“New Polish Library”) in New York.  
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created to reach the target audience of Polish-speaking immigrant community in America. The 
Polish version is titled W Huraganie Wojny: Pamietnik Kobiety-Żołnierza,193 whose literal 
translation in English is “In the Hurricane of War: Diaries of Women Soldiers,” which differs 
slightly from the title Nowsiełska decided for her English edition: In the Hurricane of War: 
Memoirs of A Woman Soldier. Anna Wierzbicka notes that “pamiętnik” usually translates into 
English as “diary,” but it indeed suggests a form of writing “more selective, and more reflexive, 
than a diary” (Ibid, 35). She denotes that a pamiętnik “tends to select events and experiences 
which one wants to remember later and which are seen, at the time of writing, as of more than 
passing interest” while it can be “written contemporaneously with the events recorded.” If so, 
Nowosiełska’s choice to title her autobiography a “memoir” implies that she was carefully 
crafting a past from all the memories she could retrieve. This crafted past, on the one hand, was 
marked by its malleability as the memoirist shaped histories in her own terms; on the other hand, 
this memoir served as a mnemonic vessel that received what was chosen carefully in order to 
fulfill the needs of specific audiences. Both the English and Polish titles of her memoir carried 
the term of “hurricane” suggesting a work of a woman soldier about war atrocities she witnessed 
and severe violence she experienced.194  In the written stories, however, her portray of 
catastrophes and tragedies resembled descriptions of mundane routines: “Little Stasia died on our 
way from exhaustion; we buried her in an Ukrainian cemetery” (sic; 28); “A dead child was born 
to my mother. An old maid took care of her and I took care of my sisters. Ten year old Stephie 
was a great help to me; my older sister Valerie was less resistant in the face of this distress and 
adversity” (29). When she was wounded, her depiction of suffering was marked with an 
emotionally detached tone: “In Lipnike I was wounded with a shrapnel in four places on the head 
                                                          
193  This chapter will address the Polish edition as Hurigane in short later. 
194  The work will be addressed as Hurricane in short henceforth. 
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and on the leg. Though I had been feverish for several days I had no time for medical treatment 
as at every moment a fight was breaking out with bayonets” (sic; 58). The narrator seemed a 
detached observer of war wreaking havoc rather than a soldier fighting through a “hurricane” of 
war.   
Besides the perplexing titles, Nowosiełska’s memoirs contain other paratextual elements, 
such as the introduction, an epigraph whose mixed messages resist a single interpretation of her 
various editions. Each of her memoirs began with an introduction by a doctor emphasizing the 
value of the work as “a real reproduction of this lady’s own heart impressions, drawn without 
exaggeration and with the utmost modesty” (9). Unlike Huraganie, however, Hurricane included 
a drawing of a feathered pen along with a facsimile of an autograph by a fiction writer who 
Nowosiełska confessed influenced her writing greatly.195  Nowosiełska’s choice of juxtaposing a 
poem of a cross-dressed girl soldier with a metaphorical image of a pen implicitly sends a 
rebuttal to the doctor’s caution regarding the literariness of her memoir. In the introduction to 
Hurricane, the doctor denounces any reader’s intention to read it as “a literary essay of fancy to 
arouse the sentiments” (10). He instead underscores the significance of this memoir as a 
historical record: “only a narrative of a woman-soldier” (9; my emphasis). For the doctor, this 
woman-soldier in this story registered not so much historical significance as the grand narrative 
of “the most memorable period of the great war conflagration her unhappy and enslaved country 
(Poland) was dragged into” (9).  Whereas both editions presented a poem by the Polish 
legionnaire poet, Wacław Denhoff-Czarnocki, following the doctor’s introductory piece, 
Nowosiełska slipped a reproduced copy of a famous writer’s signature in Hurricane. The poem, 
originally entitled “Hej, Niedługo Dziewki w Polsce Płacza,” carried a translation of “Heigh, 
                                                          
195  Huraganie began with “Od Wydawcow” (“From the Publishers”) that carried the same 
message as in the “Introduction” to Hurricane. 
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They do not Cry Long These Polish Girls,” depicting a Polish who girl no longer cried for the 
death of her “beloved Johnny” after donning his uniform and “rid[ing] with the Uhlans to the 
war” (15).  This poem illustrates a story of cross-dressing the introduction seems to leave out; it 
also imparts a tale about a girl soldier bidding farewell not only to her wounded love but also to 
the world where Johnny went to war and she waited at the window.  In order to highlight the 
creative quality of her work, Nowosiełska placed the poem of a girl transgressing her gender role 
side by side with a drawing of a feathered pen tip above which stood a copied signature by 
Rodziewicz, the popular fiction writer.  Nowosiełska spared a space in front of her work for male 
authority that she seemed to rely on for full endorsement of her war experiences; nevertheless, 
the signature and the drawing both challenged silently the validity of the doctor’s authenticating 
power.    
Various sets of photographs that Nowosiełska offered in the two editions of her memoir 
shape divergent visual narratives. Although Nowosiełska was no photographer like Florence 
Farmborough or Margaret Hall, who conducted specific “photographic work” in their war 
writing projects, she shared one thing in common with them: “a strategy of double perspective” 
(“X-Ray” 1). Higonnet suggests that when women authors photographed war, they “understood 
photography itself as a kind of performance, just as they understood their new wartime roles as 
performances” (14). Higonnet argues that the narratives that women’s photographic memoirs 
generated allowed these female authors to witness their war work before the camera and to 
express their perspectives behind their cameras. Although she apparently had no camera, 
Nowosiełska managed to employ war photographs, along with personal photographs, to 
demonstrate her strategy of double perspective: one that belonged to an observing storyteller and 
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the other adopted by a story character.  She strategically arranged varied images to form 
divergent photographic tales in different editions.   
In Huraganie, she included three personal photographs and three family photographs in 
order to illustrate an ideal war narrative whose master narrative evolved around the structure of a 
family to which a nation corresponded. The book cover featured Nowosiełska’s self-portrait 
featuring a girl in military dress saluting cheerfully; the frontispiece photo showed a uniformed 
woman gazing ahead smilingly and peacefully. The two photographs portray a female soldier 
whose femininity a soldier uniform would not conceal and whose tale was fulfilled by the other 
three family photographs picturing a gentle mother with an aunt, a handsome husband and an 
adorable son. The sporadic appearance of the four war photographs portraying the Voluntary 
Women’s Legions downplayed the function this memoir might serve as a testimony to Polish 
women’s war efforts. Nowosiełska understood post-war criticism about women soldiers in the 
Polish-speaking immigrant community, as well as the audience in Poland, in the late 1920s. She 
had to act like a female character in a fulfilling war story in which fulfillment meant forming a 
happy family and returning home. completed the struggles of war and she returned to home in 
the end.   
The photographs in Hurricane, nevertheless, convey quite another story. In this English 
memoir, Nowosiełska inserted more of her personal photographs, but most of them were marked 
with a military luster. She appeared in those pictures either in uniform or wounded. The 
frontispiece features her as an officer wearing magnificent decorations and medals. One other 
image illustrated her riding on the horseback, demonstrating her mobility across geographical 
borderlines and further implying the ability to transgress metaphorically gender boundaries. No 
longer a story character, the woman illustrated in this photographic tale exerted her narrative 
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power to express what she believed Polish women, including herself, had achieved. She was the 
storyteller creating the visual narrative of women soldiers. She employed fifteen war 
photographs that painted the war lives of the women in the Polish Volunteer Women’s Legions.  
These pictures do not record her personal experiences, so she was not represented as one of those 
female heroines. Rather, her images were captioned as “Members of the Volunteer Legion of 
Women at Lwow,” “Platoon of the Volunteer Legion of Women,” “In Training,” “Detachment of 
women soldiers,” and “Legionnaire Women in a Rest Camp” (61-89). She managed to form a 
visual narrative of “Typical members of the ‘Death Battalion’” of Polish Women in which 
women smoked, rode on the horseback, shouldered guns “On the Rifle Range,” held machine 
guns, or served in the artillery company.  This narrative provided visual clues to the ways in 
which women soldiers might seek to transgress gender norms.   
IV. A Gendered Spectacle of War in Poland versus in America  
Notwithstanding a gendered spectacle of war, this visual tale constructed in Hurricane 
does not offer an outright feminist critique to gender conventions in the Polish culture, if not a 
covertly transgressive tale by a woman soldier. Nowosiełska’s notion of womanhood seems to be 
limited within the scope of her middle-classed family and education; on the other hand, 
nevertheless, she was immersed in the cultural influence of Polish female insurrectionism.196  
Furthermore, she witnessed post-1921 backlash towards Polish women volunteers who fought as 
soldiers during the border wars. Considering that she had been integrated into the Polish regular 
army forces as an instructor, Nowosiełska was not permitted to protest outside the military 
system. She proposed to incorporate the service of women into the Polish military while she 
published in 1928 Kobieta w Zagadnieniach Obrony Kraju in Warsaw. According to Kuźma-
                                                          
196  For “the figure of the female insurrectionist,” see Phillips 72. 
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Markowska, after Piłsudski’s May Coup 1925 and his control over the national affairs and 
military forces, a revival of historical commemoration concerning Polish women’s war efforts in 
the independence of Poland emerged in 1926 (278). As Nowosiełska’s memoir was released in 
1929, her work would be considered as a gesture to commemorate Polish women’s participation 
in war. Therefore, when examining the gendered spectacle in her memoir, we should take into 
consideration multiple ideological, social and nationalist discourses that existed in 
Nowosiełska’s Poland and those powers she sought to negotiate as she represented gender. 
In Hurricane, Nowosiełska demonstrated an understanding of gender that deflects 
ethnicity. Her memoir presented the male soldiers of these empires as brutal, vulgar “peasants” 
who invaded Poland and threatened Polish girls’ chastity. Poland is a land where multiple ethnic 
groups co-existed and therefore it was complicated and tricky to define a Polish identity in view 
of ethnicity. Likewise, the performance of gender in Nowosiełska’s Poland reflected the unstable 
national identity of a people who had no nation before World War I. The Great War dissolved 
the three occupying empires but left unresolved border issues between Poland and her 
neighboring states. During the war, shifting geographical borderlines destabilized a fixed 
national identity that had been considered problematic in religious and cultural terms in Eastern 
Europe. In Hurricane, the figure of the Polish woman soldier remained an antithesis to the 
Cossacks, the Honweds, the Ukrainians, and even the Jews. In Nowosiełska’s story, the Cossacks 
resembled uncivilized brutes who ruin her piano, demolish her library, steal her father’s hunting 
trophies, and dismembered her furniture (30-31). As for the Honweds, or the Germans, they act 
like cruel savages in the memoir; they mistreat prisoners of war and ship “black fertile earth from 
the soil” of Poland back to Germany (42, 45).  Metaphorically, the fertile land symbolizes a 
fertile female who personifies her motherland, Poland; in consequence, carting away truckloads 
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of “fertile earth” metaphorically deprives Polish women of their fertility. With their entrance, 
German soldiers thus pose the imminent symbolic threat of rape, not to mention literal threats. 
The fear of rape was repeatedly evoked on the home front before the woman served as a soldier.  
As a refugee, Nowosiełska recalled, “I was approaching such an age then that the Russian 
Officers began to look at me wooingly, paying also attention to my younger sisters” (37).  She 
transforms her enemies into the Other by persistently denouncing them: “to the Russian and to 
the Germans, we were haughty Polish girls” (44).  Her continuous rejection of foreign soldiers’ 
courtship that was linked to threats of rape, therefore, signifies both the defense of her maidenly 
chastity and metaphorically the protection of Polonia’s chastity implying secure territorial 
entirety of her motherland. She personified Polonia whereas male soldiers represented non-Pole 
foreigners who imposed threats on the purity of Polish ethnicity. However, it is simplistic to 
interpret in binary terms the entangled issue of gender with ethnicity in this memoir. 
In Nowosiełska’s war story, the problematic of gender also involved concerns about class 
status and social order. She seems to suggest that fixed categories failed to remain stable and 
could no longer be sustained. As Nowosiełska continues to express her resolution to decline 
pursuit by Russian or German soldiers, she explains that they “could not understand why we, 
girls of the nobility, daughters of a landowner had to live so poorly and to work so hard” (37).  
Apparently, the differences that demonize those male soldiers exist in sexual, racial and social 
terms. As she recounts the fierce battles in Lwów, she describes that “[e]verywhere you could 
see Ukrainians shooters, and untractable peasantry roaming in bands and robbing. Their faces 
were dirty, abhorrent and inflamed with passion” (48; sic). In this account, the different 
nationalities that distinguish a peasant Pole from a Ukrainian soldier blur and merge due to 
similar social standing. The class of peasantry unifies diverse national communities. Class not 
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only dissolves disagreeing features of nationality but also blurs the boundary lines between 
sexes. As the protagonist Nowosiełska blames “the village people” to whom her father’s good 
will and generosity earn no rewards, she appreciates her Ukrainian servant girl, Hania, as “a 
wonderful Ukrainian type, so unlike the other village girls” (24, 32). Whereas “the village 
people” might include diverse ethnic communities, her definition of the “Ukrainian type” seems 
to ignore the multiplicity of ethnicity that suggests various nationalities. A “Ukrainian type” also 
conflates men, women, children, and other gender categories outside gender binaries. This label 
also equates the peasant class with a particular racial group, voiding the markers of race and 
class.  The strategy of mixing established categories not only deflects gender as an unstable 
marker but also seems effective in showing emergent social problems such as the issue of Jews 
in Poland.  During the conflicts in Lwów, the memoirist referred to the fluid definition of Jews 
and Poles: “[t]he Jewish Militia, notwithstanding their declared neutrality, had steadily supported 
the Ukrainians, an action which enraged the Poles of Jewish Religion, who fought obstinately 
and with great sacrifice in our ranks” (53). She addressed the confusion between the Jews in the 
Jewish Militia and “the Poles of Jewish Religion” fighting in her ranks affiliated with the 
volunteer Polish army. Nowosiełska’s memoir shows that the Jewishness could be manifest in 
religious faith as well as in political faith; therefore, for the author, the Jews in the Jewish Militia 
who allied with the Ukrainians were foreigners whereas the Jews who fought with the Polish 
army were naturalized as Poles. The definition of a Polish nationality involves more than one’s 
racial identity; moreover, race counts at best as an unreliable category because in Eastern Europe 
where interethnic marriages were popular, one could be born with a multi-racial identity. The 
unstable and unreliable notion of nationality undoubtedly complicates the already twisted knots 
of self-identification that was involved with multiple influences.  
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Nowosiełska indicated in her memoir that war disrupted social order and gender 
conventions that prohibited women as well as children from serving in the army.  Gender in this 
tale seems to be unsettled by age, particularly young age that is especially characterized by 
gender identity construction. She revealed in Hurricane two interesting yet not surprising, albeit 
often neglected or underestimated, phenomena in the wars beginning in 1914: volunteer girl and 
boy soldiers. The chapter entitled “The Defense of Lwow” portrays an exciting picture in which 
the whole Polish community residing in this city was passionately devoted to the defense work.  
The Polish Legions remained the major army forces, but a shortage of qualified soldiers and lack 
of “man” power to offer paramilitary support to the army created the necessity of mobilizing 
every Pole regardless of sex, class, ethnicity, and age as well. Higonnet notes that during World 
War I children were immersed in a war culture where schools or families organized war-related 
activities to reinforce patriotism and inculcate war propaganda.  She argues that “children ran 
away to the battlefront” under the influence of conventional heroic narratives in which child 
readers had substituted themselves for adult soldiers (Higonnet 13).  She also indicates wartime 
school culture produced children’s books featuring child heroes, further motivating children to 
play war games and eventually run to real war. In Nowosiełska’s Poland, children were 
influenced culturally to volunteer as soldiers, instead of being coerced by group violence as child 
soldiers nowadays as Cohn and Goodwin-Gill point out in their studies.197 As discussed earlier, 
family traditions of oral tales about legendary heroes and church schooling of patriotic idols in 
                                                          
197  Ilene Cohn and Guy S. Goodwin-Gill conducted a wide-scaled survey on the phenomenon of 
involuntary child soldiers recruited in guerrilla warfare by military groups. They study the role of 
children in armed conflicts and how the international laws failed to protect children from coerced 
recruitment.   
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wartime Poland encouraged the young generation to fight as soldiers.198  As Nowosiełska 
recorded the fights between Polish residents in Lwów and the Ukrainian, she noticed that 
The Polish City of Lwow had raised its head and shown its claws. … The boys 
were unwilling to disclose their age and nearly every one added some years to 
appear older. In fact, many of them who passed for 14 years of age were scarcely 
13 years old.  
When some of these lads were taken to the hospital and had to lie in bed they 
would play with boys there, like every other child, but as soon as they were 
discharged they at once became old soldiers. 
One of the lads, a thirteen year old schoolboy, brought with him as initiation 
proof, four rifles he had captured from the enemy. How could you refuse 
admittance to this kind of fellow? Another chap simply grabbed a rifle from 
Ukrainian who was on guard duty and ran away with his booty to our ranks. (54)  
 
These patriotic youth were still at their early teenage years and, therefore, not qualified to enlist.  
When hospitalized, they played with other wounded boys as if they were playing war games, the 
most popular entertainment at wartime. Once discharged, they continued their war games at the 
battlefront. To conceal their true age, they sneaked into the army but inevitably disclosed their 
young age when wounded.  Medical examination revealed their age.  In Nowosiełska’s memoir, 
Polish wartime oral culture spread heroic tales about adult as well as child soldiers.  She 
recounted orally this war story of the Lwów boy soldiers to the boys in Poznan who first attacked 
her for contempt; she produced this memoir as well to spread this same story. Like boys, girls 
were not qualified to enlist for their young age, but unlike boys, they were forbidden to do so for 
fighting as a soldier was considered as transgressing their gender roles. However, puberty was an 
age when a gender identity was developing and thus unstable; a teenaged girl or a young woman, 
therefore, could easily pass as a boy to sneak into the army and enlist as a young boy.   
Referring to a phenomenon of child soldiers, Nowosiełska raised a concern for cross-
dressing girls that seemed to contradict with romantic ideology of an ideal woman soldier.  She 
                                                          
198  See previous discussions on page 3-5. 
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cross-dressed at eighteen when first joining the fighting in Lwów, but the history of her cross-
dressing and fighting with boy soldiers seemed to occupy very little space in her memoir.  
Instead, Hurricane devoted more details to the achievement of the “voluntary Women’s Legion,” 
(Ochotnicza Legia Kobiet) founded by Aleksandra Zagórska, who advised her women 
legionnaires not to dress in male uniforms. Close to the end of Hurricane, the story proceeds 
towards the point where the protagonist, twenty-one years old, has been selected as the only 
woman officer among other fifty-two male peers to receive rigorous training of military 
education. The memoir indicates criticism directed toward female soldiers: “The situation in 
which a girl soldier finds herself is indeed very difficult. She must be a hundred times more 
careful about herself than a society girl as she is scanned thoroughly, and always subjected to the 
same suspicion: ‘She went to the army to have a good time.’” (106-8). Nowosiełska as the author 
immediately rebutted the charge of serving in the army “to have a good time” by replying, “what 
ridiculous nonsense, without any foundation. In the army, a woman in uniform is under control 
of strangers, the authorities, and nearly every one else… But how could you find time for 
romance, when you had to discharge your duties and evenings were devoted to study?” (sic; 108) 
This rebuttal sounds like a confession Nowosiełska contributed in 1929 to the American 
audience. She seems to give a didactic lecture about how a military woman distinguished herself 
after serving in the army for a decade with a list of honors as evidence that she provided in the 
end of the text. Yet, an undertone was bestowed upon the question she inquired, “how could you 
find time for romance?” when the following passages and the photographs she juxtaposed with 
the texts were dedicated solely to the romance between her and Lieutenant Eugene Nowosiełski. 
The question indeed harks back to her earlier experience of fighting in disguise as a boy. She 
suggests a woman soldier indeed could have time for romance and have a good time.   
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Nowosiełska further implies a sense of play. As she explains that “a woman in uniform is 
under control of strangers, the authorities, and nearly everyone else,” a girl cross-dressing and 
passing as a boy soldier was allowed to transgress and have fun. The way she portrayed her 
experience of cross-dressing implied pleasure and adventure that she claimed as a woman soldier 
to deny. Susan Gubar argues that a women artist’s choice to cross-dress aimed to make “a social 
and political statement that exploits the rhetoric of costuming to redefine the female self” (478). 
She argues that female cross-dressing in the modernist period served a function greater than 
passing.  Unlike the female modernist artists in Guar’s argument, Nowosiełska might not count 
as an outspoken feminist who advocates for donning male dress. She, however, understood both 
the power of male clothing and the criticism an act of dressing like men might incur. She cross-
dressed as soon as the fights in Lwów broke out, but Hurricane had a single sentence briefly 
stating her choice to cross-dress as a boy with another girl: “We had exchanged our coats for 
men’s clothing in a Jewish store, and after putting them on joined the fighting ranks” (48). The 
poor condition that the volunteer boys’ army was inappropriately equipped somehow alleviated 
the pressure of cross-dressed girls passing as boys because “None of us had uniforms, and our 
caps were of different makes” (49).  No official uniforms eased the task of underage 
volunteering, either for boys or girls.  Still, she recognized social critique about the transgression 
of female dress code.  She whispered to her audience, “I realized that if it were known I was a 
girl I would be subjected to a great deal of unpleasantness” (49).   
Nowosiełska cross-dressed as a boy soldier with a perfect knowledge that Zagórska had 
“formed a voluntary legion of women” (53); in other words, she intentionally joined battles 
under the disguise of a boy, “George Krawczyk” (50).  In reality, Zagórska organized a women’s 
militia to help defend Lwów in November, reorganized her army into a military unit and 
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renamed it as OLK in December.  Nowosiełska also confessed that disguised as a boy soldier, 
she fought side by side with the women volunteers from OLK. Marjorie B. Garber researched on 
the history of cross-dressing and argues that the act for either male or female to cross-dress 
expressed a cult of transvestism.199  Nowosiełska exhibits no such transvestite passion; she 
nevertheless recognized the pleasure of presenting herself as “not-woman” when she switched 
from female dress to male clothing.  As the Poles successfully defeated the Ukrainian forces, 
Nowosiełska shed tears not for joy: “The boys were laughing, but from my eyes tears were 
falling as I could not behave as they did, though outwardly I resembled them, like one poppy 
seed does another” (55). She did appear like a boy, and she certainly would be able to laugh as 
joyfully as the boys did. She seems to lament for the fact that she was after all not a boy despite 
her male disguise; surprisingly, after tears, she burst into laughter instantly. She continued to 
share with the audience her covert message:  
I looked like all of these little bums, soiled with mud, blackened with smoke. My 
hands, have mercy, Oh, Lord! My fingers in a frightful shape, swollen, my hands 
unproportionately big and livid, and my voice changed. I am sure my mother 
would not have recognized me at that moment. 
How heartily I laughed, when I got a glimpse of myself in a mirror and saw in 
it such a dirty gamin. I looked behind me, thinking at first that one of my 
colleagues from the front was standing behind me.  
 
She changed her emotions from tears to hearty laughter when looking into the mirror at her own 
reflection.  Her mirror image showed a muddy, dirty child beggar whose “unproportionately big” 
hands denoted an imaginary power at work.  The moment of understanding her transformation 
by cross-dressing alluded to the critical stage of the birth of a non-identity.  Contrary to the lack 
that the child in Jacques Lacan’s theory of “the mirror stage” felt, the girl recognized a 
detachment that enabled her to laugh and feel the pleasure of not being a girl.  Therefore, cross-
                                                          
199  Marjorie Garber traces the history of male and female cross-dressing as a cultural 
phenomenon. See Garber “Introduction”. 
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dressing denoted more than a need to pass as a boy soldier; it suggested a desire to be not-girl, 
not-woman, for Nowosiełska.  She, however, addressed her longing covertly.  Aware of her 
commander’s contempt for women fighting in male clothing, Nowosiełska downplayed the 
scenario of cross-dressing.  After she was promoted to lieutenancy in 1920, she briefly referred 
to her assignment in Wilno under the command of Wanda Gertz: “The Command over our 
Battalion was in the hands of Lieutenant Miss Gertz, whose nickname was ‘the brave Kazik’ 
from the legions” (96).  “Lieutenant Miss Gertz” was one of the best-known Polish women 
soldiers disguised as men.200  The short reference revealed a significant message linked to the 
notion of cross-dressing: “Kazik,” the male identity Gertz had been noted for and criticized 
about.  With Gertz’s male pseudonym, Nowosiełska inserted a secret note that she herself had a 
hidden identity, “Krawczyk,” who might remain latent in her war romance.  She implicitly 
communicated that since a Polish soldier, “Krawczyk,” existed within the female lieutenant, 
gender binaries failed to express all the roles at wartime. 
Nowosiełska loves to express mixed messages that allow her to speak through various 
voices about the multiplicity of gender roles during wartime. In her war romance, she employed 
the device of humor to gently challenge the cultural framework within which her fairy tale with a 
happy ending of marriage was set. Meanwhile, a sense of humor alleviates the weight of her 
criticism about ideological frames. At the end of her fairy tale, she attached an appendix under 
the title of “Humor in the Army,” assembling a collection of military jokes. While these jokes 
were dedicated to “the Polish soldier,” and they expressed absurdities in military life, the 
appendix bore a mild gender overtone. The jokes are concerned about the role of authors versus 
the task of soldiers; as the latter took charge of real battles, the former assumed responsibility of 
                                                          
200  Anna Nowakowska worked on the history of Wanda Gerz’s military service and explored the 
motivations of her cross-dressing as a male soldier. See Nowakowska 1. 
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boosting up the morale by telling jokes. Nowosiełska first attributed these jokes to a famous 
Polish writer of children’s and juvenile literature, Kornel Makuszyński, implying that these jokes 
were appropriate for child and juvenile soldiers. The figure of a child soldier immediately 
provoked the figure of “George Krawczyk,” who embodies the “real soldier [who] can get along 
without sleep, without meals, but he has to laugh” (119-20). The Polish soldier she characterized 
in this appendix was “Krawczyk,” the personification of a girl soldier in male clothing. 
Nowosiełska ended this appendix with three seemingly unrelated passages. The first note 
expresses appreciation for Makuszyński’s jokes because they cheered up the Polish soldier who 
could remain “in a happy mood” and “thus he won his battles” (122). Another one refers to a 
poem composed by Nowosiełska’s fellow girl legionnaire in honor of President Mosciki ; this 
poem also appeared in Huraganie. The last one records the president’s approval of the poem and 
his praise of the poetess’s “real spirit of womanhood she so truthfully expressed” (122). 
Apparently, the three passages direct readers’ attention to the figure of a cross-dressed girl 
soldier. As the “happy mood” echoes the gleeful moment when she looked at her mirror image 
and laughed, the figure of the Polish soldier—namely, the image of “Krawczyk”— is thereby 
connected to Nowosiełska. Through the link, the poem openly expresses a desire to follow the 
steps of Emilia Plater, who cross-dressed to join the 1863 insurrections.201 As humor is generally 
inaccessible to military women, Nowosiełska’s gesture to tell jokes advertently empowers the 
girl soldier to challenge gender conventions in which the power to laugh is ascribed as a gender 
privilege. Regina Barreca notes that a “woman writer of comedy will often mask her satire by 
appearing to describe faithfully a series of events” (6). She argues that the women writer “forges 
a comedy that allows for complexity and depth without the generally oppressive didacticism,” 
                                                          
201  Nowosiełska placed the poem written by a legionnaire at the end of Huraganie. See 
Huraganie 68-69.   
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and within her comedy, “the very idea of the ‘universal’ is challenged, confronted and finally 
shattered” (Barreca 6). A reliable storyteller, Nowosiełska certainly honestly portrayed her 
personal experiences against the historical background of Poland.  Her efforts to construct a 
romantic war comedy indeed shape the tale of a woman soldier ending in happy marriage and 
fulfilling motherhood. The strategy of allowing multiple voices to narrate divergent tales in the 
comedy, therefore, creates a space of laughter to deflect conventional categories that seemed to 
sustain the romantic fairy tale.  The girl soldier in Nowosiełska’s war memoirs has a thousand 
faces. 
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Chapter 4: Xie Bingying, “Chinese Amazon” or China’s “Girl Rebel”? 
I. The Enlistment of Chinese Women at the Turn of the Twentieth Century 
The Chinese faces on the western front during the Great War have aroused widespread 
research interest; stories of Chinese women involved in war, however, are left in the shadows. 
Great research efforts work to restore the lost chapter featuring the Chinese Labour Corps (CLC) 
in the history of the Great War.202 Indeed, the Great War erupted on a global scale and thereby, 
as Guoqi Xu argues, stretching its impact out of Europe to East Asia, to China.203 Xu also notes 
the CLC was formed because the Chinese government proposed “the ‘laborers as soldiers’ 
program” to join the war in Europe without violating its neutrality (114).204 Recruited by France 
and Britain to be contract workers, the CLC members ultimately were organized into an army of 
labourers served under the French army and the (British Army) Labour Corps, and the American 
Expeditionary Forces.205 Therefore, stories of this service battalion significantly reveal the secret 
connection between Chinese manpower and the forces of the Allies whether the companies in the 
CLC are considered “previously neglected combatants” or referenced as “non-combatants” 
(Gough 201; Saunders 31). No women have been present in the newly recovered history of 
                                                          
202 For instance, the exhibition at the In Flanders Fields Museum in Ypres, Belgium in 2010, 
Toiling for War: Chinese Labourers in the First World War, highlights a rare collection of trench 
art objects like shell cases carved during the Great War by members of the Chinese Labour 
Corps (CLC). Premiered in 2015, Tricks on the Dead: The Story of the Chinese Labour Corps, 
the award-winning documentary directed by Canadian filmmaker Jordan Paterson, further traces 
the smuggling journey of the CLC from China via Canada and then France.  
203 Guoqi Xu argues that the Great War has involved China, Vietnam, Indian, and Japan. See G. 
Xu, “Asia.” 
204 The Chinese government in Beijing adopted, during the Great War, the strategy of “using 
laborers as soldiers” to be able to participate in war on the side of the Allies without provoking 
protests from Germany and Japan. They devised a program, “laborers as soldiers,” to launch the 
operation of war efforts. See G. Xu, China 114-116. 
205 See Calvo and Bao 3-6; Fawcett 33-37, 41-45; G. Xu, China 114-140. 
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Chinese involvement in the First World War. Yet, Chinese women were entangled in battles 
between the Entente Allies and the Central Powers as late as during the Siege of Qingdao in 
1914.206 They had indeed fought as an army long before the First World War took place in 
China, and some of them further wrote stories in memory of the battles they fought. Few 
historians have incorporated women in Chinese military history, but studies that explore their 
active participation in war, let alone their war accounts, remain scant.207 Famous Chinese female 
soldiers, like Xie Bingying and Li Zhen, published war memoirs that documented their war 
experiences and thereby developed distinguished reputations for these memoirists.208 A prolific 
writer, Xie was hailed as “China’s First Woman Soldier” for her voluminous autobiographical 
writings about war.209 A semiliterate child bride, Li Zhen was well-known as the first female 
general in the People’s Liberation Army (PLA); she released an autobiographical essay in an era 
when China’s political history was being rewritten.210 Some of their narratives have been 
examined to elucidate the tension between personal memories and national histories, but their 
                                                          
206 The allied forces of Britain and Japan successfully defeated Germany in November 1914 and 
sieged Qingdao, China. On the siege of Qingdao, see Asada and Tison; G. Xu, Asia 29-33. For 
the casualties of Chinese women, see Liu Yiqing. 
207 Jiang Lin has dedicated a volume on the military history of Chinese servicewomen to the 
1995 United Nation’s Fourth World Conference on Women in Beijing. Helen Praeger Young has 
published an oral history on women soldiers in the Red Army during the Long March.   
208 Xie Bingying (1905-2001) had published multiple memoirs in various editions since the 
1920s; Li Zhen’s autobiographical essay, completed in the 1930s, was first issued in 1987.  
209 In 2000, Gu Jitang published an essay in memory of Xie under the title of “China’s First 
Woman Soldier Writer: Xie Bingying” (“Zhongguo diyiwei nübing zuojia—Xie Bingying”). In 
2008, Shi Nan released Xie’s biography, China’s First Woman Soldier: The Biography of Xie 
Bingying (Zhongguo diyi nübing: Xie Bingying quanzhuan). The title of “China’s First Woman 
Soldier” became her epithet thereafter.  
210 In 1955, Li Zhen was commissioned as General by the PLA, winning the reputation of being 
the first women general in the PLA. See Spakowski 142. 
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war stories are often studied as biographical records or military histories.211 Such perspectives, 
nevertheless, simplify Chinese women soldiers’ writings, whose complex literariness and 
multiple sets of images inevitably shape a complicated gendered picture of war.  
Considering conflicting narratives, inconsistent plots, and contradictory visual messages, 
this chapter argues that Chinese women soldiers’ war accounts tell distinctive truths about war 
that may or may not comply with dominant narratives of nationalism. These women created a 
cacophony of voices in their war accounts to speak against nationalist gender ideologies as they 
sought to challenge the military, albeit not always successfully. Among Chinese women soldiers 
who published about war, Xie Bingying, whose real name was Xie Minggang, was noted as a 
productive soldier author; that said, she had a surprisingly short military career. Xie first enlisted 
in the army while a civil war broke out; meanwhile, she won fame immediately as a patriotic 
woman soldier for her war writings published in newspapers, but her unit was disbanded in 
months. She struggled as a leftist writer for a decade, producing her first war memoir; as soon as 
China declared war against Japan, she organized a women’s war zone service corps and led the 
mission marching to the front with a fighting force. She served not only as a volunteer but also as 
a prolific correspondent authoring a large body of wartime publications. She did write to 
mobilize in celebrating the glory of patriotism; yet, her writings also reveal her constant 
questioning of patriotic fervor. Perplexingly, war memories she recalled in her writing contradict 
or disagree with one another. Her war memoirs prove even more problematic because multiple 
representations of gender in those volumes deflect conventions of causality, agency and 
authenticity, challenging normative notions of gender, race and class. Her war stories offer a 
                                                          
211 Nicola Spakowski analyzes autobiographies by three Chinese Communist women soldiers to 
understand their writing strategies of subversion within the ideological framework established by 
Chinese Communist Party.  
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complicated and multivalent portrait of China at war wherein Chinese women soldiers fought at 
the intersection of wartime politics, partisan conflicts, social movements, feminist interventions, 
military bureaucracy, and modern Chinese nationalism. Apparently, Xie wrote for more than 
documenting battles; she sought to negotiate gender dominated by multiple ideological powers. 
Before examining Xie’s strategies of writing about war and so challenging the oversimplified 
accounts that historians have offered of Chinese women soldiers, we ought to situate her war 
tales back in their historical backgrounds. An analysis of the publishing histories of Xie’s war 
memoirs helps us to investigate what she managed to achieve, how and why she sought to defy 
dominant discourses by means of wartime publications. To better understand cultural and social 
contexts that shaped her decision to enlist in the army and that constructed her image as a 
national war heroine, we first need to turn back the clock and uncover the neglected history of 
Chinese women in combat and their relationship with wartime nationalism.  
Long before the outbreak of the First World War, economic problems and social unrest in 
the nineteenth century had opened up opportunities for Chinese peasant women to join in combat 
as a group. In the mid-nineteenth century, Chinese peasant women emerged in groups to fight as 
soldiers. Since the defeat by Great Britain in the Opium War (1839-1842), the Chinese imperial 
government had become embroiled in battles leading to unequal trade treaties and war 
reparations.212 The Qing court failed to resolve financial crises but levied heavy taxes on rural 
populations. Economic tensions and social disorder caused by rampant bandits and constant 
famines culminated in agrarian rebellion as farmers were recruited and organized for military 
operations against the weak government. Among the revolts, the Taiping Rebellion (1851-1864) 
                                                          
212 The last imperial dynasty of China, known as “Qing,” began in 1636 and ended in 1912. The 
First Opium War broke out in 1839 between the Qing court and Great Britain, ensued with 
constant wars with foreign powers, including the Second Opium War (or the Arrow War, 1856-
1860), the Sino-French War (1883-1885), and the First Sino-Japanese War (1894-1895).  
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arose as “a great peasant war” that not only inaugurated an era of revolution in China lasting well 
into the mid-twentieth century but also witnessed numerous women fighting along with men 
(Ono 22). Groups of “big-footed barbarian women” took to battle in this peasant revolution (Ono 
18). In defense of the “Heavenly Kingdom of Great Peace” (“Taiping tianguo”), some of these 
Chinese Hakka women were promoted to be “women officials” commanding a women’s 
army.213 Their unbound feet promised mobility that allowed them to partake in group violence.214 
Besides this revolt, another major uprising, the Boxer Rebellion (1897-1901), witnessed more 
Chinese rural women assuming combat roles in mass insurgence. Natural-footed women 
organized military groups with such names as “The Red Lanterns,” “The Blue Lanterns,” and 
“The Black Lanterns” (Ono 50-51).215 The female lanterns joined the “Boxer soldiers” in violent 
tasks including “burning foreign buildings and killing foreign devils” (52). When the 
international armies under the British commander-in-chief, Alfred Gaselee/ Alfred von 
Waldersee, forced their entry into Beijing in 1901, these female “Boxers” fought against the 
expeditionary force gathered by eight foreign powers (Cohen 179-181).  
Besides the peasantry, Chinese women from other social classes also took an active part 
in political uprisings during the first decade of the twentieth century. The booming numbers of 
girls’ schools during the late Qing period increased women’s literacy rates; meanwhile, these 
                                                          
213 The Hakkas are a significant minority group of Han Chinese, widely known for military 
prowess and strong women. During the Taiping Rebellion (1851-1864), led by a Hakka leader, 
Hong Xiuquan, groups of Hakka women joined battles in defense for Heavenly Kingdom of 
Great Peace. Female rebels held administrative positions in assuming military tasks. Critics 
argue it is problematic to credit the phenomenon of recruiting peasant women during the 
rebellion simply to women’s emancipation. For the history of Hakka women fighting for the 
kingdom, see Ono 1-15; on the issues of women and equality in the Taiping Rebellion, see Palm 
26, 32; for the change of women’s social status during the rebellion, see Ono 18-19.  
214 With rare exceptions, the Hakka women did not bind feet and were traditionally self-
sufficient as Hakka males often worked overseas or away from home. See Erbaugh 950-951. 
215 On the female “lanterns,” see also Chen Q. 143-162; Cohen 179-181.  
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institutions evolved into revolutionary arenas wherein girl students cultivated combat capabilities 
and so became feminist leaders who propagated patriotism.216 Growing opportunities for 
schooling empowered Chinese women to pursue rights by means of violence and revolution, 
paving the ground for the educated, like Qiu Jin, to participate in war.217 Repeated military 
failure of the Manchu government since mid-nineteenth century sparked heated intellectual 
debates on the modernization of China, and women’s education was promoted as a significant 
part of national revival. Girl students had also studied abroad since the end of the nineteenth 
century.218 Besides, radical revolutionaries and social reformers, who plotted armed uprisings, 
enrolled women in various revolutionary activities, particularly combat tasks.219 For instance, 
reformist scholar Cai Yuanpei founded the Patriotic Women’s College (Aigou nüxue) in 1902 to 
train women assassins for murder missions.220 The leading revolutionist, Sun Yet-sen, introduced 
women leaders, including Qiu Jin and He Xiangning, into his radical political society, 
Revolutionary Alliance (Tongmenghui), where important female members continued to recruit 
                                                          
216 The period of “late Qing” refers roughly to the last decades of Qing, starting from the 
outbreak of the First Opium War in 1839 until 1912 when its last emperor, Pu Yi, was abdicated.  
217 Qiu Jin (1877-1907), an influential female revolutionary in late Qing China, was born into a 
gentry family but divorced her husband and abandoned children in order to study abroad. The 
active feminist and a prolific writer cross-dressed in public, founded women’s groups, edited 
journals, and left behind her numerous works, including poems, song lyrics, and a tanci fiction.  
218 On the reform in 1907 of public girls’ educational system by the Qing court and its impact on 
women’s participation in political or military activities, see Cheng 118-119. See Chen D. 341-
350 for girls’ education in late imperial China; 350-351 for overseas Chinese women students. 
219 For more details on women’s tasks in the the fist decade of the twentieth century for the 
Xinhai Revolution in 1911, see Lin W., “Activities.” 
220 Cai Yuanpei (1868-1940) was a revolutionary leader and educator in Republican China. In 
1902, Cai founded the Patriotic Women’s College (Aiguo nüxue) with some Shanghainese 
reformers, teaching women radical politics and training them for tasks including organizing 
protests, making bombs and committing assassination. He established the Restoration Society 
(Guangfuhui) in 1904, joined in Sun Yet-Sen’s Revolutionary Alliance (Tongmenghui) the 
following year, and headed its Shanghai branch. See Edwards, Gender 54-55; Qi 557-558.  
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more women to join and fight in suicide missions.221 Also, Sun could escape from assassinations 
conducted by the Manchu for being under protection by two female bodyguards, Yin Ruizhi and 
Yin Weijun, trained by Qiu Jin.222 Meanwhile, individual women volunteered to serve in men’s 
armies as soldiers. As early as in 1900, Zhou Fuzhen, Mao Zhixiang, and Liu Huifang joined the 
Independence Army (Zili jun) and fought along with other men in the Hanko Uprising.223 The 
death of the three women marked the beginning of Chinese women’s direct military engagement 
in the Chinese revolution.  
In addition to male revolutionaries, women leaders, including radical feminists and 
female students overseas, also eagerly recruited women from all walks of lives to join in battles 
that toppled the imperial court. Female leaders, such as Qiu Jin, Yin Weijun, and Xin Suzhen, 
further sought to organize women’s battalions; more than hundreds of women joined the 
revolutionary army and died in failed uprisings.224 Women from lower social classes, albeit in a 
relatively smaller number, also joined women’s societies to support suicide operations and 
espionage activities.225 Taking charge of weapons, Chinese women from various backgrounds 
                                                          
221 Sun Yet-sen (1866-1925) founded the China’s Revival Society (Xingzhonghui) in 1894 and 
renamed it as the “Revolutionary Alliance” in 1905 by merging his society with Cai’s 
Restoration Society. He sponsored some female members’ admission into the Revolutionary 
Alliance, i.e. He Xiangning (1878-1972), who later became a significant Chinese leftist feminist 
and political leader in both KMT and CCP. See Y. Li, “Sun Yet-sen” 61. 
222 Sun Yet-sen received help from several Daoist martial art experts, including two female 
bodyguards, Yin Ruizhi and Yin Weijun, who were Qiu Jin’s students at the Mingdao Girls’ 
School (Mingdao nüxue). See Lin W., “Activities” 258 and “Work” 305; Wang J. 139.  
223 See Lin W., “Work” 317; Lü History 268. 
224 Some research shows that around two hundred women participated in the 1911 Revolution; 
yet, historical records suggest the actual number of Chinese women involved in the battles 
should be bigger. See Lin W., “Work” 298; Qi 559. For Chinese women’s armies created during 
this period, see the following passage. 
225 Some of the women who took charge of espionage during the revolution were prostitutes. See 
Lin W., “Work” 313, 325, and 330. 
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directly engaged in violent conflicts that led to the tumultuous collapse of the Chinese imperial 
court in 1911. 
 Among female revolutionaries, Qiu Jin was the most influential; she first co-founded the 
Humanitarian Association (Gongaihui) while studying in Japan; later she joined rebel groups, 
including Sun’s Revolutionary Alliance and the Restoration Society (Guangfuhui). She headed 
regional branches of secret societies to conduct covert missions; she led and trained a men’s 
army for uprisings.226 To recruit girl soldiers, she presided over the Mindao Girls’ School 
(Mindao nüxue) in 1906 and established the Datong Physical Education School (Datong tiyü 
xuetang) in 1907, teaching women martial arts, gymnastics, and combat skills.227 After Qiu was 
executed in public, her female students, like Yin Weijun, continued Qiu’s work and led legions 
of women soldiers; other students, including Xin Suzhen from Shangxia Girls’ School, were 
inspired by her death and formed women’s battalions to undertake assassination missions and 
bombing attacks.228  
                                                          
226 In Japan, Qiu Jin co-founded the Humanitarian Association (Gongaihui) with Chen Xiefen in 
1904. Qiu joined the Restoration Society in 1905 and began to recruit soldiers for the Restoration 
Army (Guangfu jun). Qiu entered Sun’s Revolutionary Alliance in Tokyo months later and was 
assigned to head the branch of Zhejiang, China. See Hong and Mangan 38, Judge, “Talent” 790-
794, Lin D. 83, Shao 121-123.  
227 In1907, Qiu Jin created the North District Sports Society (Chengbei tiyühui), the first sports 
scoeity in China founded by women. She reoragnized the Datong Normal College (Datong shifan 
xuetang) by merging it with her society and renamed it as the “Datong Physical Education 
School.” See Hong and Mangan 42-43, Judge, “Talent” 790, Shao 124-126, Xu and Wang 2. 
228 Around 1911, several women’s regiments were created under the name of “northern 
expedition” troops, the best know of which was the Chekiang Women’s Northern Expedition 
Troop (Zhejiang nüzi beifadui), affliated with the New Army in Zhejiang and led by Yin Weijun. 
Some women’s forces fought as reinforcements to revolutionary armies, including the Women’s 
Restoration Army (Nüzi guangfujun) led by Lin Zongxue, the Women’s National Army (Nüzi 
guominjun) organized by Xin Suzhen, and the Kwangtung Women’s Dynamite Squad 
(Guangdong beifa zhadandui) under the command of Xu Mulan. Several military societies were 
founded as women’s military academies; among them were the Women’s Martial Society (Nüzi 
shangwuhui), the Women’s Martial League (Nüzi jingwu tongmenghui), and the League of 
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After the Xinhai Revolution in 1911, Chinese women’s active military involvement 
declined for more than a decade because of warlord dictatorship; Chinese women, therefore, 
were not active during World War I. Yet, the signing of the Treaty of Versailles evoked a storm 
of riotous demonstrations and a series of military conflicts in China, drawing Chinese women 
into war work. The year of 1912 marked the birth of modern China in Beijing; the precarious 
republic, controlled by military autocrats throughout the 1910s, dissolved women’s armies and 
acknowledged no legal rights of women.229 The battalion women turned into the first generation 
of Chinese suffragettes, founding radical newspapers and leading violent protests that ended in 
arrests and disbanding.230 The Armistice of 11 November 1918 brought to a halt the First World 
War; the terms agreed in months at the Paris Peace Conference stipulated the granting of China’s 
territories to Japan, provoking massive student rallies and violent worker demonstrations in 
China during May 1919. These protests sparked “May Fourth,” an influential movement 
advocating cultural reforms which constituted an empowering yet problematic feminist 
discourse.231 Women were extensively encouraged to challenge cultural traditions and to join 
social moments for women’s rights by exerting violence.  
                                                                                                                                                                                           
Women’s Military Training Team (Tongmeng nüzi jingwu lianxidui). See Chen D. 356; Lin W., 
“Activities” 286-291 and “Work” 323-326. 
229 In 1912, Sun Yat-sen, President of the Nanjing Provisional Government, met with Lin 
Zongsu, who founded the Women’s Suffrage Comrades’ Society (Nüzi canzheng tongzhihui), 
and he agreed to grant women suffrage. The promise was broken because of Sun’s loss of power. 
See Edwards, Gender 70-72; Lü, History 270-271. 
230 Radical female rebels, including Tang Qunying and Lin Zhongsu, who had partaken in pre-
1911 uprisings, switched their attention to the issue of suffrage after the establishment of the 
Chinese government in January 1912. The first president of the Republic of China, Yuan Shikai, 
banned Lin’s Women’s Siffrage Alliance in 1914. See Lü, History 270- 273; Jiajian Wang 578.   
231 Perspectives vary in the extent to which the May Fourth influenced women’s movements. 
Some argue that the May Fourth New Culturalists advocated cultural reform through the attack 
of Confucianism while suspiciously retaining patriarchal conventions. See Z. Wang 35-66. 
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Ensuing civil wars further provided fertile ground for absorbing feminist ideals into 
Chinese revolutionary discourses as competing political powers, including the nascent Chinese 
Communist Party (CCP) and the re-organized Kuomintang (KMT), called for women to fight in 
the name of national survival.232 Chinese women re-emerged in the wake of military campaigns 
when political authorities competed to represent China, fighting in the name of national survival 
during the mid-1920s, throughout the 1930s, and into the 1940s. On behalf of the united front 
formed by both the CCP and the KMT in 1926, Chiang Kai-shek (Jiang Jieshi) declared the 
Northern Expedition while leading the National Revolutionary Army (NRA), primarily 
constituted by male cadets of the Whampoa Military Academy.233 This campaign for China’s 
unification also stimulated a surge in the number of women enlisting in the army. The Wuhan 
Central Military and Political Institute (WCMPI) founded a girls’ school in winter 1927 that 
attracted tens of thousands of female applicants with only two hundred of them passing exams to 
register.234 As political strife incurred in early 1927 broke the united front, the institute 
dispatched a team of girl cadets, including Xie Bingying, to fight along with an anti-Chiang “iron 
army” against Chiang’s allies.235 In July 1927, Chiang and his KMT disbanded the institute and 
the women’s legion. Although being demobilized, female cadets from the WCMPI, i.e. Xie 
Bingying and Hu Lanqi, led significant missions in subsequent military conflicts, including the 
                                                          
232 The Revolutionary Alliance, originally founded by Sun Yet-sen, was reorganized into 
Kuomintang (KMT), also known as Guomindang (GMD) or the Nationalist Party. 
233 Based in Guangzhou, the Whamboa Military Academy (“Whampoa” in short hereafter) was 
created in 1924, with Soviet’s assistance, to build a national army for the Republic of China. It 
came out of the alliance between the KMT and the CCP.  
234 The Whampoa went through reorganization in 1926 and was renamed “the Central Military 
and Political Institute” (CMPI). Its Wuhan branch, the WCMPI, appeared in late 1926 and was 
mostly staffed by Chinese communists and left-wing nationalists.   
235 In May 1927, Yang Sen and Xia Douyin, two warlord allies of Chiang Kai-shek in southern 
China, attacked Wuhan against the WCMPI. The institute sent Xie and the other cadets to join 
Ye’s army, a well-disciplined force known as “iron army” which later formed the core of the 
Chinese People’s Liberation Army (PLA). 
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Long March (1934-1935) and the Second Sino-Japanese War (1937-1945).236 “The Northern 
Expedition,” Christina K. Gilmartin argues, “was primarily a male endeavor, with women 
constituting a relatively minor segment in the overall military operation” (175).237 Indeed, these 
women in the Northern Expedition might not be engaged in active combat directly like female 
revolutionaries who resorted to violence during the early 1910s. Yet, the establishment of a girls’ 
cadet school in the WCMPI denotes the official incorporation of women into Chinese army 
forces. The phenomenon of female soldiers in modern China manifests not just how Chinese 
nationalisms managed to subsume feminism but also how Chinese women sought to negotiate in 
the army.  
However short-lived, the recruitment of women into the military academy helped 
institutionalize a position for women within the Chinese army. Furthermore, in addition to 
patriotism, financial incentives initiated by the call for national revolution also testified the 
emergence of military service as a new option of modern employment for women. The WCMPI 
awarded free tuition to girl students and provided them with room and board; the institute also 
supplied them with soldier uniforms and weapons, including guns. The most attractive offer to 
every girl cadet was a decent salary that amounted to nearly double a regular soldier’s income.238 
Since military service entailed precious earnings, republican Chinese women were drawn to the 
army because military enlistment not only represented a high calling of patriotism but also 
indicated a new opportunity of employment. Army service, therefore, offered women a chance to 
                                                          
236 Like Xie Bingying, Hu Lanqi (1901-1994) also studied in the girls’ program of the WCMPI 
and organized a medical team during the Second Sino-Japanese War. 
237 Gilmartin argues that Chinese women played different roles in Chinese revolutions for their 
military efforts took varying forms. She defines women’s war work during the Northern 
Expedition to be comparatively minor efforts under male leadership. See Gilmartin 175. 
238 In the 1920s, a regular soldier in Jiangxi earned four dollars a month; in Hunan, the monthly 
pay was six dollars. In the WCMPI, girl students earned twelve dollars a month. See Lü, “Good 
Girls” 198; Wang and Li 22-46.   
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resist social constraints. Mobilized by political powers and attracted by financial benefits, 
women in late 1920s’s Republican China joined the army and formed a battalion, fighting side 
by side with male comrades at the front.  
While socio-economic pressure and political chaos of the past centuries in China 
precipitated war that opened a door to female enlistment, Chinese women were encouraged to 
fight as soldiers primarily under the impact of a war culture saturated with tales of warrior 
heroines. A culture of telling war stories about female heroes and celebrating legendary Chinese 
women warriors took shape as folk art by the eighteenth century. Experiences of sharing heroic 
women’s stories facilitated a sense of belonging among Chinese women as they imagined 
through storytelling a world of female valor. For centuries in imperial China, the folk art of 
“tanci” had prevailed particularly among women first as a mode of oral storytelling; derived 
from the oral tradition, tanci fiction (tanci xiaoshuo) later emerged as a genre of popular fiction 
written by elite women.239 Tanci novels even acquired a reputation as “women’s textbooks” for 
good reception and overwhelming popularity among women (Di 170). Stories of tanci 
predominantly feature cross-dressed warrior heroines modeled on Chinese historical women 
soldiers, e.g. the Song female warrior Liang Hongyü (1102-35) and the late Ming women general 
Qin Liangyü (1574-1648).240 The growth of both tanci performance and tanci fiction during the 
                                                          
239 “Tanci,” literally “plucking lyrics,” features both singing and speech in the vernacular 
(Chinese) with the playing of music (Bender 3). Few elite women turned to the writing of tanci 
fiction (or “chantefable narratives”), composed in Mandarin only for reading. Historians believe 
both tanci and tanci fictions had become popular no later than the beginning of Qing (around the 
late seventeenth century). Critics note that both “tanci” and “tanci fiction” were viewed as a 
feminine form of Chinese storytelling in comparison with the oral tradition of “shuoshu” 
(“speaking books”) and the genre of “baihua xiaoshuo” (vernacular fiction) (Bender 6). See 
Bender 3-6; L Guo 12-13; S. Hu, “Reading” 305-311.  
240 Most women-authored tanci novels feature female heroines who cross-dress to escape from 
home and fight like men, creating popular fictional female characters such as Meng Lijun. See S. 
Hu, “Reading” 15-16. Female tanci novelists also had story characters modelled on daring 
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long nineteenth century, therefore, provided women, both illiterate and educated, ample access to 
storytelling traditions that mythologized Chinese warrior heroines. Such a “female military 
legacy” developed a sense of connectedness among women authors, educated female readers, 
and illiterate women audiences (L Guo 74). Through experiences of writing, reading, and 
listening to heroic women’s stories, an “imagined” community of Chinese women was 
created.241  
At the turn of the twentieth century, this women’s community expanded drastically 
owing to a substantial increase in female literacy level and a rapid growth of women’s 
publications that significantly widened the spread of war messages. Recognizing a need to devise 
new paradigms for womanhood, the first generation of Chinese women journalists and female 
editors, including Qiu Jin and Chen Xiefen, sought heroic models first from foreign cultures and 
later back in the Chinese history to galvanize women into action for revolution.242 They 
published martial stories of militant women in other cultures, e.g. the famous heroine of the 
Middle Ages, Joan of Arc; the anarchist assassin of Tsar Alexander II, Sophia Perovskaya.243 
The biographies were mediated to provide guidance on patriotic womanhood at a time of China’s 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
women in local histories. For instance, Qiu Xinru, a native of the hometown of Liang Hongyü 
and Qing Liangyü, wrote Blossom from the Brush (Bishenghua), whose female characters had 
the same royal titles and achievements as those of Liang and Qing. See L. Guo, 73-74.  
241 Siao-chen Hu argues that reading and writing tanci fiction shaped an imagined literary 
community among female tanci authors and well-educated women readers. See S Hu “Reading” 
308-311. This chapter further considers women readers with limited or no literacy who had 
access to tanci by listening to tanci performances.  
242 Chen Xiefen, one of the first female editors for Chinese feminist periodicals, founded the 
Women’s Journal (Nübao) in 1902 that lasted for only thirteen issues for being discontinued in 
1903. In the journal (renamed Nüxuebao later), Chen published world-famous women’s 
biographies, covering from Louise Michel to Charlotte Corday and Madame Roland. See Xia, 
“The Great Diversity” 222 and “Western” 6-11. 
243 Qiu Jin composed songs praising female patriots and serialized their life stories, urging 
Chinese women to take up arms by “following in the footsteps of Madame Roland, Anita, Sophia 
Perofskaya, Harriet Beecher Stowe, and Joan of Arc” (Dooling and Torgeson 44; sic). See Bao 
171-173; Dooling and Torgeson 43-46; Volz 476; Xia, “Songs” 16-17. 
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crisis.244 The women editors also issued or serialized works that celebrated Chinese female 
soldiers, like Mulan, Liang Hongyü, and Qing Liangyü, in diverse genres ranging from 
biography to poetry and ballads for the illiterate.245 Unreservedly, these feminist authors adapted 
chivalrous women into feminist role models by manufacturing new standard readers out of 
ancient and foreign tales of female heroism as model textbooks for women’s primary 
education.246 As students read and chanted about women warriors at school, the young pupils 
were inevitably encouraged to put female patriotism into practice through military violence.  
The phenomenon of narrativizing “Strong Women” persisted throughout the early 
decades of the twentieth century as Chinese women took up arms, first collapsing the imperial 
court, then overthrowing warlord dictators, and later defensing against Japanese attacks. Despite 
political backlash against suffragette aggression, tales of women warriors continued to be 
published in the 1910s, which explains why Chinese women in the 1920s resorted to legends of 
women’s heroism in the face of war. 247 In 1925, two young women, Hong Yun and Jin Huishu, 
appealed to the achievement of brave women as Mulan and Sophia Perovskaya in their writings 
                                                          
244 With foreign women’s biographies published to create paradigms of Chinese womanhood, 
feminist editors further revised the world heroines’ biographical stories as a way of “reforming 
the character of Chinese women” (Xia “Western” 11). See Xia, “The Great Diversity” 224-230 
and “Western” 6-11; Judge, “Expanding” 19-25. 
245 For example, Qiu Jin wrote on warrior heroines, inclduing Qin Liangyu, Shen Yunying 
(1622-1659), and Mulan, in classical and colloquial Chinese to reach a wider readership. For 
Qiu’s poetry in classical Chinese, see L Wang 32-33 and W Li 104-105; for her use of a simpler 
language in the Vernacular News (Baihua bao, 1904) and the Chinese Women’s Journal 
(Zhongguo nübao, 1906), see Judge, “Expanding” 21-22; Volz 476-478.  
246 Chen Xiefen, for instance, announced first in the opening issue of the Journal of Women’s 
Studies (founded in 1898 in Shanghai) and later in her Women’s Journal that serial biographical 
accounts of heroic women should be read as textbooks for new-style girls’ primary education. 
The two newspapers further created the column of “Changge”(“singing”) to publish songs for 
music lessons in girls’ primary schools. See Xia, “The Great Diversity” 220-; “Western” 4-11. 
247 In the 1910s, stories of Shen Yunying and Qing Liangyü were reissued either as biographies 
or in popular literary magazines such as Forrest of Novels (Xiaoshui lin). Shen’s heroism was 
extensively celebrated in popular literature published during the Second Sino-Japanese War. See 
W. Li 87, 90-91.  
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to demand women’s rights to enlist in the army.248 Their requests initiated fierce debates in 
southern China about women soldiers, preparing the ground for the establishment in 1927 of the 
first girls’ program and the first girl cadre in the modern Chinese army.249 Publications featuring 
ancient women warriors reached the height between the 1930s and 1940s as China became a 
battlefield of World War Two. Immersed in the myths of national heroines, Chinese women 
donned uniforms and shouldered guns, turning soldiers to save their nation in crisis.  
More significantly, in twentieth-century China, female rebels were not only inspired by 
legends of warrior maidens, but they also became myths through storytelling. Their stories 
evolved into new narrative threads to be woven back into legends of Chinese heroines, 
perpetuating the myth of China’s Woman Warrior. Female revolutionists, such as Qiu Jin and He 
Xiangning, grew up absorbed in national heroines’ violent stories and recruited more women 
coming from this storytelling community into insurgent groups through radical writings.250 Their 
works not simply served as propaganda tools mobilizing women to take up battles, but after these 
heroines’ death, a variety of cultural accounts portraying them as martyrs remained in circulation 
within Chinese women’s storytelling community.  
                                                          
248 On the International Women’s Day of 1925, Hong Yun published an article in Chinese 
Soldiers (Zhongguo junren), urging Chinese women to enlist in the army by following examples, 
including the Amazons, Sophia Perovskaya, and female soldiers in the Russian Red Army as 
well as Mulan and the women’s Northern Expedition armies. Months later, Jin Huishu wrote 
letters to petition the KMT and the Whampoa for women’s enrollment in the all-men military 
academy. See Hong; Lü, History 449-450. 
249 News critics slandered Hong Yun and lampooned the notion of female enlistment soon after 
her article appeared. Chinese Soldiers published a reply in which Li Zhilong defended the need 
of enrolling women in the military academy while referring to Jin Huishu’s two letters. See Li Z.  
250 Like Qiu Jin, He Xiangning was one of the first women joining Sun Yat-sen’s Revolutionary 
Alliance, studied in Japan, and published polemics to advocate revolution, such as “Jingao 
quanguo nüjie tongbao shu” (“A Letter to All the Women in Our Nation”). An active feminist in 
both KMT and CCP, she led several women’s programs in the 1920s while being appointed as 
director of Nationalist Women’s Department and continued to serve in the CCP government after 
1949. See Gilmartin 158-159, 162, 184, 222-223, 238.  
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As diverse stories fueled the cultural imagination of a forceful Chinese heroine, women 
revolutionaries, particularly Qiu Jin, further developed into new iconic figures of Chinese female 
heroism. After Qiu’s public execution in June 1907, periodicals began to intensively cover her 
death and publish her writings; meanwhile, popular literature characterizing her as a rebel like 
Perovskaya mushroomed.251 Such “Qiu Jin literature” prompted hundreds of women to embrace 
anarchism and to join rebel activities in the pre-1912 uprisings as assassins, bombing squad 
members, and foot soldiers.252 At the beginning of Republican China, political authorities vied to 
relocate Qiu Jin’s corpse in memory of the 1911 revolution; Qiu’s reburial thereby resuscitated 
revolutionary fervor and shaped this rebel woman as a martyr.253 Although the 1910s witnessed 
short duration of Chinese women’s armies, tales of these female fighters, including Qiu Jin, 
lingered on. Republican Chinese historian, Xu Tianxiao, published histories of Chinese heroines 
wherein these female troopers, including Qiu Jin, were honored as paradigms.254 Thereafter, Qiu 
entered Chinese women’s hall of fame, along with the other battalion women she inspired, and 
evolved into a legendary female hero. Hu Lanqi once recalled in her memoir that she overheard 
                                                          
251 After Qiu’s execution, women’s periodicals, like Women’s World (Nüzi shijie) and Women’s 
Gazette in China (Shenzhou nübao), and influential newspapers, including Shibao, Shenbao and 
Wenhui bao, published criticisms of the Qing court and works to mourn her death. See Huang 
10-11, 44-45. Literary works in memory of her martyrdom spawned during the first two decades 
of the twentieth century, e.g. Liuyue Shuang (Frost in June), first issued in 1907 as a chuanqi 
(romance) and later in 1911 published as a novel; Xuanting fuhua ji (Revival in Xuanting), 
released in 1907. Literature featuring Qiu continued to appear, such as Xia Yan’s play Freedom 
Spirits (Ziyou hun) (1936) and Guo Moruo’s “Nala de daan (Nora’s Answer) (1936)”. See Y. Hu 
124-127, 129-133; Lü 270; Xia, “Qiu Jin” 1-7. 
252 The term of “Qiu Jin wenxue” (“Qiu Jin literature”), coined by Guo Yanl, first appeared in 
1987 to refer to Qiu’s writings. Later critics, such as Xia Xiaohong, used this phrase for literary 
works inspired by Qiu Jin’s death. See Y Guo; Xia, “Qiu Jin” 7-8.  
253 Nine reburials of Qiu Jin were held in the history of modern China. For the controversy of 
burying Qiu Jin since her death until 1912, see Hu Y., “Qiu”; Huang Z.; Xia. 
254 Xue Tianxiao’s New History of Chinese Women (Shengzhou nüzi xinshi) was released in 
1913, tracing life histories of nearly four hundred Chinese women from ancient to imperial till 
modern China, among whom Qiu Jin and the other revolutionary women in the 1910s were 
included in the republican era. See Yi 184, 189, 193. 
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Qiu Jin’s stories of cross-dressing and fighting as a child from her mother inspired Hu to became 
a cadet of the WCMPI and join the army in 1920s.255 Likewise, Qu Yifang remembered having 
learned at grade school about Qiu Jin’s heroism that significantly encouraged Qu to volunteer in 
the Chinese Communist armies in the 1930s.256 Qiu epitomized China’s mythic warrior heroine, 
awakening passion for female militancy in the storytelling sisterhood and driving some of the 
women to serve in the ranks. 
Such a culture of “imagining” and “becoming” powerful women nourished Chinese 
women to the extent that they volunteered in the army to actively participate in nation building. 
Critics, such as Lü Fangshang and Xu Huiqi, argue that Chinese women joined war in pursuit of 
masculine valor; Xia Xiaohong and Ying Hu also note that female enlistment promised no 
progress for women’s rights. Chinese women’s armies were indeed rare and dissolved soon; they 
were also hardly liberated from socio-economic constraints or political authorities as their nation 
struggled in wars waged during the twentieth century.257 However, the sharing of war heroines’ 
tales inherent in the cultural practice of female storytelling developed hidden calls to war. This 
communal sense of belonging in the realm of imagination empowered these women to assert 
their agency through enlistment. Women warriors, like Qiu Jin, propagated tales of intrepid 
women, contributed their war writings, and eventually became themselves iconic figures of 
female heroism.  
                                                          
255 Hu Lanqi wrote that she heard Qiu Jin’s stories from her mother and female relatives who 
read about Qiu in newspapers. Hu also recalled her memory of singing “The Song of the Woman 
Soldier” and reading “the Ballad of Mulan” in middle school. See Stapleton 159-160, 164. 
256 Qu was a famous patriotic soldier of the New Fourth Army, a communist force reorganized 
into the Chinese Nationalist armies in the late 1930s while the KMT and the CCP formed a 
united front again during the Second Sino-Japanese War. See Wu 24. 
257 Christina Gilmartin and Wendy Larson hold that the mobilization of Chinese women into the 
military were primarily efforts subsumed into the project of nationalism.  
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Absorbed in the same culture of myth-making, Xie Minggang proceeded to join the army 
under the name of “Xie Bingying,” weaving her own war tales that circulated within the 
imaginary world of heroines’ brave deeds. Xie Bingying “became” a soldier. As publications of 
her war stories were integrated into cultural imaginaries featuring Chinese female insurgents, 
Xie emerged from mythic memories of China’s woman warrior as a national heroine.  
II. The “Chinese Amazon” Fighting Forever 
Best-known for her soldier identity, Xie Bingying joined the army during the Northern 
Expedition of 1927 and volunteered to serve at the front as soon as the Second-Sino Japanese 
War broke out in 1937. Xie also gained a reputation of being a feminist activist as she published 
multiple war memoirs whose popularity added to her fame as a pioneering woman.258 These war 
accounts, either entitled “Autobiography” or “Diary,” portray “Xie Bingying” as a feminist rebel 
while recording significant battles she joined in.  
Xie’s biography tells a story of gender nonconformity and political rebellion inspired by 
nationalist fervor. According to her memoirs, Xie was born into a middle-class well-educated 
Chinese family at the turn of the twentieth century. In childhood, she pursued adventurous 
activities that were considered inappropriate for girls such as hand fishing in ponds or playing 
war games with boys in the open wild.259 Despite her half-bound feet, she left home for school 
after a three-day hunger strike at home to protest her mother’s will and loosed her feet. Xie 
openly defied school authorities to organize anti-imperialist protests on campus.260 Although she 
                                                          
258 Historians, such as Liu Lu and Hwang Zhangming, comment that Xie Bingying’s legendary 
life shapes the archetypal figure of an activist for women’s rights. See Hwang 70; Liu Lu 40. 
Critics including Amy D. Dooling and Jing M. Wang also consider Xie Bingying a Chinese 
feminist for her literary experiment in autobiography. See Dooling Women’s; Jing Wang.  
259 For Xie’s self-portrayal as a tom boy, see Xie, Girl Soldier 15-20.  
260 On Xie’s acts of defiance against the missionary school, see Xie, Girl Soldier 71-77. 
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was dismissed because of these riotous parades, she continued to seek advanced schooling in 
order to delay an arranged marriage.261  
When the call to recruit female students into the NRA was widely advertised in 1926 for 
the Northern Expedition,262 Xie responded instantly to join the war like many of her 
contemporaries who were forced to marry but planned to escape. Unfortunately, her unit was 
disbanded months later; her plan to postpone the planned wedding failed. Not discouraged, she 
proceeded to challenge social roles and gender conventions; she married twice, filed two 
divorces, had to abandon her first child to earn a living, and maintained several relationships 
without nuptial vows.263 No sooner had the War of Resistance against Japan been declared in 
1937 than Xie left her partner and mobilized a group of women volunteers to the front.264 She 
raised funds by writing to newspapers and formed the Hunan Women’s War Zone Service 
Corps.265 After her medical team was dissolved in months, she switched to serve as a military 
reporter shuttling to and fro between war zones; in the meantime, she edited influential 
periodicals during the 1940s. She settled down to her last marriage with a college professor at the 
end of the war and taught literature until retirement.  
                                                          
261 Xie explained the reasons for joining the army, one of which was to run away from the 
marriage arranged by her parents. See Girl Soldier 133.  
262 Several newspapers had published advertisements for the training program since November 
1926. See Lü, “Good Girls” 194-196. 
263 For Xie’s love affairs throughout her life, see Cai Dengshan.  
264 In the Chinese-speaking world, the Second Sino-Japanese War is generally known as “the 
War of Resistance against Japan” (“kangri zhanzheng”), or “the War of Resistance” 
(“kangzhan”) in short. See Vining 269. As soon as the war broke out, Xie organized an all-
women volunteers’ medical corps of sixteen girls and a male nurse. See Shi 276; Xie, New War 
Diary 11; Xie, Woman Soldier 309-310.  
265 In weeks after the war broke out, Xie organized and led the Hunan Women’s War Zone 
Service Corps (Hunan funü zhandi fuwutuan). The team departed to the front in September 1937. 
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Although Xie Bingying was appreciated as a female soldier, her military identity was 
shaped by a process of self-construction, including even her name. Interestingly, Xie’s public 
image featured a masculine female fighter under the name of “Xie Bingying,” but much of her 
perceived masculinity is founded on legends from which the mythic figure of “China’s first 
woman soldier” emerges. Xie joined the army in1927 after entering the women’s program of the 
Wuhan Central Military and Political Institute (WCMPI).266 In the summer 1926, she first 
applied with her real name, “Xie Minggang,” to the WCMPI; yet, she was disqualified for 
leading a student protest to the academy.267 Not discouraged, she reapplied using the pseudonym 
of “Xie Bingying” and fabricating a new birthplace so as to meet exam requirements.268 
Thereafter, she registered officially as “Xie Bingying,” a name that established the soldier 
identity she was widely recognized for. Honored to be “China’s First Woman Soldier,” Xie was 
neither the only nor the first female soldier in Chinese history; winning acclaim for being “A 
Woman Soldier Forever,” she indeed served in the army for months.269 On February 12, 1927, 
Xie and the other girls stood along with four thousand male students, reviewed for the first time 
                                                          
266 Conflicting sources and inconsistent translations give different names to “Wuhan zhongyang 
junshi zhengzhi xuexiao”; this dissertation follows Christina K. Gilmartin’s translation: “the 
Wuhan Central Military and Political Institute” (WCMPI). For the establishment of the institute 
and its women’s training program, see Gilmartin 188-190 and Lü History 450-452.  
267 Before officially entering the program on November 25, 1926, Xie passed the examination 
held in Hunan but lost her chance to take a second test because of leading a student protest 
against the change of recruitment policy by the Registrar. See Shi 72 and Yan 131.  
268 “Xie Bingying” was one of the pseudonyms Xie used when publishing in newspapers or 
journals. She came from Hunan but invented a new birthplace (Beijing) in order to reapply to 
take a second test. For Xie’s re-application, see Shi 70-71. 
269 Historians such as Jiang Lin and Zhang Jinxi consider the girls’ program of the WCMPI the 
beginning of the history of Chinese women soldiers; Zhang further calls the girls’ battalion as 
“the first generation of Chinese women soldiers” (“zhongguo diyidai nübing”). See Jiang 10-16; 
Zhong and Zhang 22. The title of “China’s First Woman Soldier” comes from Gu Jitang and Shi 
Nan. See note 209. Hwang Zhangming and Yan Chunde praise Xie as “A Woman Soldier 
Forever” (“yongyuan de nübing”) (Huang 70; Yan 121). 
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officially as girl cadets of the Whampoa Military Academy.270 This military review attracted 
attention from Russia that Stalin requested a photograph of the girls’ battalion.271 Months later, 
some of the girl students, including Xie, were dispatched to the front, working mostly in nursing 
and propaganda while they cropped their hair, donned male uniforms, shouldered guns, and rode 
on horses.272 Since then, Xie has been perceived as a forceful woman warrior of China.  
Different from the three female soldiers in the previous chapters who were acclaimed as 
“Joan of Arc,” Xie was addressed by various names, such as “Chinese Amazon,” “Woman 
Warrior,” and “Female G.I.”; these titles seem to imply militarized muscularity often associated 
with combat skills.273 Yet, neither did Xie appear muscular throughout her life nor did she 
engage in combat. Still, in the middle of the long war in China, she was characterized as a female 
soldier in titles like The Woman Soldier, Bingying (Nübing Bingying), published in honor of her 
volunteer work at the front.274 Such militarization of Xie’s public image inevitably fostered the 
myth of “Xie Bingying,” wherein the Chinese national heroine was defeminized by the 
                                                          
270 Research shows inconsistent numbers of the girls cadets. Lü Fangshang records that 195 girls 
were admitted; Zhang Tangqi notes that 195 girl applicants were admitted in 1926 but only 183 
registered with 30 more girls from another regiment in March 1927. Jiang Lin argues 130 girls 
attended. One of the girl cadets, Zhong Fuguang, recalled that 213 students entered the school. 
See Lü, “Good Girls” 195-196; Jiang 10; Yü 31-32; Zhang 66; Zhong 22.  
271 After Michael Borodin reported about the establishment of the WCMPI and its girls’ 
program, Stalin requested a photograph of the girl cadets reviewed in February 1927. See Shu 
14; Yi F. 9.  
272 Gilmartin holds that the training program created a new revolutionary persona for Chinese 
women: “the Amazon” (189). She argues the program invented a new role model of a Chinese 
female revolutionary, resembling the legendary Amazon warrior. See Gilmartin 189. 
273 Lin Yutang celebrated Xie as “the Chinese Amazon” in his 1939 collection, Letters of a 
Chinese Amazon and Other Essays. Lin Dan-ya and Zhou Wen-xiao praise Xie Bingying as “nü 
zhanshi” (“Woman Warrior”); they note that Xie was nicknamed as “nü qiuba” (“Female GI”). 
See Lin and Zhou 52.  
274 During the War of Resistance, Zhang Wenlan, collected war poems written as gifts to Xie by 
significant political figures, like He Xiangning, and influential authors, such as Tian Han and Liu 
Yazi, to produce a book entitled Nübing Bingying in 1940. This book also included news reports 
on Xie and her medical corps and several scripts of Xie’s war speeches. See The Bibliography. 
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metaphorical power of physical strength closely associated with her uniform, the gun on her 
shoulder, and her cropped hair. Arguably, Xie’s uniformed look, which resembles the appearance 
of a male soldier, frequently links her to both the phenomenon of “the masculine female” and the 
practice of crossdressing in early Republican China.275 Lü Fangshang argues that Republican 
Chinese women joined the army during the 1920s for a custom of female crossdressing had 
become popular since the 1910s. Revolutionary women in the early twentieth century, like Qiu 
Jin, who were dressed in male clothing in public, indeed created a model figure of female 
masculinity for Chinese women. Such connection, however, ignores the complex social reality in 
Republican China wherein multiple dynamics existed to define gender and produce gender 
relations. Chinese women, including Xie, cross-dressed not simply to imitate men. As Tze-Lan 
D. Sang reminds us, a huge and diverse vocabulary portraying female-female relations developed 
throughout the first decades of the twentieth century.276 The limited vocabulary of 
heteronormativity fails to portray the vibrant variety of gender possibilities in Republican China. 
Since female masculinity is open to various potentialities, it is problematic to attribute Xie’s 
masculine appearance to lesbianism. At its onset, Xie’s military identity took root in myths that 
developed around the fictional character of “Xie Bingying”; while Xie continued her war career, 
legends of female masculinity in Republican China further sustained her public image as a 
masculine female soldier. 
Besides being surrounded by mythic perceptions, Xie was also a gifted storyteller who 
enjoyed weaving tales of all kinds. The tales she delivered considerably enhance the myth of Xie 
                                                          
275 Huiqi Xu notes the “New Woman,” dressed like men, was a phenomenon of the 1910s and 
the 1920s. Lü Fangshang argues that Chineses women during the early republican era acted or 
behaved like men under the influence of a cultural trend: female masculinization (“ninan zhuyi”) 
(History 440). See Lü, History 442-448, 461-467; H. Xu 287-288. 
276 On the social backgrounds, cultural influences, and literary representations of “female 
homoeroticism” during the period of Republican China, see Sang 15-26.  
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Bingying as a woman warrior as she blended war in her life stories. Since her childhood, Xie had 
demonstrated her talent of storytelling while seeking opportunities of spinning stories. As a 
child, she liked to act as a shuoshu performer staging stories from her favorite novel, Water 
Margins.277 Although the youngest daughter in a traditional Chinese family, Xie was talented 
enough to summon an audience of family and neighbors listening to her doing shuoshu.278 She 
entertained and captivated the audience because her oral performance vividly reenacted the 
scenes of the novel.279 
Xie’s gift of spinning tales was also manifest in her eloquence when she gave speeches to 
a variety of audiences. Unable to join street demonstrations, she successfully mobilized student 
volunteers to join her anti-imperialist protest in the classroom; with abilities to tell impressive 
stories, she won a position in the propaganda squad to go to the front.280 While serving at the 
front for the second time, she nursed wounded soldiers and comforted them by telling powerful 
war stories. Like Sandes, Xie delivered speeches featuring sensational stories of her frontline 
experiences to raise funds for medical supplies and vehicles.281 Like Nowosiełska, Xie also 
served on behalf of the military to mobilize her compatriots through education broadcast talks 
                                                          
277 “Shuoshu,” literally meaning “telling the book,” is a genre of the Chinese oral literature; the 
art of “shuoshu” encompasses both a storyteller’s performance to a public audience and the 
recitation of history books or fictional stories. See Duan 54-55. 
278 Xie was engrossed in reciting stories in Water Margin, one of the four Chinese classic novels. 
Xie recalled several of her “talk” shows where her grandaunt gathered an audience of neighbors 
to enjoy Xie’s storytelling. See Xie, Girl Soldier 89; Yan 126. 
279 Xie was once so much engaged in acting out the stories in “Wusong Taming the Tiger” from 
Water Margin as to kick down a child who sat near the stage. See Yan 126. 
280 Xie was selected as one of the twenty girl cadets dispatched in May 1927 because of her 
abilities to write and talk persuasively. See Jiang 14-15; Shi 83-84; Xie, Girl Soldier 79; Yi F. 9. 
281 In 1937, Xie gave a speech about her frontline work in a refugee center in Shanghai opened 
by the Salvation Association of Chinese Students from Japan (Liuri tongxue jiuwang hui) to raise 
funds for medical supplies. After retreating to Wuhan, Xie was invited to talk on school campus 
about her war mission. For the Salvation Association, see Liao 229-230 and Shi 288. On Xie’s 
talks, see Shi 288, 309; Xie, New War Diary 7, 92-95; Xie, Girl Rebel 231-232.  
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about the strategy of mobilizing women while she integrated her war tales into radio scripts.282 
On the one hand, Xie’s speeches empowered her to perform the task of an orator in mobilizing 
peasant population during the war; on the other hand, from her oral tales emerged a mythic teller 
of war stories who exerted magic power of speaking in interweaving war into her personal 
narratives. The ability to spin narratives into speeches allowed Xie to bloom into a storytelling 
heroine who conquered the world through narratives.    
This storytelling heroine’s oral tales took shape. Nowadays, Xie is widely recognized as a 
female soldier author, even though she served in the army for months only. Xie’s wartime 
publications apparently outlived her brief service in the military and continuously clothed her in 
military glamour that, amidst the various calls for national unity in Republican China, caught 
attention from different political parties. An enthusiastic contributor to newspapers,283 Xie 
mailed to the Central Daily News Supplements (Zhongyang fukan, or CDNS) her diary entries 
that recorded her war experiences on her march to the front.284 The ongoing war boosted the sale 
of wartime newspapers, and her news articles launched her fame as a patriotic soldier writer.285 
She left the army months later, but her wartime publicity, in particular the six diary pieces issued 
in the CDNS, had already decorated her as a national war heroine since then. In 1929, Xie 
collected the news articles into a memoir, War Diary (Congjun riji); after an escape from 
                                                          
282 Xie broadcasted talks on the Central Broadcasting Radio (Zhongyang guangbo diantai), . For 
the broadcast scripts, see Xie New War Diary 428-445. 
283 Xie frequently published in the Revolution Daily News (Geming Ribao, or RDN), a campus 
newspaper of the WCMPI. Her best-known piece in the RDN, “To My Fellow Girl Cadets” (“Gei 
nü tongxue”) was later included in War Diary (1929) and published by her editor brother in the 
Changsha Popular Daily News. See Qin 190; Shi 84; Xie, Girl Soldier 118; Zhou 119.  
284 The Central Daily News Supplements is a supplementary edition for the Central Daily News 
(Zhongyang Ribao, or CDN), a party organ founded in Wuhan by the KMT in March 1927 but 
discontinued in September 1927 for its attack on Chiang Kai-shek. The CDN was reissued in 
Shanghai by Chiang’s supporters in February 1928 and moved to Nanjing in 1929. 
285  On how and why Xie’s CDNS articles found an immediate, huge success, see Zhou 120. 
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Japanese police custody, she produced The Autobiography of a Girl Soldier (Yige nübing de 
zizhuan) in 1936.286 Although a civilian, she presented herself in militarized terms through 
publications in the name of a female warrior, reviving her soldier image of the 1920s in the 
1930s when battles cries grew louder. As the war against Japan broke out in 1937, she 
volunteered immediately and led a self-assigned medical mission. While leading her service 
corps, she became even more active than when she was at the front a decade earlier in 
documenting about the war she witnessed. Once again, she submitted her war diary entries either 
to patriotic newspapers in exchange for hard copies to be sent to the front or to pro-communist 
journals so as to reach more audiences.287 After her medical team being disbanded, she continued 
to serve as a war correspondent, editing both newspaper supplements and periodicals in war zone 
while publishing her writings under different pseudonyms.288 She wrote popular literature from 
novels to short stories, all preaching jingoistic patriotism to the public.289 Meanwhile, she 
                                                          
286 This dissertation considers War Diary as Xie’s first work in the series of war memoirs. The 
Autobiography of a Girl Soldier is referenced as Girl Soldier in short. 
287 Xie visited patriotic news agencies she frequently contributed to, including the Dagong Bao, 
the Literature and Art Monthly (Wenyi yuebao), the National Voice (Minzu husheng), and the 
Salvation Daily (Jiuwang ribao), an anti-Japanese newspaper created in August 1937 by the 
Shanghai Cultural Salvation Association (Shanghai wenhua jie jiuwang xiehui) and primarily 
operated by Chinese communists, to ask for news copies sent to the front. On the Dagong Bao, 
see X Cai 63, Shi 288; the Literature and Art Monthly, see Defen Wang 35, Shi 314; the 
National Voice, see Shi 298, Zhang 66; the Salvation Daily, see Coble 23, Shi 288, Yang 238. 
288 Xie used several pseudonyms, including “Lin Lan,” “Nanzhi,” “Yingzi,” etc.; she edited 
peiodicals such as Xiechao (Bloody Tides), a supplement to anti-KMT-government Xinmin News 
(Xinmin Bao), and Huanghe (Yellow River), a literay journal. For Xie’s pseudonyms, see Wu 
247. On Xie’s editorship, see Shi 340, 354; Sun 216-218; Xie, A Diary 4. 
289 Xie worked as a contract writer for the Ministry of Education in the nationalist government,  
writing for the public popular war literature, including novels, like Governor Mao Enlisted (Mao 
zhishi congjun), and short stories, such as “The Traitor’s Son” ( “Hanjian de erxi”) and 
“Grandma Wang of Haozhuo” (“Haozhou Wang taipo”). See Shi 314; Xie, A Diary 4.  
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assembled articles scattered in periodicals to produce prose collections.290 More importantly, she 
published in 1938 New War Diary (Xin congjun riji), whose title intertextually linked this work 
with her earlier war text, War Diary. This new war diary volume, along with the other war 
writings, conveniently evoked the public memory of “Xie Bingying” as a female warrior in the 
Northern Expedition. Even though this heroine assumed every task but that of doing combat 
during the War of Resistance against Japan, her war accounts in the 1930s  and the early 1940s 
considerably promoted the myth of “Commander Xie” (“Xie tuanzhang”), a warrior queen 
leading a women’s battalion in a time of national crisis.291 After the war ended in 1945, she 
produced two more war memoirs, Ten Years as a Woman Soldier (Nübing shinian) and The 
Autobiography of a Woman Soldier (Nübing zizhuan), released in 1946 and in 1949 respectively. 
These war texts once again reinvigorated the symbol of a national heroine who, wielding both a 
gun and a pen, rescued a China in crisis. Inevitably, Xie’s wartime writings perpetuate the myth 
wherein a female warrior-writer, known as Xie Bingying, the embodiment of Modern China, not 
only fights with courage but also writes with blood.  
As Xie’s popular war writings portrayed wars she fought for China and thereby 
characterized her as a prolific Chinese female soldier writer, she indeed held lifelong 
commitment to writing in multiple genres through which she dealt with a variety of themes. A 
distinguished woman of letters, Xie produced voluminous writings across genres throughout her 
life for fighting another war: her war on gender. Certainly, her war writings, either issued in 
1927 or later during the war against Japan, established her fame as a nationalist soldier writer. 
                                                          
290 For example, At the Front (Zai huoxian shang), A Pilgrimage to The Fifth War Zone (Diwu 
zhanqu xunli), The Soldier’s Hand (Zhanshi di shou), and War Essays (Junzhong suibi) are 
collections published in 1938 that included Xie’s war reportage issued between 1937 and 1938.  
291 Xie was hailed as “Commander Xie” for organizing and leading the Hunan Women’s War 
Zone Service Corps. See Shi 276; Xie New War Diary 11.   
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Yet, Xie not only wrote to mobilize while she served in or with the army during war, but she also 
sought to write in her post-war career as a way of continuing the war that opened up for her 
opportunities to transgress gender roles, although temporarily. Therefore, one can see her war 
experiences of “performing” gender roles at the front reflected in the writings she published to 
voice women’s concerns. When Xie and Lu Jingqing staged a battle of words in the newspaper 
for which they served as coeditors, they wrote a series of letters under multiple pseudonyms each 
of which was disguised as a reader defending a standpoint pertaining to gender issues.292 The 
discussions were performed so successfully that Zhou Zuoren published a rebuttal to the 
argument against women’s rights by “Gray,” who turned out to be a fictional identity Xie 
improvised in this debate.293 The battle of words recalls the battles she documented in her war 
stories that portray problematic gender categories for her multiple roles at the front. 
Interestingly, some critics question Xie’s fickle political commitment by attributing her 
fervent anti-communism in Taiwan to inconsistent attitudes towards women’s issues whereas 
others celebrate this female soldier as a pioneering feminist for her early war efforts. This 
chapter argues that she had never deviated from the path of fighting a war on gender whatever 
political position she might seem to have been holding. While the CCP and the KMT cooperated 
once again to resist Japan’s attack in 1937, she flung herself into the war fever, fully engaged in 
both medical missions and propaganda work like many educated Chinese women. She worked 
for the KMT government, editing or publishing patriotic publications and broadcasting jingoistic 
talks on behalf of the Ministry of Education. Dissociated herself from political forces, she 
                                                          
292 In 1929, Lu Jingqing, a student editor of the Beijing Women’s Normal University (Beiping nü 
shida), invited Xie to co-edit Republican Daily News Supplement (Minguo ribao fukan), a 
literary supplement to the Republican Daily News, the KMT’s party organ. See Shi 180-181.  
293 Zhou Zuoren, an influential writer in Republican China, sent a reply as editor of the New 
Youth at the invitaionof Xie and Lu to refute an argument against feminism by “Gelei” (“Gray”), 
one of Xie’s pseudonyms that she selected to misrepresent her sex. See Shi 180-181. 
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founded a daycare center to support professional women with children seeking employment in 
chaotic post-war China like her. Besides, she emigrated to Taipei in 1948 not because of escape 
from communists but for a teaching position in college received before the retreat of Chiang’s 
KMT government from China. While Chiang’s regime settled in Taiwan after 1949, she 
maintained a life-long career of teaching besides writing, witnessing violence of the white terror 
by the KMT and its government.294 Sponsored by the government, Xie co-founded with other 
émigré women writers the Women’s Writing Association (Funü xiezuo xiehui), whose mission 
included creating “combat literature and art” (Yeh 109).295 This founding member of the WWA 
produced “combat literature” to echo militaristic sentiments of Chiang’s “Cultural Cleansing 
Movement”;296 yet, she also continued to publish works criticizing women’s oppression.297  
This may well explain why Xie was involved in “The Lock of the Heart Controversy” 
that drew criticisms about her feminist efforts. In 1962, Xie voted to terminate Guo Lainghui’s 
WWA membership as a protest against Guo’s novel The Lock of the Heart (Xinsuo) that 
portrayed female sexuality and incest audaciously. Xie lodged a complaint to the government 
and reported to the WAA; soon a government ban on the novel was issued, and another of Guo’s 
                                                          
294 Chiang exerted absolute control over the KMT after the enactment of both martial law and the 
Mobilization Anti-Rebellion Law, turning Taiwan a military state. The “White Terror” in Taiwan 
refers to the priod under Chiang’s autocracy since February 1949. See Udden 19-21. 
295 The Chinese Writers’ and Artists’ Association (Zhongguo wenyi xiehui, or CWAA) were 
created in 1950 to advocate “combat literature and art” (“zhandou wenyi”), followed by the 
founding of the Chinese Youth Writing Association (Zhongguo qingnian xiezuo xiehui) in 1953 
and of the Chinese Women’s Writing Association (Zhongguo funü xiezuo xiehui, or CWWA) in 
1955 (Yeh 119). The CWWA was reorganized as the “Women’s Writing Association in Taiwan” 
(“Taiwan funü xiezuo xiehui,” or WWA). See Yeh 119-120.  
296 In 1954, the CWAA launched the “Cultural Cleansing Movement,” whose goal was to purify 
Chinese culture from “pernicious” influences represented by three colors: “‘Red’ (communistic), 
‘Black’ (pessimistic views of the underside of society) and ‘Yellow’ (licentious, pornographic) 
elements” (Udden 24). See Lancashire 462-463; Udden 24-25. 
297 Xie published Holy Spirit (Shengjie de linghun) in 1954, attacking child abuse and child 
brides; her Love in Baguio (Biyao zhi lian) was released in 1956, portraying social problems 
overseas Chinese students in Philippines faced. 
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writing membership was annulled.298 This Chinese professor later wrote a public letter to Guo in 
which the novelist was not only accused of writing obscene stories but also blamed for wearing 
lipstick that “didn’t suit a writer” (“An” 204). Soon after Xie’s accusation, debates about this 
controversy erupted on writers’ social responsibility versus artistic freedom, governmental 
control versus writers’ self-censorship, and social conservatism versus literary avant-gardism.299 
Xie seemed to have transformed into a conservative anti-communist matriarch policing literary 
productions in moral terms amidst this controversy of literary obscenity.  
Undeniably, Xie’s dedication to education shaped her firm belief that writing was aimed 
to teach and to preach; she held it self-evident accordingly that an excellent writer took 
responsibility for implementing literary nationalism and overseeing the “health” of national 
literature. However, we should also note that Xie’s claims for attractive appearance as a marker 
of decadent modernity resonated with social and literary debates over women’s clothing and 
appearance starting from late 1920s in China. Her radical approaches to the controversy in the 
early 1960s in Taiwan had their roots in the contempt she felt and expressed in war memoirs for 
“modeng nüxing” (“Pseudo-modern Woman”), a figure embodying problematic modernity of 
China during the 1930s. The 1960s controversy allows us to understand that in a highly-
politicized battle of words, Xie took sides against Guo’s literary experiment not so much for 
political correctness as out of gender concerns. It is, therefore, problematic to read the wars 
depicted in her memoirs solely in political terms.  
                                                          
298 At Su Xuelin and Xie’s proposal, the WWA cancelled Guo Lianghui’s membership. Xinsuo 
(The Lock of the Heart) was banned in January 1963. Sue submitted a negative review of the 
novel in March, while Xie published a public letter to Guo in May; Guo’s CWAA membership 
was revoked soon afterwards. See Lancashire 469-472; P. Lin 257-258; Ying 50-54. 
299 For more details of the debates, see Lancashire 469-487; P. Lin 258; Ying 50-54. 
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Xie served as an all-time warrior who fought constantly throughout her life with a 
weapon, be it a gun, a pen, or a chalk. Not only do Xie’s war writings perpetuate the myth of 
“Xie Bingying” as “China’s first woman soldier,” but her storytelling about military operations 
she was engaged in also leads us to discover another history of a Chinese woman fighting a war 
on gender throughout her life by publishing war stories.  
III. Autobiographical Representations as “Chinese Amazon” 
It is well-known that Xie achieved great fame for her idiosyncratic piece The 
Autobiography of a Woman Soldier, first issued in 1949. This volume came out of a publication 
genealogy of writing that testifies to the shifting nature of Chinese warrior womanhood.300 The 
publishing history of how this war memoir evolved communicates a visual story that reveals a 
modern Chinese heroine with one thousand faces. The 1949 edition of Woman Soldier indeed 
developed from a series of war memoirs that dating from her first day in the army Xie published; 
several distinct books evolved from this edition but were published under the same title of 
Woman Soldier, albeit at different times. Therefore, variations among different editions offer 
clues to the strategic ways in which this Chinese woman soldier was represented. The genesis of 
this famous work harks back to the publication of Xie’s six articles in the Central Daily News 
Supplements in 1927. As battles raged in May 1927, Sun Fuyuan, editor of the CDNS, who had 
already published male soldiers’ writings that year, received Xie’s letters that recorded her march 
with the army.301 Knowing girl soldiers’ entries would sell better, Sun published Xie’s letters 
instantly in the CDNS in six installments with titles he produced, such as “A Marching Diary” 
                                                          
300 This war memoir is referenced in short as “Woman Soldier” hereafter. 
301 Under Sun Fuyuan’s editorship, the CDNS also published war diaries by male cadets of the 
WCMPI, including Fu Yeqi (“Fu Hao”), who was Xie’s second husband, and Gu Wanchuan, a 
shared friend of Xie and Fu. See Fu 67-70 and Gu W. 287-288. 
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and “A Hilarious Story.”302 Meanwhile, Lin Yutang, an influential Chinese scholar, issued his 
translations of three of the articles in the English CDNS.303 The release in both languages at the 
times of an ongoing war drew media attention to the name and the identity of “Bingying,” who 
instantly became a war celebrity of national revolution. A progressive publisher in Shanghai 
published in 1929 War Diary that included Xie’s six CDNS pieces with two new articles she 
wrote for this publication.304 War Diary was received extremely well and was reissued in 
months, appending three more letters of Xie’s earlier writings. In the meantime, Lin published in 
1930 a collection in English, Letters of a Chinese Amazon and War-Time Essays, bringing 
translations of Xie’s letters together with his own earlier political writings issued in 1927.305 
Another leftist publisher in Shanghai released a different edition in 1931.306 Xie’s war 
experiences of the Northern Expedition were published in different venues; each time they were 
issued, those war memories were blended with other stories and evolved into a new version of 
war at a particular time.  
Like Sandes’s memoirs, therefore, Xie’s war stories should be read as a semi-series, 
although emerging in divergent political and cultural contexts. Xie’s war writing continued to 
develop into diverse war texts, each of which integrated new accounts with writings from older 
                                                          
302 Issued between May 24 and June 22, 1927, the six articles are listed as follows: “A Marching 
Dairy” (“Xingjun riji”), “A Hilarious Story” (“Yige kexi er you haoxiao de gushi”), “From a 
Marching Diary” (“Xingjun riji sanze”), “At Kaiyü” (“Jizi Jiayu”), “At Fengkow” (“Shuo bujin 
de hua liudai xiaci zaishuo”), and “From Fengkow to Hsinti” (“Cong Fengko dao Xinti”). The 
first three titles are my translations, and the others Lin Yutang’s.  
303 See Lin, Letters ix; Xie, War Diary 1-2. 
304 Spring Tides Bookstore (Chunchao shuju) was a radical publisher in Shanghai that was closed 
soon for the ban of its communist publications by the KMT authorities. 
305 Lin’s collection included only five of Xie’s six CDNS articles, omitting “A Hilarious Story”; 
Lin translated her first piece as “At Tutitang,” but this chapter prefers “A Marching Diary” (and 
its later name “War Diary”). The collection is referenced in short as Letters hereafter. 
306 Spring Tides went bankrupt in 1930; Bright Light Bookstore (Guangming shuju) published 
War Diary in 1931 and later reissued this memoir for fourteenth times. See Chen S., “This” 14.  
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editions, throughout the 1930s to the 1940s. While the 1931 edition kept being reprinted, Xie 
secured a publishing contract from a leftist editor, Zhao Jiabi, who chose “The Autobiography of 
a Woman Soldier” as the title of her writing project.307 With the autobiographical project in 
mind, Xie continually published in journals about her childhood, student life, and army career. In 
1936, she fled Tokyo and, returning to her hometown, began to collect and revise scattered 
journal articles for her project. Zhao published some of Xie’s drafts as The Autobiography of a 
Girl Soldier in summer 1936, months before the war against Japan occurred. Xie persisted in 
keeping war diaries while doing her frontline work beginning in 1937; after a large-scale retreat, 
a radical publisher collected her war diary entries and published her third memoir, New War 
Diary, in 1938.308 As the war continued, Lin and his daughters published in the U. S. in 1940 
Girl Rebel: The Autobiography of Hsieh Ping-ying, translating Girl Soldier with extracts from 
New War Diary.309 In 1946, the war ended, and  a patriotic publishing house released the sequel 
to Girl Soldier under the title of Ten Years as a Woman Soldier.310 In 1949, The Autobiography 
of a Woman Soldier, a new edition combining Girl Soldier and Ten Years, was put into print via 
a leftist publisher in Shanghai months before a communist China was established.311 Since then, 
this memoir, with its title unchanged, had been republished multiple times by varied publishers 
                                                          
307 Under the editorship of Zhao Jiabi during the 1930s, Young Companion Publishing House 
(Liangyou tushu) issued “Liangyou Literary Series,” featuring works by communists and leftist 
writers; the series included The Autobiography of a Girl Soldier.  
308 New War Diary was published by Sky Horse Bookstore (Tianma Shudian), created in 1932 by 
communist activists, Han Zhenye and Guo Jintang, for the Left League. 
309 The John Day Company published Girl Rebel in New York in 1940; meanwhile in Shanghai, 
People’s Light Bookstore (Minguang shuju) also issued a bilingual edition Girl Rebel: Nü pantu.  
310 Ten Years as a Woman Soldier (Ten Years in short hereafter) was first published in 1946 by 
Red-Blue Publishing (Honglan chubanshe), founded by Wang Lan. In 1947, the memoir was re-
issued by Beixin Bookstore (Beixin shuju), created originally to publish “New Literature” for 
Beijing University (Beida) and the New Tides (Xinchao She) but tunring conservative in the war.  
311 The first Woman Soldier was published in 1949 by Morning Light Publishing (Chenguang 
chuban gongsi), founded in 1946 by Zhao Jiabi and the famous communist writer Lao She. 
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across the Taiwan Strait and in the U. S.312 These publications were connected to one another 
since each grew out of its preceding book and evolved to reflect historical or political 
contingencies. Examining her war memoirs as a semi-series, one recognizes that the trope of 
woman as nation is deployed strategically in order to foreground “Xie Bingying” as a national 
heroine.   
A Chinese national heroine emerged from Xie’s war stories, but this figure is not 
characterized consistently in the accounts. Multiple sets of paratexts within the semi-series 
complicate the interpretation of this “soldier” writer since visual representations of the girl 
heroine disagree with one another. Furthermore, paratextual features, including the book cover, 
the frontispiece, and photographs within the text, reveal diverse influences in the representation 
of a Chinese woman warrior. Xie’s “signature work” evolved from six newspaper entries into 
War Diary and later Girl Soldier and New War Diary towards Ten Years to eventually Woman 
Soldier. Each of Xie’s memoirs was published at a critical historic moment when political 
powers, intellectual reformists, and social elites vied for positions of authority to oversee the 
project of building modern Chinese nationhood. In order to situate a woman warrior within the 
national project, all parties including editors, publishers, translators, and the author herself 
competed to portray the female protagonist in their own terms. Gérard Genette argues that the 
paratext “constitutes, between the text and what lies outside it, a zone not just of transition, but of 
transaction” (261; emphasis in original). Considering different sets of paratextual information in 
Xie’s memoirs, the paratext in her case creates more than a zone of transition and transaction 
                                                          
312 After 1949, Woman Soldier continued to be reissued in Taiwan by Lixing Book (Lixing 
Shuju) in 1956 and Dongda tushu (Dongda Book) in 1980, in Hong Kong by Kwong Ming Book 
in 1962, and in China by Sichuan Literature and Art Publishing (Sichuan Wenyi) in 1985. Xie’s 
daughter and son-in-law, Lily Chia Brissman and Barry Brissman, co-edited the memoir and 
published an English edition, A Woman Soldier’s Own Story.  
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between the text and the non-text. In Xie’s case, paratext serves as a threshold where histories 
and memories being recorded within the text meet and clash with ideologies and discourses 
coming from outside the text. When texts by Xie were produced at different times by multiple 
hands, oftentimes with conflicting beliefs, they inevitably created multiple “faces” of the Chinese 
woman soldier. In Xie’s war memoirs, the paratext becomes a battle zone where conflicting 
images rival one another to represent the national warrior woman.  
The conflicting images in the semi-series of Xie’s war memoirs tell visual stories that 
bring a Chinese war heroine to life; surprisingly, pictorial clues within the stories convey 
contradictory meanings that challenge readers to imagine a consistent picture of a woman 
warrior. Since visual paratexts offer hints that dictate audience expectations about how to 
imagine the protagonist, editing choices become keys to untangling the web of visual 
representations in her memoirs multiplied around the figure of a female soldier at the front. 
Inquiries into visual elements, such as a book cover image, a frontispiece drawing or inserted 
photographs in the text, help decode ambivalent messages submitted through contrasting images. 
 In Xie’s first memoir, War Diary, visual stories delivered through paratextual images 
attest to possibilities of representing a Chinese woman soldier visually. Its first edition published 
by Spring Tides in 1929 contained two drawings produced by Feng Zikai, a prestigious Chinese 
cartoonist since the early 1920s.313 The two pictorial images were supposed to visualize the look 
of a soldier, but complex messages they communicated somehow shaped two different faces. 
The first image that appeared on the front cover was a comic drawing by Feng’s six-year-old 
daughter, A-Xian. The picture shows a troop of “happy” “revolutionaries” resembling child 
                                                          
313 Feng Zikai sent two drawings to Xie for the first 1929 edition of War Diary: a sketch by his 
daughter, A Xian, and a painting signed by himself. See Shi 151; Chen S. 14.  
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soldiers wearing hearty smiles and joyful looks as if they have been playing war games.314 
Behind the young soldiers marching at night under a starry sky is a scarlet red banner standing 
upright with the book’s title of “War Diary” inscribed on it. The sharp contrast between the dark 
night and the flaming banner enhances strong emotions evoked by the inscription reading “War,” 
which implies atrocity. Yet, the kindergartener’s simple lines and plain sketches create a 
childlike picture considerably alleviating the grave tone of war implied by this memoir’s title. 
While the child’s artistic rendering on the front cover pictures a novice soldier whose naiveté 
implies passion and youth, the other sketch following it unsettles this cheerful expectation. Like 
the front cover, the frontispiece displays a painting with the memoir’s title printed above. 
However, both its rather gloomy picture featuring a stooping soldier and an endorsing signature 
reading “Zikai” on it accentuate a sentiment different from youth patriotism celebrated on the 
cover. As Feng had been well-known for his antiwar socialism since the mid-1920s, his name 
would inevitably question the glory of war that Xie’s contemporaries believed marked this 
memoir as a paradigm of revolutionary literature. Besides, the stooping soldier in the frontispiece 
drawing who rides on a tired horse holding a pole with the flag draped loosely around it certainly 
embodies neither enthusiasm nor youthfulness. Although the book cover painting presents the 
strong passion for war embraced by young revolutionaries, the frontispiece image of the soldier 
with hunched shoulders denotes anti-war sentiments. Striking disparities between the two images 
certainly disrupt the possibility of imagining a whole-heartedly patriotic girl soldier. Whereas 
“War Diary” might work as a catchy slogan to advertise the first edition as a war text, its 
frontispiece painting and the cover drawing displayed disparate representations of war.  
                                                          
314 My translation; original: “kuai huo,” “geming de minzhong” (Xie, War Diary vi-vii). 
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Given the puzzling contradictions between the two drawings, the title of “War Diary” 
further demonstrates the remarkable referential power of a book title in an era of quasi-military 
conflicts for political legitimacy. The editor of Spring Tides planted interesting messages in his 
“Editor’s Preface” that suggested an intricate yet somewhat misleading connection between this 
memoir and the six newspaper installments in the CDNS.315 Both editions of War Diary by 
Spring Tides included the same six CDNS articles in chronological order, beginning with “War 
Diary,” the first news piece that gave the memoir its title. As “Bingying” was the war celebrity 
who wrote the eponymous article, this memoir’s title might seem to allude to Xie’s news 
publications in 1927, especially with the name of “Bingying” printed on the cover. The eponym, 
nevertheless, had a history that invested the title with multiple meanings. When the “May 24” 
journal entry was titled “A Marching Diary” in 1927, Sun Fuyuan sought to draw the attention of 
his newspaper readership to an ongoing war. Since the name of “A Marching Diary” belonged to 
an army journal being kept while the diarist was on a march in 1927, it would bring to readers in 
1929 a promise of experiencing compelling immediacy of war. Interestingly, the first Spring 
Tides edition took a different book title: “War Diary.”316 Replacing “marching” with “war,” the 
new title implied more timelessness than urgency, freezing “war” in a historical vacuum as an 
ahistorical notion. Unlike “A Marching Diary” that might lead readers to a sense of immediacy, 
“War Diary” instead would direct their attention to the promise of reading a diary recording 
army experiences universal to all wars. In other words, the editor’s choice to play upon readers’ 
                                                          
315 This chapter holds that Xia Kangnong, co-founder of Spring Tides, was the anonymous editor 
of the first 1929 edition of War Diary because the initials of Xia’s original name “Kanglong” are 
the same as “K. L.,” whom Xie addressed in the letter, “To K. L.,” appended to this edition.  
316 Like in the CDNS, the first and third articles in the first 1929 edition of War Diary were 
entitled “A Marching Diary” and “From A Marching Diary”; not until the second 1929 edition 
did they switch to new headings of “War Diary” and “From War Diary”. 
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expectations by renaming the work as War Diary reveals an intention not only to evoke 
memories of raucous war cries two years before but also to present a paradigm of war writings.  
Surprisingly, however, half of this “model” text is concerned with a young woman’s 
difficult life experiences during a post-war era. The editor mentioned in “Editor’s Preface” that 
more than half of the war memoir consisted of Xie’s personal accounts written between 1928 and 
1929 about her life in Shanghai after demobilization. He also claimed that the half sketching 
post-1927 Shanghai was infused with true revolutionary spirit incarnated by a mournful ex-
soldier.317 The issue at stake in his claim is not so much a girl soldier’s passion for the war in 
1927 as deep sorrows felt by “a true revolutionary” who no longer fought at the front but 
suffered from social injustice (3). This explains why he chose to address the issue of ongoing 
debates over “revolutionary literature” that hinged on sentiments of writer-revolutionaries.  
As Spring Tides was among the progressive publishers in Shanghai that issued radical 
socialist writings in a tense political atmosphere since 1928, the editor certainly took social and 
political missions of literature into account. At the end of his notes, he wrote that “the time of ‘A 
Marching Diary,’ like the time of the past, has passed,” seeking to remind readers of calls for 
“revolutionary literature” in 1929 by bidding farewell to the war fought in 1927 (3). According 
to the editor, the time of 1927 was over, but the female veteran who still struggled afterwards 
was tempered into a true revolutionary through writings that recorded her tears shed for post-war 
challenges against imperialism and political terrorism. For him, tears in those non-war stories 
hint at a strong lament for a life without war. His endorsement of those post-war accounts further 
shows that the grief suggests a longing for a new war in the post-1927 era, thereby linking Xie’s 
                                                          
317 In the “Editor’s Preface,” the editor commented that “To K. L.” expressed Xie’s “sincere and 
unrestrained emotions,” conveying “the sorrows of a true revolutionary” (3; my translation). 
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attempts to wrestle with social hierarchy to lefty writers’ subversion against harsh political 
oppressions by Chiang’s KMT beginning in 1928. Apparently, the editor at Spring Tides 
assigned “War Diary” to the 1929 edition as its book title because he sought to create a work that 
advocated revolutionary violence through bemoaning the absence of war. Such a book title as 
“War Diary,” therefore, could successfully recast this memoir issued originally as a journal in 
memory of a war in the past into a diary advocating ongoing social revolutions in terms of 
national revolution.  
Whereas the book title reflects the editor’s attempt to mold War Diary out of 
revolutionary zeitgeist around 1929, this memoir’s preface by a prestigious writer-scholar, Lin 
Yutang, pictures this ex-soldier as a militant female veteran reclaiming her warrior past. As Lin 
chose to contextualize the war memoir within political and military histories of Republican 
China, a forceful girl soldier emerged through the power of nostalgia. Since his introduction was 
titled “Preface to Bingying’s War Diary,” the name of Bingying undoubtedly reminded Xie’s 
contemporary readership of the war celebrity in 1927: “The Girl Soldier in Northern 
Expedition.”318  
Like the editor of Spring Tides, Lin worked to forge a strong connection between this 
memoir and Xie’s CDNS articles, particularly because his English translation of those pieces 
successfully brought her to international audiences. More importantly, Lin shared with this well-
known girl soldier vehement passion for national revolution whirling around the capital city of 
Revolutionary Government since late 1926.319 After the breakup of KMT and CCP in the spring 
                                                          
318 Xie Bingying was well-known as “The Girl Soldier in Northern Expedition” (“beifa nübing”; 
my translation) throughout her life. 
319 Lin Yutang was an activist during his early career after returning to Beijing in 1923 from 
Columbia University. He published harsh political criticism and befriended radicals, particularly 
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of 1927, however, grim realities infused with political party hostilities and social problems broke 
his faith in revolution around 1928. For this once-radical professor, War Diary signified a 
romantic era during which ex-revolutionaries, including Xie and himself, believed the war would 
end all wars. Contrary to the editor, therefore, Lin sought to revive romantic war memories 
epitomized by the mighty female soldier who joined battle in 1927.  
In the preface, Lin explained that 
No doubt we find no transitions in her writing of these ‘war diaries’; nor can we 
detect any use of stylistic devices. In reading her articles, we either see a young 
girl, in uniform and sandals, wielding a fountain pen that moves swiftly without 
hesitation before an order to gear up and depart in the early dawn. Or we may find 
a girl soldier, messy and unkempt, keeps on writing fast without stop while her 
laughter rings with her comrades,’ echoing the low rippling of a distant river, or 
when battle songs from far away are played along with her neighbors’ snores. 
Writings by such an innocent yet remarkable girl who determined to revolutionize 
the world are certainly worth reading. (ix-x)320   
 
Apparently, Lin’s preface opens with a claim that renders Xie’s army diaries highly significant 
not for literary creativity, but for historical value. Lin first insisted the six diary entries that 
formed the backbone of this memoir text were unliterary for their language was simple and no 
literary devices were used. His remarks on the non-literariness of Xie’s war writings suggest a 
perspective of treating Xie’s war narratives not as works of literature. Next, he continued with a 
picture that he created to help readers imagine the war represented in the memoir. The portrayal 
of the front could lead readers seeing through Lin’s eyes back to the battlefield of 1927 where 
Xie rushed to keep journals while going on the march. This pictorial journey, therefore, turns the 
clock backwards and transforms Xie’s newspaper installments into a girl soldier’s notes taken 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
Lu Xun and Yu Dafu. After political coercion by the Beiyang government in Beijing, he escaped 
to Wuhan in 1926 and joined the Revolutionary Government after it was established in Wuhan. 
See Du; Liu Yansheng, Chapter 4-6. 
320 All the quotes from “Preface to Bingying’s War Diary” are my translations unless indicated 
otherwise.  
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intuitively without carefully-crafted literary elements. Lin also defined such army diaries as “the 
kind of realistic accounts of war,” implying that Xie’s army diaries should be construed as 
truthful documents of war (x). “These few pieces of writings,” he added, “have a history to tell, 
despite their small numbers” (x; my emphasis). In telling stories of why and how to publish 
Xie’s news pieces in 1927, Lin advised readers to evaluate this memoir in historical terms. His 
advice brought readers back to his claim that a lack of literariness would lend to Xie’s War Diary 
authenticity, an attribute that proved this memoir to be worth reading. According to Lin, War 
Diary was a significant historical record of war.  
As Lin’s preface historicizes this war memoir, the protagonist stands out first as a soldier 
figure in history; later, as a Chinese Amazon “in true war attire” emerges from the striking 
contrast indicated between a girl with stamina in times of war and a damsel in distress during the 
post-war period (Letters x). The preface not only paints a lively picture of a robust girl soldier 
keeping diaries while marching to the front, but it also juxtaposes a gloomy portrait of another 
female veteran having a weak mind exacerbated by lack of passion. As Lin confessed later, he 
wished to resuscitate war memories kept by readers with “hearts that hardly a year ago throbbed 
with ecstatic joy over the birth of a new nation and the dawn of a new way for China” (v). To 
revive a glorious past, he chose to glamorize the figure of a Chinese Amazon epitomizing young 
China; in so doing he dimmed the prospect of a harsh political climate in 1929 wherein a 
lethargic female became weak as the mythic luster of war faded. He wrote in the end of his 
preface that 
Bingying falls silent now since she has neither ambition to write nor full energy to 
“push forward to the front”. I understand that she attempts to behave properly 
while “studying hard to save the nation” and seeking to strengthen her “feeble 
mind”.… “Revolutionary literature” cannot be what one imagines while sitting in 
a house in the foreign concession. I think revolutionary literature comes in two 
kinds. One is literature written by those who struggle to resist darkness, obstinacy, 
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corruption, shamelessness, hypocrisy, and cruelty at the cost of life. The other is 
the kind composed by those donning uniforms, eating army food, hurling 
grenades through anti-revolutionary fortress walls, sleeping rough with the odor 
from pig urine and cattle manure, and waking up at midnight to pen down 
reflections on war hastily. The kind of writings with a threat to life does not fit a 
young woman whereas “revolutionary literature” that protects her from sacrifice 
must be too boring. Only after putting on uniform and serving in the army can 
Bingying create words that depict an army life for real. (War Diary xi)   
 
Now that the preface reaches the end, readers follow Lin’s lead to the grim reality in 1929 
wherein the other Bingying appears as neither a soldier nor a writer. An ironic tone is manifest in 
Lin’s explanation of why he could understand Bingying’s attempt to “behave properly” by 
studying hard. He might seem to express his sympathy for this female veteran’s lethargy, but he 
grounded such understanding on an irony of women’s proper behavior. Lin used quotation marks 
to both emphasize the work by “an armor-clad Bingying” and de-emphasize writings by the 
veteran Bingying (x).321 On the one hand, the device of punctuation creates for Lin a connection 
between a soldier’s act of pushing forward to the front and the notion of revolution hidden inside 
the literary term of “revolutionary literature” echoing throughout the preface. On the other hand, 
it allows him to mock at the strength of a mind nurtured simply by studying as the sneering 
quotation marks successfully destabilizes the link between studying and saving her nation.  
Both the editor and Lin sought to raise concerns amidst fierce debates over 
“revolutionary literature” around 1929; Lin, however, decided to relegate Xie’s newly added 
pieces to the background. Hence, the historical figure of an energetic girl soldier was brought to 
the fore in the preface, with another character of a listless female student presented as the foil. 
Lin named two types of revolutionary literature, blood and war, which he defined as two 
essential elements of revolution that further romanticized the figure of the girl soldier. Through 
the two definitions of revolutionary literature, he sought to validate War Diary by arguing only 
                                                          
321 My translation; original: “yiwei wuzhuang de Bingying” (War Diary x).  
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war writings penned in 1927 by the girl soldier were marked “for real” with revolutionary spirit 
which nevertheless existed beyond the grasp of a female student. Unlike the editor, who wished 
to engage the memoir in social revolutions around the late 1920s, Lin kept himself somewhat 
distant from the political realities of 1929 because his heart had become “[d]ead and cold and 
benumbed” (Letters v). Since a “cheerful war cry” made “through the impetuous genius of 
Young China” in 1927 faded during the postwar period, years of inertia benumbed Lin’s heart, 
which resonated with Bingying’s “feeble mind” (v-vi). He meant to suggest that Xie’s post-war 
reflections collected in War Diary were but products of a young woman’s weak mind unless she 
could re-claim her warrior identity. Whereas the editor of this memoir viewed Xie’s postwar 
writing as true revolutionary literature because of the tears she shed, Lin by contrast considered 
her wartime diaries kept when she served in the army to be veritably revolutionary. Despite its 
focus on a female soldier, Lin’s preface demonstrates “an admiration of the unliterary, masculine 
world of military men” (Larson 186).322 For different purposes and from varying perspectives, 
both the editor and the preface writer maneuvered to present a girl soldier in the paratextual 
space of War Diary, wherein imaginary images of this girl were shaped and reflected through 
their lens.  
Aside from multiple intervening influences, the author herself also asserted her presence 
in the paratext to speak about gender. Xie added to the first Spring Tides edition of War Diary a 
pre-text note about the book cover that communicates girls’ secrets buried underneath youthful 
patriotism for a holy war celebrated in the text.323 In her note, she wrote about revolutionary 
                                                          
322 Wendy Larson argues that Xie’s contemporary critics appreciated War Diary because this war 
text depicted a military world with no traces of femininity. See Larson 186-187. 
323 The Spring Tides editions of War Diary included three prefaces: “Editor’s Preface” 
(“Bianyinzhe de hua”), “About the Book Cover” (“Jiju guanyu fengmian de hua”), and “Preface 
to Bingying’s War Diary” (“Bingying Congjun riji xu”). The second note was written by Xie. 
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fervor to echo with the editor and the kindergartener; meanwhile, she also embedded secret 
messages that hint at a female soldier’s power to subvert gender by joining the war. She 
deployed the device of onomatopoeia to interrogate the gender undertones of war and in so doing 
effected a clash of time and space. That is, she strategically employed words mimicking the 
sound of laughing to collapse the temporal and spatial boundaries between post-war era and 
wartime period, exerting her power to subvert the power to post-war gender ideology. Although 
Xie’s note ends with patriotic exhortations for social revolutions, it contains a relaxed but 
“noisy” opening in which she expressed the exhilaration she felt when receiving the 
kindergartener’s sketch at the editor’s office in 1929. In her note, Xie recalled, “Mr. K. L. 
showed me at once A-Xian’s drawing for the book cover sent along in Zikai’s mail. ‘Ha, ha, ha, 
… ha, … ha, ha … ha …’ I was giggling uncontrollably with my eyes narrowed in a line and my 
mouth opened wide…. It has been two years since I laughed so happily as this” (23).324 Xie 
might appear to remember her laugh in 1929 at the editor’s office because of the amusing 
drawing, but her casual reference to the time of “two years” before was meant to break down 
temporal barriers. This allusion to time could take the readership of 1929 back to 1927, the time 
of war when she was marching to the front. Besides collapsing time, Xie also intended to note 
her giggles in the pre-text so that they resonated with bouts of laughter she recorded within the 
text. These echoes inevitably blurred spatial borderlines between paratext and text, between the 
editor’s office where the note was taken and the battlefield where wild sounds of happiness were 
recalled. Hence, Xie’s emotional sounds heard at the office in 1929 successfully evoked comic 
scenes of the girl soldier’s “gender trouble” at the front in 1927. In War Diary, an old peasant 
woman exclaims, “‘I have lived eighty years without seeing such a short-haired, big-footed, 
                                                          
324 All the quotes from “Notes about the Book Cover” are my translations unless indicated 
otherwise.  
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uniformed female devil like you,’” and the soldier protagonist recalls, “Ha! ha! ha! what a laugh 
she had, and what a laugh we all joined in” (Lin Y., Letters 27). At the heroine’s preaching to 
eradicate foot-binding, another elderly woman ridicules, “‘Your feet are so big. Won’t your 
husband get into your shoes sometimes by mistake?’” (29) Again, the soldier protagonist recalls, 
“Ha, ha, ha, ha!! All the soldiers, captains, and peasants who were standing by broke into a big 
laughter. They laughed so that even a brave little girl like myself began to blush” (27). This 
soldier heroine’s gender indeed causes trouble, but her boisterous laughter reverberates not only 
throughout the text but also within the paratext, echoing silly chuckles heard in the author’s note. 
The girl soldier’s hearty guffaws imply gaiety rather than misfortune, conveying that her 
troubling presence at the front adds laughter, no tears, to revolution. The author’s giggles 
recorded in her note, therefore, not only take her readers from 1929 back to the battlefield where 
she used to laugh heartily two years earlier but also suggests a sense of joy that she felt at the 
front in 1927.  
Although Xie expressed patriotism by delivering exhortations “to unite for overcoming 
oppressions and for ending suffering” throughout her note, she cited a frivolous idea of 
playfulness through which a female soldier became empowered to claim agency in pursuit of 
revolution (8). While this note seems to serve as an oath the soldier protagonist takes to claim her 
allegiance to the project of advocating revolutionary literature, it also contains an undercover 
message the author kept for a wish to challenge gendered claims made by literary nationalism 
during the 1920s. As the 1929 editions of War Diary show several distinct “faces” of a national 
heroine painted by an anti-war cartoonist, a child painter, an editor and a preface writer, the 
author’s pre-text note further accentuates a gleeful youth joining the war ardently in pursuit of 
play.  
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In 1931, War Diary had a new visual paratext that featured both a new cover and a 
photograph of Xie, both of which show how the memoir’s leftist publisher, the Bright Light 
Bookstore, managed to represent the female soldier as a proletariat heroine. The new front cover 
creates an image whose soldier identity is disconnected from Xie’s feminine identity; rather, the 
image communicates concerns related to leftist activism advocated in the 1930s. The 1931 
edition replaced the kindergartener’s drawing with a picture that displays in its top left corner a 
geometric image like an airplane with black typed words, reading “War Diary,” standing bluntly 
across from it. The black printed characters of the title tower above three color-fading silhouettes 
that vaguely resemble red-capped soldiers stooping under the weight of the guns on their 
shoulders. Whereas the aircraft on the top left soars to echo “war cries” emitted by the memoir’s 
title, the three fading shadows on the bottom right hunch their shoulders at the force of “War,” 
hinted through the title in black type. Such a bleak picture with the name of “Bingying” printed 
in black on bottom left denotes no youthful passion but the stark realities of war, reshaping the 
girl into a desensitized soldier carrying weapons meant for killing. Apparently, editors at Bright 
Light managed to downplay the fact that Bingying was a woman as they designed the new front 
cover. When debates over proper codes for femininity, such as motherhood and homemaking, 
intensified in the early 1930s, the leftist editors would hope to avoid issues regarding female 
soldiers could lead to controversy.325 Instead, they created a front cover image portraying no 
females but rather soldiers characterized by violence and combat in order to echo the concerns 
by leftist activists who advocated revolutionary violence in response to military and political 
conflicts in the 1930s.  
                                                          
325 In the 1930s, discussions about “xianmu liangqi” or “xianqi liangmu” (virtuous wife, good 
mother) soared as women’s departments in the KMT made policies concerning women in a 
revolutionary state. See H. Xu, “Debates”; Duara 141-143. 
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Additionally, the 1931 edition removed Feng’s frontispiece painting and inserted a 
photograph showing Xie as an armed soldier in uniform looking gender-neutral. The photo, 
captioned “Bingying in 1927,” might seem to testify to a combatant’s task of violence, but this 
interpretation proves to be baffling because this photograph was seen several times under 
different captions in the semi-series of Xie’s memoirs. In 1936, the same photograph appeared in 
Girl Soldier with a similar inscription: “The Author at the Front” (129). Both captions sought to 
link this photo closely to the war in 1927 when “Bingying” departed to the front, thereby 
presenting this photo as a “visual testimony” to her combat experiences in the battlefield. Recent 
work, however, suggest that the photo was actually taken before the war. In Story, the 2001 
English-language edition of Xie’s autobiography, the picture was dubbed “Xie Bingying on field 
maneuvers while attending the Central Military and Political School in Wuhan, 1926” in a much 
later edition of published in 2001 (Story).326 These different captions imply that one photograph 
of a female soldier tells more than one visual story as it may shape multiple faces of the soldier 
through divergent messages it conveys. As for the 1931 edition of War Diary, its left-wing 
publisher certainly knew stories about the proletariat pitted against the bourgeoisie would sell 
better when the newly-founded Left League began to launch literary campaigns promoting 
Chinese socialist realism. The caption that intentionally misidentified the year of the snapshot 
could, therefore, (mis)lead readers to imagine the protagonist as a proletarian soldier fighting in 
the war of 1927 against evil warlords. Also, while the leftist activist Zhao compiled Girl Soldier 
for the Youth Companion Literary Series around 1936, he understood an urgent need of 
galvanizing readers into action for war amidst rising public outrage against Japan. Hence, the 
faulty caption allowed the photograph to misplace, displace, and replace the image of a military 
                                                          
326 This photograph appeared in Story as one of the family photos in the English edition by the 
Brissmans. 
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trainee maneuvering in 1926 with the figure of a frontline soldier “fighting” in 1927. Rather than 
serving simply as a visual testimony to the protagonist’s war experiences, the photograph 
accompanied by various captions draws our attention to the malleability of approaches to the 
visual representation of Chinese woman soldier.  
Certainly, as Xie’s next two memoirs, Girl Soldier and New War Diary, were published 
when the call to arms were heard, her photographs were employed to mobilize for war. The ways 
in which the photographs were ordered in each memoir and the spots they took in the paratextual 
space, therefore, give us clues as to how visual representations of a woman soldier facilitated 
literary imagination of an armored Chinese woman against Japan. As we have discussed earlier, 
Zhao recognized the escalating tension in 1936 following a series of military conflicts, the visual 
narrative formed by the photographs he selected and arranged demonstrate his intention to 
invigorate the patriotism of youth.327 The picture set of Girl Soldier begins with a photograph 
captioned “The Author’s Recent Photo,” featuring an innocent female student looking up at the 
camera as she is writing at a desk. While the second picture presents a young girl sitting sullenly 
with a tiny pair of bound feet, the other two more plates with captions reading “The Author in 
the Army” and “The Author at the Front” respectively show Xie in soldier’s uniform. Whereas 
Girl Soldier ends with the protagonist’s new life as a college student running from home after 
demobilization, its visual story told through the four photos closes at Xie’s soldier look with a 
weapon in hand. Since the mini-series of photographs traces Xie’s life history from being a 
student who used to be foot-bound into serving as a soldier with a gun in hand, it metaphorically 
represents a transformation from humble beginning to a war heroine.  
                                                          
327 Beginning from 1931, a series of military conflicts occurred as a result of foreign attacks and 
KMT-CCP conflicts, including the Mukden Incident (1931), the Shanghai Incident (1932), the 
Battle of the Great Wall (1933), the Hebei Incident (1935), and the Marco Polo Bridge Incident 
(1937) that officially ignited the Second Sino-Japanese War. 
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Interestingly, although New War Diary shows another set of Xie’s war photographs that 
works well to resuscitate the militant figure of a Chinese Amazon, the visual story suggests no 
editorial influence but the author’s wish to transgress gender roles. Like Sandes, who wrote a 
memoir during the break of her frontline medical service, Xie also self-published this memoir 
through the Sky Horse Bookstore when she was convalescing in the rear front. Taking a 
photographic approach similar to Sandes’s, Xie asserted her agency by expressing her will to go 
back to the front as a combat soldier through the set of three photographs she included.328 As this 
memoir’s title suggests a renewal of War Diary, its invigorating strength also resonates with the 
high spirits expressed in the set of three plates. The set begins with the frontispiece portrait 
captioned “The Author’s Recent Photo” picturing a brightly smiling Xie in uniform looking out 
through a train window. The other two plates are group photos: one shows Xie holding a huge 
banner reading “Kill All the Way to Tokyo” with her corps members at the train station and the 
other presents her, also in uniform, smiling with wounded soldiers in the frontline field hospital. 
No women but smiling soldier-like figures are depicted in the three plates. Inevitably, Xie’s big 
smiles and the jingoistic slogan on the banner shape compelling images of a patriotic soldier who 
embraces violence wholeheartedly. Although New War Diary collected Xie’s entries recording 
her frontline experience on medical missions, she chose to present herself more as a combat 
soldier who kills than as a life rescuer who saves. Xie sought to visualize the protagonist heroine 
as a belligerent soldier whose military aggression allowed her to challenge gender roles she had 
to play.  
One thing to note, however, is that the photographs inserted in Girl Soldier or New War 
Diary re-appeared in a different order within two other memoirs published immediately after the 
                                                          
328 Xie travelled a lot to the front as a war correspondent in 1938, but she had to stay in 
Chongqing for a nose operation. See Shi 312-315. 
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war. Visual tales delivered through photographs or paintings in the two memoirs show how their 
editors responded to gender discourses and political ideologies centering on postwar 
womanhood. Ten Years as a Woman Soldier was first issued as a sequel to Girl Soldier by a 
patriotic publisher, Red-Blue Publishing, in 1946; one year later, another publisher produced 
nearly the same book except for a different set of visual paratexts. The Red-Blue edition contains 
no photographs but a front cover painting that highlights a colored silhouette resembling one 
soldier holding a rifle in hand, encircled by dozens of rifle shadows; apparently, the theme of 
combat dominates this edition’s paratextual design. For the pro-nationalist publisher, war was 
not over because military conflicts between the KMT and the CCP continued after Japan’s 
surrender in 1945 and had intensified since then.329 Considering that this memoir was released 
amidst the fire of war in 1946, its front cover image that celebrates weaponry power sufficiently 
expresses its editor’s support for anti-communist battles. Unlike the Red-Blue version, the 1947 
re-edition by Beixin Bookstore presents no painting but an interesting pair of photos with 
captions reading “The Author’s Parents” and “The Author at the Front” respectively. The former 
plate features Xie’s parents while the latter shows this woman in uniform attentively writing on a 
small table; both suggest a deft touch of situating the war heroine in a domestic setting. The 
change of visual features from a rifle to a writing pen and from one anonymous soldier to the 
author’s parents reflects dominant attitudes towards Chinese womanhood during the early post-
World War II era. The frontispiece portrait of Xie’s parents cleverly promises this Chinese 
Amazon’s eventual return to “home” embodied by the image of an elderly couple in traditional 
Chinese attire; similarly, the war photo of Xie herself sitting and writing effectively tames the 
                                                          
329 Officially, the Chinese Civil War began in 1946; it, however, had its roots in the collapse in 
1927 of the first KMT-CCP united front. Political confrontations and armed clashes constantly 
occurred between the two sides throughout the 1930s and 1940s, extending beyond the war 
against Japan. For significant events during the civil war, see Schoppa 286-296.  
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threat of a powerful woman holding weapons at the front. Contrary to the first edition’s cover 
image implying jingoism, the two pictures in the re-edition are fraught with gender undertones 
echoing postwar conservative arguments for “Funü huijia” (“Women go home”) whose roots can 
be traced back to the early 1940s.330 When Beixin reissued Ten Years in 1947, it was no longer a 
radical printing press; witness to the purging of left-wingers by Chiang’s nationalist government 
since mid-1946, this textbook publisher would exercise caution with its publications. Besides, it 
is unlikely that Beixin would ignore rising postwar conservatism calling for women to “return 
home” in urban areas plagued with disastrous hyperinflation and male unemployment.331 With 
the two photographs representing the soldier heroine in terms of domestic womanhood, editors of 
Beixin could frame warrior womanhood in an unthreatening manner.  
Such a tendency to domesticate the Chinese woman warrior is also manifest in Woman 
Soldier, yet it comes with a twist that draws one’s attention to an ongoing civil war. Published by 
Morning Light, whose chief editor was also Zhao Jiabi, this memoir came into print in spring 
1949. Instead of collecting a set of photographs, Woman Soldier shows on its front cover a photo 
collage consisting in four of Xie’s photographs juxtaposed with one another side by side with 
captions reading “Childhood,” “Army,” “War,” and “Nowadays” respectively. Since each of the 
four plates signifies a specific stage in Xie’s life, one may view this collage as Xie’s visual 
                                                          
330 Heated debates about motherhood, women’s rights, and gender division of labor had started in 
areas held by the KMT since 1939. For arguments between 1939 and 1943 advocating the cult of 
domesticity, see D. Li 35-39; for feminist responses and movements in the Chongqing region 
during the war, see D. Li 37, 39-43, 49-50; for a more detailed history tracing the issue of 
“women go home” from 1938 to 1948, see Lü, History 473-509. 
331 Serious problems, including inflation, speculation, hoarding, unemployment, and the failure 
of new currency reforms, occurred after 1945 and brought about a postwar collapse of Chinese 
urban economy. Meanwhile, starting from 1946, journal editors, filmmakers, and playwrights 
began to voice concerns over women’s domestic obligations in their works. On the history of 
China’s deteriorating economy during 1945-1947, see Schoppa 290-292; Esherick, “War” 7-8. 
For postwar discussions and debates on women’s career and the ideal of domesticity, see L Liu.  
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biography starting with the photo depicting her childhood and ending with the picture showing 
her identity as a mother. The photographic tale ending with Xie holding hands with her daughter 
implies that motherhood entails a meaningful closure of Xie’s soldier career, thereby defusing 
the potential challenges by a woman soldier. Interestingly, the juxtaposition of four life moments 
in one picture frame also configures the relation between motherhood, soldiering, and nation in 
ways that allows readers to recognize women’s centrality. The motherly figure does more than 
encourages the readers’ imagination to characterize the female warrior as non-intimidating to the 
postwar society; it also recalls the role of mothering an army force to liberate the nation 
advocated in Chinese communist discourses. Following the front cover collage of four photos, 
the frontispiece picture paints an endless procession of soldiers walking persistently. Since the 
Chinese Civil War broke out in 1946, communist soldiers continued their battles, and the CCP 
mobilized women to join socialist battles by supporting the People’s Liberation Army in the 
paramilitary units. After military tides of the Chinese Civil War had shifted to communist armies 
since 1948, the need for women to nurture and support the army was urgent. Therefore, a photo 
collage that Zhao created reveals how he imagined the role a woman should play in a communist 
China. This Chinese Amazon made her visual presence, embodied as a young woman named 
“Bingying,” in the 1930s until the 1940s, with multiple popular images circulated in the 
publishing industry of Republican China, particularly throughout the decade of the Second Sino-
Japanese War. 
IV. A Gendered Spectacle of War in China: “Nü Qiuba” or “Chinese Amazon”? 
Not only does the paratext of Xie’s multiple memoirs “tell” complicated visual stories 
that picture the same Chinese national heroine through various images, but the narrative threads 
woven in those memoirs also convey conflicting messages in rendering the soldier heroine. 
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Having been under constant revisions, Xie’s war accounts are characterized by loose narrative 
structure and fluctuating plot lines that inevitably lead to inconsistent, oftentimes contradictory, 
representations of a Chinese female soldier. David D. W. Wang comments that Xie Bingying’s 
autobiography shows a necessary and palpable connection between literature and revolution.332 
According to Wang, Xie’s writing testifies to a certain positive literary authority; therefore, her 
life writing illustrates “the intertwining of authorship and revolution” (591). As this chapter has 
discovered, the multiple interventions in the physical text of her memoirs unsettle the notion of 
single authorship.  
Meanwhile, her conflicting war memories documented in those memoirs also project 
diverse stances towards revolution, making it impossible to define clearly how she comes to 
terms with revolution she participated in. In her war accounts, story episodes in one memoir are 
either removed or reinserted in another; story details also vary in different memoirs. While Girl 
Soldier and Ten Years were bound together and renamed as Woman Soldier to be published in 
Shanghai, Xie revised the newly completed copy to a certain degree.333 Two sections 
disappeared in the bound copy, another two were altered while their chapter titles remained 
unchanged; more sections were deleted and some sections were revised when the 1949 copy was 
reprinted in Taiwan in 1956.334 The changes Xie made in both editions are primarily concerned 
with communist activities or socialist issues she was involved in. Since the year of 1949 marks 
                                                          
332 David D. W. Wang considers Xie Bingying’s diaries and autobiography demonstrate the 
complicated relationship between literature and politics. See David Wang 591.  
333 In her preface to the 1949 edition of Woman Soldier, Xie mentioned her efforts to carefully 
revise the two volumes of her autobiography project. See Xie, Woman Soldier 1. 
334 In Woman Soldier, two sections in Girl Soldier dsappeared: “Beginning of Life Struggles” 
(“Douzheng shenghuo de kaishi”) in Chapter Three and “Three Old Prisoners” (“Sange lao 
qiufan”) in Chapter Four. Xie also revised two other sections in Girl Soldier: “Join the Army” 
(“Dangbing Qu”) and “Return to the South” (“Nan Gui”). For a comparison between Girl 
Soldier, the 1949 edition and the 1956 edition of Woman Soldier, see Zhang 300-304. 
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the retreat of Chiang’s government to Taiwan and the taking over of China by the CCP, it is no 
surprise that Xie’s revisions are interpreted as evidence of her “political decisions to lean from 
the left to the right in 1940s” (Zhang 296).335  One may argue that Xie’s textual memories shift 
because she carefully tailors and retailors textual representations of herself in response to chaotic 
political conditions that undoubtedly create different audience expectations or raise different 
issues of political loyalty. 
Interestingly, however, the malleability of Xie’s war narratives suggests that she assumes 
diverse subject positions to portray war more in gender rather than political terms. Her war 
stories mix several literary genres whose diversity allows the heroine of the memoir to negotiate 
gender through multiple voices. In writing the series of her war memoirs, Xie conflated diary 
entries, personal letters, war reportage, and travelogues to convey ambivalent feelings towards 
war, thereby shaping inconsistent gendered images of herself as a Chinese woman soldier. As 
Jing M. Wang notes, Xie conducted her genre experiments on “documentary life writing” as 
early as in 1929 when War Diary was first released.336 Yet, we can trace Xie’s exploration of 
literary forms further back to the six serialized news articles in the CDNS in 1927. Since then, 
she had created her writing style by mixing genres to tackle gender issues in rendering Chinese 
national revolutions. For instance, her first CDNS installment, entitled “War Diary,” includes no 
diary entries with specific dates or locations but a blend of reportage, local stories, and a 
                                                          
335 My translation; original: “Xie Bingying zai 1940 niandai you zuo zhuan you de zhengzhi 
jueze” (“Xie Bingying’s political decisions in the 1940s to lean from the left to the right”) (296). 
Zhang Tangqi concludes that Xie’s works, whether published in China during the war against 
Japan or issued later in Taiwan after 1949, demonstrate a switch from left-wing to right-wing and 
from radical to conservative. For discussions about Xie’s writings showing her leaning to the 
left, see Zhang 295-296, 298-306.  
336 Jing M. Wang argues that War Diary transcends the boundary of diary to involve historical 
discourses in personal reflections and that its sequel, New War Diary, also challenges the 
function of diary as a form of personal expression.   
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traveler’s notes embedded within the prior two modes. Likewise, “A Hilarious Story,” the second 
CDNS article, conflates a report on women’s movement, a funny local story and a family note 
despite its structure as a letter. The third piece under the title of “From a War Diary” is 
composed of three diary entries which combines a work report on women’s organizations, a 
mini-travelogue, and stories about local peasants. Although the CDNS news articles seem to be 
records of Xie’s life she kept as a girl soldier marching to the front, they mix multiple genres 
every one of which presents one gendered persona, including an adventurer, a soldier reporter, a 
feminist speaker, and a socialist propagandist. More significantly, each of these personas has a 
voice that oftentimes disagrees with one another’s, creating a polyphonic effect that 
problematizes readers’ understanding of the authorial perspective, if there is one.  
At the beginning of “War Diary,” a girl announces, “Here I am, so happy and pleased 
with the things round here” (Lin Y. Letters 3).337 This confident, happy girl not only speaks up in 
the first piece in the CDNS, but she voices her excitement throughout Xie’s six news articles as 
well. On a train ride to the front recorded in the first piece, this girl recalls:   
At half-past nine this morning, we left for Tingszekiao… I found a seat by the 
window by myself. As I loved to see the green trees and the colored flowers and 
the verdant hills and meadows, I often stood up and put my head out of the 
window. Whenever we passed trees, I put out my hands to tear off branches that 
were near enough to be within my reach. Oh, how happy I was, the leaves that I 
broke off flew straight into our car—the nice cool breeze, and the fast train 
dashing with lightning speed down its way! I sang and shouted for joy. (19-20)   
 
The passage is emotionally charged with feelings of excitement that naturally characterizes the 
speaker more as an excited girl scout departing on a field trip than a diligent soldier on a military 
mission since war is romanticized as adventure in a travelogue. Such a naïve romantic rendering 
of war apparently portrays an idyllic nonviolent space, wherein nature transforms the battlefield 
                                                          
337 Lin Yutang renamed this article as “At Tutitang” in his Letters. 
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of rural China into a picturesque garden. The girl adventurer either casually complains, “my 
stomach is as empty as a socket” (9), or naughtily jokes, “Writing this letter I wrote my belly 
empty, what am I going to do? Ai! Ai! Sir, please go buy some candy and come save Kid” (Xie, 
War Diary 29).338  
The adventure garden is utterly different from the war zone depicted by another speaker 
in a descriptive tone. When the speaker says, “Our train arrived at Tutitang, at a little past one. 
The division commander issued an order…. On a field along the railway, I saw three soldiers 
very badly wounded. One of the three wounded in the left thigh and the abdomen and was 
smeared all over with blood,” one hears a soldier-journalist covering war through monotonous 
routines or impersonal observations in her reportage (Lin Y., Letters 4-5).  
Besides the soldier reporter, two other voices are heard to make different claims: that of a 
feminist activist and of a socialist propagandist. While the woman asserts that “I hope that every 
farmer riots against local tyrants, evil gentry, and lawless landlords to overthrow warlords and 
that every worker opposes shop owners, capitalists, and compradors,” she speaks as a faithful 
communist working on mobilizing the rural population (Xie, War 9-10). Exhortations like “dear 
working-class and peasant friends, do your best to annihilate your enemy oppressors” certainly 
mark her propagandist mission in the army. Meanwhile, another woman documents local 
women’s movements and warns “Among the women members of the League at Hsienning, three 
fourths have bobbed their hair, although, unfortunately, due to lack of proper propaganda, they 
are not willing to take part in the public demonstrations, especially unwilling to march through 
                                                          
338 My translation; original: “Duzi xiekong le, zenme ban ne? Ai! Ai! Xiansheng, kuai maitang 
lai, jiujiu haizi” (War Diary 29). Laughlin translates the quote as follows: “Writing this letter I 
wrote my belly empty, what am I going to do? Ai! Ai! Sir, buy me some candy, save the 
children” (Aesthetics 205).  
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the streets and shout slogans” (18). This feminist activist criticizes prostitution and foot binding 
as forms of oppression of women by addressing women’s issues through questions like the 
following: 
But is this their fault? Haven’t they been driven here by poverty, and was it not 
the lure of the filthy lucre that sent them on to their present position…. If we wish 
to save [those young prostitutes], … we must overthrow the present unfair and 
wicked economic arrangements. If we want to redeem them, … we must go 
forward in the spirit of firm determination and dauntless courage and fight against 
the old society!  (43-44)   
 
War memories retrieved by these personas inevitably interfere with the playful moments of war 
as adventure she highlights in the CDNS articles.  
For Charles A. Laughlin, the exhilaration of violent wars in Xie’s War Diary indicates 
her specific rendering of rural landscape in China. 339 Laughlin argues that Xie’s approach to 
writing an ongoing war illustrates the mode of “guerrilla consciousness” through which “the 
image of the war correspondent” is constructed to entertain the political landscape of China (200-
205). Considering that Xie’s war writing presents multiple personas, one hears in her war 
writings more than a war correspondent who manages to maintain “guerrilla consciousness”; 
rather, several personas speaking in their distinctive gendered voices converse in the textual 
space with each other to interrogate gendered revolutionary nationalisms.   
Besides creating a cacophony of gendered voices by mixing genres, Xie also strategically 
switches between gendered pronouns to maneuver the play of gendering the Chinese woman 
soldier. In Xie’s war memoirs, gender is expressed as a personal pronoun that exists as a 
linguistic effect, unrelated to conventional identity categories; hence, the shift between gendered 
                                                          
339 In Laughlin’s analysis of War Dairy (that he translates as “Army Diary”), the narrator is 
viwed as a “Soldier-Reporter” (200).  He defines the style of writing Xie practiced in this 
memoir as a new mode of consciousness that she “expressed through an emotional and 
behavioral extravagance” (201-202). See Laughlin 200-205. 
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personal pronouns in her war stories enables Xie to show the potential of a female soldier to 
transgress gender norms. While critics such as Lydia H. Liu and Huang Xingtao note the 
feminine third-person pronoun ta(she) emerged as a form of literary representation of gender 
differences in the early Republican period, the use of ta(she) has not been explored as a way in 
which women writers seek to assert agency.340 For Xie, gendered deictic pronouns serve as 
effective literary devices that she deploys to challenge gender norms shaped in the debates. At 
the beginning of Woman Soldier, she remembers her high school principal, who has earned an 
endearing nickname of “grand-papa” when as a middle-aged man he studied in France, and 
thereby addresses him as a masculine ta(he) throughout the story featuring him (Girl 83). Yet, 
Xie named the chapter about him as “Principal Grandma” because of the nurturing role he played 
at a girls’ school in offering his male motherly care for girl students (35).341 The pairing of 
“Grandma” with the masculine pronoun “he” blurs the boundaries that uphold gender binaries, 
thereby disconnecting masculinity from maleness. The symbolic pairing of femaleness and 
masculinity that appears before the stories of her army life also suggests the break between 
femininity and femaleness that Xie wishes to address in recounting her war tales, therefore 
prepares the ground for the problem of gendering a female soldier.  
                                                          
340 Lydia H. Liu argues that among the neologisms created in the early twentieth-century China, 
the female third-person pronoun ta(she) illustrates how male desire was represented in the larger 
discourse of gender difference created by male authors during the Republican. For the history of 
the neologism, see Lydia Liu 36-39; for representing gender in the use of pronouns, see 155-171. 
In tracing the history of Chinese pronouns back to the mid-nineteenth century, Huang Xingtao 
notes that the invention of this gender ta (she) in male authors’ works around 1920s was not 
received well among the suffragists. For the history, see Huang 125-126, 131-134; for the debate, 
see 142-146. The two critics focus on male authors’ use of gendered pronouns. 
341  In the original, Xie mentions that Principal Xu used to share a story of his student life in 
Paris about how he received a nickname as “lao gonggong” (old grandfather). Xie also refers to 
her principal as “waipuo xiaozhang” (Grandmother Principal), who won this name “because he 
loved us very much and treated us in every way like his own nieces” (Woman Soldier 35). See 
Girl Soldier 57-60. 
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 In War Diary, Xie swaps the two gendered personal pronouns, ta(she) and ta(he), to 
reveal the problematic gender binary that causes her “gender trouble” at the front. She skillfully 
transforms a debate about marriage into an issue of subversive gender identity by intentionally 
confusing the masculine ta(he) with the feminine ta(she). The narrator first humorously recalls 
“funny incidents” that ironically allude to the problems of her identity as a girl soldier (Lin 40). 
A local peasant girl misrecognizes Xie and her female comrade as male soldiers, but 
immediately the girl’s father calms his fearful daughter by promising “Don’t be afraid. They are 
girl soldiers” (40). The narrator thoughtfully adds humor to this peasant girl’s fear by asking, 
“Ha! ha! … ‘why are they afraid of men soldiers, but not of girl soldiers?’” (40)342 Her reserved 
sense of humor may not openly announce the intimidating power of a female soldier, yet it links 
to the other “funny incident” that somehow recalls the amusing scene of Botchkareva’s visits to 
the brothel and the public bath-house. As the narrator recounts, “when we were overannoyed by 
such questions about ‘marrying off’ and lao-pan,” she playfully announces a “trap” plan by 
telling the readers:  
If anybody should ask Kuang-hui about her lao-pan, she should just point to me 
for the answer, and if I should be the one asked, I should point to Kuang-hui, and 
say, ‘Here he is!’ Fine, now! The trap is set, and woe unto him or her who first 
comes along our way. (41)343   
 
Here the two girl soldiers build a temporary/imaginary nuptial union in which each of them can 
choose to play as “he” or “she” in this virtual relationship. On the one hand, such a play with the 
gender of pronouns pokes fun at the pleasure a girl soldier enjoys of performing gender at war 
                                                          
342  My italics. In the original, Xie uses quotation marks to emphasize the two phrases; in Lin’s 
English Translation, however, he stresses solely “girl soldiers,” rather than both phrases with 
punctuation. To avoid confusion, this chapter follws Lin’s emphasis on “girl soldiers” but 
simplifies the marks by italicizing the phrase. See War Diary 44; Lin, Letters 40. 
343 The term of “lao ban” (or “lao-pan” in Lin Yutang’s terms) was translated literally as “old 
man” as in Lin’s Letters. It means “husband” in Xie’s writing. See Lin 40-41. 
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times. The play of gender roles in Xie’s War Diary resonates with the feeling of amusement 
Botchkareva’s Yashka conveys when the Russian battalion leader recalls her adventures into 
certain spaces, such as brothels or bathing houses, where gender policing is strictly enforced. 
Although the union of the two Chinese girl cadets is not as closely linked to sexual connotations 
as the flirting between the Russian female soldier who passes as a man and a female prostitute, 
Xie’s strategy of creating a symbolic female-female relationship resembles Botchkareva’s 
subversive approach to heteronormativity. On the other hand, the act to make fun at gender 
norms further demonstrates the power of female soldiers to subvert gender binary, thereby 
indirectly and secretly answering the self-asked question concerning the fear for female soldiers. 
In other words, Chinese girl soldiers are threatening because they stay unmarried to challenge 
social institutions such as marriage and family. Their homosocial relationships offer a huge 
potentiality to build homosexual unions that threatens the already sabotaged framework of 
patriarchy during the Republican era. In addition, female soldiers are fearful for they are 
empowered to revise patriarchal conventions by shaping an all-female community of girl soldiers 
where binary gendering labels such as “he” or “she” fail to designate a stable identity.  
Gender in Xie’s war stories informs more than the problematic of heteronormativity 
endorsed both by Chinese nationalism and communism. The way in which gender is defined in 
Xie’s war memoirs also reveals the complexity of interlocking power relations in social and 
ethnic categories of Republican China; therefore, binaries fail to create a credible identity for a 
Chinese female soldier as she seeks to understand her encounters with foreign nationals. In Xie’s 
war narrative, differences in ethnicity intersect with gender division. Characters of “foreign 
enemies” play a critical role in the series of Xie’s war memoirs published during the war against 
Japan, particularly New War Diary and War of Resistance Diary. Since these two collections 
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gathered entries of Xie’s diaries and reportage composed while she volunteered to serve at the 
front during the War of Resistance, they became primary war texts featuring foreign soldiers.  
In these volumes, Japanese soldiers are depicted as foreign enemies whose cruelty and 
inhumanity gender them as powerful, yet alien males; these soldiers’ foreignness, however, is a 
fluid and unstable gender marker in Xie’s portrayal of their masculinity through race. In New 
War Diary, a journal entry entitled “Secrets of the Enemy” documents Xie’s reading of Major 
Okaoka’s war diaries.344 As the title suggests, this Japanese lieutenant colonel’s “secrets” are 
successfully unearthed because a private inner world of a foreign high ranking officer kept intact 
in his personal writing is unveiled. Interestingly, contradictory representations of the male 
foreign soldier are juxtaposed with each other, problematizing the process to piece together the 
foreign man. For one thing, the Okaoka’s diary entries that Xie copied reveal acts of war crimes 
committed by the Japanese army, including killing children, raping mothers, and pillaging. These 
details may seem to suggest that Major Okaoka embodies the evil enemy who sabotages and kills 
like brutal beasts, thereby otherizing this military man as opposed to the Chinese “female 
soldier,” a name Xie used throughout this memoir to address herself and other medical corps 
members. For another, the excerpts from Okaoka’s diary record nothing about military 
operations he was involved in but disclose his personal reflections on war crimes committed by 
his comrades. As Okaoka dwells upon the war atrocities in his diary, he writes,  
“September 16th, at dusk, in a pile of hay, I found the body of a child of two or 
three, cut in half. It made me so discouraged.”  
“September 20th; … As to the bombing of the houses, I thought it was not very 
right….” 
“September 22nd: … There was a woman over thirty raped to death by our men, 
and her body was full of blood; she left a child crying beside her….” (A. Lin 250; 
sic)   
                                                          
344 Adet and Anor Lin’s translation. Quotes in this passage are from the Lin sisters’ translation of 
Xie’s New War Diary. 
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These thoughtful musings certainly gradually humanize this enemy savage, unsettling his racial 
differences, which mark him as a violent male. Although this chapter documents an enemy’s 
“secrets,” it depicts two utterly different sides of his secrets: one that shows a male Other and the 
other whose foreignness is undermined by his capabilities to feel. More importantly, Xie ends 
this journal entry with a rhetorical question: “Why don’t we take guns and fight them?” (115) 
She continues to reply to her own question, asserting that “as a matter of fact, this is not a 
question of why we don’t carry weapons; instead, this is a question of why guns are not given to 
us, a question of why women can’t fight at the front” (115; my emphasis). When Xie raises 
questions about military orders preventing Chinese women from carrying weapons to the front to 
kill, she further interrogates the possibilities of women transgressing both physical borderlines of 
home versus front and metaphorical boundary lines of gender and racial differences. Hence, one 
sees in her war writing how she maneuvers the lens of race through which the failure of racial 
binaries can be exposed while gender dichotomies that are implicated in racial differences are 
also in display as she confronts the problems of gendering an ethnic other.  
Although Xie’s stories about the War of Resistance demonstrate the intersectionality of 
gender and race, ethnic issues also arise from confrontations between her and the other fellow 
countrymen, posing questions about national identities. Reading the war represented by Xie in 
her memoirs, one finds that disparities such as social status or age variation are indeed 
interconnected with racial meanings that allude to gender differences simultaneously. Although 
ethnic differences feature in stories of the author’s memories about Japanese soldiers in New War 
Diary, problems of miscommunication resembling those between international encounters also 
occur between the soldier writer and the local civilians she met.  
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A diary entry under the title of “What Country Are You From?” in this memoir records a 
gathering where the author and the other medical corps members meet with a regimental adjutant 
and some local flour carriers.345 Whereas the author stresses in this piece the importance of war 
propaganda and missions of mobilization to win the war against Japanese, she identifies a 
potential threat of “foreigners within the nation” by reporting a problem of not being able to 
maintain efficient communication with local peasants. As she recalls, one morning after she and 
her corps members are billeted in an old store, 
dozens of workers carried flour bags to the store and piled them up at the front of 
the building. They watched us with eyes wide open, and one of them, at his 
middle age, suddenly asked, “What country are you from?” 
Oh, the mercy of God! This is ridiculous! If they don’t even know where we 
come from, how do we organize and mobilize them for a total war? This is the 
time to spread words…. The adjutant instantly interrupted us at hearing our 
conversations with the workers and said, “these villagers are so ignorant that they 
can’t read or don’t understand anything we say; they don’t even know our 
enemies are Japanese…. 
I think we can’t blame ignorance on these peasants but our failure to ensure their 
education needs and to raise their living standards. (New War Diary 34) 
 
Although the author disagrees with the adjutant on what causes the problem of illiteracy, she 
shows no doubt on the “foreign” community of local peasants she cannot be identified with. 
Apparently, the author considers language a key feature of ethnicity that entails a sense of 
national identity. To her, the inability to communicate through a national language alienates 
those who speak different languages other than the official one, and she also indicates that 
language works as a cultural capital with which one enters the national community he or she 
belongs to. According to the author, linguistic competences is not a natural gift but a capital that 
needs to be acquired and accumulated through education affordable only for those of certain 
social status. Therefore, when the diary entry’s title raises the question of what foreign country 
                                                          
345 My translation; original: “Ni shi nayiguo de ren?” The Lin sisters skipped this entry in their 
translation of New War Diary; quotes in this passage are also my translations. 
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these illiterate villagers who speak only dialects come from, the soldier author directs our 
attention to issues of social inequality and social distinction. She suggests that class difference 
works also as an indicator for one’s ethnicity, since the peasantry forms a nation to which the 
well-educated, middle-classed corps members, including the soldier diarist herself, do not belong. 
The local peasants are no less foreign to the female soldier or the other volunteer women than 
her Japanese enemies are. More interestingly, social class as a referent of ethnic differences also 
inflects one’s gender identity. Like the Japanese lieutenant colonel, those flour carriers are 
portrayed as male because of their foreignness; class differences between female corps members 
and the group of “foreign” laborers further gender these workers as different from those female 
volunteers. In Xie’s writings about the Second Sino-Japanese War, gender, race, and class 
intersect to maintain differences. 
Likewise, the threat of “domestic foreigners” looms in an earlier war even though no 
foreign armies were involved. The civil war depicted in Girl Soldier has similar moments when 
social differences that interlock with ethnic distinctions also define gender identity. The chapter 
of “Two Country Girls” describes a funny incident about two girl cadets missing their train to the 
military academy.346 The author and her friend find themselves left behind after jumping off the 
train for a “personal emergency” while it makes a quick stop, so they need to walk on foot to the 
next stop. As the author remembers passing a village where they beg for a temporary lodging for 
the night, her memories imply that the two girls have been wandering into a foreign kingdom 
where its residents are mostly male and they speak another language. After being led into the 
house of a widow and her daughter, she recalls  
                                                          
346 Adet and Anor Lin’s translation; original: “Xiangbaolao zhui huoche,” literally meaning 
“Country Bumpkins Chasing the Train” for the chapter title.  
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Many villagers gathered to look at us, as if we were two strange creatures falling 
from the sky. I am especially afraid of men, particularly when they are whispering 
to some women. I wondered if this might be hell here. I though the men who just 
came in to see us might be ‘sex traffickers.’ I was really scared that all of them 
would seize both of us …  
I said in English to Shurong that we should not fall asleep that night in case 
anything might happen. She nodded sadly with a bitter smile. 
This is indeed very interesting. We thought they were villains whereas they 
suspected us to be prostitutes.  Oh my, what a huge misunderstanding among 
people! (Girl Soldier 142)347   
 
In this passage, the problem of miscommunication arises between the girl soldier and local 
peasants again. First, the title refers to a derogative term of “xiangbaolao,” whose modern form 
of “xiangbalao” is oftentimes considered as an expression for “country folks” with negative 
connotations. The author carefully adds a gender indicator to the phrase in the title to imply that 
the term of “xiangbaolao” refers to both herself and her student friend.348 Later, as this story 
unfolds, the two girl cadets seem to act like two unsophisticated fellows having no sufficient 
knowledge of modern transportation; however, Xie’s portrayal of the rural world the two girls 
rush into suggests otherwise. Country folks depicted in this chapter are either unfriendly women 
who don’t treat them well or suspicious men who may mistreat them. Because the author pictures 
the rural world as dark forests they go through or as a sparsely-populated space with horrible 
rumors of sex-trafficking, the rustic area they go into becomes a dangerous, alien world.  
One needs to note particularly that drastic social differences expressed through language 
further estrange the two girls from the rural community they enter unexpectedly. While the two 
innocent girls are talking to each other in English so that the country folks cannot understand 
                                                          
347 My translation and my emphasis. The Lin sisters translated and shortened this chapter; to give 
more details, I revised their translation. The italics show different genders of the two pronouns. 
In the original, the first “tamen” has a radical “ren” (person), and the second “tamen” that is 
italicized has a radical “nü” (woman).   
348 The word “lao” (person) means either a man or a woman, depending on what radicals that 
suggest the person’s gender the word uses. In the chapter title in discussion, Xie uses “lao” with 
a radical “nü” (female) to indicate a woman.  
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their messages, an interesting fact that the two cadets receive English language education 
instantly associates the two girls with higher social ranks. While learning English in Republican 
China might not necessarily be considered as a privilege, it was undoubtedly practiced in more 
urban settings. Therefore, what alienates the two girl students from the rural world rests in 
disparities in social class that places them into another nation other than that of the rustic folks. 
Moreover, as the author expresses her fear of “men,” she highlights gender differences she 
recognizes between her and the residents in the rural world who speak a language different from 
the English language she and her friend use to communicate. Since this whole chapter is set in 
China’s rural area and its title also frames the textual space within an otherly world, the author’s 
repeated references to rumors of trafficking of women for sex exploitation by male human-
traffickers inevitably directs readers’ attention to a looming danger for the two cadets. According 
to her, the country people are foreign to the two girls not only because of social differences 
signified by the English language inaccessible to the rural community but also due to gender 
implications in social problems, like sex-trafficking and prostitution, she suggests in her fear. In 
this way, the men who came to see the two cadets became human symbols for “the evil male 
trafficker” or “renfanzi” (sex traffickers) in the author’s terms; they are gendered as male for 
both ethnic differences and social distinctions.349 
Strategically, the author continues to make gender claims by re-orienting her readers 
from growing concerns about social issues of prostitution as sex slavery to thought-provoking 
comments on social phenomena regarding female soldiers. As she tells readers about her 
“interesting” observation that “We thought they were villains whereas they suspected us to be 
                                                          
349 In this chapter, Xie mentioned twice “human traffickers” (“renfanzi”) that Adet and Anor Lin 
omitted but translated as “many men in the slave traffic” and “men who trafficked in girls” (58; 
60). I translate it as “sex traffickers” to stress the type of human trafficking with connotations of 
sexual slavery that Xie wished to identify. See Xie, Girl Soldier 139 and 142. 
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prostitutes,” she addresses such a fear for “men” simultaneously to two audiences: those who 
think like “they” and “they” versus the others who tend to transgress. This is when the idea of 
female monstrosity enters the conversation between the author and her readers. For the author, 
such fear certainly signifies both the danger of falling into prostitution and the price of 
transgressing social class boundaries: turning into social outcasts like prostitutes. Meanwhile, the 
threat for those country women who believe the two girl cadets may be prostitutes echoes ill 
reputations women soldiers had often been associated with since 1927.350 Since “they,” 
according to her, is the group of male foreigners and “they” is the community of country women 
who suspects the two cadets to be prostitutes, the two groups resemble in terms of their 
adherence to heteronormative conventions. Gender differences that mark them as male versus 
female in a heteronormative society fail because boundaries separating the two categories 
collide. To the author, misunderstanding exists not only between the two girls and male country 
folks or between the two students and the other country women but also between the two future 
girl soldiers and those who abide by gender conventions like the country folks in this chapter. 
The threat of misunderstanding, therefore, leads to the threat of transgressing boundaries that 
account for social distinctions, ethnic differences, and particularly gender divisions. By turning 
the threat of women soldiers being misunderstood as prostitutes into a funny allusion to 
monstrous female, the author suggests that female soldiers can be threatening for they possess 
great potential for challenges against gender conventions. 
                                                          
350 On March 8, 1927, a huge parade took place in Wuhan; students and workers were organized 
and mobilized to join through several venues, including communist groups, local women’s 
associations, and the WCMPI. Xie and many other girl cadets from the women’s program joined 
in the procession. The next day, another small group of naked women also paraded in Wuhan, 
claiming that they were girl cadets from the WCMPI. According to some sources, they were 
prostitutes hired to parade. See Jiang 11. 
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References to moments of estrangement associated with female monstrosity can be traced 
back to Xie’s first war memoir, War Diary, where an ethnographer’s perspective presents the girl 
soldier as a social monster whose gender is considered grotesque. While characterizing a war 
heroine as an alienated, monstrous female, Xie skillfully blended her observations of rural China 
with rare moments of “reverse gaze” through which illiterate peasant women perceived the 
soldier protagonist as a curiosity. A switched gaze demonstrates how social disparity, along with 
gender differences, perpetuates the objectification and dehumanization of women soldiers. 
Meanwhile, Xie developed a sense of humor as a useful tool in maneuvering the subversive 
power innate in female monstrosity.  
Within the stories of War Diary, the female soldier oftentimes stands out against peasants 
for her non-womanhood alienates her from the peasant population and defamiliarizes her as 
abnormal. Estranged from the peasant masses, the female soldier appears as an alien who has 
crossed social barriers and trespassed onto the ancient rural world of China. Acknowledging the 
gaze in return, Xie gives voice to the peasant spectators, who shouted at her arrival,  
‘Ah, here comes the amazon!’ ‘The amazon has arrived!’ ‘A girl officer on 
horseback!’ Such cries turned whole crowds of women folk out to see me. … A 
crowd of over a hundred had followed me to the church. Some addressed me as 
‘old general,’ some as ‘lady teacher,’ some as ‘lady officer,’ and one boy called 
me the ‘lady generalissimo.’ I was sweating all over and my face was burning hot, 
and I did not know what to do. I realized that I had become an old curio—or 
rather a new monstrosity. … An old woman said to me: ‘I had lived eighty years 
without seeing such a short-haired, big-footed, uniformed female devil like you.’ 
Ha! ha! ha! what a laugh she had, and what a laugh we all joined in! (Lin 26-27)  
 
The cries of the crowds bring into being a female soldier who emerges as a Chinese amazon. As 
the peasant women shout “here comes the amazon!” at the sight of a girl soldier, the Chinese 
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amazon appears still as a regular soldier.351 While the female crowds see her riding on a horse, 
the amazon evolves from a soldier into a commander since the privilege of riding instantly 
elevates her social standing and raises her military ranks. With her forceful entry into the village 
on a horse, the girl soldier not only transforms into an object that female peasants examine and 
evaluate, but she also receives “promotion” because of her horse, a marker of social status. Her 
fixed gaze also endows her with noble titles ranging from “lady teacher” through “lady officer” 
and eventually to “lady generalissimo” and registering a change of both military ranks and social 
status. Between the peasant women and the “girl officer” and “lady generalissimo” lie drastic 
social differences through which the peasant spectators upgrade her social ranking and confirm 
her gender as a lady. Moreover, when the “lady officer” is portrayed from the perspectives of the 
female peasants, the lady commander riding on a horse further evolves into an object: an antique 
curio. In the process of her objectification through a reverse gaze, a new female monster is born 
out of this returned look. What female monstrosity brings to the curio-like lady officer at the 
front, however, causes no gender trouble at all, or at least joyful troubling differences that add 
fun to her war experiences. The monster-like female soldier is deformed because of the gaze that 
moves her up in the social ladder; yet the social monster transforms into a devilish woman with 
her short hair, big feet, and soldier’s uniform. Social monstrosity extends, becoming a gender 
monstrosity whose deformity resonates the mobility of crossing boundaries, both social and 
gender.  
In order to mitigate gender trouble at the front, Xie adopted an approach: one that humors 
away the potential threat the gender of a female soldier at the front. As we have discussed in an 
earlier section, the joyful sounds in this passage about “gender trouble” in 1927 resonate with the 
                                                          
351 Literally, the quote starts with “Here comes the girl soldier! Here comes the girl soldier!” 
(Nübing laile! Nübing laile!). 
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laughter that Xie recorded two years later in her preface to the 1929 edition, thereby alluding to a 
sense of pleasure she enjoyed at the front in 1927. Adding a sense of humor, the author allows 
the trouble of female monstrosity that is considered a threat to form and to normativity to be 
crystalized into fun and joy that amuses the girl soldier. Such pleasure represents infinite 
possibilities possessed by a female monster to move beyond the borderlines; such pleasure also 
registers unfathomable danger caused by a female soldier who may shape into a monster. For the 
author, therefore, gendering a Chinese female soldier involves multiple concerns whose 
interconnectedness and interdependence suggest a game of transgressing, thereby creating many 
faces of the heroine. 
 Either the paratext or the text of Xie’s war memoirs reminds us of the difficulties to 
clearly picture a Chinese female soldier in terms of Chinese nationalisms defined by nationalists 
or communists. The series of Xie’s memoir texts and their constant revised versions further 
discourage readers’ attempts to grasp an intelligible image of one Republican Chinese woman 
warrior. Since she seeks to voice women’s concerns either in her war memoirs, by her enlistment 
in the army, or through her volunteer service during a total war broke, it is not easy to give a 
conclusive description of gender structures that Xie would consider “positive” and thus embrace 
by examining one war text she produced in a specific time by a specific publisher for a specific 
purpose. Perusing the paratexts of Xie’s war memoirs, we can disentangle the interlocking 
system of dominant ideological influences represented and exerted by multiple hands who 
intervened in the editing of those publications. Reading volumes of Xie’s memoir texts as a 
series, we can flesh out significant through-lines in her war writings to understand how she 
characterizes gender in different periods of her life to negotiate normative conventions upheld 
over different periods of modern China. Most importantly, a sense of playfulness expressed in 
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Xie’s portrayal of racial, gender, and social differences in her war memoirs plays a key role in 
understanding how she characterizes the female soldier in each memoir. As in the game of 
gendering Xie played and recorded in New War Diary, she sought to unsettle the notion of 
warrior womanhood both by presenting a female body inscribed with social and gender 
differences and by adding fun to the game itself.  
In the diary entry entitled “A Beautiful Peasant Girl,” Xie described an unexpected 
encounter with a pretty peasant girl. On the one hand, Xie challenges the notion of 
heteronormative womanhood; on the other hand, she expresses a feeling of pleasure in playing 
the game of gendering a woman soldier. In this diary, Xie wrote,  
While we were eating breakfast, Colonel Fan shouted, “Look! A Butterfly! Come 
on, everyone. Come take a look!” 
Following where his finger pointed, we noticed a pretty peasant girl.  She has 
lively bright eyes and two cute dimples.  Her face looks exactly like a real 
butterfly with a slightly wider mouth. She dressed in coarse but clean linen with 
her wavy hair like just having a perm.  Her eyes met with ours; blushing, she 
stared down. We could not help but smile at her cute gesture.  
The most interesting is that we forgot we were women as well while we were 
teasing her for fun. (New War diary 41; my translation)  
 
Undeniably, Xie’s memory shows that the beautiful female body of a peasant girl 
emerges at the front where the notion of gender inevitably intersects social differences. The 
butterfly girl’s bright eyes, cute dimples, and wavy hair that creates a feminine appearance 
constitute a female body whose coarse linen registers her social status. Being a symbol of 
femininity, the butterfly girl also embodies a peasant identity; this peasant girl is, therefore, 
effeminized by her social class. Yet, the complexity of a woman soldier’s gender that Xie 
implies here extends beyond the classed, gendered body. The narrator’s final statement of 
forgetting her womanhood while seeking to “tease” the peasant girl—a modest term by Chinese 
for “flirt”—amusingly recalls the double cross-dressing scenes in Sandes’s Autobiography and 
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Botchkareva’s Yashka. Like Sandes and Botchkareva who play with the notions of man and 
woman by forging comic moments, Xie also deploys a sense of humor as an empowering device 
to deliver a secret message about the playfulness of non-womanhood. Different from Sandes’s 
and Botchkareva’s “performances” of putting on women’s clothing while dressed in male 
soldier’s uniforms in order to pass as women, Xie acts out a scenario of forgetting her 
womanhood. In the story, Xie and her nursing corps in uniform “forget” that they are women 
while they seek to flirt; these “women soldiers” not only forget they are women but also consider 
the forgetting to be “interesting” for the fun they enjoy in forgetting holds strong potential in 
transgressing boundaries of all kinds. For Xie, failure to remember being a woman ironically 
implies different identities under the umbrella term of “woman”; an act of “forgetting” one’s 
womanhood, therefore, entails a sense of amusement that indicates the other possibilities of non-
womanhood. In Xie’s war memoirs, the woman soldier has a thousand faces that go beyond 
category markers. 
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Conclusion 
How subversive can women soldiers’ war memoirs be if these stories are written in the 
conventional form of memoir? Do women soldiers’ war memoirs validate their soldier authors’ 
“feminist” voices, voices that challenge a gender system while celebrating and propagating 
nationalist patriotism? The two questions are the fundamental concerns addressed in this 
comparative project. Throughout the course of exploring the four women soldiers’ war memoirs, 
we have come to see a very complicated spectacle of war revealed gradually in each of the texts. 
While Norman Pryce argues that the body on the battlefield is marked as an abstract notion for 
the “spectacularity” battles possess, these four women soldiers in their war memoirs are highly 
conscious of their militarized bodies at the moment of their presence at the front. Through war 
writings, the women soldiers sought to portray the critical moment of “being conscious,” the 
significant moment that brings a gender identity into being, thereby exposing “naturalized” 
connections between their militarized bodies and gender norms prescribed by nationalist 
discourses. The women soldiers test gender identities and thereby become feminist 
autobiographers. 
Arguably, the biographies investigated here account for women soldiers’ pioneering 
feminist achievements. Women soldiers trespass on a gendered terrain reserved for men; their 
enlistment exposes them to the oppressive powers of hierarchical gender systems in the different 
armies. Whereas the traditional historiography of the Great War demarcates a beginning in 1914 
and an ending in 1918, the four women’s war work and writings prove that this war did not end 
in the signing of the Peace Treaty of Versailles. When the four women—Botchkareva, Sandes, 
Nowosiełska, and Xie—volunteered and joined in combat during the Great War or in the 
subsequent wars caused by the treaty, their war photographs were distributed widely. The images 
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that featured masculine women wearing cropped hair, holding a gun, and dressed in uniform 
shaped a visual narrative for each of the four soldiers, thereby promoting both narratives about 
the female soldiers and their own writings about themselves. While the female soldiers’ war 
memoirs brought national and international fame, their visual images that resemble those of 
militarized masculinity associated with maleness also invited considerable criticism from their 
national and international audiences. All four of them had been lauded in their own times either 
as “the new woman,” “the modern girl,” “a modern Amazon,” or “a modern-day Joan of Arc” 
while they were also mocked for their images that expressed female masculinity in the military. 
For some of their contemporaries, particularly women suffragists, these women soldiers 
transgressed gender conventions and served as models of radical feminism. The brave deeds of 
these women soldiers fighting a century ago continue to win respect from critics of the twenty-
first century who still revere Sandes as “A Feminist at the Front” (McNally).352  
Undoubtedly, for feminist critics who argue that the Great War neither liberated women 
nor deconstructed patriarchy, war brought about a “change without a change” at best (Higonnet 
Interview 118). As Stoff argues, Russian women soldiers did little to unsettle the Russian 
patriarchy, although numerous women’s battalions were created around Russia during World 
War I (1-4). In Britain and even more so in France, where women were not allowed to enlist in 
the military, a postwar relapse into gender conventions reasserted pre-war gender norms. Polish 
women soldiers volunteered in the women’s legions to serve as combat soldiers in wars after 
1918, but Paulina Ruczalska-Reinschmit argues that while they joined the war “by fighting for 
the nation’s freedom, women have not gained rights for themselves” (qtd. Grzebalska 115). 
Likewise, Chinese women played significant roles in the founding of modern China, including 
                                                          
352 Frank McNally pays high tribute to Flora Sandes, who he believes should be viewed as an 
Irish feminist. 
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forming women’s troops and girls’ cadet teams. Nevertheless, they did not gain suffrage until 
1947 (1949 for the PRC). Therefore, feminist scholars insist that women’s enlistment in the army 
failed to catalyze any permanent change of gender inequalities.  
As my critical examinations of the political, social, and cultural backgrounds under which 
the four women volunteered and served as soldiers show, war should not be considered either as 
a traumatic experience or as a liberating force. Rather, the history of women’s military 
participation needs to be approached as a contingency that depends on multiple forces and 
precipitates historical events. Russian women soldiers’ war efforts might not lead to the 
breakdown of the Russian patriarchal system, but they paved the ground for women’s military 
engagement in World War II, the war that once again temporarily allowed women to enter 
certain terrains exclusively reserved for men. British women might not gain full suffrage for their 
war work abroad during the Great War. However, the establishment of women’s auxiliary 
groups, along with audacious attempts to serve in the army by individual women such as Sandes 
and Lawrence, undoubtedly opened up possibilities for women’s legions to be officially 
incorporated into the British Army. 
A significant way to leave a historical legacy is through stories. At crucial times of nation 
formation, reformation or transformation, the four women emerged as soldiers in the early 
twentieth century from a wartime culture that infused with heroic tales of strong women in their 
historical past and among their contemporaries. Inspired by historical precedents and legendary 
heroines, the four women not only volunteered to enlist in the army but also worked to weave 
their own war stories into the myths of national heroines. The four women soldiers’ war memoirs 
demonstrate that they retain their agency by recording their war memoirs in autobiographical 
writing as a form of resistance.  
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The female soldiers sought to address feminist concerns concerning gender transgression 
by transforming their war “experiences” into war tales. Reading the war memoirs published 
nearly a century ago allows us to understand how these soldiers revealed problematic 
nationalistic discourses embedded in the construction of national identity dictating their gender 
roles in wartime. “Story-telling or autobiography,” as Chandra Mohanty insists, “is a discourse 
of oppositional consciousness and agency” (213). Although her statement concerns the daily, 
mundane struggle of “third-world” women and their engagement with feminism, this argument 
also indicates the “feminist” efforts of the four women soldiers in narrativizing the battles they 
fought. The women soldiers published their war memoirs in successive but different versions in 
response to significant political events.  
My study of the narrative structures of the four memoirs shows that these female authors 
sought to portray their soldiering by deploying humor to negotiate gender hierarchies in the 
battlefield. Botchkareva ends her story with a funny scene of double cross-dressing while flirting 
with a male soldier so as to deflect gender stereotypes and class-based challenges. Sandes 
describes her life in the trenches with a similarly hilarious scene of double cross-dressing while 
she was “passing” as an English lady in order to mock the naturalization of gender binaries and 
thereby to escape gender policing. Unlike Botchkareva or Sandes who chose to play gendering 
games in their war stories, Nowosiełska and Xie embedded secret messages, in their writing, 
about the fun of gendering. Nowosiełska expresses her gender categories through a mirror image 
of herself cross-dressed as a boy soldier and by appending to her memoir a collection of army 
jokes that imply the pleasure of gender crossing at wartimes. Xie depicts her gender trouble as a 
girl soldier at the front through comic scenes of two female soldiers taking turns playing the role 
of “husband,” suggesting the power to play a game of gendering a female soldier.    
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Reading the four military women’s personal writings in terms of the dynamic relationship 
between word and image enables us to recognize discursive powers at work in the production of 
their war memoirs, thereby disclosing their feminist efforts to negotiate with those influences. 
My inquiries into the narrative strategies that the four women employ prove that the memoirists 
sought to portray the battlefield from multiple perspectives through shifting narrative voices and 
by transgressing generic boundaries, destabilizing the conventions of autobiographical writings. 
Semiliterate Botchkareva could not “write” her stories, but she uses the literary device of irony, 
portraying her visit to the brothel to raise the social issue of comparing women soldiers to 
prostitutes. Sandes collapses time in her seemingly chronological story so as to introduce a 
doubled Sandes: a queer being transgressing ideological categories of gender, sexuality, 
nationality, time, and space. Nowosiełska and Xie both employed the strategy of shifting 
narrative voices constantly to maneuver subject positions, from which they can openly address 
their concerns with challenging gender norms. My analysis of the fluctuating plotlines in the 
women soldiers’ serial memoirs also reveals the malleability of women soldiers’ war stories that 
inevitably recalls the imaginary elements of heroic women’s storytelling in various cultures. The 
women soldiers published their memoirs in series so as to embed secret intertextual messages for 
a postwar female readership. These four women fought in battles as female soldiers in order to 
tell war stories; more significantly, they told their war tales in order to fight as women. 
Most importantly, the visual paratext of the four memoirs shapes multiple narratives since 
the images are constantly in play or in conflict with the stories told in the written text. Although 
the magazine serial of her stories featured illustrations of a romantic, sexualized Russian woman, 
Botchkareva’s memoir in book form carried a portrait of herself decorated and dressed in 
uniform like a male leader. Sandes included different sets of war photographs for her two 
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memoirs, one showing her as a lady soldier in an army of Serbian men while the other featuring 
a soldier blending into the army as one of the men. Likewise, Nowosiełska collected three 
similar sets of photographs for the three memoirs but arranged them in a different order 
respectively: two Polish editions presenting her as a military instructor being domesticated as a 
loving mother while the English one featured her military roles. Finally, Xie not only rearranged 
sets of her war photographs for her five memoirs, but she also re-captioned certain images to 
accommodate each edition, conveying inconsistent images of the Chinese woman soldier. The 
women soldiers juxtapose word with image in their war stories, portraying one thousand faces of 
a national war heroine.  
Exploring the war memoirs written by women soldiers who fought a century ago enables 
scholars who work on women’s writings of World War I, to better recognize the cultural 
responses to contemporary women soldiers, particularly when specters of nationalism have re-
emerged to mobilize patriotism. For instance, in 2014, Ukraine woman pilot Nadia Savchenko 
was captured in Ukraine by pro-Russian insurgents; a video clip showing her being interrogated 
instantly attracted hundreds of thousands of views (“Ukraine”). Meanwhile, her name occupied 
headlines in the middle of a media war between Russia and the Ukraine, quickly drawing 
contrary responses from both countries. Understanding that the figure of a woman soldier served 
as a trope of nationhood, one is not surprised at the Ukraine media’s coverage of Savchenko 
referred as “our girl” while the Russian journalists dubbed her as “sexist” and as “Satan’s 
daughter” (“Ukraine”).  In addition, knowing how female soldiers serving in the army one 
century ago negotiated gender issues, we can better understand contemporary women soldiers’ 
personal writings in gender terms. 
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Certainly, the scope of war in this comparative project is limited to the first half of the 
twentieth century and to the four cultures under investigation here. This studies challenges the 
conventional chronology of World War I, but it does not extend the research focus beyond World 
War II. Both Sandes and Botchkareva figure frequently in discussions of women soldiers in the 
English-speaking world. Research sources about Xie are available primarily for readers who 
understand Chinese, although there are some English publications about Xie’s life and her 
signature piece, Woman Soldier. Studies focusing on Polish women fighters’ military 
engagement during the nineteenth century are either rare or published in Polish only. Because 
Nowosiełska is not a prominent figure, very few English materials are available except for her 
English memoir. More research is needed on both Nowosiełska’s biography and the military 
history of Polish women’s war efforts during the late nineteenth century and early twentieth 
century, particularly for those who had access to the Polish language. 
Last but not the least, digital storytelling has emerged as a new mode of storytelling, and 
personal stories now flourish on the internet, allowing more voices to be heard; meanwhile, 
internet websites are also opening opportunities for the recovery of forgotten or previously 
unprinted narratives. With the ubiquitous social media sites, more venues are accessible for 
women soldiers to create and re-write their own visual narratives. Therefore, new concerns with 
women soldiers’ virtual self-representations may develop while similar issues including how 
nationalist ideologies intervene and police women soldiers’ gender presentations online may also 
persist. Women soldiers’ storytelling, whether in written texts or in the digital space, remains a 
significant field for further investigation. 
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